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Abstract— This paper aims to present a hybrid intelligence 

model that uses the cluster analysis techniques with feature 

selection for analyzing clinical cancer diagnoses. Our model 

provides an option of selecting a subset of salient features for 

performing clustering and comprehensively considers the use of 

most existing models that use all the features to perform 

clustering. In particular, we study the methods by selecting 

salient features to identify clusters using a comparison of 

coincident quantitative measurements. When applied to 

benchmark breast cancer datasets, experimental results indicate 

that our method outperforms several benchmark filter- and 

wrapper-based methods in selecting features used to discover 

natural clusters, maximizing the between-cluster scatter and 

minimizing the within-cluster scatter toward a satisfactory 

clustering quality. The experimental dataset is based on the data 

gathered in a hospital in Tehran. 

 

Keywords—cluster analysis; cancer modeling; feature 

selection; cancer diagnoses. 

I.  INTRODUCTION  

 Breast cancer is the second leading cause of death after 
cardiovascular diseases in the world. Health professionals are 
seeking ways for suitable treatment and quality of care in these 
groups of patients. Survival prediction is important for both 
physicians and patients in order to choose the best way of 
management. Today diagnosis of a disease is a vital job in 
medicine. It is an essential to interpret the correct diagnosis of 
patient with the help clinical examination and investigations. 
Computer information based decision support system can play 
an important role in accurate diagnosis and cost effective 
treatment. Most hospitals have a huge amount of patient data, 
which is rarely used to support clinical diagnosis. It is question 
why we cannot use this data in clinical diagnosis and patient 
management? Is it possible to formulate own area based 
prediction system concerned with specific disease by using 
data mining techniques [1]? Data mining is the computational 
process of discovering patterns in large data sets involving 
methods at the intersection of artificial intelligence, machine 
learning, statistics, and database systems [2]. Basically data 
mining technique is concerned with data processing, 

identifying patterns and trends in information. In other words, 
data mining simply means collection and processing data in 
systemic manner by using computer based programs and 
subsequent formation of disease prediction or patient 
management system aid. Data mining principles have been 
known around for many years, but, with the advent of 
information technology, nowadays it is even more prevalent. 
Data mining is not all about the database software that you are 
using. You can perform data mining with comparatively 
modest database systems and simple tools, including creating 
and writing your own, or using off the shelf software packages. 
Complex data mining benefits from the past experience and 
algorithms defined with existing software and packages, with 
certain tools gaining a greater affinity or reputation with 
different techniques [3]. This technique is routinely use in large 
number of industries like engineering, medicine, crime 
analysis, expert prediction, Web mining, and mobile 
computing, besides others utilize Data mining [4]. Machine 
learning [5] [6], is concerned with the design and development 
of algorithms that allow computers to evolve behaviors learned 
from databases and automatically learn to recognize complex 
patterns and make intelligent decisions based on data. However 
the massive toll of available data poses a major obstruction in 
discovering patterns. Feature Selection attempts to select a 
subset of attributes based on the information gain [7].  
Classification is performed to assign the given set of input data 
to one of many categories [8]. Data analysis procedures can be 
dichotomized as either exploratory or confirmatory, based on 
the availability of appropriate models for the data source, but a 
key element in both types of procedures (whether for 
hypothesis formation or decision-making) is the grouping, or 
classification of measurements based on either (i) goodness-of-
fit to a postulated model, or (ii) natural groupings (clustering) 
revealed through analysis. Cluster analysis is the organization 
of a collection of patterns (usually represented as a vector of 
measurements, or a point in a multidimensional space) into 
clusters based on similarity. Intuitively, patterns within a valid 
cluster are more similar to each other than they are to a pattern 
belonging to a different cluster. It is important to understand 
the difference between clustering (unsupervised classification) 
and discriminant analysis (supervised classification). In 
supervised classification, we are provided with a collection of 
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labeled (pre-classified) patterns; the problem is to label a newly 
encountered, yet unlabeled, pattern. Typically, the given 
labeled (training) patterns are used to learn the descriptions of 
classes which in turn are used to label a new pattern. In the 
case of clustering, the problem is to group a given collection of 
unlabeled patterns into meaningful clusters. In a sense, labels 
are associated with clusters also, but these category labels are 
data driven; that is, they are obtained solely from the data. 
Clustering is useful in several exploratory pattern-analysis, 
grouping, decision-making, and machine-learning situations, 
including data mining, document retrieval, image 
segmentation, and pattern classification [9]. 

 
 In [10], the performance criterion of supervised learning 

classifiers such as Naïve Bayes, SVM-RBF kernel, RBF neural 
networks, Decision trees (J48) and simple CART are 
compared, to find the best classifier in breast cancer datasets 
(WBC and Breast tissue). The experimental result shows that 
SVM-RBF kernel is more accurate than other classifiers; it 
scores accuracy of 96.84% in WBC and 99.00% in Breast 
tissue. In [11] , the performance of C4.5, Naïve Bayes, Support 
Vector Machine (SVM) and K- Nearest Neighbor (K-NN) are 
compared to find the best classifier in WBC. SVM proves to be 
the most accurate classifier with accuracy of 96.99%. In [12], 
the performance of decision tree classifier (CART) with or 
without feature selection in breast cancer datasets Breast 
Cancer, WBC and WDBC. CART achieves accuracy of 
69.23% in Breast Cancer dataset without using feature 
selection, 94.84% in WBC dataset and 92.97% in WDBC 
dataset. When using CART with feature selection (Principal 
Components Attribute Eval), it scores accuracy of 70.63% in 
Breast Cancer dataset, 96.99 in WBC dataset and 92.09 in 
WDBC dataset. When CART is used with feature selection 
(ChiSquared Atrribute Eval), it scores accuracy of 69.23% in 
Breast Cancer dataset, 94.56 in WBC dataset and 92.61 in 
WDBC dataset. In [13], the performance of C4.5 decision tree 
method obtained 94.74% accuracy by using 10-fold cross 
validation with WDBC dataset. In [14], the neural network 
classifier is used on WPBC dataset. It achieves accuracy of 
70.725%. In [15], a hybrid method is proposed to enhance the 
classification accuracy of WDBC dataset (95.96) with 10 fold 
cross validation. In [16], the performance of linear discreet 
analysis method obtained 96.8% accuracy with WDBC dataset. 
In [17], the accuracy obtained 95.06% with neuron- fuzzy 
techniques when using WDBC dataset. In [18], an accuracy of 
95.57% was obtained with the application of supervised fuzzy 
clustering technique with WDBC dataset. 

The major contributions of the current work are twofold. 
First, we have developed a K-means variant that can 
incorporate background knowledge in the form of instance-
level constraints, thus demonstrating that this approach is not 
limited to a single clustering algorithm. In particular, we have 
presented our modifications to the K-means algorithm and have 
demonstrated its performance on six data sets. 

Second, we have used the best feature for classification so 
we can predict the time of cancer recrudescence which is very 
important for prevention of  death due to cancer. 

In the next section, we provide some backgrounds on the 
Clustering algorithm such as K-means algorithm and SVM. 
Next, we describe our methods and result in some tables in 
section 3 and 4. Finally, Section 5 summarizes our 
contributions [19]. 

 

II. CLUSTERING ALGORITHMS 

To evaluate the effectiveness of NDR for capturing cluster 
structures, two classical clustering algorithms, HC and K-
means, are applied to the reduced feature spaces. These two 
algorithms are representatives for two kinds of widely used 
clustering approaches. HC uses agglomerative and divisive 
strategies and divides data into a sequence of nested partitions, 
where partitions at one level are joined as clusters at the next 
level. The number of clusters can be determined immediately at 
special level upon requirements. While, K-means is one of  the 
most widely used center-based clustering algorithms which 
uses a partitioning strategy to assign objects into fixed clusters. 
The algorithm regards data vectors as a point set in a high-
dimensional space. According to the input clustering number, 
K-means randomly selects centroid points for each cluster and 
allocates each of data point into one of these clusters based on 
its minimum distance to these centroid points. After necessary 
optimizing steps, K-means can generate a good clustering 
solution [11],[12].  

A. K-means 

Clustering is an important and popular technique in data 
mining. It partitions a set of objects in such a manner that 
objects in the same clusters are more similar to each another 
than objects in the different cluster according to certain 
predefined criteria. K-means is simple yet an efficient method 
used in data clustering. However, K-means has a tendency to 
converge to local optima and depends on initial value of cluster 
centers. In the past, many heuristic algorithms have been 
introduced to overcome this local optima problem. 
Nevertheless, these algorithms too suffer several short-comings 
[22]. In this paper, we present an efficient hybrid evolutionary 
data clustering algorithm referred to as K-MCI, whereby, we 
combine K-means with modified cohort intelligence. Our 
proposed algorithm is tested on several standard data sets from 
UCI Machine Learning Repository and its performance is 
compared with other well-known algorithms such as K-means, 
K-means++, cohort intelligence (CI), modified cohort 
intelligence (MCI), genetic algorithm (GA), simulated 
annealing (SA), tabu search (TS), ant colony optimization 
(ACO), honeybee mating optimization (HBMO) and particle 
swarm optimization (PSO). The simulation results are very 
promising in the terms of quality of solution and convergence 
speed of algorithm.  

B. SVM 

With the development of clinical technologies, different 
tumor features have been collected for breast cancer diagnosis. 
Filtering all the pertinent feature information to support the 
clinical disease diagnosis is a challenging and time consuming 
task. The objective of this research is to diagnose breast cancer 
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based on the extracted tumor features. Feature extraction and 
selection are critical to the quality of classifiers founded 
through data mining methods. To extract useful information 
and diagnose the tumor, a hybrid of K-means and support 
vector machine (K-SVM) algorithms is developed. The K-
means algorithm is utilized to recognize the hidden patterns of 
the benign and malignant tumors separately. The membership 
of each tumor to these patterns is calculated and treated as a 
new feature in the training model. Then, a support vector 
machine (SVM) is used to obtain the new classifier to 
differentiate the incoming tumors. Based on 10-fold cross 
validation, the proposed methodology improves the accuracy to 
97.38%, when tested on the Wisconsin Diagnostic Breast 
Cancer (WDBC) data set from the University of California – 
Irvine machine learning repository. Six abstract tumor features 
are extracted from the 32 original features for the training 
phase. The results not only illustrate the capability of the 
proposed approach on breast cancer diagnosis, but also shows 
time savings during the training phase. Physicians can also 
benefit from the mined abstract tumor features by better 
understanding the properties of different types of tumors [23]. 

III. METHODS 

In this paper, we have investigated two data mining 
techniques: Clustering and Classification. In this paper, we 
used these algorithms to predict the survivability rate of breast 
cancer data set. We have selected these two clustering and 
classification techniques to find the most suitable one for 
predicting cancer survivability rate [24]. The 24 of 76 features 
used in our study are listed in Table I. 

TABLE I.  FEATURE 

parameter Explain Parameter Explain 

F Family history T 
Size of the original 

tumor 

MS Marital status N lymph nodes 

S Smoking N+ 

Cancer has been 

found in the lymph 
nodes 

C Childbirth STAGE 
A number on a scale 

of 0 through IV 

P Pregnancy PATH 
The type of 
pathology 

TA Type of abortion GRADE 

Grading is a 

way of classifying 

cancer cells 

NA 
Number of 

abortion 
LVI 

Lymphovascular 

invasion 

B Breastfeeding ER Estrogen receptor 

H 

Hormones 

(estrogen and 
progesterone) 

PR Progesterone receptor 

DH 
Duration of 
hormone use 

HER2 

Human epidermal 

growth factor 

receptor 2 

CT 
Computed 

tomography 
P53 Tumor protein 

RT Radio therapy KI67 
Antigen identifiedby 
monoclonal antibody 

 

In order to make the gathered data being in hospital in 
Tehran in numerical format, a coding scheme is used. This 
coding is depicted in Table II for coding of variables describing 
the general and Table III for variables coding cancer. 

TABLE II.  CODING OF VARIABLES 

DESCRIBING THE GENERAL 

Gender Education Type AB FH 

Female 0 Collegiate 1 Criminal 1 Frist degree 1 

Male 1 Diploma 2 Medical 2 Second degree 2 

 School  3 C/M 3 Yes/unknown 3 

 Guidance 4 Unknown 6 Unknown 6 

 Illiterate 5 No 9 No 9 

 
Smoking Fat Married Menopause 

Yes 1 Yes 1 Singel 1 Histectomy 1 

Yes/no 2 Yes/no 2 Married 2 Natural   2 

Unknown 6 Unknown 6 Divorce 3  
No 9 No 9 Widowed 4  

  Unknown 6  

 

TABLE III.  VARIABLES CODING 

CANCER 

Surgery Armpit CT H.Name Path 

Bcs 1 AXLND/padding 1 Yes 1 Tamoxifin 1 IDC 1 

Mrm 2 AXLND/darrinage 2 Neo 2 Letrozol 2 DCIS 2 

Bcs/Mrm 

3 

SLN/darrinage 3 Unknown  

6 

Aromysin 3 IDC/DCIS 

3 

Unknown  

6 

SLN 4 No 9 tamox/letrozol 

4 

ILC 4 

 

AXLND 5 

 

tamox/aromysin 

5 

ILC/LCIS 

5 

 

Unknown 6 

 

Unknown 6 Unknown 
6 

 

SLN/AXLND 7 

 

tamox/decapept 
7 

IDC/ILC 
7 

 

Padding 8 

 

herceptin   8 LCIS 8 

 

No 9 

  

no 9 

 

Darrinage 10 

  

ILC/DCIS 

10 

 

AXLND/SLN/padding 

11    

 

SLN/padding 12 

   

 

In addition, the coding depicted in Table IV is used to 

numerate the result of test on each feature. 

TABLE IV.  CODES COMMON 
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1 yes positive 

9 no negative 

6 Unknown 

 

In the next section the results of clustering and 
classification will be discussed. 

IV. CLUSTERING AND CLASSIFICATION RESULTS 

We use 3 clustering for dataset that select some feature in 3 
clusters .this cluster show that some feature such as p53 are 
more than effective to predict breast cancer. In this study, the 
models were evaluated based on the accuracy measures 
discussed above (classification accuracy, sensitivity and 
specificity). The results were achieved using 74 features  for 
each model, and are based on the average results obtained from 
the test dataset. It has been chosen 983 patients of 1621 as train 
data and they are clustered into three, and the results are exist 
in Table V. This classification algorithm uses LVI as a table 
and predicts cancer more precisely. Using this algorithm, 
accuracy numbers are listed in Table V. simulation results have 
been achieved using Rapid Miner. 

TABLE V.  RESULTS 

Clustering Table Recurrence 

Result of data train 91.5 % 

Result of data test 89.7 % 

 

LVI as a table that shoe is the best feature for predicting effect 

time. 

 
Classification Label: LVI 

Train data97% Test Data91% 

 

V. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS 

Feature selection is one of the most effective methods to 
enhance data representation and improve performance in terms 
of specified criteria, e.g., generalization classification accuracy. 
In the literature, many studies select a subset of salient features 
using supervised learning rather than unsupervised learning. 
When the class labels are absent during training, feature 
selection in unsupervised learning is integral, but its extensible 
application is rarely studied in the literature. The objective of 
this study is to select salient features that can be used to 
identify interesting clusters in the analysis of  cancer diagnosis. 
Specifically, we highlight three qualitative principles that help 
users to analyze clinical cancer diagnosis using clusters 
resulting from a subset of salient features. First, the clusters  
built  by  a  subset  of  salient  features  are  more  practical  and 
interpretable  than  those  built  by  all  of  the  features,  which  
include noise.  Second,  the  clustering  results  provide  clinical  
doctors  with an  understanding  of  the  context  of  clinical   
cancer  diagnoses. Finally,  a  search  for  relevant  records  
based  on  the  clusters  obtained when  noisy  features  are  
ignored  is  more  efficient.  These  three  principles  rely  on  

the  discovery  of  natural  clusters  using  salient  features and  
are applicable  only  to  unsupervised  learning. To  
demonstrate  the  usefulness  of  these  three  qualitative  
principles,  we  use  coincident  quantitative  measurements  to  
analyze the  salient  features  for  discovering  clusters.  The  
experiments  on  the cancer  (Diagnostic)  and  cancer    
(Original)  datasets  demonstrate  that  the  selected features  
are  effective  for  selecting  salient  features  to  discover  
natural  clusters.  Based  on  a  performance  evaluation  using  
well-known validations  in  statistical  model  and  cluster  
analysis,  our  analysis provides  an  interesting  aspect  in  
feature  selection  for  discovering clusters. 
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Abstract—Event based controller has been implemented to 
teleoperate the real mobile robot efficiently. The system consists 
of master haptic device, slave robot and a communication 
network. On master side with the help of visual aid and real time 
force feedback acting on the robot the operator control and 
navigate the robot and receive sensory feedback. Environmental 
force which is acting on slave robot is modeled as virtual force 
based on obstacles in front of mobile robot using proximity 
sensors and it has been reflected to human operator in real time 
using perditor block. Thus the operator can feel that he is driving 
the robot like a car while he is present at remote location. The 
designed controller shows the excellent coordination between 
master haptic device and slave robot. The slave robot follows the 
master device and communication delay has no effect on the 
performance and stability of teleoperated robot.  

Keywords— teleoperation; event based controller; force 
feedback; haptic device 

I. INTRODUCTION  

In fact, teleoperated robots are excellent mean to work in 
hazardous environments where human safety is at high risk 
like nuclear power plants, landmines clearance and space 
exploration[1-4]. Also teleoperation provides solutions in 
cases where human operators simply can’t manipulate given 
objects like surgery inside human body through micro-robots 
which is called tele-surgery. Teleoperation is finding 
applications in these areas because the technology can save 
lives and reduce cost by removing the human operators from 
the operation sites. However, most of these areas still need 
humans in the control loop because of their very high level of 
skills and because machine intelligence is insufficiently 
advanced to operate autonomously and  intelligently in such 
complex and unstructured environments. Teleoperation has 
become one of the most rapidly expanding areas in 
mechanical, electrical, computer and control systems 
engineering.  

Today many industries utilize robots because they offer 
advantage of being able to perform set routines more quickly, 
cheaply, and accurately than humans. Instead of using 
programmed routines to maneuver the robots, tele-robotics 
allows to operate the robot from a distance and make decisions 
in real time[5]. With the development of more powerful and 
efficient computers, the future for teleoperation seems 

extremely promising. On the other hand, the active research in 
teleoperation is being conducted using Internet as 
communication medium. This has happened due to the fact 
that  the Internet has changed from a simple data transmission 
medium to a virtual world application like control. The system 
which uses real time control over the Internet has many 
difficulties. One of the most important difficulty is the delay 
due to the data packets transmission between two points over 
network. This delay due to its random nature plays a 
significant role in the stability and efficiency of the system 
when the commands are sent and received in real time 
applications. Furthermore, when the Internet began to be used 
for communication, packet switched networks presented the 
already established time-delay analysis with difficulties due to 
randomly varying delays, discrete-time exchange of data and 
loss of information. So that earlier delay related results were 
adapted to the new setting  as it was studied in detail in [6] as 
well as to discrete-time setting in [7-10] and information loss 
in [11]. These methods found their way to several applications 
in handling radioactive material [12], space robotics  [13,14], 
telesurgery [15], and recently teleoperation of mobile robots 
[16,17]. 

Moreover, several Internet based robots have been 
developed and studied. Reference [18] where they considered 
the bilateral teleoperation of a wheeled mobile robot over 
communication channel with constant delay to enable the user 
to control the mobile robot by operating a master haptic 
joystick. The passivity of the closed-loop system is also 
enforced so that, even with communication delays, humans 
can stably and safely teleoperate the wheeled mobile robot 
with force-reflection. However, this study was based on 
simulation framework. Reference [19] the use of a haptic 
interface is proposed to increase the user’s perception of the 
workspace of the mobile robot. The passivity of the overall 
system is preserved, so that the stability of the virtual 
interaction is guaranteed. But the system behavior was not 
evaluated in complex tasks and also it did not take into 
account the significant time delay in the data transmission. 
Reference [20] presented the Internet-based tele-rehabilitation 
sharing system, whose aim is to achieve the situation where 
multiple stay home patients in different places can share 
rehabilitation instruction of one physiotherapist at the same 
time. However, they have done simulation which is hard to 
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implement and the real experiment is under planning in that 
research. 

In this work a bilateral control of mobile robot is presented 
with real time force reflection to operator which is acting on 
mobile robot without any assumption on time delay using 
event based control approach. The virtual interaction force is 
computed on the basis of obstacles in front of the mobile 
robot. Thus, the live video feed and force feedback from the 
robot help the operator to drive robot like a car by generating 
linear velocity equivalent to gas pedal adjustment and heading 
angle equivalent to steering wheel rotation in car, commands 
from haptic joystick.    

II. PROBLEM DESCRIPTION 

In fact, the teleoperation over Internet suffers with time 
delay. This delay happens due to latency in communication 
via Internet. The main effects of this delay are instability and 
de-synchronization. The previous researches assumed the 
delay time is constant or has upper bound limit[18][21]. In 
order to avoid these assumptions over delay an event based 
controller has been implemented which has no impact of delay 
on it. Also, a predictor block is implemented in the feedback 
loop that reflect real time force acting on the robot to the 
operator as shown in Fig. 3.  

III.  NON-TIME BASED CONTROL FOR TELEOPERATION WITH 

FORCE REFLECTION 

Different approaches have been used to stabilize the 
teleoperated robots. The stability in this work is ensured by 
using event based controller. The Fig. 1, and Fig. 2, show the 
conventional control block and event based control block 
respectively. Thereom1 explains the stability of the event 
based controller. The proof of this theorem has been done in 
[22]. 

 
Fig. 1. Conventional Control Loop 

 
Fig. 2. Non-time based control 

A. Theorem1 

If the original robot dynamic system(without remote 
human/autonomous controller) is asymptotically stable with 
time t as its action reference  and the new non-time action 
reference, e=Π(y) is a (monotone increasing) non decreasing 
function of time t, then the system is (asymptotically) stable 
with respect to the new action reference e. The advantage of 
this approach is that stability is independent of random time 
delay. 

IV.  THE CONTROL APPROACH 

 
Fig. 3. Block diagram of the teleoperated system. 

The telecontrol of mobile robot has been implemented as 
shown in Fig. 3. Haptic feedback is very crucial in telecontrol 
along with vision and sensory feedback to perceive the 
environment around the robot. The force acting on the slave 
robot is fed to master device so that operator can feel the real 
impact of force acting on slave robot. In telecontrol there is 
delay due to which force acting on the hapatic device is a 
delayed response. The force is modeled as virtual force which 
is acting on robot and is inversely proportional to distance to 
obstacle in front of robot. With the predictor block it can be 
made sure that the real time force is generated by using the 
Tdb(delay time backward), velocity of slave and onboard 
proximity sensors to calculate the real time position and hence 
virtual force. 

The operator generates joystick position Xm(e), as it is 
given in the (1).  
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Where Fh(e) given in (3) is applied force by human operator 
and Fm(e) is reflected force. Fhx(e), Fhy(e) and Fhφ(e) generate 
Xmx(e), Xmy(e) and Xmφ(e) positions of the joystick  
respectively. 
 
 The dynamics of joystick is given in the (4), where Mm is 
mass of master joystick  and Vm(e) is velocity of master 
joystick. Each event is triggered by the previous event as can 
be seen in the (4). 
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 Vm(e)  travels through communication channel with some 
delay but this delay has no effect on the performance of 
system since advancement in time has no effect on slave robot 
only advancement in event e stimulates the slave robot. 
Therefore when there is connection loss then the slave robot 
will stop and wait for new event. After reconnection the slave 
will start following master again. Vs(e) mentioned in the (6) is 
slave input velocity and it is same as Vm(e) when there is no 
obstacle in front of robot. Ven(e) is reduction in Vs(e) when 
there is some obstacles to reduce the speed of robot. The 
proximity sensors mounted on the slave robot scan the 
environment and adjust the Vs(e). Vo(e)  is output velocity of 
slave robot given in the (7). 

V. TELEOPERATED SYSTEM 

A. Hardware System 

Fig. 4, illustrates the pictorial view of the teleoperated 
system. It consists of force feedback joystick, client pc and 
AutoMerlin along with server PC. Haptic device i.e. force 
feedback joystick from Wingman generates the commands for 
robot navigation and reflects the force feedback to human 
operator. AutoMerlin (Auto Mobile Experimental Robot for 
Locomotion and Intelligent Navigation) is a four wheel car 
like mobile robot as shown in Fig. 5, which is equipped with 
dspic microcontroller and onboard sensors. The robot is driven 
by two dc motors and the power is transmitted equally to all 
four wheels. The front wheels  are steered by servo motor. The 
controls are realized by pulse width modulation (PWM) 
signals from the microcontroller to the drive and steer motors, 
respectively. The data transfer between AutoMerlin and the 
server PC has been realized by UART communication using 
RS232 serial port. 

 

 
Fig. 4. Pictorial View of the system. 

 

 
Fig. 5. AutoMerlin  
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B. Software Framework 

Two algorithms have been developed in C# language for 
both client and the server. The client part is hosted in client PC 
and it is taking inputs (velocity and steering angle) from the 
joystick. Then, it has the ability to send information to the 
server PC via TCP/IP. It reflects force feedback to haptic 
device that is the force feedback joystick. Second part is the 
server which is hosted in the server PC. The server algorithm 
receives velocity commands from the client and process them 
according to environment e.g. if there is no obstacle then 
Vm(e) is fed as Vs(e) and if there is obstacle in the range of 
0.5m then Vm(e) is adjusted to reduce the Vs(e), and if the 
object is in the range of 0.2m then the robot will stop. The 
server execute the velocities commands for 200ms and then 
wait for the next event. So each event has duration of 200ms. 
Client generates new commands as next event. These 
commands travel through network and reach server algorithm 
which sends them to AutoMerlin via serial port. Server 
algorithm receives sensor data from the robot and sends them 
back to the client. Also, it sends the visual feedback from the 
vision sensor (camera) to enhance the perception of operator 
about the environment around the slave robot as shown in Fig. 
6.  

TCP/IP is reliable and guarantees sending-receiving data, 
therefore it has been used for important data transfer (velocity, 
heading angle, and sensor data). While UDP is faster than 
TCP and packet loss is acceptable in video streaming, 
therefore it has been used for sending live video stream from 
robot to client.  

 
Fig. 6. Client GUI 

VI.  EXPERIMENTS 

Some experiments were carried out over local network to 
check the behavior of the controller when there is perfect 
connection between client and server and then we made 
deliberate disconnection and reconnection to evaluate the 
performance of controller.  

 

 

Fig. 7. The master heading angle. 

 
Fig. 8. The slave heading angle. 

Fig. 7, and Fig. 9, show the heading angle and linear 
velocity of master device i.e. haptic force feedback joystick 
when there is perfect connection between master and slave. 
Fig. 8, and Fig. 10, show the slave robot heading angle and 
linear velocity.  It is clear from these four plots that the slave 
robot is following the master device i.e. haptic force feedback 
joystick.  

 

 

Fig. 9. The master linear velocity. 
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Fig. 10. The slave linear Velocity. 

Fig. 11, and Fig. 12, show the master linear velocity and 
slave linear velocity with disconnection. In the beginning the 
master and slave linear velocity is zero then slave follows 
master until there is connection loss and  both master and 
slave velocities become zero. When the connection is 
reestablished  the slave starts following the master again. 

 

 

Fig. 11. The master linear velocity with disconnection. 

 
 

 
Fig. 12. The slave linear velocity with disconnection. 

Fig. 13, plots the master linear velocity, Fig. 14, plots the 
slave linear velocity and Fig. 15,  the force acting on the robot. 
These plots are related with each other. When there is no 
obstacle the slave follows the master. At event 50 there is 
some obstacle so velocity is reduced and force is increased as 
shown in Fig. 14, and Fig. 15. Slave is not following master 
now but instead it is following the algorithm developed in 
server program to avoid obstacles. So when there is maximum 
force the velocity is of slave is minimum regardless the 
velocity of master device and when the object is in the critical 
range of 0.2m the slave will stop and force will become 
maximum and it will not listen to master device. 

 
Fig. 13. The master linear velocity when there are obstacles. 
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Fig. 14. The slave linear velocity when there are obstacles. 

 
Fig. 15. The force acting on slave reflected to master device. 

VII.  CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 

The above mentioned results have been plotted to analyze 
the performance of controller and the coordination between 
master and slave. The results are quite impressive and exhibit 
the excellent coordination between master and slave. In future 
work the map building will be added to the GUI so that the 
human operator can  understand the environment around slave 
robot more precisely and the vision system will be used to 
detect and localize humans in the environment and then send 
to them the rescue robot after detection.  
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Abstract—Shape Memory Alloy (SMA) actuators are 

hysteretic nonlinear materials, and thus it is difficult to 

effectively utilize these actuators. As a result of these effects, the 

position control of these type of actuators has been a great 

challenge in recent years. Using the phenomenological hysteresis 

models can compensate the hysteresis of these actuators 

effectively. In this paper, a feedback controller was used to 

control the rotation angle of a morphing wing mechanism 

actuated by an SMA actuator wire. Results showed that the 

proposed controller performed well in terms of attaining small 

overshoot and undershoot for square wave tracking as well as 

small tracking errors for sinusoidal trajectory. It has also good 

capability for tracking hysteresis minor loops. 

Keywords—shape memory alloy; phenomenological hysteresis 

model; feedback control system 

I.  INTRODUCTION 

Since the main difficulty in controlling Shape Memory 
Alloy (SMA) materials is due to their nonlinear saturated 
hysteretic behavior during forward and reverse 
transformations, position and force controls of these materials 
have been a great challenge for practical applications during 
the last decade. Steady state errors and limit cycle problems 
are some results of this behavior when conventional 
controllers are used for trajectory control [1]. Also, while for 
slowly varying reference signals, and with properly tuned 
gains, feedback strategies such as Proportional–Integral (PI) 
control can provide adequate performance, oscillatory motions 
about the reference trajectory often occur for the fast reference 
signals [2]. Because of these reasons, recent researches on 
control of SMA actuators have been guided to follow the 
nonlinear methods. 

In order to reduce the energy consumption by the SMA 
actuators, PWM controllers are appropriate choices as position 

controller. Ma and Song [3] concluded, by experimental 
results, that using Pulse Width Modulation (PWM) for 
controlling an SMA actuator efficiently saves actuation energy 
while keeping the same control accuracy as compared to a 
conventional PD controller. In ref. [4] a simple proportional 
controller was applied in active shape control of a flexible 
beam. It was shown by experimental data that in order to 
eliminate the steady state error of a step input signal, 
overshoot and actuator saturation are unavoidable. 
Experimental results showed that among the linear controllers, 
PI with anti-windup has the best results for position control of 
SMA actuators [5]. 

In another method, the hysteresis can be modeled by the 
use of one of phenomenological hysteresis models like 
Preisach model, Krasnosel’skii–Pokrovskii model and 
Prandtl–Ishlinskii model. As these models are defined by 
integral of hysteresis operators over a specified region, they 
have more capabilities in modeling of the systems with 
hysteresis behavior like SMA actuators. Due to the simplicity 
and availability of the standard controllers in the industrial 
world, using PI and PID controllers for systems with 
hysteretic behavior has attracted many researches. In [6], the 
stability properties of a plant described by a feedback 
interconnection of a linear system and a Bouc-Wen hysteresis 
model was investigated and controlled by a PID control 
system. In another work, the PI control system design for a 
plant that was purely hysteretic, i.e., without any dynamics, 
was discussed [7]. It offers a simple bound on the controller 
gains and it applies to several models. Nevertheless, ignoring 
the dynamic phenomena leads to satisfactory results only at 
low frequencies.  

In this paper, the generalized Prandtl–Ishlinskii (P-I) 
hysteresis model is used for modeling the hysteresis of SMA 
actuator and the position regulation control of the actuator is 
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performed by using this model with a PI controller. In what 
follows, the generalized Prandtl-Ishlinskii model is presented 
and used to model a mechanism actuated by shape memory 
alloys. The P-I model is trained by the use of some 
experimental data in order to identify some unknown 
parameters of the model. The experimental data is obtained 
from the test setup consisting of a morphing wing mechanism 
actuated by shape memory alloy wires [11]. The identification 
process is implemented in order to adapt the model response 
to the real hysteretic nonlinearity. After that, the controller 
design is explained and the accuracy of this controller is 
studied for different inputs like square and sinusoidal waves. 

II. GENERALIZED PRANDTL-ISHLINSKII MODEL 

The classical Prandtl-Ishlinskii (P-I) model uses the 

classical play (or stop) operator with a density function to 

characterize the hysteretic behavior of materials. This 

operator, characterized by the input u and the threshold r 

determining the width of the hysteresis operator, is a 

continuous rate-dependent operator which further details about 

it can be found in [8]. Assume that Cm[0,T] is the space of the 

piecewise monotone continuous functions and the input 

u(t)∈Cm[0,T] is monotone on each of the sub-intervals [ti,t(i+1)], 

where t0<t1<⋯<ti<t(i+1)<⋯<tN=T. Then the output of the 

generalized P-I model, ygeneralized, can be obtained as follows 

[9]: 

0
( ) (r)S [ ]( )

R

generalized ry t p u t dr   (1) 

In this equation, p(r) is an integrable positive density 

function, r is the positive threshold as 

r0<r1<⋯<ri<r(i+1)<⋯<rN=R, and Sr[u] is the generalized play 

hysteresis operator that is analytically expressed as: 
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where gr(u,z)=max{γl(u)-r,min(γr(u)-r,z)}. In the case of 

practical applications where a finite number of generalized 

hysteresis play operators is used, Eq. (1) would be expressed 

as: 
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  (3) 

According to Eqs. (1) and (3), the generalized Prandtl–

Ishlinskii model output depends on the shape of envelope, 

density and threshold functions. Generally, the shapes of these 

functions are defined based on the hysteresis loop of a 

particular material and considering that whether such material 

has asymmetric hysteresis loops and (or) output saturation or 

not. Also, the output of the mentioned functions strongly 

depends on the parameters of these functions. Therefore, these 

parameters should be obtained on the basis of some 

experimental data of the actuator in order to correctly predict 

the behavior of such materials. Due to some good properties of 

hyperbolic tangent functions [9], in this work, the following 

functions are selected for the envelope functions of the 

generalized play operator: 

1 2 3 4( ) tanh( )r u P Pu P P     (4) 

5 6 7 8( ) tanh( )l u P Pu P P     (5) 

Also, the following forms are selected for the density and 

threshold functions [10]: 
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11 ( 0,1,..., )jr P j j N   (7) 

In order to implement the generalized Prandtl–Ishlinskii 

hysteresis model for behavior prediction of a particular SMA 

actuator, first the above mentioned 11 constants, including P1, 

P2, . . . , P11, should be identified using the measured input–

output experimental data. In the current research, this process, 

called training process, is performed with the MATLAB 

optimization Toolbox. The goal is to have minimum errors 

with respect to the experimental data. In this paper, the 

experimental data are collected from an experimental test set-

up, consisting of a mechanism actuated by a shape memory 

alloy wire, and the details about this set-up will be explained 

in the following section. 

III. EXPERIMENTAL TEST SETUP 

The experimental setup which is shown in Fig. 1 consists of 

a mechanism that is appropriate for morphing wing 

applications. In other words, this mechanism can be used in a 

wing so that the wing shape can be changed at different flight 

conditions [11]. 

A PC-based experimental test setup and its associated 

instruments are used to investigate the capability of the 

generalized Prandtl–Ishlinskii model in prediction of the 

proposed morphing wing mechanism behavior under a SMA 

wire actuation. Moreover, the schematic interconnection of 

these components is depicted in Fig. 2. The experimental setup 

consists of the test-bed (the morphing wing mechanism 

equipped with SMA wires and two potentiometers, mounted 

on a test stand), a data acquisition system, a Windows-based 

PC, required electronic circuits (bridge circuitry with 

instrumentation amplifier and antialiasing filter, and voltage-

controlled current amplifier circuits) and a power supply. 

The main properties of the SMA wires which are used as 

actuators are presented in Table I. The SMA actuators are 

made of Nitinol (Ni-Ti) alloy which has excellent electrical 

and mechanical properties, long fatigue life, and high 

corrosion resistance and due to these properties, this material 

is used in many SMA actuators today [12]. Finally, the 
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specifications of the experimental setup which is used to 

verify the results of P-I model are listed in Table II. 

 

Fig. 1. A View of fabricated morphing wing test setup. 

 

Power SupplyPC Data Acquisition 

Board

Wing Section

 

Fig. 2. Schematic diagram of the experimental setup. 

 

TABLE I.  PROPERTIES OF SHAPE MEMORY ALLOY ACTUATOR. 

Coefficient Definition Value Unit 

dw Diameter 0.01 In 

ρ Density 6.45 g/cm3 

Mf Martensite final temperature 43.9 ᵒC 

Ms Martensite start temperature 48.4 ᵒC 

Af Austenite final temperature 68 ᵒC 

As Austenite start temperature 73.75 ᵒC 
 

TABLE II.  SOME SPECIFICATIONS OF THE EXPERIMENTAL SETUP [11]. 

Test-Bed 

Morphing wing mechanism with 0.01” NiTi 

Flexinol wires & potentiometer pair, 

A test-stand 

Data Acquisition 
National Instrument, SCB-68 Noise Rejecting, 

Shielded I/O, Connector Block 

PC 
Hardware Core2 Duo 2 GHz CPU, 2GB RAM 

Software Windows 7, LabVIEW 

Circuits 

Bridge circuitry with instrumentation amplifying 

and anti-aliasing filter, 

Voltage-controlled current amplifier circuit 

IV. IDENTIFICATION AND VALIDATION PROCESSES 

In order to train the model, a slow decaying ramp signal which 

is illustrated in fig. 3 is applied to the SMA wire actuator and 

is defined as the input voltage. The rate of change of the input 

voltage is carefully chosen to be so small. To train the 

generalized P-I model, 642 data set which contains the major 

loop and 10 first order descending reversal curves attached to 

the major loop is used. The switching values of these 

descending reversal curves are selected as: [3.5, 3.1, 3, 2.9, 

2.8, 2.7, 2.6, 2.5, 2.4, 2.3, and 2.2] (volt). The input voltage to 

the mechanism is shown in Fig. 3. For switching values less 

than 2.2 (volt), the change in the mechanism rotation is 

negligible. 
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Fig. 3. The decaying ramp input voltage applied in the training process. 

The experimental input-output hysteresis loops of the 

morphing wing mechanism with SMA wire actuator, under the 

above mentioned input voltage is depicted in Fig. 4. The 

identification process is implemented in the P-I model and, the 

11 generalized P-I model parameters are identified by using 

MATLAB optimization Toolbox in order to minimize the 

error between the model output and the experimental data. 

These values are tabulated in Table III. Since, unlike other 

hysteresis models, the Prandtl-Ishlinskii model does not have 

exact output even for the training data, the output of the 

generalized P-I model in time domain under the actuation 

voltage profile of Fig .3, is compared with the experimental 

data shown in Fig. 5. This figure obviously depicts that the 

generalized P-I model, with selected envelope, density and 

threshold functions and their corresponding parameters in 

Table III, can effectively characterized the behavior of the 

morphing wing mechanism with SMA wire actuation and 

there are only small differences for some data. 

In order to show the accuracy of modeling prediction more 

clearly, the maximum, mean and mean squared values of the 

absolute error are also presented in Table IV. Since the 

maximum rotation of the mechanism under the SMA wire 

actuation is around 16 degrees, the peak prediction error in 

this case is about 9.33% of the maximum output. 
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TABLE III.  PARAMETERS OF GENERALIZED PRANDTL-ISHLINSKII MODEL 

IDENTIFIED BY THE MEASURED EXPERIMENTAL DATA OF SMA-ACTUATED 

MECHANISM. 

P1 3.3784 P2 1.6268 P3 -3.7776 

P4 1.5592 P5 3.7571 P6 1.7893 

P7 -4.0901 P8 -1.1545 P9 0.5657 

P10 0.3016 P11 0.1378   
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Fig. 4. Comparison between the mechanism rotation predicted by the 

generalized Prandtl–Ishlinskii model and the measured data. 

 

TABLE IV.  ERROR OF THE GENERALIZED PRANDTL–ISHLINSKII MODEL IN 

THE TRAINING PROCESS. 

Mean of Absolute Error 

(deg) 

Max of Absolute Error 

(deg) 

Mean of Squared Error 

(deg) 

0.21 1.52 0.11 

Most of the phenomenological hysteresis models have 

trouble in predicting higher order hysteresis minor loops. For 

evaluating the ability of generalized P-I model under these 

circumstances, in the validation process a damped voltage 

profile shown in Fig. 6 is applied to the current amplifier of 

the SMA actuator. 

The predictions of the higher order hysteresis minor loops 

by the generalized P-I model are compared with the 

experimental measured data in Fig. 7. The absolute error 

response with respect to measured data, in time domain, is 

also presented in Fig. 8. The maximum, mean and mean 

square values of the absolute error are also presented in Table 

V. The peak prediction error in this case is about 17.1% of the 

maximum output. 
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Fig. 5. The input voltage profile applied in the validation process. 
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Fig. 6. Comparison between the rotation response of the generalized Prandtl-

Ishlinskii model and the measured data in the validation process. 
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Fig. 7. Time history of absolute error between the generalized Prandtl- 

Ishlinskii model and experimentally measured data in the validation process. 

As it was anticipated and it is observable from Fig. 7 and 

Table V, the generalized P-I model has adequate accuracy in 

predicting the higher order hysteresis minor loops particularly 

when, like this case, it has been only trained with some first 

order hysteresis reversal curves attached to the major loop.  

TABLE V.  ERROR OF THE GENERALIZED PRANDTL–ISHLINSKII MODEL 

IN THE VALIDATION PROCESS. 

Mean of Absolute 

Error (deg) 

Max of Absolute Error 

(deg) 

Mean of Squared Error 

(deg) 

0.46 1.79 0.38 
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V. CONTROL 

As the generalized Prandtl–Ishlinskii model has more 
accuracy for hysteresis modeling of SMA actuator with 
respect to Preisach and Krasnosel’skii–Pokrovskii hysteresis 
models [13], especially for high order minor loop prediction, 
in this paper, the generalized Prandtl–Ishlinskii model is used 
for compensating the hysteresis nonlinearity of SMA-actuated 
morphing wing mechanism. The block diagram of the 
proposed controller is shown in Fig. 9. The desired rotation is 
used as the input. The PI controller generates the required 
control voltage signal for the desired trajectory tracking. The 
gains of the PI feedback controller, denoted by KI and KP 
respectively, are 0.1 and 0.3. The values of these gains are set 
in such a way that system response to step reference trajectory 
has the minimum overshoot as well as quick response. 

Generalized Prandtl-

Ishlinskii Model

Reference 

Signal
+

PI 

Controller-

error SMA input 

voltage

Mechanism Rotation

 

Fig. 8. Closed-loop scheme with a PI controller. 

In order to show the effectiveness of the proposed control 
system for hysteresis compensation together with accurate 
position control of morphing wing mechanism, four sets of 
reference signals are selected for this controller verification 
process and the results of each test are presented later in this 
section. 

A. Square wave tracking with fixed lower bound 

As stated in Section IV, the generalized Prandtl–Ishlinskii 

hysteresis model is trained with the data of first order reversal 

descending curves attached to the ascending branch of the 

major loop. The purpose of the current experiment test is to 

verify the ability of the proposed controller in tracking a 

square waveform trajectory, which leads to predict some first 

order reversal curves behavior by the hysteresis model. The 

set-point values of desired rotation are chosen as: [16, 15, 13, 

12, 10, 8, and 6] (volt). Fig. 10 shows the responses of the 

proposed control system. Fig. 11 also illustrates the SMA 

voltage over time in this test. 

As it is obvious, the proposed control system can 

accurately track the reference trajectory with minimum 

oscillation and also eliminates the steady state errors.  
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Fig. 9. Tracking control of a square wave with fixed lower bound. 
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Fig. 10. SMA voltages during tracking of a square wave with fixed lower 

bound. 

B. Square wave tracking with high order minor loops 

Since many hysteresis models proposed in the literature 

failed to track high order minor hysteresis loops, in this 

experiment the response of the proposed control system is 

verified in tracking a square waveform trajectory with variable 

amplitude which leads to some minor hysteresis loop 

prediction. The set-point values of desired deflections are 

chosen as: [17, 2, 15, 4, 13, 7, 12, and 9] (volt). Fig. 12 depicts 

the performance of the developed control system in tracking 

such reference rotation signal. Furthermore, the control signal 

applied by the control system to the SMA actuator can be 

observed in Fig. 13. 

While the generalized Prandtl–Ishlinskii model was only 

trained by data of some first order reversal curves of voltage–

rotation hysteresis loops, the controller has moderate accuracy 

in tracking the desired deflection. Due to controller good 

performances, the steady state error has been easily eliminated 

by the closed-loop conventional PI controller and the system 

has minimum oscillations about the set points of desired 

signal. As a conclusion, against many control systems that 

have difficulties in minor hysteresis loops tracking, the 
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accuracy of this control system is excellent without using any 

data of minor hysteresis loops in the training process. 
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Fig. 11. Tracking control of a square wave with high order minor loops  
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Fig. 12. SMA voltages during tracking control of a square wave with high 

order minor loops. 

C. Tracking of a fixed amplitude sinusoidal input 

In the current test, the reference input signal is a sinusoidal 

trajectory with fixed amplitude. Time functionality of this 

input is selected as 12sin(0.02*time - π/2)+12 which leads to a 

hysteresis loop prediction with no higher order minor loops in 

it. The result of the proposed control system is investigated 

and shown in Fig. 14. Also, Fig. 15 illustrates the SMA 

voltage over time in this test. The proposed control system can 

accurately track the reference trajectory with minimum 

oscillation. This will be clearer when the absolute value of the 

rotation error is depicted over time in Fig. 16. The absolute 

error average for the proposed control system is 0.43 degree. 
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Fig. 13. Tracking control of a sinusoidal wave with a fixed amplitude. 
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Fig. 14. SMA voltages during tracking control of a sinusoidal wave with a 

fixed amplitude. 
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Fig. 15. Absolute of tracking error in tracking control of a sinusoidal wave 

with a fixed amplitude. 

D. Tracking of a decaying sinusoidal reference input 

In the last test, the reference input signal is a decaying 

sinusoidal trajectory which results to predicting some high 

order minor hysteresis loop by the hysteresis model. The time 

functionality of this input is selected as (12sin(0.02*time -

π/2)+12)*exp(-0.005*time) which not only is a decaying input 

but also its variation with respect to time is almost fast. Thus, 

the system response to this decaying input can verify the good 

performance of the controller. The result of the proposed 
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control system is shown in Fig. 17. The system has only weak 

tracking in the extremum regions of the reference input in 

which its derivative sign changes. Moreover, the control signal 

applied by the control system to the SMA actuator is shown in 

Fig. 18, and the absolute value of the rotation error over time 

is displayed in Fig. 19. The absolute error average for the 

proposed control system is 0.28 degree. It should be noted that 

this worth result is obtained by only training the Prandtl–

Ishlinskii hysteresis model with the data of some first order 

reversal curves. It means that whether the generalized Prandtl–

Ishlinskii model is trained by the first order reversal curves 

data or is trained by higher order minor loops data, the model 

has good prediction of the high order minor hysteresis loops of 

SMA actuator. 
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Fig. 16. Tracking control of a decaying sinusoidal wave. 
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Fig. 17. SMA voltage during tracking control of a decaying sinusoidal wave. 

I. CONCLUSION 

In this paper, the generalized Prandtl–Ishlinskii model was 

used to model asymmetric nonlinear hysteresis behavior of 

Shape Memory Alloy (SMA) actuator. This model was used in 

a plant with a Proportional Integral (PI) controller to control a 

morphing wing mechanism actuated by SMA actuators. It was 

shown that the proposed control system has great capability in 

tracking square and sinusoidal trajectories and leads to low 

tracking error. Although the proposed control system has 

simple structure, it can be used for other smart structures due 

to the results obtained in this study. Also, it can be easily 

implemented for online applications and leads to good 

tracking error for trajectory with hysteresis loops. 
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Fig. 18. Absolute of tracking error in tracking control of a decaying sinusoidal 

wave. 
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Abstract — TCP is widely known as being able to provide 

a reliable byte stream process for communication. It is 

the most widespread protocol used for exchanging data 

on the internet and is responsible for more than 90 

percent of the world's total traffic on the internet. 

However, many TCP protocol were designed with little 

consideration given to the security implications. The TCP 

protocol stack, for example, could be quite vulnerable to 

a variety of attacks ranging from IP Spoofing to 

distributed denial of service (DDoS) attack. This paper 

presents a number of known TCP/IP attacks methods 
focusing in particular on password sniffing, SYN 

flooding, IP Spoofing, TCP Sequence number attack, 

TCP session hijacking, RST/FIN attacks, and the low 

rate TCP targeted denial of service attack. This paper 

also examines the drawbacks of these TCP protocols in 

order to provide solutions to such attacks. Finally, a real 

time network simulation is provided along with detailed 

experiments analysis to validate the efficiency of our 

security approaches. 
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I. INTRODUCTION  

 

TCP/IP is a set of protocols that is developed to support 

the internet & allow distant computers to share resources 

across network. Today, many venders are working on 

developing protocols that support TCP/IP. The TCP/IP 

protocol is reliable, robust & has become a standard for 

open system communications in today's networked world. 

However, TCP/IP protocols suffer from a number of 
security flaws due to the improper implementation of the 

applications which use these protocols. TCP, attacks have 

many forms including information theft, system 

compromises and denial of service (DOS) attacks [1], [2].  

Generally, these attacks are classified into passive and active 

attacks depending on the motivations of the attacker. The 

most common form of passive attack is "Sniffing"; where the 

attacker is able to scan the network and read the data which 

is being transmitted. Therefore, the information which could 

be used to potentially gain unauthorized access to a server 

must be protected. On the other hand, active attacks involve 

writing data to network and its subsequent attempts to break 

the protection mechanisms in TCP suits. Indeed, any part of 

the data segments of TCP can be forged. For example, the 

source IP address can be forged, and the attack in this case is 

generally referred to as a "Spoofing" attack. Active attacks 

take on many forms, including DoS and distributed denial of 

service (DDoS) attacks [3], [4].  

Therefore, The TCP/IP protocols are vulnerable to a 
variety of threats and attacks which may affect the 

throughput and delay performance in TCP networks.  A 

program that carries out most of these attacks in is freely 

available on the Internet. These attacks, unless carefully 

utilized, can place the users of intranet at considerable risk 

and expose them to various types of vulnerabilities. This 

paper classifies a range of known attack methods focusing 

in particular on targeted denial of service. The paper 

concludes with an examination of the protocols carried by 

TCP/IP (including FTP for file transfer, SMTP for mail 

transfer, SNMP for network management and https for https 

for secure communication) and proposes a novel method to 
limit their vulnerabilities. 

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: in section 

two, TCP/IP security protocols are surveyed including their 

vulnerabilities & associated attacks. In section three, the 

performance of a flow and congestion control mechanism is 

presented along with other recent DOS attacks. Section four 

presents a new approach for defending against DOS attacks 

in TCP/IP environments. Section five presents simulation 

results, comparing the network performance with and 

without the proposed defending method that protect against 

DOS attacks. Finally, section six summarizes the simulation 
results & outline recommendations for future work.  

II. TCP/IP SECURITY THREATS AND ATTACKS METHODS 

TCP attacks have enormous adverse impact on the 

internet and this explains why they present an issue of 

paramount importance in research communities and 

industrial communities. They include session hijacking, 

SYN flooding, IP spoofing and DDoS attacks. There will be 

a great need, then to handle those attacks and to provide 
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suitable defense methods against them. Most of the 

solutions that were proposed to prevent those attacks 

provided passive protection at or close to destinations, but 

on the other hand, some others provided active protection 

but with consequential damage. For all those reasons, it has 

become quite necessary to provide adequate defense 
mechanisms against these attacks. In this paper, various 

types of TCP attacks and aspects are dealt with, as well as 

their potential solutions to be studied and evaluated. In 

addition, analyzing TCP connections is one of the most 

important issues to address in case of Denial of Service 

(DoS) attacks. To establish a connection, a client sends an 

initial SYN segment, and upon receiving it, the server replies 

with a SYN/ACK segment. Then, the user returns an ACK 

segment to complete the three-way handshaking protocol. 

Finally, the communication will proceed until either the  

client or the server sends a FIN/RST segment. The potential 

for exploiting this vulnerability lies in the early stages of the 
connection where the attacker can generate multiple SYN 

segments without sending the ACK segment that completes 

the three-way handshaking connections. The SYN segment 

requests can quickly exhaust the server resources so that it 

cannot accept more incoming connection segments. SNY 

flooding is fairly similar to DoS attack where an attacker 

tries to identify vulnerable hosts by sending multiple SYN 

segments without completing the connection establishment 

[6]. Similarly, a port-scanning attack can happen whenever 

the port is open and the server responds with a SYN/ACK 

segment. In this attack, the port scanner completes the 
handshaking process by sending a RST segment and 

immediately closes the connection. Recently, several 

solutions have been provided to detect these attacks. Most of 

these solutions are based on a border router which connects 

the server to the Internet.  In the border router method, each 

packet has to pass through three modules: flow sampling 

module, object module, and filter module. In sampling 

module, the packet is classified into a particular flow by 

examining its source and destination IP addresses, and other 

information such as port number of the source. Then, the 

packet passes to the object module which attempts to detect 

attacks by keeping necessary information updated by all 
active path flows. The third module is the monitoring 

module which conducts through the object module and 

periodically scans specified packets [7].  

 However, the obvious deficiency of these solutions 

is that they have to maintain connection information for all 

established TCP flows, which requires more memory and 

processing resources in each router. Secondly, considering 

only a few number of routers may degrade the detection 

capacity of all existing techniques because of the fairly low 

probability of scanning all essential control segments. As a 

consequence, the existing techniques result in poor detection 
rates and a high number of false positives. 

 While DoS attacks can be detected by careful 

analysis and filtered by routers, another class of DoS attacks, 

known as low rate TCP targeted DoS attacks, are capable of 

eluding traditional detection. Low rate TCP attack focuses on 

the bottleneck links in the network, and exploits TCP's 

retransmission timeout mechanism by injecting periodic 

bursts of packets. In this attack, the attacker tries to exploit 

the TCP's congestion avoidance algorithm and force TCP 

connections to timeout with almost zero throughout. 
According to Tahoe congestion avoidance algorithm, 

whenever a packet is lost and its acknowledgement (ACK) 

does not come before RTO period, it then, sets CWnD to one 

maximum segment size (MSS) and starts slow start phase 

until it reaches the threshold value. However, when CWND 

is above the threshold value, the state is congestion 

avoidance phase on which the growth of the CWND is 

linear. Also, when a triple ACK occurs, the threshold is set to 

half of value of CWND. Finally, at the occurrence of timeout 

connection state, the CWND is set to 1MSS and the 

threshold to half of this value.    The whole algorithm is 

illustrated in Figure 1.   

Figure 1. TCP Congestion Control  
 

The problem with Tahoe algorithm is that it takes a 

complete-time period to detect a packet loss. Also, since it 

does  not send immediate acknowledgments, but rather  

sends three duplicate ACKs, then, also, CWND window is 

halved and hence, the transmitted bit rate is reduced 

significantly.  

So, one key question is how to calculate the length 

of time out value: if set too high, flows will wait long time 

to recover from congestion. .Similarly, if set too low, 
retransmissions will occur whenever packets are assumed 

lost while in fact the data are merely delayed. To address 

this problem, Paxon and Allman experimentally showed that 

TCP gives nearly maximal throughput if the RTO value is 

bounded to one second [8].  However, this fact is utilized by 

attacker and they set their minRTO to be one second also. 

Since the atteacker  determines the appropriate minRTO, 

then, all the pakcets of one congestion window (CWND) 

will be retransmitted after this minRTO whenever RTO 

equal to minRTO and untill it experiences a dropped packet. 
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This causes the queues at the routers to build up producing a 

fload attack. 

There is also another type of DoS attack, which 

was developed more recently and which is named Induced 

Low Rate TCP Targeted denial of service attack [9]. The 

name states that the attacker induces a server to perform low 
rate attack. The attacker can perform this attack by 

exploiting the technique of optimistic acknowledgement. 

This new technique involves an attacker sending a stream of 

acknowledgements for a data that has not yet been received.  

In this scenario, a TCP receiver acknowledges the receipt 

of data segments sent to it by the server. A TCP server varies 

its transmission rate based on receiving acknowledgments of 

the segments it sends. An optimistic TCP acknowledgment is 

an ACK sent by the attacker for a segment that it has not yet 

received. A DoS attack exists in the potential for a recipient 

to send optimistic acknowledgments timed in such a way that 

they correspond to legitimate data segments that the sender 
has already injected into the network. As a result, the server 

believes that the transfer is progressing better than it actually 

is and may increase the transfer rate at which it sends data. 

An important impact of this condition is the induced low rate 

the attack introduces. An attacker exploiting this DoS attack 

can potentially cause victim servers to transmit much more 

data than the bandwidth available to the attacker causing 

congestion to the network. 

III. SECURITY IMPLICATIONS AND CONSIDERATIONS 

Several schemes have been presented recently to defend 

against denial of services attacks in TCP/IP environments. 
What we should consider here is that the attacker has 

already identified the drawbacks and has formed DoS 

attacks characterized by the use of low rate and request data 

to achieve the flood of server resources. This may also 

appear in the TCP/IP suite and its own protection 

mechanisms due to the security flaws as mentioned above in 

this paper. 

In [11], [12] a survey on detection and protection schemes 

has been proposed. In this approach, the researchers have 

analyzed several DoS attack patterns of different TCP 

congestion controls such as TC Reno and Taho and proposed 

two alternative solutions. The first solution involves fair 
queue scheduling algorithm, where all the packets have equal 

opportunities to access the edge router in a manner that limits 

the effectiveness of DoS attack. The drawbacks of this 

solution are that it is not scalable and it requires potentiality 

in distributing routers. On the other hand, randomizing 

minRTO would also affect the protocol performance during 

non-attack periods.  

At present, most traditional protection mechanisms 

against DoS attack are effective only when attacking 

signatures are detected. So, the security protocols must 

record more network information, so that we can enhance the 
performance of detection. Certainly, recording more 

information means that more resources will be consumed. To 

avoid this, Shevatker et al. [13] proposed an approach that 

deploys an early detection module on the edge router which 

connects server to the Internet. The installed detection code 

will examine, then ,the IP address and port number of the 

received packets, and check whether they are malicious or 

not. Therefore, this module detects attack and prevents 

flooding or abnormal state of network such as network 
congestion.  However, one drawback of this approach is that  

it cannot maintain all information needed to detect all TCP 

flows in aggregate traffic due to the limited resources of the 

edge routers. In addition, this approach fails to detect attack 

when it occurs in distributed network environment where no 

central authority is present to verify other edge routers.  

To protect the TCP implementation against TCP targeted 

DoS attack, a number of countermeasures have been 

proposed. Some schemes are designed specifically to analyze 

the traffic by using different analytical techniques including 

sampling, filtering, signature matching, and feature 

extraction. For example H. Sun et al. [14] proposed a 
coordinated router to check what sort of traffic is going out, 

and determine to which server it is communicating. Thus, if 

the targeted TCP DoS attack is discovered by the router, 

action can be taken to defeat the attack and the router tries to 

find out which port the attack is coming from and port the 

attack it is targeting. The effectiveness of this scheme comes 

from the ability of the router to detect attacks close to their 

sources and  even go so far as to distinguish between 

malicious packets and legitimate ones.  

Unfortunately, while achieving detection for attacks that 

uses a single source of attack, this scheme fails to detect 
attack that is done in a distributed fashion. It is also clear that 

the detection and prevention technique has to be applied to 

all routers in the network, as source can be anywhere in the 

network area. In addition, this detection scheme requires 

sampling, filtering, signature matching, and feature 

extraction techniques which would not be considered for 

large networks. 

There are other schemes that have proposed in the 

literature to exploit the abnormal behavior of networks and 

their services to detect the attack, thereby mitigating the 

attack very effectively [15]. For example, other researchers 

proposed an approach to deselect these attack patterns at 
border router or firewall [16]. Based on the access history 

stored in the internal structure of the routers, each packet 

flow will be marked as malicious if its traffic statistics in the 

flow table of the router indicate that the flow takes an 

extended period of time. So, if the flow presents a periodic 

pattern with period equal to minRTO, then the burst length is 

greater than or equals the RTT's of other connections with 

the same server. However, the   deficiency of this scheme is 

that it cannot distinguish between legitimate packets and 

malicious ones since the normal packets often exhibit the 

same behavior as the one infected [17].   
 Kwork et al. [18] proposed a scheme called HAWK 

(halting Anomaly with Weighted choking), where they 

record attack flows into a small table and drop packets from 

those flows to halt the attack. A general drawback of this 
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type of approaches is that they have difficulty in identifying 

a set of distributed Shrew attack flows where each flow 

occupies a small bandwidth share, while the aggregate 

bandwidth is large enough [19]. In particular, although 

HAWK can possibly tell whether a Shrew traffic exists 

among legitimate flows, it cannot precisely isolate malicious 
flows. In contrast, SAP does not attempt to identify the 

attack flows; it simply controls the drop rates of victim 

flows. 

IV. PROPOSED MECHANISM 

For securing the TCP protocol against optimistic TCP 

acknowledgment that can cause denied of service attack, a 

new mechanism is presented here. It was first presented by 

S. Savage et al. in their paper, "TCP congestion control with 

a misbehaving receiver" as they briefly mentioned the 

possibility of using this attack to drive attack. Later, R. 

Sherwood et al. published a paper entitled. "Misbehaving 

TCP receivers can cause internet wide congestion collapse", 
in which they present the impact of this attack on TCP based 

network. In normal operation the attacker hopes to increase 

the date rate of packets sent by the server and, consequently, 

exhaust the server and prevent it from responding to 

legitimate users. Consequently upon receiving the 

acknowledgement, the attacker will intentionally increase 

the CWND by one MSS in attempt to increase the rate of 

data transferred to him in a malicious manner.  Obviously, 

when the attacker requests large files from the target server, 

eventually leading it to increasing the data rate and congest 

the network as shown in figure 2. 
 

Figure 2. DoS Attack Scinario  
 

Now once that happens for an extended period of time, the 
resources of the server will be consumed by sending more 

data segments.  

In addition, only one solution is proposed to detect 

such induced DoS attack [20], and involves adding new field 

in the TCP header which is rather impractical solution. In 

this scheme, the author introduces two fields into the TCP 

packet format: Nonce and Nonce reply. For each data 

segment, the sender fills the nonce field with a unique 

number generated when the segment is sent. When an 

acknowledgment is generated by the receiver in response to a 

segment, it produces the nonce value by writing it into this 
nonce reply field by which the sender can arrange to only 

increase CWND in response to duplicate acknowledgments 

as indicated earlier in figure 1. Obviously, the 

implementation of TCP suite can't be modified all at once, all 

over the world. One possible solution was proposed by R. 

Sherwood [21] who testified that any server could drop 

packets intentionally in attempt to observe the optimistic 

acknowledgment attack. Therefore, if this type of DoS attack 

exists, the attacker will not send duplicate acknowledgment, 

and in this way optimistic acknowledgment is detected. The 

main deficiency of this solution is that it decreases the 

throughput efficiency of a genuine TCP flow as they have to 
reduce their data stream down when the victim's sever 

intentionally drops the packets. Other solutions involve the 

changes in two modules – the server which does all the 

detection and mitigation process, and the attacking module 

which has access to variety of tools to attack the victim's 

server.  The attacker in this proposed scenario sends false 

acknowledgment bytes which are equivalent to the regular 

segment size (1MSS). Whenever a new segment with bytes 

less than MSS size is transmitted, a variable packet number 

is increased by one, and hence, the difference can be 

detected. Also, the solution of the low rate TCP targeted 
attack can be applied here, but these two approaches still 

have their own limitations and weaknesses as discussed in 

the previous paragraph in this paper.   

In this paper, an algorithm which detects the 

induced attack in general and mitigates the optimistic 

acknowledgment is proposed. The potential of this proposed 

approach lies in the fact that it involves a little change of 

implementation in the victim's server, and it does not  require 

any modification neither in the TCP packet format nor in the 

router. In addition, the complexity of the algorithm is in the 

order of packet transmission time. Therefore, the proposed 

approach does not require additional memory or resources. 
The only assumption of this scheme is that there is no 

segment of the previous connection which has been 

destructed is restored.  Indeed, the previous segment can 

only be received after the victim's server crashes and then 

recovers all these TCP connections within maximum 

segment life time [22], which is often impractical. In this 

case, all other flows are considered as false positive.  

In the algorithm, the victim's server generates three 

random numbers r1, r2, and r3 automatically to manipulate 

the number of packets sent and received in a way that 

protects the victim's server from DoS attacks in general and 
optimistic acknowledgment attacks in particular [23], [24], 

[25]. These three numbers are selected one by one, at 

random from n integer, and the range of each number is 

chosen to be in the range between 1 and 100 inclusively.  
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Indeed, the function rand ( ) is used to initialize the random 

number generator which applies a time function to generate 

these random numbers. The main idea behind this algorithm 

is randomizing the number of bytes specified in the TCP 

maximum segment size (MSS). On receiving an optimistic 

acknowledgment, the victim's server will check the 
acknowledgment number to see which packets are actually 

acknowledged. Once the MSS message is sent, the attacker 

won’t know which packets have been sent and how much 

less data the server would send. The attacker will think that 

each segment has a fixed number of bytes, and hence 

creating optimistic acknowledgments which will be easily 

detected on the server side.  

For example,  if the MSS is a multiple of 512 bytes, and 

the default MSS advertised is 2048 bytes, the MSS is set to a 

different size based on the following formula : MSS (r1) = 

MSS – (r2+r3), where r1 represents  the MSS sequence 

number, r2 represents the number of bytes reduced, and r3 is 
a counter that is increased  by one each time a new segment 

is sent. From the receiver's perspective, the attacker replies 

acknowledgments prior to actually receiving the MSS 

segments it acknowledges. For example, if the victim's 

server sends data [512 : 1024],  the attacker may 

acknowledge 1024 and immediately acknowledge 1565 

without actually receiving data [1025:1565] aiming to induce 

DoS attack by increasing the CWND arbitrary rate. 

However, the detection is achieved by differentiating 

malicious streams of optimistic TCP acknowledgments from 

normal TCP acknowledgments as explained in the formula 
above.  Therefore,  and because none of the received 

acknowledgments have the same sequence number of the 

subsequent segments,  the server will immediately terminate 

the connection and close the associated TCP socket.  In this 

manner, the proposed algorithm could detect optimistic 

acknowledgment attacks efficiently and resist DoS attacks. 

In terms of computation time, the algorithm could also detect 

DDoS attacks more efficiently as the detection rate of the 

proposed algorithm is relatively high among distributed 

networks. From the receiver side, the attacker needs to guess 

three numbers correctly in order to escape the detection. 

Obviously, the probability of guessing four numbers with 
each number randomly chosen from 1 to 100 is "1 in a 

million" chance before the attacker can succeed in 

comprising the system. 

V. SIMULATION RESULTS 

In this paper, the proposed algorithm for the NS2 

simulator (26) is implemented and its performance against 

induced Dos attacks is evaluated and other various results 

are presented. The proposed defense mechanism is 

compared with the induced attack scenario in order to 

correlate them together and compare the performance with 

and without TCP DoS attacks. The performance is evaluated 
according to the following metrics: first, the aggregated 

throughput which is measured in terms of kbit/sec is 

delivered. Second, the loss of packets caused by the induced 

DOS attack is measured as a number of packets lost divided 

by the total packets sent during the process. In the first 

experiment, the bandwidth is varied from 20% to 80% and 

the simulation time is 5 sec in all cases, 

The simulation result shows that the proposed protection 

mechanism achieves optimal throughput utilization when 
compared with unprotected TCP data transfer rate. More 

specifically, if the most effective bandwidth at which TCP is 

able to communicate over a protected scenario is 789.66 

kb/sec, the analysis will show that it was 159.97 Kb/sec for 

non-protected scenario where the attack is conducted and 

still in progress.  Figure 3 compares the results between a 

genuine TCP throughput and the throughput of the protected 

approach. Obviously, the proposed protection mechanism 

offers nearly the same TCP throughput values.   

                Figure 3. Comparison of results   

VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 

In this paper, several security weaknesses in TCP/IP 

protocol suite were discussed such as DDoS attacks & 

induced TCP attacks. Other attack scenarios that exploit 

vulnerabilities in TCP environments were analyzed. 

Moreover, "long lived" flows caused by optimistic 

acknowledgment and induced attacks resulting in sudden 

increase in the TCP traffic load were estimated. In this paper, 

a lightweight detection scheme that can effectively identify 

induced TCP DDoS attack and mitigate it is proposed. This 
scheme does not need any new implementation of TCP suite. 

Also, the overall computational complexity of the scheme 

was affordable and bounded only by the packet transmission 

time. Therefore, this scheme does not need additional 

memory or CPU utilization and the performance analysis 

showed that the proposed protection scheme offers nearly the 

same throughput performance as genuine TCP/IP network.  

The future work will study the application of the proposed 

scheme to a real TCP network and the evaluation of its 

performance against different types of DDoS attacks. 
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Abstract— This paper proposes an approach for selecting best 

testing scenarios using Genetic Algorithm.  Test cases generation 

approach using UML sequence diagrams, class diagrams and 

Object Constraint Language (OCL) as software specifications 

sources. There are three main concepts: Edges Relation Table 

(ERT), test scenarios generation and test cases generation used in 

this work. The ERT is used to detect edges in sequence diagrams, 

identifies their relationships based on the information available 

in sequence diagrams and OCL information. ERT is also used to 

generate the Testing Scenarios Graph (TSG). The test scenarios 

generation technique concerns the generation of scenarios from 

the testable model of the sequence diagram. Path coverage 

technique is proposed to solve the problem of test scenario 

generation that controls explosion of paths which arise due to 

loops and concurrencies. Furthermore, GA used to generates test 

cases that covers most of message paths and most of combined 

fragments (loop, par, alt, opt and break), in addition to some 

structural specifications. 

 

Keywords— Test Cases; Software Specifications; UML 

Diagram; Genetic Algorithm.  

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

     There are many forms of testing a software system. One of 

them is structural specifications testing [1]. On the other hand, 

testing of behavioural specifications of a software system is 

very important to evaluate the system interaction and for 

testing scenarios. A critical component of testing is the 

construction of test cases. Test cases may be used to detect any 

faults and problems that exist in the software design even 

before the program is implemented. A test case contains test 

input values, expected output and the constraints of 

preconditions and post conditions for the input values. 

Generation and selection of the effective test cases from UML 

models is one of the most challenging tasks [3]. 

 

     Sequence diagram is one of the main UML design 

diagrams. It is used to represent the behavioural details and 

specifications of a software system. However, sequence 

diagram alone does not express liveness/progress properties or 

can differentiate between necessary and possible behaviour [2]. 

To address these limitations, UML class diagram and OCL are 

also used in this work to model the software and generate test 

cases more accurately. This paper aims to generate test cases 

that are able to cover the interaction faults and scenario faults. 

Figure 1 represents the proposed approach in this work and 

introduces three main components: Edges Relation Table 

(ERT), Test Scenarios Generation and Test Cases generation. 

The scenarios generation technique concerns the generation of 

scenarios from the testable model of the sequence diagram. 

Coverage of all paths is a major problem in generating test 

scenarios as explosion of paths which arise due to loops and 

concurrencies is to be properly dealt with. Each combined 

fragment could be one scenario or combined testing scenarios 

(interaction). Information Table (InfT) is proposed to enrich the 

testing scenarios with necessary information being extracted 

from class diagram [1]. 

 

        

Fig. 1. Test cases generation model 

 

This paper is organized as follows: A related work is 

described in Section 2. Decomposing Sequence Diagram 

into Edges is described in Section 3. Edge relationship table 

is discussed in Section 4. Section 5 describes Test cases 

generation approach.. Finally, Section 6 draws the 

conclusions and proposes future work. 
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II. PREVIOUS WORK 

 

      The previous works provide automatic and manual 

methodologies to extract test cases from one primary UML 

diagram. These methods also use some other UML diagrams to 

obtain additional information. These approaches do not de ne a 

precise model for the generation of test paths which lead to 

generation of test cases. Many fault types may exist in different 

combinations of paths / statements. Detection of such faults in 

all combinations is a hard problem as the number of statements 

and faults increases with the size of a software system. 

Systematic Test cases generation technique is needed to 

overcome this combinatorial problem [14].  

     The research in [15] considered reusing of common 

activities in model based testing and model based development. 

The authors presented a case study (microwave oven) in which 

the executable and translatable UML system models were used 

for automatically generating test models in the 

QTronicModeling Language using horizontal model 

transformations.  

     Genetic Algorithms are used in [16] to generate and 

optimize test cases from UML State Chart diagram. Crossover 

method of GA is applied to generate the test sequence and the 

Mutation Analysis is used for evaluating the efficiency of the 

test sequence. The proposed algorithm was tested using a case 

study of driverless train. The authors concluded that GA can be 

used for test case generation; however, it can only be used 

effectively if there are a large number of test cases and large 

number of possible test sequences. Research in [17] also used 

GA for improved test case generation. The authors presented 

an approach that combine information from UML state chart 

diagram used as finite state machines with GA. Test cases were 

generated by transforming EFSMs into extended control flow 

graph. GA is applied to generate feasible test sequence and test 

data. The work is primarily motivated by three factors. First, 

state-based testing is widely used in protocol software and 

embedded system software. Second, generation of test 

sequences using brute force method is very expensive. Third, 

generation of test sequences using random test cases may not 

always lead to feasible test paths, these needs to satisfy the 

guard condition. 

The authors noted that superior results were reported by GA 

based technique.   

 

     The authors in [18] consider the problem of automatically 

generating test cases for dynamic specification mining that 

observes program execution to infer models of normal 

behaviour. If a sufficient number of tests are not available, the 

resulting specification may be too incomplete to be useful, 

therefor necessitating the requirement for systematic test case 

generating. The novelty of their approach lies in combining 

systematic test case generation and typestate mining. 

TAUTOKO, a typestate miner is used to generate test cases 

that cover previously unobserved behaviour, systematically 

extending the execution space, and enriching the specification.  

      Researchers in [19] considered user-driven test case 

generation aimed at efficiently testing multimedia applications 

concerning Digital TV (DTV) receivers and Set-Top Boxes 

(STB).  The proposed approached was experimentally tested 

for correlation between the detected DTV functional failures 

using the proposed user-driven test-case generation method and 

subjectively perceived failures. Improvement in testing 

efficiency and reduction compared to referent approaches. 

 

      The research work in [20] tackled the problem of detecting 

and improving the test cases after mutation a problem where 

artificial bugs referred to as mutants are injected into software 

and the resulting test cases are executed on these fault injected 

version. They proposed an approach, µTEST that automatically 

generates unit tests for object-oriented classes based on 

mutation analysis.  

     S. Ali et. Al. published a review of the application and 

empirical investigation of search-based test generation. Readers 

are referred to [21] for a detailed overview of studies 

concerning search-based software testing and their empirical 

evaluation. 
 

III.   DECOMPOSING SEQUENCE DIAGRAM  INTO EDGES 

(NODES) 

 

The simplicity of sequence diagrams makes it easier for the 

customers to express the requirements and understand them. 

Unfortunately, shortage or lack of semantic content in 

sequence diagrams makes them ambiguous and therefore 

difficult to interpret [7]. Examination of the informal 

documentation almost resolves the ambiguity but, in some 

cases, these ambiguities may go undetected leading to costly 

software errors. To overcome this problem, two solutions could 

be used. Firstly, the user may provide messages with complete 

semantic information. Secondly, if sufficient semantic 

information is not available, one may interpret sequence 

diagrams based on some heuristics. In the proposed approach 

in this paper, a compromise has been done, whereby messages 

in a sequence diagram may be annotated with a pre/post-

condition style specification expressed in OCL as shown in 

Figure 3. Note that this is only a small additional burden on the 

user since the amount of information required by our 

methodology in this paper is actually very small. 

The specifications should include the declaration of global state 

variables where a state variable represents some important 

aspect of the system, e.g., whether or not the user has inserted 

valid coin into the coffee machine mentioned in Figure 2. The 

pre/post-conditions should then include references to these 

variables. 

 

Now, there are two kinds of constraints on a sequence diagram: 

constraints on the state vector given by an OCL specification, 

and the constraints on the ordering of the messages given in the 

sequence diagram [4]. Edges structure generation is based on 

the edges vector as shown in Notation 1; edges vector is  
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Fig. 2 Sequence Diagram for a coffee machine 

 

 

 

responsible for merging a proper object with its message. Thus, 

the sequence diagram edges will be presented as follows: 

 

𝑠0 → 𝑚1 → 𝑠0
′ , 𝑠1 → 𝑚2 → ⋯ → 𝑚𝑟−1 → 𝑠𝑟−1

′ , 𝑠𝑟 → 𝑚𝑟 → 𝑠𝑟       (1) 

 

Where, the  𝑚𝑖   is a message between objects and 𝑠𝑖 , 𝑠𝑖 , are 

the edges state vector immediately before and after message 

𝑚𝑖  is executed. The source and destination object of message 

mi are denoted by 𝑚𝑖
𝑠𝑜𝑢𝑟𝑐𝑒 and 𝑚𝑖

𝑑𝑒𝑠𝑡 , respectively. 

𝑆𝑖 denotes either𝑠𝑖or 𝑠𝑖 .𝑆𝑖  
′ is the jth element of the vector𝑆𝑖 . 

Let 𝑣𝑗  denote the name of the variable associated with position 

j in the edge vector. 

 

     The initial edges vectors are generated directly from the 

message specifications: if 𝑚𝑖has precondition 𝑣𝑗 = 𝑦 then let 

𝑆𝑖 𝑗 : = 𝑦 , and if 𝑚𝑖has a post condition𝑣𝑗 = 𝑦, let𝑆𝑖 𝑗 : = 𝑦. 

Identifying edges is not enough to establish a coherent testing 

scenario. These edges are connected by many types of 

relationships in a sequence diagram. These relations must be 

identified to build an integrated testing scenario graph. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 3  OCL style specifications. 

 

IV. EDGES RELATIONSHIPS TABLE (ERT) 

 

      Alhroob, Dahal and Alamgir [1] proposed an automatic 

approach to generate hierarchy table to set the relationships 

among classes in a systematic way. In this paper, this hierarchy 

table is enhanced to the Edges Relationships Table (ERT) to set 

the relationships between the edges automatically.  

 

A.     Testing Scenarios Graph (TSG) 
 

  In this section, the TSG is defined and then we present the 

proposed methodology to generate TSG from a sequence 

diagram. TSG is defined as follows (Notation 2): 

 









 

TSG

TSGTSGTSGTSGTSGTSG BRSELPARFqNTSG ,,,,0,      (2) 

 

Where, NTSG is the set of all nodes of testing scenarios; each 

node basically represents an event. 

∑TSG is the set of edges representing transitions from one state 

to another. q0TSG is the initial node representing a state from 

which an operation begins. FTSG  is the set of final nodes 

representing states where an operation terminates. 

PARTSG is the set of parallel edges and it represents states where 

one operation red other operations at the same time.  

SELTSG is the set of either alt  or opt  edges.  

BRTSG is the set of edges that cause a sequence operation 

termination.  

 

     The proposed methodology in this paper identities the set of 

all testing scenarios where scni = scn1, scn2 , scn3 …… scnm  

and the set of all nodes are also identified. Initially 

TSGcontains only the StartState; then each node of all scni ∈
scn should be followed by its corresponding NextState, and the 

duplicates, if any, are removed. The StartState for different 

scenarios as illustrated in [1] is StateA and five 

FinalStatesare B, C, D, E and F. An operation starts with an 

InitialState and undergoes a number of intermediate states due 

to the occurrence of various edges. Initial edge(s) can be easily 

detected from ERT. The algorithm of the generating TSG

from a sequence diagram uses the ERT as input to get the 
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sequence diagram testing scenario graph as the output. This 

process goes through the following steps: 

Find out all edges.  

 

1. Detect the initial edge after InitialState and check if 

it was visited before.  

2. Detect the pre/post conditions of initial edge.  

3. If it was visited before but it affects more than one 

edge, it is revisited again.  

4. If it was visited before and does not affect more 

than one edge, go to next edge.  

5. If the edge leads to FinalState, consider the path 

from InitialState to FinalState as one scenario.  
6. If two or more edges are related by parallel 

relationship, connect all parallel edges by one circle 
notation at the beginning of process and in the end 
as well.  

 
 

If two edges are related by option relationship, connect option 

edges by one decision notation in the beginning of process.  

 

     Now, the TSG represents all of the sequence diagram 

combined fragments and sequence messages. The initial edge 

is detected by identifying its preconditions and post conditions. 

If the precondition of an edge is not emerging from post 

condition of another edge, it can be said that the former is an 

initial edge. E1 in ERT is initial edge because it affects the 

other edges but it is not affected by any other edges except the 

loop edge. In contrast, the final edge is affected by others but it 

cannot affect others except the loop edges. 

 

B.  Testing Scenarios 

 
     Testing scenarios generation is the main step towards the 

generation of correct test cases. The proposed technique 

enumerates all possible paths from the start edge to the final 

edge of the TSG to generate test scenarios which cover all 

edges. Each path then is visited to determine which Combined 

Fragment represents it. Figure 2 represents 25 messages 

mj(j = 1,2, … 25)between two objects with guard conditions 

from which 25 corresponding edges Ei(i = 1,2, … 25) are 

obtained. The proposed methodology in this paper generates 19 

testing scenarios automatically to cover all paths and 

operations as shown in Table 1. The variety of testing scenarios 

is a main challenge in this phase. Five main novel features 

(loop, par, alt, opt and break) are available in sequence diagram 

as shown in Figure 2. This causes a large number of Combined 

Fragments. The number of Combined Fragments directly 

affects the number of scenarios. Furthermore, the increase in 

the number of guard conditions (constraints) causes an increase 

in the number of testing scenarios. Each testing scenario starts 

with StartState and ends with FinalState. Each FinalState may 

be the end of one or more scenario. For example, StateB 

(forscn1), StateC (forscn2), StateD (forscn3), StateE (for 

scn4andscn5) and StateF (for scn6, , andscn7 , scn8, scn9) are 

FinalStates. 

 

V. TEST CASES GENERATION APPROACH 

 

      Test cases are used to detect faults in a software system. A 

software system is a combination of behavioural and structural 

information. Sequence diagram provides behavioural 

information. OCL is used to determine the pre/post conditions 

of the edges but even then, some other additional information 

is missing in a sequence diagram especially in the description 

of method constraint and type information. This additional 

information may be derived from the class diagram and then 

can be appended to each message. Therefore, the structure of 

each variable v in the method (e.g., name, type, value, 

constraint) is obtained. Here, type and constraint refer to the 

data type and the attribute constraints associated to a variable 

v:name. The type information is used to map each variable 

v:name to a range of values (min, max). This makes sure that 

each variable on a path from the initial edge to the final edge 

is mapped to a range of values. Furthermore, the constraint 

information is used to appropriately set the boundary values 

min and max. For example, the type information such as int to 

a variable X sets(𝑚𝑖𝑛𝑥 , 𝑚𝑎𝑥𝑥) = (𝑚𝑖𝑛𝐼𝑛𝑡 , 𝑚𝑎𝑥𝐼𝑛𝑡 ). 

Where 𝑚𝑖𝑛𝐼𝑛𝑡  and 𝑚𝑎𝑥𝐼𝑛𝑡  are the boundary values. Let us 

consider𝑥 ≥ 5  as the constraint associated to a variable x. In 

that case, (𝑚𝑖𝑛𝑥 , 𝑚𝑎𝑥𝑥) will be set to 5, 𝑚𝑎𝑥𝐼𝑛𝑡 ) which will 

be recognized as the initial domain. Figure 1 represents the 

class diagram determination to enrich the TSG by additional 

information.  

     Now, each testing scenario must be represented by one test 

case. For example, 𝑠𝑐𝑛1is presented by Test Case 1 in Figure 

8. In this case, the variable coin has to be checked if an input 

is a coin or not. Actually, in this case, no variable type can be 

checked to ensure that. In other case studies, such as student 

registration system, the type of variable plays an important 

role to test the model. For example, for a message 

enterStudentAge (age: integer), if the user used decimal 

number to represent age, the test case must detect that error. If 

the testing scenarios in Table 1 are mapped directly to test 

cases, then we get 19 test cases to cover all model 

specifications but these many cases will not be sufficient  to 

cover all sequence diagram features or all Combined 

Fragments behaviour. Recall that a test scenario is a sequence 

of operations starting with first edge and ending into final one, 

whereas a test case must examine the Combined Fragment and 

test whether it works well or not. The following sub-section 

presents the combination of testing scenarios to generate 

legitimate test cases. 

A. Combining Testing Scenarios  
 

     The combination process is based on the similarity of 
functionality of scenarios. For example, the test scenarios 4, 5, 
6 and 7 are similar in behavioural point of view but after E10, 
the edges 11, 12, 13 and 14 are fired in parallel. The work in 
[1] shows that each pair of edges (11, 12 AND 14, 15) are fired 
separately and are connected with selection node. To avoid 
confusion in how theses edges are related, SP node and EP 
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node are used in this work. Subsequently, the combination of 
test scenarios is specified for parallel operations. The proposed 
algorithm, in this paper, identifies the parallel edges in each 
scenario, and then combines all of the scenarios that are same 
but different in parallel edges. Thus, the scenarios 4 

, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18 and 19 can be 

combined as shown in Table 2. Therefore, the numbers of test 

cases are reduced to 11 test cases instead of 19. This reduction 

is important and necessary to produce legitimate test cases 

because parallel operations can be covered only after 

combining the relevant testing scenarios. In contrast, the 

selection operations (alt, opt and break) and the loop testing 

scenarios need not be combined because these scenarios 

depend on the selection condition and, thus, these scenarios 

are independent. 

 

B.  Legitimate Test Cases 
 

     After combining testing scenarios, the focus is on 

generating legitimate test cases. The last step of test case 

generation is to convert the testing scenarios (after 

combinations) to actual test cases. The test scenarios which 

are already populated with the necessary information from two 

important design artefacts namely, sequence diagram and 

OCL. Third design artefact the class diagram has provided the 

information about types and constrains of parameters in a 

message. In sequence diagram, the method m represents the 

event from a sender class C1 to a receiver class C2. The 

method m in class C2 has signature which is defined in the 

class diagram. The method signature represents the name of 

the method, types of the parameter and the return type while 

the class attributes represent information about the instance 

variables such as their names and types. In addition, there may 

also be OCL constraints which are used to express invariants 

on the class attributes [8]. These invariants identify attribute 

constraints that are true for all instances of the class. 

Information Table (InfT) represents the relationships between 

the methods in sequence diagram and its signature in class 

diagram. This technique completes the full image of test cases. 
 

       For each edge Ej of scenario scni the edge method m is 

identified. For the purpose of discussion, two cases are used in 

this paper: a method having a guard condition (see Notation 3) 

and another method without guard condition. If the method m 

has no guard condition, the method is represented in test case 

as follows: 
   𝑇𝐶 =  𝑝𝑟𝑒𝐶, 𝐼 𝑎1, 𝑎2 …… . 𝑎𝑛 , 𝑂 𝑑1 , 𝑑2 …… . 𝑑𝑚  𝑝𝑜𝑠𝐶         (3) 

where, TCis a Test Case.  

preC  = precondition of the method m.  

𝐼 𝑎1 , 𝑎2 … … . 𝑎𝑛 = set of input values for the method n.  

𝑂 𝑑1 , 𝑑2 … … . 𝑑𝑚  = set of resultant values in the object when 

the method is executed.  

posC= the post condition of the method m.  

 

 

In contrast, when the method has a guard condition the test 

case uses this condition to show the state of processing. For 

example, the loop Combined Fragment in Figure 2 is affected 

by a guard condition that forces the user to enter valid coins 

and the coinAmount is set to 50. This operation repeats until 

the suitable condition is reached that is acceptable according 

to the given guard condition and then it goes to the next step. 

  
TABLE I. COFFEE MACHINE TESTING SCENARIOS 

 

 

coinAmount<50 will be appearing in test cases until the event 

satisfied the guard condition. The test case with guard 

condition semantic in Notation 4 is similar in Notation 3, but 

the guard conditions (g(v)) appeared in test case. 
 

         C),g(v),pos,...,d,d),O(d,...,a,apreC,I(aTC mn 2121  

Figure 4 shows the first 4 test case generated automatically to 

test the coffee machine model. We need to analyse whether all 

these test cases are legitimate. 

Scn 
ID 

Testing Scenarios 

Scn1 E1E2E3 

Scn2 E1E2E4E5 

Scn3 E1E2E4E6E7E8 

Scn4 E1E2E4E6E7E8E9E10E11E13E17 
E18E19 

Scn5 E1E2E4E6E7E8E9E10E12E13E17 
E18E19 

Scn6 E1E2E4E6E7E8E9E10E14E16E17 
E18E19 

Scn7 E1E2E4E6E7E8E9E10E15E16E17 
E18E19 

Scn8 E1E2E4E6E8E9E10E11E13E17E18 
E19E20 

E21E22 
Scn9 E1E2E4E6E7E8E9E10E12E13E17E18 

E19E20E21E22 
Scn10 E1E2E4E6E7E8E9E10E14E16E17E18 

E19E20E21E22 
Scn11 E1E2E4E6E7E8E9E10E15E16E17E18 

E19E20E21E22 
Scn12 E1E2E4E6E7E8E9E10E11E13E17E18 

E19E20E21E23E25 
Scn13 E1E2E4E6E7E8E9E10E11E13E17E18 

E19E20E21E24E25 
Scn14 E1E2E4E6E7E8E9E10E11E13E17E18 

E19E20E21E23E25 
Scn15 E1E2E4E6E7E8E9E10E12E13E17E18 

E19E20E21E24E25 
Scn16 E1E2E4E6E7E8E9E10E14E16E17E18 

E19E20E21E23E25 
Scn17 E1E2E4E6E7E8E9E10E14E16E17E18 

E19E20E21E24E25 
Scn18 E1E2E4E6E7E8E9E10E15E16E17E18 

E19E20E21E23E25 
Scn19 E1E2E4E6E7E8E9E10E15E16E17E18 

E19E20E21E24E25 
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  Legitimate set of test cases refers to the ability of test case 

to achieve the best testing in minimum time and cost. 

Removing redundant test cases is one of the major challenges 

to obtain legitimate set of test cases. Redundant test case is 

one, which if removed, will not affect effectiveness of fault 

detection of the suite of remaining test cases [9]. In this paper, 

redundant test cases cannot be present because redundancy is 

detected automatically in the stage of TSG construction 

before generating testing scenarios. On other hand, if test 

cases are generated from only edges and nodes from sequence 

diagrams, the resultant suite may contain redundancy. For 

example, TC (4,5) and TC(6,7) contain similar edges except 

[E11||E12] and [E14||E15]. So, the difference between two 

Combined Testing Scenarios (CTS) occurs in the branches 

that are affected by alt. Furthermore, before and after the 

branches, the similarity between the CTSs can be seen. 

Unfortunately, test cases based on the scenarios are not able to 

eliminate redundant edges or nodes because each scenario 

must be tested separately. To minimise this problem, we 

propose an approach to select best testing scenario in the next 

sub-section. 
 

C.  Best Testing Scenario Selection Approach Using Genetic 

Algorithm  

Test cases are derived from testing scenarios. An important 

question is what is meant by the best testing scenario in the 

sequence diagram? Coverage criteria play a major in selection 

of the best scenario. In this section, the coverage criteria that 

are used in this paper are listed. These criteria are used to 

evaluate the test cases that have been generated previously 

(see Figure 4). A total of 11 test cases satisfied our criteria. 

We propose the following coverage criterion which is 

expressed by the following condition. 

 

Loop adequacy criterion: Test cases must contain at least 

one scenario test case in which control reaches the loop and 

then check the non-executable loop (zero iteration). Another 

test case for testing the body of the loop that is executed at 

least once before control leaves the loop (more than zero 

iteration) [10].  
Concurrent (parallel) coverage criterion: For each parallel 

node in TSG, test cases must include one test case 

corresponding to every valid interleaving of message 

sequences. 

All messages coverage criterion: For all messages in sequence 

diagram, test cases must execute all message sequence paths 

of the sequence diagram [11].  

Branch coverage: Each decision outcome within the diagram 

must be covered by at least one start-to-end path [26]. 

 

Selection coverage criterion: For each selection fragment 

(alt, opt and break), test cases must include one test case 

corresponding to each evaluation of the constraint.  

The criteria above are covered by test cases that are generated 

in this paper, but what is the best test case, which covers all 

criteria?. When we say "best test case" we mean the one which 

has the highest percentage of coverage. To select the best test 

case, the criteria mentioned above are categorised into two 

evaluation steps: first one includes all of the above coverage 

criteria except the ―All message coverage criterion‖ and we 

call it Combine Fragments Coverage Criterion (CFCC), and 

the second one is specified for ―All messages coverage 

criterion‖. Figure 5 shows the uses of these two criteria to 

select the best CTS. 

 
 

 

TABLE II. COMBINED TESTING SCENARIOS 

 

     To achieve this target, the proposed approach using GA 

aims to generate testing scenarios to cover maximum Edges 

using genetic algorithms technique. The ―All message 

coverage criterion‖ depends on the weights of the edges. The 

weight of the edges is calculated by the following Equation: 

 

𝐸𝑖𝑤 =
𝐸𝑝

𝑁
  (1)   

      

      

𝐸𝑖𝑤is the weight of each edge.  

𝐸𝑝  is the edge presence probability in whole testing scenarios.  

N is the total weights of all edges in all testing scenarios.  

 

For example, the repeated use of the E10 is 8 times over all 

combined testing scenarios in Table 2. The weight of E10 is 

calculated by Equation 1 as follows, 

54421769.0
147

8
10 wE
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   GA is iterative procedures which work with chromosomes. 

The chromosomes are a population of candidate solutions that 

are maintained by the GAs throughout the solution process 

[9]. At first a population of chromosomes is generated 

CTSj Testing Scenario 

CTS1 E1E2E3 

CTS2 E1E2E4E5 

CTS3 E1E2E4E6E7E8 

CTS4 (4,5) E1E2E4E6E7E8E9E10[E11||E12]
E13E17E18E19 

CTS5 (6,7) E1E2E4E6E7E8E9E10[E14||E15]
E16E17E18E19 

CTS6 (7,8) E1E2E4E6E7E8E9E10[E11||E12]
E13E17E18E19 E20E21E22 

CTS7(10,11) E1E2E4E6E7E8E9E10[E14||E15]
E16E17E18E19 E20E21E22 

CTS8(12,14) E1E2E4E6E7E8E9E10[E11||E12]
E13E17E18E19 E20E21E23E25 

CTS9 (13,15) E1E2E4E6E7E8E9E10[E11||E12]
E13E17E18E19 E20E21E24E25 

CTS10 (16,18) E1E2E4E6E7E8E9E10[E14||E15]
E16E17E18E19 E20E21E23E25 

CTS11(17,19) E1E2E4E6E7E8E9E10[E14||E15]
E16E17E18E19 E20E21E24E25 
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randomly.  A selection operator is used to choose two 

solutions from the current population. The selection process 

used the measured goodness of the solutions (Fitness 

Function). The crossover operator swaps sections between 

these two selected solutions with a defined crossover 

probability. One of the chromosomes solutions is then chosen 

for application of the mutation process.  The algorithm is 

ended, when a defined stopping criterion is reached. Since our 

approach focuses on finding a set of transitions by triggers 

firing, a chromosome in our approach is a sequence of triggers 

itself.  Testing scenarios will be the first population from all 

possible cases. The fitness value for each chromosome is 

calculated from the number of Edges which is covered.  

      GAs operators used in proposed technique are the two 

point crossover and random mutation. Based on some 

experimentation and previous knowledge on GAs application 

with other problem [20], the parameters of genetic operation 

are set as follow: 

• The crossover probability is 0.5. 

• The mutation probability is 0.05. 

• The size of population in each generation is 10. 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Fig. 4  First 4 test cases for Coffee Machine system. 

       

The All messages coverage criterion uses the weight of the 

edges to calculate the weight of a CTS. This weight is used to 

identify the best scenario. The intuition is that such a CTS 

makes best messages coverage. Equation 2 shows that the 

weight of a scenario is the sum of weights of all edges in that 

scenario. The proposed methodology shows the combined 

testing scenarios CTS8, CTS9, CTS10 and CTS11 have the 

highest weight which means that these four CTSs are the best 

from message coverage point of view. 





n

i

ii EwwCTS
0

1

                            (2) 

 
Note that we have not adopted the All messages coverage 

criterion as the only factor to select the best test scenario. 

Second factor (CFCC) is also used to check the Combined 

Fragments coverage. Based on this factor, the best CTS is that 

one which is able to cover the highest number of Combined 

Fragment's edges. 

  

 

Fig. 5. Best test case selection methodology. 

 

By referring to Figure 2, it can be noted that the Combined 
Fragments (loop, alt, par, opt and break) contain 13 edges (E1, 
E2, E3, E4, E5, E11, E12, E13, E14, E15, E16, E22 and E24). The best 
CTS is the one that covers highest number of these edges. 
Thus, the proposed approach in this paper examines the 
presence of Combined Fragment edges in each testing 
scenario. CTS10 covers 6 Combined Fragments edges (E1, E2, 
E4, E14, E15 and E16) out of 13. The CTSs with the best 
Combined Fragments coverage are CTS6, CTS7, CTS9 and 
CTS11.  

 
The best combined testing scenario (s) is that one which 

achieves highest coverage in both the criteria CFCC and All 
messages coverage criterion. CTS9 or CTS11 can be selected 
as best CTS because these two have the highest coverage in 
both these criteria. Let us say CTS11 is the best test scenario 
and the corresponding test case covers 88% of All messages 
coverage criterion and 55% of CFCC. As noted, the CTSis 
unable to capture the coverage of enough edges in the 
Combined Fragment as just 55% coverage may not be 
satisfactory.  

 

To improve the coverage of the Combined Fragments edges, 

we propose to select the second best combined testing scenario 

as well to support the first one. This technique is similar to 

that used in [1] to select second testing path to improve unit 

coverage. 
 

The selection method for the second best CFCC scenario 

depends on the non-similarity of edges contained in the best 

CFCC scenarios. In [1], the non-similarity criterion is used to 

select the second best testing path, and the same is used in this 

paper as well. Based on the non-similarity degree between the 

best CFCC scenario and others, the scenarios which are 

eliminated have the biggest similarity degree. The CTS6 is the 

highest non-similar scenario in comparison with CTS11 

because it has 4 different Combined Fragment's edges (E11, 

E12, E13 and E22) compared to CTS11. 
  
Consequently, both scenarios CTS11 and CTS6 cover 85% 

of Combined Fragments edges and 97% of All messages 
coverage criterion. Together they are considered as best 
testing scenarios. 
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VI.   CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 

An approach is proposed to generate test cases automatically 

from UML sequence diagram, class diagram and OCL. The 

approach generates efficient test cases that meet required 

coverage criteria. Furthermore, the relationship between edges 

has been recognised by the edge relationships table. This table 

is generated automatically to reveal the relationship of the 

edges as specified in the sequence diagram. The proposed 

methodology covers loop, parallel, alternative, option, break 

and sequence relationships and a number of structural 

specifications as well. This work provides an efficient 

technique to generate testing scenarios graph that is used to 

represent the testing scenarios of the events in a sequence 

diagram. The testing scenario graph represents combined 

fragments and shows the relationships among scenarios. The 

proposed methodology decomposes testing scenarios graph to 

combined test scenarios to achieve minimum number of 

testing scenarios. Information Table (InfT) technique is 

proposed to provide the sequence diagram with exact method 

signatures that are obtained from the class diagram. Despite 

this, presence of the redundant edges in each testing scenario 

led us to develop a new technique to select best testing 

scenario. To achieve this, we have used All messages coverage 

criterion and Combined Fragments coverage criterion to 

evaluate the best testing scenario (and the best test case) using 

GA. The weakness that appeared in selecting best testing 

scenario is a variety of the coverage percentage that the best 

testing scenario can cover. This variety comes from the variety 

of the model designs. Generally, this technique almost covers 

more than 85% of Combined Fragment's edges and more than 

94% of the sequence diagram messages. 

 

The test cases that are generated automatically in this paper 

meet the coverage criteria. However, UML sequence diagrams 

do not contain all information related to verification and non-

functional parameters of the software. This limitation comes 

from the semi-formal characteristics of  UML  diagrams [12], 

especially during the first cycle of the software production. In 

order to avoid its semi-formal characteristics, we propose to 

transform sequence diagram and class diagram to HLPN, a 

type of Petri Net in future. Petri Net (PN) is a graphical 

diagram for the formal description of the flow of activities in 

complex systems [13].  
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Abstract—In this paper we discuss the parallelization of the 

QR decomposition of matrices. For this purpose we have 

analysed the method based on Given’s rotation and the method 

based on the Householder reflection. The mathematical 

background is followed by the parallelization which basically 

uses the systolic approach. 

Keywords—QR decomposition, Given’s rotation, Householder 

relection, Parallelization of QR decomposition, Systolic array for 

the QR decomposition. 

I.  INTRODUCTION  

An important matrix problem that arises in many 
applications, like signal processing, image processing, solution 
of differential equations etc., is the problem of solving a set of 
simultaneous linear equations. There are two basic methods for 
solving such kind of systems. Direct methods and iterative 
methods. QR decomposition is one of the best methods for 
matrix triangularization which uses the so called direct method. 
This method uses triangularization of the coefficient matrix, 

followed by the use of back substitution. Most of the QR -

decomposition implementations are based on three methods: 

1. The Given’s rotation method (also known as Jacobi 

rotations) used by W. Givens and originally invented 

by Jacobi. 

2. The Gram-Schmidt method and  

3. The method with the Hausholder transformations. 

 

The Hausholder transformation is one of the most 

computationally efficient methods to compute the QR-

decomposition of a matrix. The error analysis carried out by 

Wilkinson [1, 2], showed that the Hausholder transformation 

outperforms the Given’s method under finite precision 

computation. Due to the vector processing nature of the 

Hausholder transformation, no local connections in the 

implementation of the array are necessary. Therefore QR 

decomposition by the method of Hausholder transformation is 

more difficult. Each rotation in the case of Given’s method 

modifies just two rows of a matrix. This is a reason why 

during this method the order of rotations can be changed 

influencing different rows. Taking this into the consideration, 

the parallel processing of this method is very appropriate.  

The basic idea of the QR-decomposition of a matrix is to 

express a given nm  matrix A  in the form QRA  , where 

Q is an orthonormal nm  matrix and R is an nn  upper 

triangular matrix with nonzero diagonal entries. 

A parallel version of Given’s rotation was proposed in [3]. 

In [4] it is proposed an alternative way for parallelization of 

Given’s rotation which is more efficient for larger matrices. In 

[5] it is given a parallel pipeline version of Given’s rotation 

for thr QR decomposition. In [6] one can find the block 

version of the QR decomposition, which first transforms the 

matrix into the Hassenberg form and then applies Given’s 

rotation to it. The design which is based on the method of 

Householder transformation is given in [9]. In [13] is 

presented a new algorithm for finding QR decomposition for 

square and full column matrix. The numerical analysis and 

experiment is given in [14]. In [15] is demonstrated a parallel 

algorithm based on the Gram-Schmidt method.  
The analysis in this paper uses the givens rotation method 

[7] and the householder method [16]. In [7] and [8] are 
proposed two systolic arrays for the QR decomposition with 
hardware complexity O(n

2
) and time complexity O(n) which 

are based on the method of Given’s rotation.  

II. THE QR DECOMPOSITION BASED ON GIVEN’S ROTATION 

The upper triangular matrix is obtained using sequences of 
Given’s rotations [10] such that the subdiagonal elements of 
the first column are nullified first, followed by those of the 
second column and so forth, until an upper triangular matrix is 
reached. The procedure can be written in the form given below: 

RAQT   

                 where 
121 ...QQQQ nn

T

                         (1) 

         and 
pnpppp

p QQQQ ,1,1, ...   

where qpQ , is the Given’s rotation operator used to annihilate 

the matrix element located at row 1q  and column p . When 

we work with 2x2 matrices, an elementary Given’s 

transformation has the form: 
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where c  and s  are the cosine and the sine of the annihilation 

angle, such that: 
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It is not difficult to verify that the product of two rotations 

is also rotation. Let A be an nxn matrix. In order to transform 

A into an upper triangular matrix R, we can find a product of 

rotations 
121 ...QQQQ nn

T

  such that  RAQT  . It is 

not difficult to show that O(n
2
) rotations are required. Because 

the number of operations in every rotation is O(n), the 

complexity of this algorithm will be O(n
3
). In general, the 

computational complexity of the QR decomposition is given 

below [15].   

1. Householder: 4/3n
3
+ O(n

2
) 

2. Given’s: 8/3n
3
+ O(n

2
) 

3. Fast Given’s: 4/3n
3
+ O(n

2
) 

4. Gram-Shmidt: 2n
3
+ O(n

2
) 

III. PARALLEL ALGORITHM BASED ON GIVEN’S ROTATION 

In [11] it is shown that a triangular systolic array can be 

used to obtain the upper triangular matrix R  based on 
sequences of Given’s rotations. This systolic array is shown in 
Fig. 1. 

 

Fig. 1. Triangular systolic array for computing the upper triangular matrix R  

As we can see, the array consists of two different shapes of 
cells. The cells in the shape of a circle (fig. 2), and the cells in 
quadratic shape (as in fig.3). 
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Fig.2. Input and output of the circle cell of the array in fig.1 
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Fig. 3. Input and output of the quadratic cell of the array in fig.1 
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 The cells of fig.2 perform according to algorithm 1: 

Algorithm 1: 

end
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 The calculations of quadratic cells are given by the 
relations below: 

crsxr

srcxx

in

inout




 

 According to the relations in (1), the Q  matrix cannot be 

obtained by multiplying cumulatively the rotation parameters 
propagated to the right. Accumulation of the rotation 
parameters is possible by using an additional rectangular 
systolic array. 

IV. THE COMPUTATION OF R
–T

X  

We present a brief derivation of the result presented in [12], 

about the property that a triangular array can compute xR T
 

in one phase with the matrix R  situated in that array. 

Let  ijij Rr   and  1 Rrij
, where 0ijr  and 0ijr  

for ji  . It can be shown that: 
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Then the recursive computation of (4), where 
TR

 is a nxn 
matrix and X is an nxm matrix is: 
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In particular (because we want to use R  and X to compute 

XR T
), jy  can be expressed in terms of ijr  and   . By 

substituing the equation (4) into equation (5) we have: 
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If we continue, by transforming the relation (6), we will 
have: 
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And finally we get: 
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Using the relation (5), for the final form of jy , we get 
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Finally, using the relations obtained above (where Y is the 
nxm matrix, R is nxn upper triangular matrix and X is an nxm 

matrix), the algorithm for computing  xR T  is given: 

Algorithm 2 
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The corresponding systolic array is similar as the array in 
fig.1. The data movement of input values x  and output values 

y  is presented in the figure 4. 
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Fig. 4. Data movement of x and y in the computation of R–Tx 

 

 In the case presented above, the elements of the matrix R  
are stored in the triangular array. The cells of fig.2 (circle cells) 

perform the division part of the equation (8) (the part
jjr1 ). 

The second part of the eq. (8) (the part 





1

1

j

k

kjkj ryx ) is 

performed by the quadratic cells shown in fig.3.  

V. MAPPING INTO THE SYSTOLIC ARRAY 

      The number of processors in the fig. 1 can be given by the 

formula 
      

 
  for some integer number p. To give the 

mapping scheme of this array we assume that   ⌊
 

 
⌋ and 

that the cell on the position (i, j) is mapped on to the processor 

(s, k) in the corresponding network. The mapping is given by 

the formula: 
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The relations given above produces a uniform mapping in the 

case when p is divisible with n. On the other hand (when p 

doesn’t divide n), some processors (in the first         

columns and         rows), take a matrix which is one 

dimension larger. 

VI. PARALLEL ALGORTHM BAED ON HAUSHOLDER 

REFLECTIONS  

      Let’s take the matrix          where     and   is a 

constant which is not equal to 0. The purpose is to choose   

such that A is orthogonal (     ). We have: 

                      

                  

                    

                 

                

From above, if        , then      . If we take       

then         , where      . 

        Householder reflection first implements the 

decomposition: 
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where       
   

   
 and    is the first vector of A. The 

matrix Q can be obtained applying the formula 

121 ...QQQQ nn

T

 . 
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     Graphical representation of the computation of A is given 

as below: 

 

Fig. 5. Graphical representation of the computation of A 

The corresponding algorithm is given in as below [16]: 

Algorithm 3 
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     The dependence graph and the corresponding array using 

the projection direction [1  0  0]  are given in the fig. 5 and fig. 

6.  

 

 

Fig. 6. Dependence graph of the systolic array for QR decomposition using hauseholder reflections 
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Fig. 7. Systolic array for parallel QR decomposition using hauseholder reflection

     In the first step u, v(1) and Q are computed in the first 

column. Then there is a movement of u and Q in the direction 

of j axis, and then v(2), ….., v(n) are computed 

correspondingly in respective columns. In the case of fig. 7, Ai 

represents the column i of matrix A. As we can see the array is 

triangular array with the hardware complexity of O(n
2
). The 

array consists of two different shapes of cells. The cells in the 

shape of a circle (fig. 8), and the cells in quadratic shape (as in 

fig.9). 

 

Fig.8. Input and output of the circle cell of the array in fig.7 

 

Fig. 9. Input and output of the quadratic cell of the array in fig.7 
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Abstract — A metaheuristic is a search strategy for finding 

optimal solutions in blackbox optimization problems. Artificial 

Bee Colony Algorithm (ABC) is a metaheuristics optimization 

algorithm mimicking the mobility of bees in a bee hive. Particle 

Swarm Optimization (PSO) is another metaheuristics 

optimization algorithm inspired by the behaviour of swarms 

searching for food sources.  

In this work we build a hybrid algorithm that we call ‘Particle 

Swarm Optimization – Artificial Bee Colony Chain’ (PSOABCC) 

that repeatedly apply ideas from PSO and ABC algorithms in a 

loop. 

To ensure that all algorithms themselves have optimal 

parameters in the experiments, we optimize parameters of PSO, 

ABC, and PSOABC algorithms with Cuckoo Search optimization 

algorithm. 

The hybrid algorithm shows better convergence performance 

than the other two algorithms on the two dimensional sphere, 

rosenbrock, and rastrigin functions. 

Keywords— Metaheuristics; optimization; artificial bee colony; 
particle swarm optimization; Particle Swarm Optimization – 

Artificial Bee Colony Chain. 

I.  INTRODUCTION 

Metaheuristics are algorithms for finding an optimal value 
in black box optimization problems. Swarm based 
metaheuristic algorithms are class of metaheuristics inspired by 
intelligent behavior of swarms. Amongst swarm based 
metaheuristic algorithms, Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) 
[4] inspires from the naturalistic behavior of birds living in 
flocks as they gather information on the landscape and transmit 
the needed information to the other spread flock of birds as in 
groups’ for reaching the best. Artificial Bee Colony (ABC) [6] 
inspires from the intelligent behavior of a bee colony while 
searching for better food sources. Cuckoo Search (CS) [5] 
inspires from the behavior of cuckoos while they look for ideal 
host nests to lay their eggs. 

In this work we build a hybrid algorithm chaining PSO and 
ABC algorithms. We call the hybrid algorithm we build 

‘Particle Swarm Optimization - Artificial Bee Colony Chain’  
and we abbreviate that name as PSOABCC. We compare the 
success of PSO, ABC, and PSOABCC on three numerical 
function optimization problems. As each of the PSO, ABC, 
and PSOABCC have their own parameters that affect their 
behavior, before doing the comparison, we optimize those 
parameters of the PSO, ABC, and PSOABC themselves. We 
prefer to use a metaheuristics different from the algorithms 
compared (PSO, ABC, and PSOABCC) for this purpose, and 
decide on using Cuckoo Search (CS), a new metaheuristics 
algorithm with promising results [5].  

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: In Section II 
we introduce the terminology used in the paper to prevent 
possible confusion for the reader that is accustomed to 
different terms used in the literature. In Section III we discuss 
the Particle Swarm Optimization algorithm. In Section IV we 
give the pseudo code of the Artificial Bee Colony algorithm. 
In Section V we summarize the Cuckoo Search algorithm. In 
Section VI we introduce the hybrid Particle Swarm 
Optimization – Artificial Bee Colony Chain. In Section VII 
we review the test functions used. In Section VIII we discuss a 
method for optimizing parameters of the algorithms 
themselves. We conclude by the comparison and discussions 
in Section IX and the summary in Section X. 

II. TERMINOLOGY 

The algorithms we discuss in this paper find the maximum 
value of a given function  � in a search space (e.g. food source 
with maximum amount of food).  In accordance, we use the 
word ‘fitness’ (and also sometimes ‘height’ or ‘� value’, 
interchangeably) for the value of the function, and design the 
problems as maximization of these functions (explained in 
detail in section VII).  

We follow [1] and use the term ‘function assessment’ for 
obtaining the value (or fitness, or height) of the function � on 
a given coordinate in the search space.  Some other works 
(e.g. [2]) use the term ‘function evaluation’ for the same 
purpose. All the algorithms discussed in this work keep track 
of the number of function assessments done so far during its 
running time in a variable called �����������	
��, and 
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break out of its main loop when maximum allowed number of 
function assessments (��������������) is reached (e.g. 
when the condition  �����������	
�� ≤ �������������� 
holds). 

III. PARTICLE SWARM OPTIMIZATION (PSO) ALGORITHM 

Particle Swarm Optimization [3] algorithm, whose pseudo 
code is given in Fig. 5, utilizes the idea of birds searching for 
food sources. Each bird has a velocity and a personal best 
position. On each step velocity of each bird is recalculated 
using current velocity, its personal best, and the global best as 
in (1). The new position of the bird on the step is calculated 
using this new velocity. Depending on the parameters , ���, 
and ��� the algorithm can behave more exploitative or 
explorative. 

 
PSO(�, ��������������, �):  

1. // inputs are �,	function to be maximized, 

��������������, the number of assessments algorithm 

allows before breaking out main loop, and �, number of 

particles 

2. // output is �, the coordinate with the best fitness 

(�value, height) in the search space 

3. Assign value 0 to the variable �����������	
��. 

Whenever the fitness is obtained (calling the function �), 

the �����������	
�� is incremented by 1. 

4. For each particle 

a. Assign a random position �  

b. Accept that random position as the personal best 

� of this particle. 

c. Assign a random velocity � 

5. Scan positions of all n particles and select position with 

the best �  value as the global best �.  

6. Repeat while �����������	
�� ≤ 	��������������  

a. For each particle 

i. Calculate new velocity � using (1). 

ii. Calculate new position � using 

� = � + � 

iii. If the new position � has a better 

fitness than personal best �, assign � to 

� 

iv. If the new position � has a better 

fitness than the global best �, assign � 

to � 

7. Return �, the global best position 

 
Fig. 1 the Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) algorithm used in our 

comparisons  

In the pseudo code in Fig. 1 new velocity of a particle is 
calculated by (1) where � is the velocity, �, ���, and ��� 

are weight scalars, and �� and �� are random values between 
0 and 1. 

� = � ∗ � + �� ∗ ��� ∗ �� − �� + �� ∗ ���
∗ (� − �) (1) 

 

IV. ARTIFICIAL BEE COLONY 

Artificial Bee Colony (ABC), whose pseudo code is given 
in Fig. 2, is a metaheuristic that uses ideas from the behaviour 
of a bee hive. The algorithm starts with � food sources and 
corresponding � employed bees in the location of these food 
sources. The employed bees checkout neighbour positions and 
move there if those positions are better. Later, employed bees 
return to the hive and inform onlooker bees of the location and 
quality of the food sources they worked on. A food source 
may be chosen to be re-visited by an onlooker bee with 
probability proportional to its quality (fitness). When a food 
source is checked for better quality neighbours more than the 
allowed number (���) and no better neighbour is found, the 
food source is abandoned, and a scout bee finds a random new 
food source instead of the abandoned one. The algorithm 
returns the best food source at the end. 

ABC(�, �����������	
��, �): 

1. // inputs are �,	function to be maximized, 

��������������, the number of assessments 

algorithm allows before breaking out main loop, and  

� , number of food sources (equally, number of 

employed bees) 

2. // output is �, the coordinate with the best fitness 

(�value, height) in the search space 

3. // assume we have � food sources and � 

corresponding employed bees. 

4. Assign value 0 to the variable �����������	
��. 

Whenever the fitness is obtained (calling the function 

�), the �����������	
�� is incremented by 1. 

5. For each food source assign a random position �. 

Assume each employed bee is on one of these food 

sources, and measuring its quality (fitness). 

6. Repeat while 

�����������	
�� ≤ 	��������������  

a. // Employed bee phase 

b. For each food source: 

i. Tweak the position � of the bee 

employed to get a new position 

1. If the new position has a 

better fitness accept the 

new position (move the 

bee to new position). 

2. Otherwise increase trial 

value of the food source 
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by one. 

c. // Dance phase: Assume each of the 

employed bees are returned to the hive, and 

informed the quality of the corresponding 

food source (with a ‘dance’) to the onlooker 

bees. 

d. Assign a probability  � of being selected by 

onlooker bees to each food source.  � should 

be such that the food source with higher 

fitness has more probability of being chosen. 

e. // Onlooker bee phase: 

f. For each employed bee (that returned to the 

hive and did a dance) 

i. With probability �, let its food 

source be visited by an onlooker 

bee. Onlooker bee checks fitness of 

a position in the neighborhood of 

employed bee position. 

1. If the new position is 

better accept the new 

position (move the bee to 

new position). Onlooker 

bee turns into an 

employed bee. 

2. Otherwise increase trial 

number of the food source 

by one. 

g. // Scout bee phase. 

h.  For each food source position which trial 

number exceeds the ��� parameter: 

i. Let a scout bee randomly determine 

a new position and chose the 

neighborhood as the food source. 

Let the scout bee turn into an 

employed bee. 

7. Scan the latest food source (employed bee) positions, 

and return the one with best fitness as the global best 

�. 

 

 

Fig. 2 the Artificial Bee Colony (ABC) algorithm used in our comparisons 

V. CUCKOO SEARCH (CS) ALGORITHM 

Cuckoo Search (CS) [5] metaheuristic algorithm, inspires 
from the breeding behavior of cuckoos. Instead of building 
and maintaining their own nests, and raising their own babies, 
cuckoos lay eggs to nest of an unaware other bird (a.k.a. host 
nest). The host bird raises cuckoo baby as its own.  

In the Cuckoo Search pseudo code given in Fig 3., each 
cuckoo looks for a new nest in each iteration of the main loop. 
If the new nest has better quality, it lays an egg there this time. 
The quality of host nest is assumed to be equivalent to the 
value of the function � to be maximized at that position in 
search space. Some of the host birds discover that there is an 
alien egg in their nest, and get rid of it. The cuckoo abandons 
this nest, and lays an egg to a new host it finds. The new nests 
are found using Levy Flights [5]. 

 

CS(�, �����������	
��, �): 

1. // inputs are �,	function to be maximized, 

��������������, the number of assessments 

algorithm allows before breaking out main loop, and  

� , number of nests (equally, number of cuckoos) 

2. // output is �, the coordinate with the best fitness 

(�value, height) in the search space 

3. Assign value 0 to the variable �����������	
��. 

Whenever the fitness is obtained (calling the 

function �), the �����������	
�� is incremented 

by 1. 

4. For each cuckoo assign a random nest (position).  

5. Repeat while 

�����������	
�� ≤ 	��������������  

a. // a new breeding season has begun 

b. For each cuckoo: 

i. Find a new nest, using Levy 

Flights [5]. 

ii. If the new nest has a better fitness 

than the current nest, this year lay 

egg to new nest. Otherwise, lay 

egg to old nest. 

c. Abandon �� percent of the worst nests. The 

eggs on these nests are discovered by host 

bird. 

d. For each of the abandoned nests: 

i. Find a new nest, using Levy 

Flights [5]. 

ii. Lay an egg to the new nest. 

6. Scan the nests and return �, the nest with best 

fitness. 

 

Fig. 3 Cuckoo Search (CS) algorithm used for optimizing parameters of PSO, 

ABC, and PSOABCC. 

VI. PARTICLE SWARM OPTIMIZATION – ARTIFICIAL BEE 
COLONY CHAIN (PSOABCC) ALGORITHM 

We build a hybrid algorithm that we call ‘Particle Swarm 
Optimization – Artificial Bee Colony Chain’ (PSOABCC) as 
given in Fig. 4. The algorithm starts by building random initial 
personal best positions for particles/bees. Then in the main 
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loop it improves the personal bests using PSO_PHASE (Fig. 
5) and ABC_PHASE (Fig. 6) methods. When the main loop 
ends, the algorithm scans the latest personal best positions and 
returns the best of them as the global best. 

The PSO_PHASE method (Fig. 5) takes a list of best 
positions of particles, updates them with better positions, and 
returns back. In contrast with the personal bests, a new 
random current position is assigned for each particle. The 
main loop of the method runs a fixed ������	 times. The rest 
of the method behaves like the normal PSO algorithm in Fig. 
1, except the output. PSO_PHASE outputs the modified set of 
personal bests back, whereas PSO algorithm returns a single 
global best position. 

The ABC_PHASE method (Fig. 6) takes an initial list of 
employed bee (equivalently food source) positions as a 
parameter, improves them, and returns them back. In the 
PSOABCC this list of positions comes from the personal bests 
of the previous PSO_PHASE. This ensures that PSO_PHASE 
and ABC_PHASE incrementally improve the same list of 
personal best positions. The main loop of the method runs a 
fixed ������� times. The rest of the method behaves like the 
normal ABC algorithm in Fig. 2, except what it outputs. While 
the ABC_PHASE returns the list of current food source 
(employed bee) positions, the ABC algorithm returns the best 
of these food source positions as the global best.  

 

 

PSOABCC(�, �����������	
��, �): 

1. //inputs are �,	function to be maximized, 

��������������, the number of assessments 

algorithm allows before breaking out main loop, and  

�, number of particles (equally, number of food 

sources, equally, number of employed bees) 

2. //output is �, the coordinate with the best fitness 

(�value, height) in the search space 

3. Assign value 0 to the variable �����������	
��. 

Whenever the fitness is obtained (calling the 

function �), the �����������	
�� is incremented 

by 1. 

4. For each particle/employed bee assign a random 

initial position.  

5. For each particle/employed bee assign initial 

position as the personal best. Let set of personal best 

values be �. 

6. Repeat while 

�����������	
�� ≤ 	��������������  

a. Improve personal bests using PSO_PHASE 

as shown in Fig. 5: P <- PSO_PHASE(�) 

b. Improve personal bests using 

ABC_PHASE as shown in  

c. Fig. 6: P <- ABC_PHASE(�) 

7. Scan the set of personal bests and return the one 

with the best fitness as the global best �. 

 

Fig. 4 Particle Swarm Optimization – Artificial Bee Colony Chain 

(PSOABCC) algorithm pseudocode 
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PSO_PHASE(�):  

8. // input: � = {��, ��, … } (initial best positions of the 

particles) 

9. // output: � = {��, ��, … } (final best positions of the 

particles) 

10. For each particle 

a. Assign a random position �  

b. Update the personal best if � has better fitness 

than � 

c. Assign a random velocity � 

11. Select position with the best fitness as global best �.  

12. Repeat while we iterated less then ������	: 

a. For each particle 

i. Calculate new velocity � using (1). 

ii. Calculate new position � using 

� = � + � 

iii. If the new position � has a better 

fitness than personal best �, assign � to 

� 

iv. If the new position � has a better 

fitness than the global best �, assign � 

to � 

13. Return set of particle best positions � 

 

Fig. 5. Particle swarm optimization phase (PSO_PHASE) 

 

ABC_PHASE(X): 

1. // input: � = {��, ��, … } (initial employed bee positions) 

2. // output: � = {��, ��, … } (final employed bees positions) 

3. While we iterated less than �������: 

a. // Employed bee phase 

b. For each food source: 

i. Tweak the position � of the bee 

employed to get a new position 

1. If the new position has a better 

fitness accept the new position 

(move the bee to new 

position). 

2. Otherwise increase trial value 

of the food source by one. 

c. // Dance phase: 

d. Assign a probability  � of being selected by 

onlooker bees to each employed bee.  � should 

be such that the employed bee with position that 

has better fitness has more probability of being 

chosen. 

e. // Onlooker bee phase: 

f. For each employed bee (that returned to the hive 

and did a dance) 

i. With probability �, let its food source 

be visited by an onlooker bee. Onlooker 

bee checks fitness of a position in the 

neighborhood of employed bee position. 

1. If the new position is better 

accept the new position (move 

the bee to new position). 

Onlooker bee turns into an 

employed bee. 

2. Otherwise increase trial 

number of the food source by 

one. 

g. // Scout bee phase. 

h. For each food source position which trial number 

exceeds the ��� parameter: 

i. Let a scout bee randomly determine a new 

position and chose the neighborhood as the 

food source. Let the scout bee turn into an 

employed bee. 

4. Return X 

 

 

Fig. 6 Artificial bee colony phase (ABC_PHASE) 
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VII. TEST FUNCTIONS 

We have evaluated algorithms on following test functions. 

A. Negative Rastrigin Function 

Negative Rastrigin Function is the “negative” of Rastrigin 
Function [1] and can be defined by (2). 

Maximize ��< �1,… , �� >� = −10�	–∑ ��
� −�

���

10 cos 2��� 				 
(2) 

In (2) � is number of dimensions, �� is value of the solution 
vector in dimension . Global maximum value is 0 and is on 
(0,0,..,0) . Initialization range of the function is �−5.12, 5.12�.  

B. Negative Rosenbrock Function (Ros) 

The Negative Rosenbrock (Ros) Function is the “negative” 
of the Rosenbrock Function [3] and can be defined by (3).  

Maximize ��< �1,… , �� >� = −∑ (1 −���

���

��)
� + 100(������

�)� 

(3) 

 

In (3) � is number of dimensions, and �� is value of the 
solution vector in dimension . Global maximum value is 0 and 
is on (1,1,...,1). The initialization range of the function is 
�−2.048, 2.048�. 

C. Negative Sphere Function (Sph) 

Negative Sphere Function (Sph) is the negative of Sphere 
Function [1] and can be defined by (4). 

Maximize ��< �1,… , �� >� = −∑ ��
��

���  (4) 

In (4) � is number of dimensions, �� is value of the 
solution vector in dimension . Maximum height is 0 and is on 
(0,0,…,0). The initialization range is  �−5.12, 5.12�. 

VIII. OPTIMIZING ALGORITHM PARAMETERS USING CUCKOO 
SEARCH 

Metaheuristic algorithms PSO, ABC, and PSOABC 
themselves have parameters that affect their behavior. In order 
to compare each algorithm at its best success rate, we optimize 
the parameters of the algorithms before we compare them. For 
this purpose we use a fourth algorithm, Cuckoo Search (CS), 
given in Fig. 3, as the optimizer. 

For this purpose we define the parameter optimization 
fitness function � in Fig. 7. In contrast to simpler fitness 
functions we defined in Section VII, this function has an 
���	��ℎ� (e.g. PSO), and a simple function �  (e.g. Negative 
Rastrigin Function discussed in Section VII.A) to be solved by 
���	��ℎ�. � takes the list of parameter values ������ (e.g. 
{� = 0.3, ��� = 0.5, ��� = 0.4}) as coordinates, and 
returns a fitness value. For this, the ���	��ℎ�  solves the 
simple function � � times with given parameter value set 
������, to get � different best positions. Each best position 
has a corresponding � value (fitness). The mean of these 

fitness values is returned as a means of how well the 
parameter value set ������ did with ���	��ℎ� and �. 
Running � independent runs and taking the mean is necessary 
because all the algorithms we are interested in comparing 
(PSO, ABC, and PSOABCC) behave according to randomly 
generated values. 

We give � as a parameter to CS as a function to be 
optimized. This way we actually optimize the parameter set of 
the ���	��ℎ�. Any metaheuristic algorithm could be used 
for this purpose, we choose CS because a) it is a different 
algorithm than PSO, ABC, and PSOABCC, b) good results 
with CS are reported in [5]. 

 

�(���	��ℎ�, �;������): 

1. ������: <- 1 

2. while  ≤ �: 

a. �� <- ���	��ℎ�(�, ������) 

b. �� <- �(��) 

3. � <- �� + �� +⋯+ �� 

4. ����ℎ <- 
	

�
 

5. Return ����ℎ 

 

Fig. 7 A fitness function for optimizing metaheuristics algorithms 

For the PSO algorithm, we optimize the parameters �, 
���, and ��� used in (5). For ABC algorithm and 
PSOABCC algorithm we optimize the ��� variable used in 
their scout bee phases. For PSOABCC algorithm we optimize 
parameters ������	 and ������� that affect breaking out of 
main loops of PSO_PHASE and ABC_PHASE. Each 
algorithm has different optimal parameters for each fitness 
function �. Hence, we re-optimize each parameter set on each 
test function.  

We prefer not giving the optimized parameter values here 
as we think the values we found may be local optima. 

IX. OPTIMIZATION COMPARISON AND DISCUSSION 

To compare optimization performances of PSO, ABC, and 
PSOABCC, we do 100 independent runs of each of these 
algorithms on each test function and plot the mean 
convergence graph. Each algorithm was terminated after 
reaching 1000 function assessments (function evaluations) to 
make a fair comparison. On each of the test functions we 
tested, the PSOABCC is clearly converges faster than the 
other two algorithms. 

On Negative Sphere Function (Fig. 8a) which is a 
unimodal function, all the algorithms converge before 300 
assessments, and the order of convergence is 
PSOABCC>PSO>ABC. Hence PSOABCC converges faster 
than the other two. 
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On Negative Rosenbrock Function (Fig. 8b) which is a 
unimodal function, all three functions converge around 200 
function assessments. Again PSOABCC is the fastest. 

On Negative Rastrigin Function (Fig. 8c) which is a 
multimodal function, PSO keeps stuck in a local optima and 
can not reach to the global optimum even after 1000 
assessments. After 800 assessments ABC catches on 
PSOABCC, but PSOABCC clearly converges faster. 

 

 

(a) Negative Sphere Function 

 

 

(b) Negative Rosenbrock Function 

 

(c) Negative Rastrigin Function 

 

Fig. 8 Convergence graphs of PSO, ABC and PSOABCC algorithms on (a) 
Negative Sphere Function, (b) Negative Rosenbrock Function, (c) Negative 

Rastrigin Function. Each convergence plot shows the mean height of 100 

independent runs against number of function assessments (function 
evaluations). 

 

X. SUMMARY 

We chain the Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) and 
Artificial Bee Colony (ABC) algorithms to obtain a hybrid we 
call Particle Swarm Optimization – Artificial Bee Colony 
Chain (PSOABC). We compare the three algorithms PSO, 
ABC, and PSOABC on three well known test functions: 
Negative Sphere Function, Negative Rosenbrock Function, 
and Negative Rastrigin Function. 

We pre-optimized the parameters of the algorithms 
themselves on each function using another algorithm, Cuckoo 
Search, since each algorithm behave different according to 
these input parameter values.  

We compare the convergence graphs of PSO, ABC, and 
PSOABCC on each function. The convergence graphs show 
that PSOABCC converges faster from the two other 
algorithms. 

Testing the algorithm further on other test and real world 
problems and looking for algorithmic improvements remains 
as future work.  
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Abstract—In this paper, we propose an algorithm for detecting
similar images in a large scale dataset. After considering various
methods as invisible watermarking and image feature detection,
we developed a method based on the Harris corner detection
and the Scale Invariant Feature Transform keypoints and
descriptors for analyzing the properties of an image.
Our goal is that the proposed algorithm be resilient to water-
marked, scaled or cropped images, and provide a fast running
time for our large dataset.
In order to be able to handle a large amount of images and
associated data, we have decided to maintain the descriptors of
the images in a set of KD-tree structures for fast querying. This
allows an initial filtering of the data set, reducing the number of
images which should be analyzed. Thus, we will use two search
algorithms, one of which has a lower time complexity, but has
a lower accuracy when providing the results, and a second one,
which performed a more in-depth analysis of the images.

I. INTRODUCTION

Image processing has been a very important research
domain the last years, the ever increasing number of images
present on the Internet becoming more and more challenging
to index, store and analyze.
Copyright infringement and image detection have also been
big issues which have been discussed and studied for a long
time, major users in the photography industry wanting to
know at all times when someone is using or modifying one
of their photos.
The problem discussed in this paper is considered a very
difficult one, because the algorithm needs to be at the same
time accurate, fast and scalable.

Our goal was to design a scalable algorithm which can
index information about a large set of images, and perform
queries of finding a highly similar image with a given input
one.
The algorithm should be focused on copyright detection, so
it should be able to determine if the input image is one of
the images in the dataset, with one or several of the following
transformations applied:

• watermarks

• scaling

• cropping

• various filters

As said above, the granularity of the algorithm should
be set so that it should be able to distinguish between two
lightly similar images (e.g. two different pictures of the Eiffel
Tower, made by two different persons) and two images, one
of which is obtained from the other.

The speed and scalability of the algorithm are also major
factors which should be seriously taken into consideration.
It should be able to handle a large number of queries and
provide a small response-time per query. Of course, there is
a close connection between the running time of the algorithm
and its precision, connection which should be closely analyzed
in order to create a balance between the two.

June 2014

II. PREVIOUS WORK

There are a lot of algorithms which focus on image
similarity and key feature detection, and after studying
several ones, we decided on focusing on two main ones,
the Harris corner detector and the Scale Invariant
Feature Transform. Our choice was determined on the
fact we wanted to be able to control the sensitivity of the
matches, but also to efficiently distribute the algorithm on
several machines for a large input set.

A. Harris Corner Detection

The main idea of the Harris corner detector algorithm
is that, given an input image, the most predominant features
that a human eye recognizes and memorizes are corners. A
corner is considered to be an intersection of two edges, so,
selecting a small area around the point and shifting it should
result in a large variation in the intensity of the pixels in that
area.
Therefore, each area in an image can be classified in three
categories:

• flat, in which intensities do not vary in either direction
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• edge, in which intensities don’t vary in the direction
of the edge

• corner, in which intensities vary in all directions

In order to determine in which category a certain area with
a size of (w, h) belongs to, we will compute the variation of
intensity: E(w, h) =

∑
x,y w(x, y)∗[I(x+w, y+h)−I(x, y)]2,

where w is a window function, which assigns weights to pixels,
and I is the intensity of a certain pixel of the grayscale image.
In order to determine the corner areas, we have to maximize the
function

∑
x,y[I(x+w, y+v)−I(x, y)]2, which using Taylor

expansion and representing in a matrix form can be written

as E(w, h) ≈ [w h] ∗
(∑

x,y

[
I2x IxIy
IxIy I2y

])
∗
[
w
h

]
, and,

furthermore, using a substitution E(w, h) ≈ [w h]∗M ∗
[
w
h

]
.

Using this equation, the score of a certain area is computed as
R = det(M)− k ∗ (trace(M))2. A higher score of R denotes
a higher probability of the area being a corner.

B. Scale Invariant Feature Transform

1) Keypoint localization: Although the
Harris corner detection algorithm presented in the
previous section is immune to rotation transformations of
an image, it does not perform well if the image is scaled,
because a high intensity change in an area of size (w, h) of
an image might vary if the dimensions of the image change,
but the size of the area remains the same.
Thus, D. Lowe, in 2004, presented a new algorithm for
extracting keypoints and computing their descriptors, named
Scale Invariant Feature Transform.
At first, a Gaussian distribution is applied on the analyzed
image, which depending of the standard deviation, σ, blurs the

image with a certain amount: G(x, y) = 1
2∗π∗σ2 ∗ e−

x2+y2

2∗σ2 .
Then, the Laplacian of the image is computed, in order
to highlight the regions of rapid intensity changes:
L(x, y) = δ2I

δx2 + δ2I
δy2 . Combined with the previous Gaussian

filter, we obtain the so called Laplacian of Gaussian:

LoG(x, y) = − 1
π∗σ4 ∗

(
1− x2+y2

2∗σ2

)
∗ e−

x2+y2

2∗σ2 .
Because the LoG has a high computational cost, it is
approximated with a Difference of Gaussians, which is a
difference of two Gaussians with two different σ deviations,
representing two different scaled images. The local extrema
of the computed DoG are considered potential keypoints.

2) Computing the Descriptors: Once we have the key-
points, the corresponding descriptors are computed by taking
a 16 × 16 neighborhood around the keypoint, and creating a
8 bin histogram for each sub-block of 4× 4 size of the initial
neighborhood. Thus, a keypoint descriptor will contain 128
values.

III. THE IMAGE SIMILARITY ALGORITHM

The algorithm we developed is composed out of two parts:

• the analysis of a pair of images, in which we try to
determine the degree of similarity between two images

• the retrieval of a small subset of likely candidates of
similarity from a large image database

A. Analysis of a pair of images

In order to analyze a pair of images, we used the SIFT
descriptors determined in the previous section. The two sets
of descriptors are compared in order to obtain the best matches
between pairs of keypoints. A distance is computed between
each pair of keypoint descriptors, which is the Euclidian norm
between the SIFT descriptors of the keypoints. Experimentally,
we have concluded that a match between two keypoints has a
high similarity if the Euclidian norm is less than 100.
For a pair of images, we first find the set of SIFT components
that are part of the Harris corner-mask and then compute
the best matches between these keypoints. We have decided
to use the corner-mask as a filtering mechanism for the
SIFT keypoints in order to be able to potentially reduce the
number of descriptors of a given image. We keep only the
best 10 matches, and compute the arithmetic mean between
the distances of these matches; if this mean is smaller than
100, the two images are considered similar. We shall name
this algorithm the pair similarity algorithm and the mean
between the distances image pair score.
Figure 1 shows the corresponding matches between two images
with two different watermarks, one of which is rotated 90o

clockwise.

Fig. 1. Comparison between two images

B. Analysis of a set of images

Suppose that we have a set of images, and we want to com-
pare a test image with each image in the set and detect whether
there exists a similar one. Of course, the first possibility is the
brute force one: we iterate through all the images and apply the
pair similarity algorithm described in the previous section.
Although this provides a correct result, it has a complexity
of O(number of images ∗ image match time). We shall
name this basic algorithm as the linear algorithm. Although
this algorithm is very straightforward, its complexity is unde-
sirable if the number of images becomes large (i.e. more than
500). Moreover, most of the images in our set will likely have
a big similarity distance with our searched image, so maybe
we don’t want to apply the full pair similarity algorithm.
Thus, we need to determine an efficient algorithm which can
filter the initial set of images to a smaller set which contains
the best possible candidates in terms of visual similarity.
The filtering algorithm is implemented as follows: we maintain
a maximum number of M descriptors for each image in the
initial set and create P KD-trees with the set of descriptors
of the initial images. When a query for a test image arrives,
we compute its descriptors and then perform a K nearest-
neighbor search on each of our KD-trees. Then, we select the
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top T images returned from the nearest neighbor searches and
perform the linear algorithm. We shall name this algorithm
the kdtree algorithm.
Of course, the important factors in the kdtree algorithm are:

• the values of the numbers M , T and K from the above
description

• the metric used in selecting the top T images from
the nearest-neighbor search

• the metric used in selecting the M descriptors from
the input images to form the KD-tree

• N , the number of images that form a KD-tree

• P , the number of KD-trees, which can be determined
from the total number of images and N .

We propose three metrics in for selecting the filtered
images from the KD-tree based on the nearest-neighbor search:

• the images with the largest number of descriptors
returned from the search

• the images with the smallest average of the distance
of the found descriptors

• the images with the largest distance between its de-
scriptors and the average of all found descriptors (from
all the images)

The main problem when storing the descriptors in the KD-
tree is in what form to have the images during the computation.
We have three possibilities:

• keep them in the original size

• resize all the images to a fixed dimension (eg. 400 ×
300)

• resize all the images to a fixed width and scale the
height

For the initial attempts, we have set the values of M , T
and K to 40, 10 and 5 and used the largest number of found
descriptors as metric for selecting the filtered images from
the KD-tree.

C. Architecture of the application

The basic structure of our application is maintaining a set
of Image Servers, each containing a number of R KD-trees
to use for quering. Thus, when a query arrives, we shall use
a map-reduce technique: the query is distributed among the
Image Servers, which compute the most similar images from
their associated KD-tress and send the results back to a special
entity called the Map Reducer. The Map Reducer combines
these results, takes the best ones and sends them back to the
quering entity.

IV. DATA SET AND TESTING

We have collected a set of 4500 images from the Internet,
which we have classified in about 1600 similarity sets, each
set being composed of up to five images. The images within
a similarity set differ in size, having various watermarks and

filters applied (these sets are known to be correct beforehand).
We have inserted these images in a larger set of 100.000
images taken from the Internet and performed a queries for
each of the 4500 images of the similarity sets, getting the top
10 similar images. We want to observe:

• if the algorithm finds the exact match, i.e. the image
that has been queried with

• if the algorithm finds the other images which are part
of the same similarity set

• the mean running time of a query

• how varying the metrics described above influences
the results of the query

We evaluate the response to a query, by looking at the
indices of the images from the current similarity set in the list
of results returned by the query. Thus, the index score for a
certain query can be computed as the sum of these indices;
the smaller the sum, the closer in the response list are the
images we want to find.
For the set of 100.000 images we use P = 20 KD-trees, each
KD-tree storing the descriptors for N = 5000 images.
The results of this test can be seen in the following two
tables. The first one describes, for similarity sets of size 3, 4
and 5, and for the metrics described in The Image Similarity
Algorithm, the average number of how many of these images
are found in the list of 10 returned images.

max nr descs min avg max dist to avg
3 2.47 2.37 2.52
4 3.26 3.21 3.38
5 3.98 3.63 4.14

The second table shows the index score (described
above) for the same queries and metrics.

max nr descs min avg max dist to avg
3 8.32 9.29 7.84
4 12.69 13.15 11.76
5 18.35 21.36 17.10

It can be observed that the third metric, the largest distance
from the descriptors of an image to the average of all found
descriptors, provides the best results.

We computed the descriptors for images resized to a fixed
value (height 400 and width 300), and analyzed the same
metrics and scores described above. The results can be seen
in the tables below, and they confirm that this image storing
performs worse than the aspect-ratio one, so we have decided
to continue using the first one.

max nr descs min avg max dist to avg
3 2.69 2.08 2.73
4 3.55 2.60 3.62
5 4.17 2.80 4.32

max nr descs min avg max dist to avg
3 6.32 11.93 5.97
4 10.37 18.46 9.84
5 16.8 28.35 15.67
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As stated in The Image Similarity Algorithm, we decided
to maintain multiple KD-trees in one Image Server in order
to improve the quality of the heuristic search on one such
KD-tree and reduce the total number of processes.
On the same set of 100.000 images, we created P = 40
Image Servers, with each server having 5000 images and
R = 2 KD-trees (that means N = 2500 images per KD-tree),
so that we could compare the correctness scores between
this implementation and the one with R = 1.
These are shown in the tables below:

max nr descs min avg max dist to avg
3 2.86 2.5 2.87
4 3.83 3.35 3.85
5 4.6 4.75 4.62

max nr descs min avg max dist to avg
3 4.76 8.03 4.70
4 7.96 11.92 7.82
5 13.56 20.35 13.49

It can be seen that the scores are comparable with the
ones obtained from running the algorithm it the two cases
shown in the previous subsections, so it can be confirmed that
using multiple KD-trees of a fixed (and lesser size) is in our
advantage when the overall dataset becomes larger, in order to
avoid a large number of Image Servers.

Also, we have constructed a single KD-tree which contains
the 4500 images from the similarity set in order to test the three
different metrics described in The Image Similarity Algorithm
for selecting the filtered images.
We retained the image pair score of the returned similar
images, and evaluated these three metrics by computing the
following correctness scores:

• the mean between the image pair scores

• the sum of the differences between the pair scores
of two consecutive similar images in the returned list

• the maximum image pair score

The goal is to minimize each of these correctness scores.

The results of this test are shown in the next table:

max nr descs min avg max dist to avg
mean 661880 693745 647355

sum of diff 867877 1021543 856521
max score 1162618 1134470 1150899

As it can be seen, the third metric, largest distance from the
descriptors of an image to the average of all found descriptors,
performs the best out of the three metrics.

A. Running Time

We have tested our algorithm on a machine with 55GB of
RAM, 16 quad-core processors with a frequency of 2.4GHz.
There are two different running times that we have been
interested in: the first is the actual time that it takes for a
query result to be computed - because of the heuristic search
on the KD-tree with a limited depth, this will not vary very
much when the KD-tree grows in size. For a number of 5000
queries, the mean running time of a search on a KD-tree is

1.36 seconds.
The second running time is the initialization of the KD-
tree, which is divided into two steps: the computation of the
descriptors for the images, and the construction of the actual
KD-tree.
In Figure 2 we can see the total initialization time for a KD-
tree, and the time needed only for the construction of the KD-
tree data structure (presuming that the descriptors are already
computed).

Fig. 2. Initialization runtimes

number of images total init (seconds) kdtree init (seconds)
100 5.34 0.48
200 10.53 0.99
500 27.71 3.17
1000 54.52 7.72
2000 114.27 16.26
3000 167.83 24.31
5000 280.67 41.20

We analyzed how a certain KD-tree Image Server with a
varying number of linear processed KD-trees performs when
submitting a query, in order to determine a viable value for
the R parameter (the number of KD-trees that form a KD-tree
Image Server).
In the table below we can observe the running time per query
as we increase the number of KD-trees for with N = 2500
images.

R, number of KD-trees running time (seconds)
2 2.45
3 2.75
5 2.84

10 3.01
20 3.44
40 4.41

By looking at these running times, we can determine that
we can easily increase the number of KD-trees per Image
Server, as long as we maintain a decent number of images
as input for the linear algorithm, which is used after the
actual KD-tree search.

Because the total number of images is divided into KD-
trees of fixed dimension (in our case 5000 images), inserting a
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new image into our database is constant, because it just implies
creating a new KD-tree (or expanding a current one, if its
dimension doesn’t exceed 5000 images).

V. CONCLUSIONS AND FURTHER WORK

In this paper, we have developed a scalable algorithm for
finding similar images in a large database, using the Harris
corner transformation, the SIFT descriptors and multiple KD-
trees for storing the image data. We have explored several
metrics for selecting images out of the KD-trees and have
analyzed how these different metrics influence the images
returned by a query.
We have analyzed the running time of the algorithm, varying
the dimensions of the image database, and the associated KD-
trees.
The algorithm has performed well under the current conditions,
and we plan on continuing our work on it, running a larger
number of queries on a larger initial image set and varying the
size of the KD-trees, in order to study how this affects overall
running time and accuracy of results.
We are also planning on running this algorithm with different
kinds of descriptors, like SURF or GIST, and try to implement
an efficient method for compressing these descriptors, which
would allow a larger storage capacity in the KD-trees.
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Abstract—Reversible watermarking techniques enable the 

extraction of the embedding bits from a watermarked image in a 

lossless way. It exploits the high spatial correlation among 

neighboring pixels. Application in reversible watermarking 

includes military and medical images. However, images occurs 

overflow or underflow problems during the imbedding process. 

Since pixels value may be out of range between [0:255]. Most 

methods require a location map to solve such problems. In this 

study, we propose a location map free reversible watermarking 

algorithm. First, a prediction threshold value is computed, 

histogram shifting scheme based on the prediction threshold 

value to solve overflow and underflow problems, second, another 

threshold value is adopted to achieve capacity control, image 

quality is better in different payload length with this control. The 

experimental results reveal that the performance of our proposed 

method outperforms that proposed by FUJIYOSHI et al. For 

example, with the same imbedding capacity, the PSNR of our 

scheme is higher than FUJIYOSHI et al. by 3 dB.  Furthermore, 

our algorithm provides higher embedding capacity compared 

with FUJIYOSHI et al. 

Keywords—reversible watermarking; capacity control; 

predicted value; histogram shifting; 

I.  INTRODUCTION  

Because of the popularity of computers and the 
development of Internet, digital images and video audio 

become more accessible. However digital media is easy to be 

copied and modified, when the digital media of intellectual 

property owner suffer from infringement, the owner is hard to 

proof his Intellectual Property. In order to proof the Intellectual 

Property, the owner can put digital signature on the digital 

media. The research of verify media intellectual property rights 

so that rightful ownership can be declared is watermarking 

technique. 

Depending on whether the human eye can recognize, 

digital watermarking technology can be divided into two 
categories, one is the visible watermark technology, and the 

other is the invisible watermark technology. The visible 

watermark technology embeds watermark like a translucent 

loge into a media, its main purpose is to declare the ownership, 

to prevent illegal use. However, the disadvantage is that 

reduce the commercial value of the media. In addition, visible 

watermark easily be overwritten or removed via signal 

processing approach. 

Currently watermark technology research and 

development, mainly focusing on the invisible watermark 

technology development. Invisible watermark can be divided 

into two categories according to the embedding data domains, 

namely, the frequency domain[14] and spatial domain[1], 

using the frequency domain watermark is Robustness, but 

computational intensity requires large amount than that 

embedding data in spatial domain, and the capacity is lower. 

On the contrary, the spatial domain watermark is high capacity, 
but the watermarked image is fragile. In this article, we mainly 

introduce the spatial domain watermark scheme.  

Some traditional watermarking technique does not recover 

original image. However, data hiding in medical and military 

images[5], because of their specific requirements, sensitive in 

image quality. Therefore, reversible watermarking has been 

proposed to restore the image after watermark was extracted. 

There are two important objectives for reversible 

watermarking techniques, the embedding capacity and the 

watermarked image quality. It is difficult to achieve these two 

objectives at the same time. In general, an improved technique 

embeds the same capacity with lower distortion or vice versa. 
Reversible watermarking techniques also have to solve the 

location map problem caused by overflow and underflow, 

location map is additional burden for watermarking 

techniques[7], many watermarking method try to reduce the 

size of location map. In this paper, we proposed a novel 

watermarking technique that don’t need location map anymore.  

II. RELATED WORKS 

Tian [1] proposed a reversible watermarking scheme by 

difference expansion (DE). He used the redundancy in the 

digital images to find extra storage space. His method divides 

image pixels into pairs, then watermark bits into each pairs 
through the difference expansion technique. Since Tian’s 

method embed those pairs of pixels that will not cause 

overflow and underflow problem. To check the positions of 

watermarked pairs, need to construct a location map. The 

location map size is half of cover image (0.5bpp). 

Compression can reduce the location map size, but still a large 

overhead. In addition, the embedding capacity is at most 

0.5bpp in single round, a higher embedding capacity is 

achieved by multi-layer embedding. 

Alattar [3] extended Tian’s method using difference 

expansion of vectors of adjacent pixels to watermarking bits. 

Location map used to identify different vectors. He simulated 
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results using quad-based algorithm and his method has better 

performance than Tian[1], because the location map need 1/N 

bpp without compression. 

Kamstra and Heijmans [11] used the variance of 

neighboring pixels to sorting, due to the high correlation of 

image pixels, improve the performance and reduce the 
location map size 

Ni et al. [4] developed a histogram shifting method. Firstly, 

scan the image to build a histogram of pixels. Next, find the 

pair of peak and zero points from the histogram. Embedding 

data into peak pixels and shifting others pixels to zero points. 

The advantages are low computational complexity and 

execution time. But the image capacity is limited by the 

number of the peak points. 

  Fallahpour et al. [5] introduce a highly efficient reversible 

data hiding system. Dividing the image into four or sixteen 

non-overlapping image tiles. Find the pair of peak and zero 

points of image histogram from each tile. The frequency of the 
peak point determined the embedding capacity. This applies in 

the special case like medical images. With the special 

properties of medical images, this method can result in 30%-

200% capacity improvement. 

Wang et al. [10] proposed a novel framework that design 

2D reversible data hiding scheme, two prediction methods are 

used to compute different prediction error for one pixel then 

forming a planar, channel is defined to represent a slash. Peaks 

in each channel are selected to embed data. This method has 

better performance than conventional histogram shifting 

method and can be further extended into a multi-dimensional 
framework. 

Thodi and Rodriguez [6] proposed a reversible 

watermarking method which is used prediction error 

expansion and histogram shifting scheme. This method more 

exploits the neighborhood pixels, the prediction errors are 

Laplacian distribution. The histogram shift technique 

improves the image capacity and distortion, and have the 

ability to embed more watermark into the zero prediction 

errors. Resulting in a better performance in capacity than with 

difference expansion (DE) [1] . 

Sachnev et al. [7] proposed a reversible watermarking 

algorithm using sorting and prediction. The scheme sorts the 
prediction errors base on their local variance separately. They 

can embed watermark bits according to local variance in 

ascending order. Because the local variance is proportional to 

the magnitude of prediction errors. The location map size is 

reduced which increasing the image capacity. The 

performance is better in low payload. Combine with double 

embedding scheme and prediction using a rhombus pattern, 

ideal image capacity reaches 1b/pixel. Comparing with the 

research of Thodi and Rodriguez [6], there are Significant 

improvements in both capacity and image quality from 

investigation of Sachnev et al. [7]. 

Lee et al. [12] proposed a reversible watermarking scheme 

based on prediction and difference expansion without using a 

location map. To solve overflow and underflow problems, the 

scheme shrinkage the histogram of image pixels by narrowing 

down the pixels value that close to value 0 and 255 and record 

those pixels position as a n-bit string regarded as payload 

length also embedding to image. The real image capacity is 

affected by the size of the n-bit string. The n-bit string don’t 

needed in extraction process, the advantage compared with 

location map is don’t worry about where to hide a n-bit string. 
    In 2010, FUJIYOSHI [9] proposes a reversible data 

hiding method, used no image-dependent parameter or any 
image-dependent location map. Instead, the scheme used a 
threshold parameter to limit embedding range, maintain a 
certain degree of image capacity but lack of capacity control. 
The scheme sorted the watermarked positions base on the 
maximum absolute deviation- like parameters. The sorting 
technique increase the watermark embedding capacity slightly. 
Their performance is better than [8] , the experiment result of 
our proposed method will compare it in section 4. 

III. PROPOSED MEHTOD 

The proposed method used prediction values and rhombus 

pattern prediction scheme from Sachnev et al. method [7], the 
rhombus pattern scheme divides the original image into two 

planes: the half plane1 and half plane2 [10], each pixel is 

surrounded by the pixels of the other half plane. The two half 

planes are independent, in this way, the embedding capacity 

can reach 1 bpp(bit per pixel) in a best situation.  

See Fig.1. Half plane1 is the brown grids, half plane2 is the 

white grids. 

Fig. 1. The half plane1 and half plane2 

 

A. Predicted value and prediction error  

 
Fig. 2. The rhombus prediction pattern 

This method used rhombus pattern prediction scheme with the 

half plane1 and half plane2. Half plane1 is the brown grids, 

half plane2 is the white grids. Pixel I  used to embedding 
watermarking, for the purpose of reversibility, a predicted 
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value is computed use four neighboring pixels (i.e., 
, 1i j

I


, 
, 1i j

I


, 

1,i j
I


and 

1,i j
I


) in white grids, see Fig. 2. Predicted values is 

not changed after embedding process, at extraction step, the 

same predicted values are computed. 

With center pixel 
,i j

I  in half plane1 and four neighboring 

pixels  
, 1i j

I


, 
, 1i j

I


, 
1,i j

I


and 
1,i j

I


 in half plane2, the 

predicted value 
,i j

p  is computed as follow: 

, 1 , 1 1, 1,

,
4

i j i j i j i j

i j

I I I I
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                                (1) 

For the pixels 
,i j

I  in half plane1, predicted value is computed 

by four neighboring pixels in half plane2.  

According to the predicted value 
,i j

p ,prediction error 
,i j

e  

is computed as follow 

                          
, , ,i j i j i j

e I p                                     (2) 

In this method, prediction error 
ji

e
,

 expand to embedding 

message bit b 

                                
, ,

2
i j i j

E e b                                       (3) 

Where (3) combine with histogram shifting scheme shows in 

(10)(11). 

The watermarked pixel 
,i j

W  is computed as follow 

                               
, , ,i j i j i j

W p E                                     (4) 

In extraction process, predicted value 
,i j

p   and the 

watermarking pixel value 
,i j

W  is used for extraction of 

embedded bit and recover original pixel value. 
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E W p                                    (5) 

Then, the watermark bits b  can be extracted as follow: 
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The original prediction error is computed as follow: 
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The original pixel value is computed as follow: 

                                   
, , ,i j i j i j

I e p                                    (8) 

 

B. Predicted threshold value 

Predicted threshold value T  is main idea of proposed method. 

According to predicted threshold value T  and predicted 

value
ji

p
,

, the histogram shifting scheme modifies the pixels 

value to avoid overflow and underflow problems caused by 

embedding process. When the half plane1 is used to embed 

data, the half plane2 is used to compute predicted threshold 

value, equally, when the half plane2 is used to embed data, the 
half plane1 is used to compute predicted threshold value. 

Predicted threshold T  in half palne1 (brown grids) is 

computed as follow: 

  

Fig. 3. Pixels of half plane1 

First, the rhombus prediction pattern divide image into 

chessboard-like grids, when the half plane2 is used to embed 

date. Calculate the average of pixels value from 
1

t 、

2
t ......

n
t  where 

1
t 、

2
t ......

n
t  are image pixels value in all 

half plane1, see Fig. 3. 

        1 2
......

n
t t t

T
n

  
                           (9) 

Where T  is predicted threshold value.  
The predicted threshold value of half plane1 is 

computed using (9), where 
1

t 、
2

t ......
n

t  are replaced pixels 

value in the white grids. 

 

C. Predicted threshold value and predicted value 

When prediction errors are distributed based on predicted 
threshold value and predicted value, prediction errors on both 

sides of zero is not equal. 

        

                  (a) 
,i j

p T                                      (b) Tp
ji


,
 

Fig. 4. The histogram of prediction errors based on predicted threshold value 
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The relationship between 
ji

p
,
、 T and are used in this 

method. See Fig.4, the two pictures are asymmetric. 

When Tp
ji


,
, the prediction errors 

,i j
e  have more positive 

values, see Fig.4 (b). When
,i j

p T , the prediction errors 
,i j

e  

have more negative values, see Fig.4 (a). 

 Since T  is made to calculate the average using half plane1 or 
half plane2 in the image. If randomly choose half pixels of the 

half plane to calculate the average value, this value will very 

close to T . If randomly choose quarter pixels of the half plane 

to calculate the average value, this value will be close to T . If 
only randomly choose four pixels of the half plane, this value 

may close to T , but not so obvious. 
 

 

Fig. 5. predicted threshold value and predicted value 

For each pixel 
ji

I
,

, the corresponding 
ji

p
,

 is high spatial 

correlation, because
ji

p
,

is the average of 
ji

I
,

 four neighboring 

pixels, affecting 
ji

p
,

 more closer to T  than 
ji

I
,

, see Fig.5. 

When Tp
ji


,
, the predicted value 

ji
p

,
 have more probability 

to smaller than original pixel 
ji

I
,

. Similarly, when 
,i j

p T , 

the predicted value 
ji

p
,

 have more  

probability to greater than 
ji

I
,

, mainly, the prediction errors 

,i j
e  have more negative value. 

 
TABLE1 PREDICTION ERRORS COUNTS 

 
 

Table1 represented four images in Fig.9, their number of 

prediction error. It results in line with our above described.   

This feature contributes less distortion when embedding 

combine histogram shifting scheme.  
 

D.  histogram shifting scheme 

The histogram shifting scheme combined prediction error 

is widely used in most methods. The prediction errors close to 

zero that expansion to embedding watermarking, then 
histogram shifting scheme modify others prediction errors to 

avoid overlapping problems. The histogram shifting scheme 

feature is embedding most data in one side from the zero 

position of prediction error histogram according to predicted 

threshold value T .  

As shown in Fig.6, the k  is threshold value that the 

range of prediction errors 
,

2
i j

k e    and
,i j

e k  are 

used for embedding watermark when predicted value 

,i j
p T , in Fig.6(a). The range of prediction errors 

ji
ek

,
  and  2/

,
ke

ji
  are used for embedding 

watermark when predicted value Tp
ji


,
, in Fig.6(b).  

 

               (a) 
,i j

p T                                  (b) Tp
ji


,
 

Fig. 6. The histogram of prediction errors of Lena image, 

The reason to choose 2k    and k  for embedding range 

in histogram of prediction errors are achieve equally 

embedding capacity around zero both side. In this way, 

watermarking scheme have large embedding capacity, reduce 

the amount of movement of all of the pixels 

Histogram shifting scheme is presented as follow: 
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 Prediction errors 
,i j

e are shifted using (10) base on predicted 

threshold value T and prediction value 
,i j

p . 
,i j

p T  means 

prediction errors 
,i j

e are shifted to the right, the prediction 

errors 
,i j

e  belong to the range   kk ;2/  are expanded to 

embedding a message bit b , then add  2/k  to avoid 

underflow cause by expansion. For the prediction errors 

ke
ji


,
are shifted   12/  kk  to avoid overlapping 

problem cause by expansion, for the prediction errors 

 2/
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  are stay unchanged. 
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Prediction error 
,i j

e are shifted using (11) base on predicted 

threshold value T  and prediction value 
,i j

p . Tp
ji


,
 

means prediction error 
,i j

e are shifted to the left.  

 

The prediction errors 
,i j

e  belong to the range 

  2/: kk  are expanded to embedding a message bit b , 

then add   12/  k  to avoid overflow cause by expansion. 

For the prediction errors ke
ji


,

are shifted 

  12/  kk  to avoid overlapping problem cause by 

expansion, for the prediction errors  2/
,

ke
ji
  are stay 

unchanged. 

In this condition, some images like Lena or Airplane is more 

smooth for the prediction error 
,i j

e  when Tp
ji


,
, as shown 

in Fig. 6(b). As the result, most of the data are embedding into 

higher pixel value. 

  Because high spatial correlation among predicted value 
ji

p
,

 

and original pixel value 
ji

I
,

, embedding watermarking 

according to 
ji

p
,

 and T  can solve overflow and underflow 

effectively. 
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 Fig. 7. The bottom histogram of prediction errors of Cameraman image. 

 

Combination of the above section, see Fig.7, the amount of 

large value prediction errors in the embedded direction is less, 

and more prediction errors are on the other side of the zero 

point, they don’t change value through embedding process. As 

the result, image’s quality is improved when those pixels 

shifting to solve the overlapping problem. 
 

E. Modification of predicted value in half plane2 

Firstly proposed method embed watermarking into half 
plane1, when half plane1 capacity is fully used, the half 

plane2 continue to embed watermarking. Because the 

Histogram shifting scheme (10), (11) shifts pixels value 

2k    and 2k k    , the high spatial correlation among 

neighboring pixels are influenced by the histogram shift 

scheme in half plane1. Lead to reduced image capacity and 

increased image distortion in half plane2. In order weaken the 

influence. The predicted value 
,i j

p  in half plane2 is computed 

as follow: 

1)Compute predicted value 
,i j

p  using (1). 

2) 
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  See Fig.8, when using equation (12) in half plane2, the 

prediction error distribution is better. 
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Fig. 8. k=10, the histogram of prediction errors of Lena image 

 

F. Maximum of threshold value k 

To ensure there is no overflow and underflow during 

imbedding process, limit threshold value k  is necessary. We 

can use (13) in half plane1 and half plane2 separately. The 

maximum threshold value k  is computed as follow: 
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Table2 show the experimental results of maximum threshold 

value k , as long as the value k  don’t exceed those values for 

each image, the overflow and underflow problem not occur  
during embedding process. 

 
TABLE2 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS OF MAXIMUM THRESHOLD VALUE 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

G. Embedding and Extraction 

The proposed method is used prediction error and histogram 

shift method to embedding data. For extracting watermarking 
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bits and recovering original image , threshold value k and 

payload size 
1L

P  in half plane1 or payload size 
2L

P  in half 

plane2 should be known in extraction process. They can be 

transmitted through a covert channel or it may also be 

included in the image.  

The LSB value of the first 47 image pixels value of final 

raw are replaced with threshold value k  (7 bits), payload size 

1L
P  (20bits) and payload size 

2L
P  (20bits). Original 47 LSB 

values are collected as payload embedding into image. The 

final raw of image is not used for embedding data. 

In the section, embedding steps and extraction steps illustrate 

in detailed. 

 
I. Embedding process 

In proposed method, prediction errors that are close to zero are 
used to embed the watermark bits, in order to achieve of no 

underflow and overflow problems causing by histogram 

shifting scheme, we adopt an threshold value k  to control the 

embedding range of prediction errors, combined with 

predicted threshold value T , we use histogram shifting to 

avoid underflow and overflow problems. Firstly, the half 

plane1 is used for embed date, then the half plane2. 
The embedding scheme is designed as follows:  

1) The original LSB values of the first 47 image pixels   

value of final raw are collected as payload embedding 

into image. 

2) Compute predicted threshold value T  using (9) in half    

plane 2; 

3) Compute the following value: 

predicted value  
ji

p
,

using (1);  

prediction errors 
ji

e
,

 using (2); 

4) The embedding histogram shifting scheme is designed    

as follow: 
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The watermarked image pixel 
ji

W
,

 is computed using (4) 

5) Repeat step3 to step4 until the final pixel of half plane1; 

6) For half plane2 repeat step2 to step4 again, but the   

predicted threshold value T   is computed using (9) in 

half plane 1, predicted value  using (12); 

7) Threshold value k and payload size 
1L

P  in half plane1    

and payload size 
2L

P  in half plane2 are embedded into 

the LSB value of the first 47 image pixels value of final 

raw.  
After all message bits are embedded, the watermarked image 

is received 

 
II. Extracting  process 

In the extracting process, we need threshold value k , 

predicted value 
,i j

p  predicted threshold value T , payload 

size 
1L

P  in half plane1 and payload size 
2L

P  in half plane2. 

The prediction value 
,i j

p  and prediction threshold value T  

can be computed from watermarked image. Threshold value 

k  and payload length 
1L

P  and 
2L

P  are extracted from the 

LSB value of the first 47 image pixels value of final raw 
The extraction scheme is designed as follows: start with half 

plane2 
1) Find  threshold value k , payload length 

1L
P  and 

2L
P ; 

2) Compute predicted threshold value T  using (9) in half     
plane 1; 

3) Compute the following value:  

prediction value 
,i j

p  using (12) ;  

Expansion of prediction error 
ji

E
,

 using (5);  

4) The watermarked bits  can be extracted using (16) and   

ji
E

,
must move  2/k  according to 

,i j
p  and T  

before extracted; 
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5) The extraction histogram shifting scheme is designed as    

 follow: 
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6) The original image pixel 
ji

I
,

 can be recovered using    

(8); 

7) Repeat step3 to step6 until the final pixel of half plane2; 
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8) For half plane1 repeat step2 to step6 again, but the  

predicted threshold value T   is computed using (9) in 

half plane 2, predicted value 
,i j

p  using (1); 

9) Recover the LSB value of the first 47 image pixels value    

of final raw; 

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

Four size of 512  512 grayscale images are used for 

simulation, as shown in Fig. 9. The test watermark is a random 

binary string. We simulate the algorithm proposed by 

FUJIYOSHI et al. [9] to compare the performance with our 

scheme. 

    
 

   
 

Fig. 9. Original images: Airplane, Lena, Barbara, Cameraman. 

 

The definition of the PSNR(peak signal-to-noise ratio) is 

shown as follow: 
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255
10 log
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              (19)                  

Where m , n  are the size of the image.  

 

Table3 and Table4 show the maximum capacity and 

corresponding PSNR(dB) in different threshold value k  for 

four images in Fig.9. See Table5, the simulation result show 

that the proposed method is perform better than  FUIYOSHI et 

al[9] in image capacity. 

 

 

 
 

 

TABLE3    EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS OF DIFFERENT VALUE FOR IMAGES 

AIRPLANE AND LENA 

 

TABLE4    EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS OF DIFFERENT VALUE FOR IMAGES 

BARBARA AND CAMERAMAN 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 
 

TABLE5    EXPERIMENT AL RESULTS OF CAPACITY COMPARISION 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

With the same embedding capacity, the PSNR of our 

scheme is higher than FUJIYOSHI et al[9]. See Fig.10, the 

dramatic decline caused by the threshold value k , since when 

k =0, the maximum capacity in Airplane is 46377,see Table3, 

in order to get more embedding capacity, the threshold value 

is changed to k =1, the maximum capacity is reach to 70453, 

this is same as Fig.11, Fig.12, Fig.13. 
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Fig.10. show the result compare to [9] for airplane image 
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Fig.11. show the result compare to [9] for Lenae image 
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Fig.12. show the result compare to [9] for Barbara image 

 

 
Fig.13. show the result compare to [9] for Cameraman image 

 

V. CONCLUSIONS  

In this paper, we have proposed a reversible watermarking 

method without using a location map to solve overflow and 

underflow problems during embedding process and extracting 

process. The concept is to find predicted threshold value and 

histogram shifting scheme exploit the predicted threshold to 

embedding data. We find a relationship between predicted 

threshold value and prediction error. This feature helps us 

achieve the paper goal of location map free watermarking 

method with better image quality. Capacity control achieves 

better image quality with different payload length that other 

location free method is failed to do. The image capacity and 

quality are great improved in the location map free scheme. 
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Abstract—In this paper, an effective method is proposed to 
handle the facial expression recognition problem. The system 
detects the face and facial components including eyes, brows and 
mouths. Since facial expressions result from facial muscle 
movements or deformations, and Histogram of Oriented 
Gradients (HOG) is very sensitive to the object deformations, we 
apply the HOG to encode these facial components as features. A 
linear SVM is then trained to perform the facial expression 
classification. We evaluate our proposed method on the JAFFE 
dataset and an extended Cohn-Kanade dataset. The average 
classification rate on the two datasets reaches 94.3% and 88.7%, 
respectively. Experimental results demonstrate the competitive 
classification accuracy of our proposed method.  

Keywords—facial expression recognition, HOG features, 
facial component detection, SVM 

I.  INTRODUCTION  

Human beings could convey intentions and emotions 
through some nonverbal ways, such as gestures, facial 
expressions and involuntary language. Facial expressions 
may be the most useful nonverbal ways for people to 
communicate with each other. Facial expressions 
recognition has gained a growing attention because it 
could be widely used in many fields such as lie detection, 
medical assessment, and Human Computer Interface 
(HCI). In fact, a widely accepted prediction is that 
computing will move to the background, weaving itself 
into the fabric of our everyday living spaces and 
projecting the human user into the foreground [1]. To 
reach this goal, computer vision and machine learning 
techniques have to be developed while strengthening 
psychological analysis of emotion. 

However, facial expression recognition is an 
extremely challenging task. Many factors like 
illumination, pose, deformation and wild environment 
could contribute to the complexity. Moreover, facial 
expressions are subtle facial muscle movements, and it is 
challenge to detect and represent these kinds of slight 
changes. 

Facial expressions have been studies for a long time 
and we have witnessed some progress in recent decades. 
The Facial Action Coding System (FACS), which was 

proposed in 1978 by Ekman et al. [2] and refined in 2002 
[3], is a very popular facial expression analysis tool. 
FACS attempts to decompose facial expressions into 
different action units. Based on the combination of the 
action units, facial expressions could be recognized. 
Another approach is to recognize facial expressions 
directly from images.  

In a direct approach, two mainstream approaches, 
called appearance-based and geometry-based [4], are 
used in facial expression recognition. Appearance-based 
methods apply the Gabor filters, Local Binary Pattern 
(LBP) texture descriptors to represent the features of 
facial expressions. Geometry-based methods focus on 
capturing the shape of faces. A shape is constituted with 
a group of fiducial points. These points could be regarded 
as the geometry features.  

Many attempts have been made to recognize facial 
expressions. Zhang et al. [5] investigated two types of 
features, the geometry-based features and Gabor-
wavelets based features, for facial expression recognition. 
They applied a two-layer perceptron as the classifier and 
compared the performance of the two features. Feng et al. 
[6] provided a coarse-to-fine classification scheme for 
facial expression recognition. The coarse stage included 
producing the basic model vectors and computing the 
distance from the feature vectors to the model vectors. 
After that, a K-nearest neighbor classifier was employed 
to do the final classification in the fine stage.  In [7], 
Khandait et al. found that the width and height of the face 
portions were distinct features in facial expression 
recognition. Based on the facial elements and muscle 
movements, Zhang et al. adopted the salient distance 
features to do the facial expression recognition [8]. They 
extracted the 3-D Gabor features, selected the “salient” 
patches and matched the patches to obtain salient 
distance features. Shan et al. [9] considered that the Local 
Binary Pattern (LBP) was a good texture descriptor and 
could be used to represent facial expressions. They 
adopted a Boosted-LBP to select the most distinguished 
LBP features. The boosted-LBP features were employed 
to train the SVM and acquired a prominent recognition 
rate.  
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Fig. 1. The schematic overview of the propsoed system. 

In this paper, we introduce an effective appearance-
based method to handle the facial expression recognition 
problem. Given a face image, the system detects the face 
first and then, extracts the facial components from the 
face image. After that, Histogram Oriented Gradient 
(HOG) is extracted to encode these facial components 
and concatenate them into a single feature vector.  These 
feature vectors are used to train a linear SVM.  

Our work is somewhat similar with the previous work 
in [10]. However, there are still some differences 
between our work and the previous work.  The previous 
work applied the feature descriptors on the whole face, 
and they explored different features including HOG, LBP 
and LTP. Our work considered the facial components and 
employed the HOG feature descriptors on the facial 
components. The previous work focused on the problem 
of facial expression recognition with registration errors. 
Our study paid attention to the facial components which 
contribute to the facial expression recognition. 

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 
Ⅱ describes our proposed facial expression resonation 
system, and the details of computing facial components 
and HOG. Experimental results and analysis are given in 
section Ⅲ. Concluding remarks are made in Section Ⅳ. 

II. PROPOSED FACIAL RECOGNITION SYSTEM 

The proposed system includes three function blocks. 
The first function is face detection and facial components 
extraction. The second function block is using HOG to 
encode these components. The last function block is 
training a SVM classifier. The schematic overview of our 
proposed facial recognition system is shown in Fig.1. 

A. Face Detection and Facial Components 
Extraction 

This part begins with face detection using the Viola-
Jones face detector [11]. After the face region is acquired, 
it is necessary to extract the brows, eyes, nose and mouth 
from the face. We could detect the eyes first and extract 
the other components based on the relative positions of 
these components. The face images of the database we 
used are all of the frontal view and we know that the 
brows are above the eyes. We could enlarge the detected 
eye regions to contain the brows as well. As for the nose 
and mouth, we know they locate just below the eyes; it is 
not difficult to locate the region which contains the nose 
and mouth. 

B. Histogram of  Oriented Gradients Features 

Different features including SIFT [12], Gabor filters 
[13], Local Binary Patterns (LBP) [14] and HOG 
(Histogram of Oriented Gradient) [15] have been 
proposed for facial expression recognition. Facial 
expressions result from muscle movements and these 
movements could be regarded as a kind of deformation. 
For example, the muscle movements of the mouth cause 
the mouth open or close, and cause brows raiser or lower. 
These movements are similar to deformations. 
Considering that HOG features are pretty sensitive to 
object deformations. In this paper, we propose to use the 
HOG features to encode facial components. HOG was 
first proposed by Dalal and Triggs in 2005 [15]. It is well 
received by computer vision community and widely used 
in many object detection applications, especially in 
pedestrian detection. HOG numerates the appearance of 
gradient orientation in a local patch of an image. The idea 
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Fig. 2. The seven expressions from one subject.  

is that the distribution of the local gradient intensity and 
orientation could describe the local object appearance 
and shape [15].  

Compared with other features such as LBP and Gabor 
filters, HOG is also very useful in facial expression 
recognition. HOG can characterize the shapes of 
important components constitute facial expressions. So 
we apply the HOG to encode these facial components. In 
our experiments, we set cell size to 8×8, the number of 
bin size to 9, the orientation range to 0 -180.  

C. Support Vector Machine 

Support Vector Machine (SVM) has been widely used 
in various pattern recognition tasks. It is believed that 
SVM can achieve a near optimum separation among 
classes. In our study, we train SVMs to perform facial 
expression classification using the features we proposed. 
In general, SVM builds a hyperplane to separate the high-
dimensional space. An ideal separation is achieved when 
the distance between the hyper plane and the training 
data of any class is the largest.  Given a training set of 
labeled samples: 

 1{( , ) | , { 1,1}}n p
i i i i iD y R y    x x        (1) 

A SVM tries to find a hyperplane to distinguish the 
samples with the smallest errors.  

  0b  w x          (2) 

For a input vector ix , the classification is achieved by 

computing the distance from the input vector to the 
hyperplane. The original SVM is a binary classifier. 
However, we can take the one-against-rest strategy to 
perform the multi-class classification. We use the 
LIBSVM in our experiments [16].  

III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

In order to evaluate the performance of our proposed 
approach, we utilize two commonly adopted datasets: 
The Japanese Female Facial Expression (JAFFE) 
Database [17] and the Extended Cohn-Kanade Dataset 
[18].  

A. JAFFE Database 

This database contains 213 images in total. There are 
10 subjects and 7 facial expressions for each subject. 
Each subject has about twenty images and each 
expression includes two to three images. The seven 
expressions are angry, happy, disgust, sadness, surprise, 
fear and neutral respectively. Fig.2 shows the seven 
expressions from one subject. 

In this experiment, images have size of 256×256. 
After acquiring the face region from the face image, we 
adjust the size to 156 × 156. And then we apply the 
techniques mentioned above to detect and extract the 
facial components and adjust them to the same size. In 
our experiments, size of the eye-brows is 52×106, the 
dimensionality of the corresponding HOG encoded 
feature is 1×2160. Size of the nose-mouth is 78×104, 
and the dimensionality of the corresponding HOG 
encoded feature is 1×3456. We concatenate the two 
feature vectors into a single one. The final feature is a 1
×5616 vector. 

We adopt the leave-one-sample-out strategy to test 
our method and compare with the other methods. There 
are 10 subjects in this database. Each subject has a few 
images. From each group, we randomly select two or 
three images as the test data set and the remaining images 
as the training set. At last, there are 23 images in the test 
set and 190 images constitute the training set. The results 
are shown in TableⅠ. 

TABLE I.  CLASSIFICATION RESULTS OF  FOUR  METHODS                         

ON THE JAFFE DATASE. 

Method Classification Rate 

Gabor+FSLP [19] 91.0% 

LBP [9] 89.1% 

Patch-based Gabor [8] 92.3% 

Our method 94.3% 
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In [9], they applied the Local Binary Pattern (LBP) 
descriptors to represent the facial expression and used the 
Adaboost to select the optimal features. The average 
classification rate was about 89.1%. In [19], 18 Gabor 
filters were convolved with the face images to get the 
filtered images, and only the amplitudes of selected 
fiducial points were used as feature vectors. They tested 
different classifiers and the best performance was about 
91%.  In [8], Zhang et al. adopted the salient distance 
features to do the facial expression recognition. They 
extracted the 3-D Gabor features, selected the “salient” 
patches, and matched the patches to obtain the salient 
distance features. The classification rate that they 
obtained was about 92.3%. From the results, we could 
find that our method outperforms the other three methods 
tested.   

B. The Extended Cohn-Kanade Dataset 

The dataset has 123 subjects and 593 sequences.  
There are seven expressions and neutral in this dataset. 
The seven expressions are angry, happy, sad, surprise, 
contempt, fear, and disgust. Fig.3 shows the 8 
expressions with each from a different subject. Among 
593 sequences, only 327 sequences have expression 
labels. We used the peak frame of each labeled 
sequences as the sample image. The frequency of each 
expression is shown in TableⅡ. 

TABLE II.  THE FREQUENCY OF EACH EXPRESSION IN THE EXTENDED 

COHN-KANADE DATASET. 

Expression Frequency 

Angry 45 

Contempt 18 

Disgust 59 

Happy 25 

Surprise 69 

Sad 28 

Fear 83 

 

Note that the neural expression is excluded from the 
experiments. We follow the similar procedure applied in 
the JAFFE dataset experiments. The original size of the 
image is 640 ×490. We detect the face first, and adjust 
the size of face to 256×256. Once we obtained the face 
region, we could detect the eyes and extract the facial 
components. The final size of the eye-brow is 74×150 
and the nose-mouth 130×128. Down sampling is used 
for the extracted facial components before applying the 
HOG to reduce the dimensionality. At last, the HOG 
encoded features of the eye-brow component are a 1×
864 vector and the HOG encoded features of the nose- 

mouth component are a 1× 1764 vector. The final 
feature is a 1×2628 vector.  

In this experiment, we divide the images into two sets. 
One is the training set and the other is the test set. About 
one-fifth images of each group are randomly selected for 
the test set. The remaining images form the training set. 
At last, there are 59 samples for the test and 268 samples 
for the training. In order to eliminate the influence of the 
randomness, we repeated the process 10 times and 
compute the average classification rate. We achieved an 
average of 88.7 with a variance of ±2.3% classification 
rate at last.  

In order to compute the classification rate of each 
expression, we follow the baseline method and adopt the 
leave-one-subject out strategy. This strategy promises 
each subject can be evaluated once. There are 118 
subjects. Each time, the expression images of one 
subject are picked out for the test and the images of the 
other subjects are used for training. We repeat 118 times 
and compute the average. The results are shown in  table 
Ⅲ. The diagonal values are the hit rates. We could find 
that the expression “contempt” has the lowest hit rates. 
This may be this expression is easy to be mixed with the 
other expressions. The “surprise”, “disgust” and “happy” 
expressions get high hit rates. The three kinds of 
expressions are more distinct than the other expressions. 

We also compare our method with three baseline 
methods with the results shown in Table Ⅳ. The baseline 
methods use different features: SPTS, CAPP and 
SPTS+CAPP, respectively. From Table Ⅳ, we can see 
that the performance of our method is much better than 
SPTS and CAPP, especially for the expression 
“contempt”. The hit rate can be improved nearly by 40%. 
As for the combination of SPTS and CAPP, the hit rate 
of the expression “contempt” is higher than our method, 
However, the hit rates of the “anger” and “fear” 
expressions are lower than our method. Compare with the 
baseline methods, our method achieves a good 
performance under a more strict condition. Note that the 
neutral faces are not used as the reference in our system.  

TABLE III.  THE CONFUSION MATRIX OF THE EXPRESSIONS. 

 AN CO DI FE HA SA SU 

AN 0.84  0.04  0.07  0.00  0.02  0.00  0.02  

CO 0.06  0.61  0.00  0.11  0.11  0.11  0.00  

DI 0.02  0.00  0.95  0.00  0.03  0.00  0.00  

FE 0.08  0.04  0.00  0.72  0.12  0.00  0.04  

HA 0.01  0.03  0.00  0.00  0.96  0.00  0.00  

SA 0.07  0.04  0.00  0.04  0.00  0.82  0.04  

SU 0.00  0.01  0.00  0.00  0.00  0.00  0.99  
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Fig. 3. The eight expressions with different subjects. 

TABLE IV.  THE CLASSIFICATION RATES OF EACH EXPRESSION WITH 

DIFFERENT METHODS 

 Our 
method 

SPTS [18] CAPP 
[18] 

SPTS+CAPP 
[18] 

AN 0.84 0.35 0.70 0.75 

CO 0.61 0.25 0.22 0.84 

DI 0.95 0.68 0.95 0.95 

FE 0.72 0.22 0.22 0.65 

HA 0.96 0.98 1.0 1.0 

SA 0.80 0.28 0.60 0.68 

SU 0.99 1.0 0.99 0.96 

 

IV. CONCLUSION 

In this paper, we propose an effective method to 
handle the facial expression recognition problem. Instead 
of using the whole face, we detect and extract the facial 
components from the face image. Facial expressions are 
caused by facial muscle movements and these 
movements or subtle changes can be described by the 
HOG features, which are sensitive to the object shapes. 
The encoded features are used to train a linear SVM. 
Experiment results on two databases, JAFFE and the 
extended Cohn-Kanade dataset, show that our proposed 
method can achieve a good performance. The 
classification rates of our method on the two datasets are 
94.3% and 88.7±2.3%, respectively. Facial expression 
recognition is a very challenging problem. More efforts 
should be made to improve the classification 
performance for important applications. Our future work 
will focus on improving the performance of the method 
in the wild environment and on the more subtle 
expressions such as “contempt”.  
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Abstract—this paper is concerned with the problem of 

demonstrating the motion of a swarm of nano-robots until 

reaching the unspecified target areas in the human blood stream 

environment in which the red and white cells worked as obstacles 

for the nano-robots. Thus, each nano-robot must make 

predication on the movement of each obstacle as it moves in 

unknown dynamic environment. Additionally, we have to study 

the effects of the fluid flow of the blood on the motion of each 

nano-robot. This problem is solved by combining the modified 

obstacle avoidance and improved PSO algorithms. In which, the 

collision avoidance of the blood cells is achieved by modified 

obstacle avoidance algorithm.  Furthermore, the communication, 

coordination, navigation, and definition of the target areas 

problems for the nano-robots are carried out in an organized way 

by applying improved Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) 

algorithm to enable nano-robots to make decisions. This research 

includes a simulation of the performance and behavior of nano-

robots. This simulation was designed, implemented and evaluated 

against the original requirement considerations. The results 

demonstrating that swarm nano-robots navigation system can be 

effectively simulated by utilizing the proposed algorithms. 

Keywords—nano-robot; swarm intelligence; blood vessel; 

Reylonds Number; collision time; coverage;  

I.  INTRODUCTION  

Nanomedicine has developed into one of the most capable 
sides of nanotechnology. [1] Adapted health care and drug 
design, in addition to targeted delivery of healing agents are 
just some of the advantages that nanomedicine may supply. 
[2] As such, the use of nano-robots in biomedical applications 
is presently a main focus of several research groups. Nano-
robotics is a promising area of scientific and technological 
prospect. It is a new and rapidly growing interdisciplinary field 
dealing with the assembly, construction and use of molecular 
devices based on nanoscale principles and/or dimensions. The 
size-related challenge is the ability to measure, manipulate, and 
assemble matter with features on the scale of 1–100 nm.  

A nano-robot is a controllable machine at the nanometer or 
molecular scale that is composed of nano-scale components 
and algorithmically responds to input forces and information. 
Bionano-robotics, namely biomolecular robots, represents a 

specific class of nano-robots where proteins and DNA could be 
used as motors, mechanical joints, transmission elements, or 
sensors. If all of these different components were assembled 
together they can form bio-nano-robots with multi-degree-of-
freedom, able to apply forces and manipulate objects in the 
nanoscale world.  

These bio-components seem to be a very logical choice for 
designing nano-robots. In addition since some of the core 
applications of nano-robots are in the medical field, using bio-
components for these applications seems to be a good choice as 
they both offer efficiency and variety of functionality [3]. This 
idea is clearly inspired by nature’s construction of complex 
organisms which are capable of movement, sensing and 
organized control. 

The design of nano-robotic systems requires the use of 
information from an enormous variety of sciences ranging from 
quantum molecular dynamics to kinematic analysis. Until now, 
there does not exist any particular guideline or a prescribed 
manner that details the methodology of designing a bio-nano-
robot [4]. As research development is at the interface of 
physical sciences and biology it requires multi-skilled teams. 
To achieve this it is essential for the future molecular 
roboticians to be able to design and prototype the bio-
nanomechanics, to develop dynamic and kinematic models, to 
study their dynamic performances and to optimize their 
structure. 

 Although many of the described technologies have been 
developed into more or less mature products for robots acting 
in the macro-world, the nano-size of the molecular robots 
posestreme challenges and requires a complete rethinking of 
the design and prototyping methodologies. 

Nano-robots are visualized to be tremendously connected to 
medicine, by being coded to perform particular biological 
mission. The principle aspects such nano-robots must have 
incorporate [5]: Biocompatibility: The immune system works 
as an obstacle for any foreign body presented in the living 
being. So nano-robots must be programmed to avoid it; 
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Communication:  Nano-robots would need to convey with one 
another and with their external environment; Navigation: To 
attain focused on activities the nano-robots should incorporate 
some type of path planner; Coordination: The nano-robots must 
have the capacity to arrange their activities in a decentralized 
way. 

 In this paper, to enable the nano-robots to avoid such 
immune system we modify the obstacle avoidance algorithm 
which is presented in [6]. Furthermore, to enable the nano-
robots to communicate, navigate, and coordinate cooperatively, 
the swarm intelligence algorithm called particle swarm 
optimization (PSO) is improved and utilized.  

The paper is organized as follows. Section II provides a 
brief theoretical background on swarm intelligence algorithms 
also; swarm nano-robots and PSO algorithm are discussed. 
Section III presents the modified obstacle avoidance algorithm 
in details.  A description of the complete algorithm that will 
combine both proposed algorithms follows in Section IV. In 
Section V the simulation results and subsequent analysis is 
introduced. Finally, Section VI discusses some brief 
conclusions and a short discussion for further work. 

II. SWARM INTELLIGENCE 

The term swarm intelligence got more being used 
throughout the most recent 15 years. “Swarm” is naturally 
valid to huge random systems that perform something 
motivating.  The idea of swarm seems more to be nearly 
connected with frameworks prepared to do completing helpful 
events as well as "intelligent" tasks. From the robotic side, 
swarms self-organized into particles. The creation of organized 
particles is a feature of intelligence.  Another is the recognition 
and analysis of particles, which swarms do when they optimize 
function. So, when swarms doing something intelligent this 
will lead to “Swarm Intelligence”. [7] 

Another definition of “Swarm intelligence” in which it 
handles the developing of the collaborative behaviors of simple 
agents cooperates with themselves, and their environment. 
These models are motivated by the collective behavior of 
insects and other animals [9]. Swarm intelligence handles the 
developing of the collaborative behaviors of simple agents 
cooperate with themselves, and their environment [10]. These 
models are motivated by the collective behavior of insects and 
other animals [9].  From the algorithmic view point, swarm 
intelligence models are computing algorithms that are effective 
for carrying out distributed optimization problems.  

The principle of swarm intelligence focuses on 
probabilistic-based search algorithms. All swarm intelligence 
models exhibit a number of general properties [11].  There are 
three commonly used swarm intelligence models which are ant 
colony optimization, particle swarm optimization, and bee 
colony optimization.  

A. Swarm Nano-robots 

Swarm robotics has added a set of “standard” problems. 
One set of problems is based on pattern arrangement: 
aggregation, self-organization into a network, deployment of 
distributed arrays of sensors, covering of areas, mapping of the 
environment. 

 A second set of problems focuses on some specific unit in 
the environment: goal searching, finding the source of a 
chemical plume, foraging, etc. And another set of problems 
handle more complex group behavior: collective transport, 
grouping, etc. other specific robotic tasks, such as obstacle 
avoidance and all environment navigation, apply to swarms in 
addition. [8] 

A brief review of these problems, as well as their relation to 
swarming in general, is given in the paper by Passino [12] 
whose work has focused on swarm robotics control. 

For nano-robots, it is possible that each of which 
encompasses of incomplete capabilities because of small size. 
This analysis proved that swarm intelligence from social 
interactions among agents could deal with the limited 
capabilities that would be inevitable in future nano robots.   

The swarm nano-robots system must be designed so that 
nanoparticles in the swarm cooperate and together organize 
themselves into structures. Additionally, they are able to repair 
the structure when damaged as long as they are in the 
environment. In this research our system aims to demonstrate 
that a swarm system of nano-robots with some essential 
characteristics can be communicated, coordinated, and 
navigated in cooperative way using swarm intelligence 
algorithm PSO.  

B. Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) 

PSO is a swarm intelligence technique derived from the 
flocking behavior of birds [13]. In PSO, each particle searches 
through the problem space, improves its knowledge, modifies 
its velocity based on the information that it gathers, and 
updates its position. 

The position and velocity of each particle are randomly 
produced. Afterward, using the fitness evaluation function, 
compare the pbest (best found position for a particle) fitness of 
each particle to its current fitness. If the current fitness is 
better, so update the pbest fitness to the current fitness, and 
assign the current position to replace the pbest position. 
Likewise, compare the fitness of each particle with the gbest 
(best found position for all particles) fitness. If the recent 
fitness is better than gbest, replace gbest with the current 
position, and assign the current fitness as the gbest’s fitness. 
The associated position and velocity for each particle are 
updated based on equation (1), and equation (2) respectively. 

Velm = w * velm-1 + c1* rand () * (pbest – Posm-1) + 

c2* rand () * (gbest – Posm-1)                                             (1) 
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       Pos = Posm-1 + velm                                                    (2) 

Where vel and Pos refer to the velocity and position of the 
particle in the search space, m is the iteration number, w is the 
inertia weight, c1 is contant factor called cognitive parameter 
and c2 is constant factor called social parameter, and rand() is 
a randomly generated value between 0 and 1. Table I, presents 
the pseudo-code of the PSO algorithm. 

TABLE I.  PARTICLE SWARM OPTIMIZATION ALGORITHM PSEUDO-
CODE 

Begin 

(1) Iteration number = 0 

(2) Initialize a population of particles = n 

(3) While (termination condition is not reached) do 

(4)    For each particle 

(5)      Calculate fitness value; 

(6)      If the fitness value is better than the pbest 

(7)        Set current value as the new pbest 

(8)     End If 

(9)   End For 
(10)   Choose the particle with the best fitness value  of all 

the particles as the gbest 

(11)    For each particle 

(12)      Calculate particle velocity according equation (1) 

(13)      Update particle position according equation (2) 

(14)    End For 

(15)  End While 

End 

 

C. Optimizing swarm nano-robots using PSO 

 The PSO is improved to enable the nano-robots to 
communicate, coordinate, and navigate to reach the target area 
in the human blood stream environment. So, each particle 
becomes a nano-robot. Moreover, the inertial force (f), 
viscosity (η) of the blood for a nano-robot is influence the new 
positions. As a result, the Reynolds number R (the ratio of 
inertial to viscous forces for a nano-robot moving in a blood) 
which is measured by equation (3) must be added to equation 
(1) to adjust the velocity of the nano-robot, see equation (4). 

  R= δf / η                                                                         (3) 

(Where δ is the blood density) 

Velm =R + w * velm-1 + c1* rand () * (pbest – Posm-1) + 

c2* rand () * (gbest – Posm-1)                                              (4) 

In PSO, the path is relied on the fitness value. For swarm 
nano-robots, the fitness value indicates how well each nano-
robot is directed to the target area. So, it will be evaluated for 
each nano-robot over its neighborhoods based on the coverage 
of the target area.  

III. OBSTACLE AVOIDANCE ALGORITHM 

Every nano-robot inside the human body environment will 
encounter red and white cells as obstacles during moving 
within blood stream. Therefore, nano-robot must apply 
algorithm for avoiding the colliding of such obstacles. We 
modify the obstacle avoidance algorithm which is presented in 
[6]. 

 Assume that the obstacles are represented as circles so the 
configuration of each obstacle is described by its center, the 
radium and the velocity. Note that obstacles and nano-robots 
have the same fluid velocity. 

 When nano-robot moves on a new location, and verifies 
that there are moving obstacle in the target area. Then, the 
modified obstacle avoidance algorithm is started which is 
shown in Table II.  

 Based on the distance between the nano-robot and the 
obstacle, nano-robot is headed to the collision free direction θ , 
and using the value of θ we can calculate the new velocity v 
consequently, calculate the collision free position p based on 
the value of v .  

TABLE II.  MODIFIED OBSTACLE AVOIDANCE ALGORITHM  

PSEUDO-CODE 

Begin 
(1) Calculate d the distance between nano-robot and 

encountered obstacle 

(2) Calculate θ the angle between the centroid of  nano-
robot and the centroid of obstacle  

(3) If the distance d less than the threshold value 

(4)    Nano-robot steps on the opposite direction of 
obstacle (counter clock wise) and θ is calculated by: 

(θ = θ + 180○) 

(5) If the distance d greater than threshold value and  the 
target area in the positive y-axis direction 

(6)    Nano-robot steps on the perpendicular direction on 
the obstacle and θ is calculated by: 

(θ = θ + 90○) 

(7) If the distance d greater than threshold value and  the 
target area in the negative y-axis direction 

(8)  Nano-robot steps on the perpendicular direction of 
the obstacle and θ is calculated by: 

(θ = θ -90○) 

(9) Else  

(10)   Randomly calculate θ by adding or subtracting 90○ 

(11) Calculate new velocity for nano-robot using the value 
of θ  where 

v x = cos(θ ) and v y = sin(θ) 

(12) Calculate the new position of nano-robot using the 
value of the velocity where  pos = pos + v;  

End 
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IV. CONTROL ALGORITHMS FOR SWARM NANO-

ROBOTS 

In this section the nano-robot must use control algorithms 
to enable them to move around the human blood stream 
environment without colliding any obstacles while travelling 
to find the target areas, and in an efficient way.  

The control algorithms mainly are the combination of the 
improved PSO algorithm and the modified obstacle avoidance 
algorithm which are discussed in details in the previous 
sections.  

The control algorithm will proceed as follows, in the case 
of a nano-robot not detect an obstacle, it moves according to 
the improved PSO algorithm. Where while a nano-robot 
moves randomly, it can find the target area, and then it shares 
the best value with its neighbor (so it will move to the best 
location based on this best value). Otherwise, if an obstacle is 
encountered, a nano-robot follows the obstacle avoidance 
algorithm. After the nano-robot avoids the obstacle, a nano-
robot moves again according to the PSO algorithm. Table III 
shows how to combine improved PSO algorithm, with 
obstacle avoidance algorithm. 

TABLE III.  CONTRO ALGORITHMS FOR NANO-ROBOT PSEUDO-
CODE 

Begin 

(1) For each nano-robot si  

(2)    If an Obstacle is encountered 

(3)       Run modified obstacle avoidance algorithm  

(4)    Else If nano-robot find target 

(5)        Update gbest value  

(6)    End if 

(7)    For nano-robot si and its neighbor nano-robot sj 

(8)        Update gbest of nano-robot si and nano-robot sj 

with max value 

(9)    End for 

(10)    If time <  Tfree 

(11)      Move randomly 

(12)    Else 

(13)      Calculate new velocity v using gbest position 

(14)      Calculate new position using v  

(15)    End if 

(16)  End for 

End 

 

V. SIMULATION RESULTS AND ANALYSIS 

This section incorporates the simulation results of the 
behavior of swarm nano-robots moving in the blood stream 
environment until finding the target area. The environment 
will include red and white cells as obstacles that must be 
avoided by the nano-robots.   

The movement plan composes of swap short movements 
with random changes in direction. Each time obstacles are 
recognized, the nano-robots move to the new obstacle free 
positions based on the obstacle avoidance algorithm.  

After obstacle is avoided, each nano-robot will change its 
position based on the PSO algorithm so that the new position 
information is transmitted to the others. To investigate the 

efficiency of control algorithms, several simulation parameters 
shown in table IV are used.  

TABLE IV.  SIMULATION PARAMETERS 

Parameter Value 

Radius of Nano-

robot 

3µm 

 

 

Radius of Red 

Cell 

 

7µm 

 

Radius of White 

Cell 

12 µm 

 

Tfree 20s 

Fluid Velocity 100 μm /s 

Density 1 g/cm3 

Viscosity 10-2 g/cm.s 
 

 

A. Interface validation 

The simulator was implemented in a C programming 
environment. The validation of the interface was done in many 
steps with tests of increasing complexity in different 
environments. The interface composes of main functions for 
plotting the workspace, initiating the movements of the 
obstacles and the nano-robots, invoking the control algorithms 
to allow the swarm nano-robots to reach the target areas 
without colliding any obstacle, controlling and showing the 
velocity of each nano-robot,   displaying the number of nano-
robots that arrived to the target area at a specific time, and 
demonstrating the time spend by each nano-robot until reach 
the target area.  

B. Simulation Experiments 

Some results of the tests with the simulator are presented 
in Fig. 1. The blue, red, white, and orange circles are 
corresponding to nano-robots, red cells, white cells, and target 
areas respectively.   Fig. 1 describes the scenario of obstacle 
avoidance of 25 nano-robots moving according to the inertia 
and viscosity forces of the blood. Efficiently, all the nano-
robots arrived to the target areas after 44 seconds. During 
motion, if obstacles are detected, the nano-robot can rotate its 
heading rapidly to avoid the collision by invoking the obstacle 
avoidance algorithm. After passing the obstacle, the nano-
robots locate their positions based on the coverage of the 
target environment which is based on the PSO algorithm. In 
this scenario, we can evidently observe that whenever the 
obstacles are detected, the new obstacle free positions can be 
located efficiently, and all the nano-robots successes to arrive 
to the target regions effectively. 
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Fig. 1. Movement control for 25 nano-robots navigating in human blood 

stream environment 

VI. CONCLUSIONS 

It is believed that nano-robots can greatly contribute to the 
evolution of modern medical approaches and practices. In this 
research, the modified obstacle avoidance algorithm and PSO 
swarm intelligent algorithm are combined efficiently to allow 
the nano-robots to investigate within human body until reach 
the target regions. The simulation results have supported that 
the proposed representation effectively constructs an obstacle 
free self-organized path. Our future work would include 

improvement on the design of the simulator. This could 
include simulating the drug delivery to the unhealthy cells by 
set of collaborating nano-robots in 3D virtual reality 
environment at the nanoscale level.  
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I. ABSTRACT

Shape recognition is essential for robots to perform tasks
in both human and industrial environments. Many algorithms
have been developed for shape recognition with varying re-
sults. However, few of the proposed methods actively look for
additional information to improve the initial shape recognition
results. We propose an initial system which performs shape
recognition using the euclidean distances of Fourier descrip-
tors. To improve upon these results we build multinomial
and Gaussian probabilistic models using the extracted Fourier
descriptors and show how actively looking for cues using
mutual information can improve the overall results. These
probabilistic models achieves excellent results while signifi-
cantly improving on the initial system.

II. INTRODUCTION

The use of robots in industrial and household environments
is steadily on the increase. A huge part of robots functioning
in these environments is recognising objects. Textural and
feature-based approaches are often not appropriate for these
types of applications because parts may contain little or no
distinctive features other than boundary shape. Environments
may not have consistent lighting conditions which can ad-
versely affect these approaches. We use Fourier descriptors
to extract boundary information to perform shape recognition.
Polar co-ordinates are selected as our shape signature for the
descriptors.

Two shape recognition systems are proposed in this paper.
The first system uses the euclidean distance between the
descriptors to determine the class of each shape. We chose
the toy problem of a child’s shape puzzle because the shapes
were relatively arbitrary and certain shapes were also similar.
This was selected to determine the robustness of the system.
The second system aims to improve on the shape recognition
system that uses just euclidean distance. For this system close-
up images of the shapes were captured as input to the system.
Here we propose using the Fourier descriptors extracted in a
probabilistic manner. Multinomial and Gaussian distributions
are built using the Fourier descriptors. We then include an
active vision component in the form of mutual information.
When the system is determining the correct object sequence,
mutual information provides the system with the ability to

select the position in the sequence which it is most unsure
about.

In our experiments we show that using the probabilistic
models with mutual information outperforms both using just
the Fourier descriptors as well as the probabilistic models
without mutual information.

The structure of the paper is as follows: The next section
describes related work. Section IV elaborates on the problem
and Section V discusses the Fourier descriptors. Section VI
describes the polar co-ordinates and the results for the first
system. A complete description of the probability models is
presented in Sections VII. Section VIII presents further exper-
imental results and discussion. The conclusion is discussed in
Sections IX.

III. RELATED WORK

Various shape representation methods, or shape descriptors,
exist in the literature. These methods can be classified into two
categories: region based versus contour based. In region based
techniques, all the pixels within a shape are taken into account
to obtain the shape representation [19],[18]. Contour based
shape representation exploits shape boundary information.

Fourier descriptors are contour based and capture global
shape features in the first few low frequency terms, while
higher frequency terms capture finer features of the shape.
Wavelet descriptors can also be used to model shape and have
an advantage over Fourier descriptors in that they maintain the
ability to localise a specific artifact in the frequency and spatial
domains [20]. However, wavelet descriptors are impractical
for higher dimensional feature matching [22]. The Fourier
Descriptor method can also be easily normalized.

Fourier descriptors are a widely used, all purpose shape
description and recognition technique. They have been used
in a variety of fields over the years, including commerce,
medical, space exploration, and technical sectors. In the
field of computer vision, Fourier descriptors have been used
for human silhouette recognition [12] for surveillance sys-
tems, content based image retrieval [24],[13], shape analysis
[23],[14], character recognition [15],[16] and shape classifi-
cation [11]. In these methods, different shape signatures have
been exploited to obtain the Fourier descriptors. These include
central distance, complex coordinates, curvature function, and
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Fig. 1. The board with the shapes removed

cumulative angles [7]. Most systems use complex coordinates
to model the shape boundary [21],[12] but we use polar
coordinates because in our experiments this method produces
more accurate results.

There have been a number of probabilistic based models
for shape recognition proposed such as using Procrustean
models[10], probability density functions [1], geometric fea-
tures [5] and generative models [3] to name a few. None of
these methods use Fourier descriptors as their input parameter
to the shape recognition system. In addition none of these
methods use active vision by incorporating mutual informa-
tion to improve their initial results. Mutual information was
introduced by [9] as a viewpoint selection mechanism for
active vision, which has been subsequently used/proposed by
[6][2][17]. As noted, this can be expensive to calculate, and
requires the collection of extensive statistics at training time,
although as [9] discussed, it provides the optimal strategy
provided the underlying models are correct. Using mutual
information also makes it easy to incorporate probabilistic
assumptions to assist with active information selection. Our
framework follows that of [9] and [4] in terms of the general
Bayesian form of our updates and we use a sampling scheme
to make the mutual information calculations tractable.

IV. THE PROBLEM

A board containing cut out cartoons of different animals was
used in the experiments. The shapes were removed from the
board and placed on table. Figure 1 and Figure 2 display the
board and the shapes used in the experiments. For each shape
20 close-up images were also captured. Information from these
images are used in the probabilistic models.

V. FOURIER DESCRIPTORS

These images are initially converted to grayscale and then
into binary images. The method presented in [8] is used to
detect and label the various objects boundaries. Each shape

Fig. 2. The shapes that need to be recognised

is then segmented from the image and stored. The same
procedure is followed for all captured images.

The set of (x,y) boundary coordinates for each shape is
converted to polar coordinates. The Fast Fourier Transform
(FFT) is then taken for each set of values. The formula used is
described in equation 1. Rotation and changes in the starting
point only affect the phase of the descriptor. All the phase
information can be removed by taking the absolute values
of the descriptor elements. It has been shown that the low
frequency components of the Fourier Transform are sufficient
for shape recognition[12][24] and thus the entire transform
does not need to be used. We found that using the first
15 Fourier co-efficients (excluding the very first component
F(0)) provided sufficient discriminatory information to model
a shape. F(0) is the lowest frequency term and is the only
component in the Fourier descriptor that is dependent on the
actual location of the shape. By ignoring the first component,
it becomes translation invariant. F(0) tells us nothing about
the shape; only mean position. The Fourier Descriptor is then
normalized to remove any scaling effects. The FFT of the
shape is described as:

F(i) = FFT{r}i, (1)

where
r(s) =

√
(x(s)− xc)2 + (y(s)− yc)2, (2)

xc, yc are the shape centroids, x(s), y(s) are the boundary
coordinates of the s’th point, r is the vector of radii, and
FFT{.} denotes the discrete fast fourier transform.

VI. RECOGNITION USING POLAR CO-ORDINATES

Each shape boundary is then matched to the shapes ex-
tracted from the board using euclidean distance. Since the
energy in the Fourier components decreases sequentially, we
artificially boost the contribution of each component. We have
found that as the number of components increases, increasing
the value used to boost the components works best when
calculating the euclidean distance. The shape on the board
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Fig. 3. Close-up images of the shapes

TABLE I
RECOGNITION RESULTS

Shape Complex Coordinate Method Polar Coordinate Method
Whale yes yes
Seal no yes
Fish no no
Crab no yes

Dolphin yes yes
Mussel no yes
Snail no yes

Octopus no yes
Star Fish yes yes
Tortoise no no

with the smallest euclidean distance to the shape on the table
is considered to be the match.

A. Results

The shapes used in the experiments are in the form of
animals which include a tortoise, whale, seal, dolphin, fish,
crab and so on as seen in Figures 1-3. There are ten shapes
in total. Many shape recognition systems use complex coordi-
nates to model the shape boundary but we opted to use polar
coordinates because in our experiments this method produces
more accurate results. Table I shows the results obtained from
both methods.

The complex coordinate system recognises four shapes cor-
rectly while the polar coordinate system correctly recognises
eight out of the ten shapes. It incorrectly identifies the fish
and the tortoise shapes. Figure 5 displays the first fifteen
dimensions of the Fourier descriptors extracted for the fish
shape from the board and the tortoise shape and the fish
shape extracted from the cut out pieces. The system incorrectly
recognises the fish shape as the tortoise as this produces the
smallest euclidean distance. Looking at the Fourier descriptor
components, we can see that the tortoise and fish descriptors
are fairly similar (produces similar peaks) and could be easily
confused. The fish shape actually has the second smallest
euclidean distance. A similar situation occurs when trying to
recognise the tortoise shape.

VII. PROBABILITY MODELS

A. Multinomial distribution

For the multinomial distribution we extracted the Fourier
Descriptors from the dataset containing the close-up images

of the shapes. The 20 close-up images for each shape were
split into two sets containing 14 images for training and 6
images for testing. The training set was further split into two
sets containing 7 images each. One was used for training and
the other as a validation set. This was done to determine a
quasi-ground truth histogram distribution which can be used
for testing. The euclidean distance was calculated between
every image in the training and validation set. This process
was carried out 10 times. The minimum distance value was
then determined which identified which object class the system
thought each image belonged to. A distribution histogram for
each image class was then calculated. A bias was placed at
the correct class to provide the system with a reliable ground
truth distribution.

Let N be the number of shapes. D the dimension of the
Fourier transforms (in this case we used 15 descriptors). Let
x represent as possible permutation x ∈ P ⊂ {1..N}N . Here,
P denotes all permutations of N objects, hence is the subset
of {1..N}N which contains no repetitions. Observation O for
the close-up shapes takes the form O = [O1, O2, ...ON ], where
On ∈ V ⊂ (Z+)N which are the counts in the histogram for
test images in class n derived above. Let θ = [θ1, θ2...θN ]
represent the parameters of the distributions for each of the
object classes. For the multinomial model we use θn = αn,
where αn is the multinomial mean vector set using the
counts from the training images. For initialisation a noisy
prior is selected for the board. This is done to incorporate
the effects/noise that may occur due to illumination changes
and the camera or lens used. The prior for the board can be
represented by π(x). The probability of a permutation given
all observations is described as:

P (x|O) =
P (O|x) · π(x)

P (O)
∝ π(x)

∏
n

P ′(On|θxn), (3)

where P ′(On|θxn
) = Mult(On|αxn

) = (M !/
∏

mOnm!)∏
n α

Onm
xn

for the multinomial likelihood, where m ranges
across the histogram bins, and M is the number of test images
per class.

Bayes theorem can be used to update the probability after
each new individual observation. This is given by:

P0(x) = π(x)

Pt(x|O1..Ot) ∝ P ′(On(t)|θxn(t)
)Pt−1(x|O1, ..Ot−1),(4)
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Fig. 4. Boundary of a shape depicting the Fourier descriptors converted to polar co-ordinates

Fig. 5. Fourier Descriptors

where n(t) is the index of the observation seen at time t.
Mutual information(MI) assists in the selection of the

position to look at since there can be no repetitions. Once
the system is fairly certain of the position of a class in the
permutation, mutual information can assist in deciding which
position to look at next i.e. which is the most uncertain.
Randomly selecting the next position to look at does not
not take this information into account.The Mutual Information
selection rule is as follows:

n(t+ 1) = argmaxn6=n(1)..n(t) MI(On;x). (5)

Mutual information values increases with uncertainty. In this
equation we want to select the position in the permutation with
the most uncertainty for a given observation.

We can rewrite the above equation in terms of the condi-
tional entropy as follows:

MI(On;x) = H(x)−H(x|On), (6)

where H(.) represents the Shannon entropy and H(.|.) rep-
resents the conditional entropy. We need to minimise the
conditional entropy. This is described as:

n(t+ 1) = argminn6=n(1)..n(t)H(x|On). (7)

The conditional entropy can be written as:

H(x|On) = −
∑

On∈V
Pt(On)[

∑
x′∈P

P (x′|On, On(1), ...On(t)) ·

log(P (x′|On, On(1), ...On(t)))]. (8)

To evaluate Pt(On), we introduce mixing coefficients β

βm =
∑

(x|xn=m)

Pt(x), (9)

for m = 1..N, which weight the likelihoods for each class. This
gives us

Pt(On) =
∑
m

βm · P ′(On|θm). (10)

To avoid exhaustively summing across V in equation 8, we
can consider the conditional entropy as the expectation across
Pt(On) and approximately evaluate the sum by sampling from
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this distribution.

H(x|On) = Eo∼Pt(On)[H(x|o)]

≈ 1

n

∑
oi

H(x|oi)

= − 1

n

∑
oi

[
∑
x′∈P

P (x′|oi, On(1), ...On(t)) ·

log(P (x′|oi, On(1), ...On(t)))], (11)

where E denotes the expectation. oi in equation 10 represents
the samples drawn from the mixture distribution described in
equation 10 where i ranges from 1 to n number of samples.

B. Gaussian Distribution

The image set was treated in the same manner as used in
the multinomial distribution. The training images were used to
learn a Gaussian distribution for each class, θn = (µn, σn). For
σn we used a diagonal covariance matrix. For each observation
On we included all test images On = [On1...OnM ], where
M is the number of test images per class. The feature space
is V = (R+)DM since we have one D dimensional Fourier
descriptor for each image. For the likelihood in equation 10 ,
we used joint likelihood of these observations.

P ′(On|θ) = P ′(On|µ, σ) =
∏

i=1..M

N (Oni|µ, σ), (12)

where N represents the Gaussian distribution and Oni is the
i’th descriptor of observation n.

Since feature space is now continuous the summation in
equation 8 changes to an integral. We can use the sampling
technique to approximate this integral as in equation 11.

H(x|On) =

∫
V
H(x|o)Pt(o)do

= Eo∼Pt(On)[H(x|o)]

≈ − 1

n

∑
oi

[
∑
x′∈P

P (x′|oi, On(1), ...On(t)) ·

log(P (x′|oi, On(1), ...On(t)))]. (13)

The sampling distribution used here is the same as described
in equation 10, with P ′(On|θ) as in equation 12.

VIII. EXPERIMENTS

The sequence on the board was used as the ground truth.
Noise was added to the initial models to take into account
possible illumination changes and noise introduced by the
camera. Each simulation was run 100 times with a different
split of the training and the testing images each time. For both
models, we want to identify the correct sequence. Once the
system is fairly certain about the object at a specific position
mutual information allows us to select the next position to
look at which the system is most unsure about. In the random
case this position is randomly selected. For the shape puzzle
the initial model for board was very good so we introduced
an artificial flipping method where two object positions would
be flipped at random for 20% of the objects. The reason for

TABLE II
TIMINGS FOR SINGLE POSITION UPDATE

Method # Objects Random (s) MI (s)
Multinomial 7 0.003 0.074

10 0.155 33.916
Guassian 7 0.013 0.090

10 0.173 33.651

doing this was we wanted to demonstrate the effectiveness
of using mutual information when the initial guesses are not
very accurate. We ran simulations with restricted numbers
of objects ranging from 4 to 10, and display the results
when only 7 and 10 objects are used. Since we found it
was computationally expensive to go through all the possible
combinations when using 9 or 10 objects, we introduced the
sampling method as discussed to reduce this complexity.

The multinomial distribution is initialised using the class
histogram calculated at the start.

The probability after looking at 7 and 10 view are 92%
and 94% respectively. This provides better results than just
using the euclidean distance of the Fourier descriptors as
show in Table 1. Also as shown in Figure 6, MI information
outperforms randomly selecting the next position to visit. The
figure shows how the probability of the correct permutation
changes with the number of views seen, and the percentage
of correct objects when the permutation with the highest
probability is chosen at each number of viewpoints.

In the Gaussian case, the class histogram is not used. Instead
we use a covariance matrix to calculate the likelihoods as
explained in Section VII-B. The probability after looking at 7
and 10 view are 99.2% and 99.8% respectively. This provides
much better results than just using the euclidean distance of
the Fourier descriptors and also outperforms the multinomial
distribution.

In Table II the average timings are given for choosing the
position to view next and updating the current distribution after
making an observation. For the mutual information, we used
20 samples per position. The timings are similar for both the
multinomial and Guassian distributions. As shown, the mutual
information increases the time taken over random selection,
although this could be reduced by using fewer samples while
trading off accuracy.

IX. CONCLUSION

We have presented a system which extracts Fourier de-
scriptors from ten different animal shapes to be used for
shape recognition. Initially recognition was performed using
the euclidean distance between the shapes. This resulted is an
accuracy of 80% with the system confusing the fish and the
tortoise shapes. We then set about using the Fourier descriptors
from the shapes in probability models. We showed that using
mutual information to actively select the next most uncertain
position in the sequence provides better results than randomly
selecting the next position. Both the models correctly identify
all the objects. This paper has shown that using probability
models for shape recognition, incorporating information about
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Fig. 6. Results for the multinomial and Guassian distributions using sequences of 7 and 10 objects averaged over 100 splits of data

the current state of the system (MI) and actively selecting
which uncertain position to look at produces excellent results.
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Abstract—In recent years, automatic recognition of
vehicle logos has become one of the important issues in
modern cities. This is due to the unlimited increase of cars
and transportation systems that make it impossible to be
fully managed and monitored by human. In this research,
an automatic real-time logo recognition system for moving
cars is introduced based on histogram manipulation. In
the proposed system, after locating the area that contains
the logo, image matching technique and textural features
are utilized separately for vehicle logo recognition. Exper-
imental results show that these two methods are able to
recognize four types of logo (Peugeot, Renault, Samand
and Mazda) with an acceptable performance, 96% and
90% on average for image matching and textural features
extraction methods, respectively.

Keywords—Vehicle, logo recognition, textural features,
image matching.

I. INTRODUCTION

The vehicle logo is one of the fundamental signs of
the vehicles. Automatic vehicle logo recognition plays
an important role in intelligent transportation systems
in modern cities. Some vehicle logo recognition appli-
cations include vehicle tracking, policing and security
[1, 2]. Due to the wide variety in the appearance of
vehicles of the same vehicle manufacturer, it is difficult
to categorize vehicles using simple methods such as
morphological functions and so on. In recent years,
several studies have been carried out for vehicle-type
classification and vehicle manufacturer recognition [3-5].

In [6], the authors used Scale Invariant Feature Trans-
form (SIFT) for vehicle logo recognition. These features
are invariant to scale, rotation and partially invariant
to illumination differences [7]. In their study, images
taken from the rear view of vehicles were used and
they obtained 89.5% recognition accuracy. However, it

was reported that this system did not have real-time
performance and the speed of recognition process were
not mentioned in this article. In another work [8], a new
approach for vehicle logo recognition from frontal view
was presented with 93% recognition accuracy. In this
research, the vehicle manufacture and model were treated
as a single class and recognized simultaneously and no
results for recognition speed were reported. In [9], a car
detection system is presented based on color segmen-
tation and labeling, which performs color recognition.
Author of [3] used textural features such as contrast,
homogeneity, entropy and momentum for frontal view of
vehicle images. The classification accuracy of their work
was reported 94% using a three-layered neural network.
In [3], the processing times are also not reported.

In this research, an autonomous system that aims at
obtaining reliable real-time vehicle model recognition for
moving vehicles is presented; first by locating the license
plate in a vehicle frontal view image and detecting the
region of interest over the vehicle, including logo area.
Then, the vehicle logo is identified with two different
methods: image matching and textural features extrac-
tion. This system is flexible and can be used in any
situation with an acceptable real-time recognition rate
compared to the existing methodologies.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In
the next section, the proposed system is introduced. In
Section 3, the image matching technique and textural
features extraction, which are used in the proposed
method, are described. Section 4 provides experimental
results and Section 5 concludes our study.

II. PROPOSED METHOD

The proposed system for vehicle logo recognition is
composed of two phases. The first phase is to build a
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Fig. 1: (a) A parking entrance with no vehicle (main
image) (b) Detected edges with vertical and horizontal
projections of the pixels lying on the edges.

prototype of the main image. The main image is the
image that is taken from an empty scene of interest, i.e.
a scene that includes no vehicle or any other moving
objects (Fig. 1a).

The prototype of an image is defined as the vertical
and horizontal projections (histograms) of its edges. In
the proposed system, the red band is used to convert
a given image into gray-scale image and Sobel edge
detection is used to detect edges. In this phase, we also
count the number of pixels, Tm, laying on the edges for
the further processing in the next phase. Fig. 1b shows
an example of vertical and horizontal histograms of the

main image that is taken from an empty parking entrance.

The second phase is the recognition phase where
the logo of a vehicle in the given image is identified.
This phase consists of three steps. The first step is to
investigate whether there is a vehicle in the image or
not (vehicle detection step). To this end, the proposed
system converts the test image into a gray-scale image
and detects the edges on the converted image. Then, the
total number of the pixels laying on the edges of the test
image, Tt, is calculated. If 500 ≤ |Tm − Tt| ≤ 5000,
we conclude that there is a vehicle in the scene. Fur-
thermore, if , we may conclude that there are more than
one moving cars in the scene. These boundaries were
obtained according to our empirical experiments.

In the second step of this phase, the prototype of the
test image is built and compared with the prototype of
the main image. An example of this comparison is shown
in Fig. 2. As this figure shows, there are two ranges on
vertical and horizontal projections that the histograms of
test image have different values, say over 20%, with the
histograms of the main image. Therefore, we define a
rectangle with the widths and the heights equal to the
widths and the heights of the measured ranges in the
vertical and horizontal projections respectively.

As it is seen in Fig. 2c, one sixth of the obtained
rectangle is selected to reduce the number of calculations.
This area of interest more likely contains the license plate
and the logo. The size of the area of interest depends
on the width and the length of the obtained rectangle;
the bigger the moving object, the bigger the size of the
rectangle. We should note that in case that there are two
or more vehicles in the image, the size of the obtained
rectangle will be larger accordingly.

The third step, the last step in this phase, is to recog-
nize the logo in the area of interest. In this step we use
image matching and textural features extraction methods.
These methods are described in the next section for
immediate reference. The block diagram of the proposed
system is demonstrated in Fig. 3.

III. RECOGNITION TECHNIQUES

A. Image Matching

he Normalized Cross-Correlation (NCC) is one of
the most popular methods for image matching. This
method is one of the basic statistical approaches for
image registration. It is used for template matching or
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 2: (a) A parking entrance with one vehicle (b)
Prototype comparison of the main image and the test
image (c) the extracted rectangle that contains license
plate and logo.

pattern recognition. Template can be considered a sub-
image from the reference image, and the image can
be considered as a sensed image. In [10], the authors
have proposed a method of medical image registration
by template matching based on NCC.

In [11], a fast pattern matching algorithm is proposed
based on the NCC criterion by combining adaptive multi-
level partition with the winner update scheme to achieve
an efficient search. In [12], the author has proposed a
combined approach to enhance the performance of tem-
plate matching system using image pyramid in conjunc-
tion with Sum of Absolute Difference (SAD) similarity
measure. Based on experimental results, it was found
that the capabilities provided by the proposed method in
[12] significantly improved the accuracy and execution
time of template matching system. From the review
of literature, it is observed that the template matching
algorithm based on NCC is one of the best approaches
for matching the template with same image accurately. In
this paper, we use NCC as a model to recognize vehicle
logos. The 2D NCC is calculated using Eq. 1.

γ(u, v) =

∑
x,y

[
(x, y)− fu,v

] [
t(x− u, y − v)− t

]
(∑

x,y

[
(x, y)− fu,v

]2 [
t(x− u, y − v)− t

]2)0.5

(1)

Fig. 3: Block diagram of the proposed system.
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In this equation, f and t are the input vehicle image
and the logo (template) images, respectively, t are the
mean gray-level value of the template, fu,v is the mean of
f(x, y) in the region under the template, (x, y) stands for
position on the main image and (u, v) stands for position
on the template.

In the proposed method, the template images are
scaled up and down in order the proposed system become
scale invariant. The template images are scale down until
the width of the template image is 4 times smaller than
the width of the sub-image cropped from the test image
(area of interest), and scale up until the width of the
template is equal to the width of the area of interest.

B. Textural Features Extraction

For each retrieved original image, Gray Level Co-
occurrence Matrix (GLCM) [13] is used to capture the
spatial dependence of gray-level values for different
angles of pixel relativity (0◦ , 45◦, 90◦, and 135◦). Each
matrix is run through probability-density functions to cal-
culate different textural parameters. After analyzing the
color features of the focused image, the textural features
are extracted. In one review, 21 textural parameters were
identified [14]. However, another report indicated that
only three textural parameters were useful in identifying
logo recognition; contrast, homogeneity, entropy and
momentum [9]. In this research, three textural parameters
are used in identifying image characteristics: entropy,
energy, and homogeneity; defined as below [15]:

Entropy = −
∑
i

∑
j

Pd(i, j) logd P (i, j) (2)

Energy =
∑
i

∑
j

P(1,0)(i, j)
2 (3)

Homogeneity =
∑
i

∑
j

P(1,0)(i, j)

1 + (i− j)2
(4)

where d is the distance between two neighboring resolu-
tion cells; q is the angle between two neighboring cells;
P(1,0)(i, j) is joint probability density function at d = 1
and q = 0.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The automatic and real-time vehicle logo recognition
of moving cars faces many challenges. Therefore, prepar-
ing a proper dataset is essential to enhance the input data
and making it more suitable for the next processing steps.

210 images from the vehicles were captured in noon with
natural ambient lightening in a public parking of a mall
(Fig. 4). A CCD digital camera (G12 Powershot, Canon)
was used to capture images between 12:00 AM and 13:00
AM with 5 seconds interval in June 2013. Obtained
Images are 1600 × 1200 pixels. In the experiments we
use four conventional Iranian vehicle logos as shown
in Fig. 5. To extract the textural features, we measured
textual parameters for 24 rectangles (six images for each
type of logo i.e. Peugeot, Renault, Samand and Mazda).
Table I shows the value of textural parameters (in pixel)
for each type of the vehicle manufacturer.

Fig. 4: Snapshot of a public parking lot (Hyperstar,
Tehran, Iran) entrance.

Fig. 5: Logos of vehicle manufacturers: (a) Mazda (b)
Renault (c) Samand (d) Peugeot.

Table II shows the performance of the proposed
system with two methods for the recognition of the
logos. As it is seen, image matching technique has more
precision compared to the textural features. However, it is
more time consuming. One of the important advantages
of these methods is that their results are not dependent
to the color of the logos.
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TABLE I: Textural parameters for four types of vehicle
logos.

Manufacturer Entropy Energy Homogeneity
(± 10%) (± 20%) (± 15%)

Peugeot 7455 2456 7675
Renault 4546 4657 5656
Samand 5565 5568 8854
Mazda 3125 5446 3435

TABLE II: Performance of two proposed methods for
vehicle logo recognition.

Image Matching Textural Features

Precision(%) Speed(s) Precision(%) Speed(s)

Peugeot 98.1 3.7 91.4 2.1
Renault 97.5 3.7 92.9 2.1
Samand 93.4 3.7 86.7 2.1
Mazda 96.0 3.7 89.1 2.1

Average 96.2 3.7 90.0 2.1

V. CONCLUSION

In this study, we proposed an automatic system for
vehicle logo recognition. We used two methods to rec-
ognize the logos of interest; image matching and textural
features. Experimental results showed that these two
methods are capable to recognize four types of logo with
an acceptable performance, 96% and 90% on average for
image matching and textural features extraction methods,
respectively. However, the textural features was less
accurate than the image matching, it was about 80%
faster than it. These two methods can be used for FPGA
based programmable boards for increasing the speed
of processes. The proposed system that presented in
this article can be used as a commercial system for
traffic monitoring, tracking stolen cars, managing parking
toll, red-light violation enforcement, border and customs
checkpoints, etc.
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Abstract—Detecting and tracking moving objects in
a sequence of video images is an important application
in the field of computer vision. This topic has many
applications in surveillance systems, human-computer in-
teraction, robotics, etc. Since the these systems require real-
time processing, providing an efficient method with lower
computational complexity is a challenge. In this paper, a
fast and robust method for detecting and tracking moving
objects is presented. This method is based on following
mobility edge through fixed edges. The results show that
the proposed method, further to its efficiency, is able to
overcome challenges such as brightness variations and
background changes over time.

Keywords—Object tracking, edge detection, moving ob-
ject.

I. INTRODUCTION

Detection and tracking moving objects has many
applications in the field of machine vision such as: video
compression, monitoring systems, industrial control and
gesture-based computer interaction. Yilmaz et al. eval-
uated and classified moving object tracking methods
[1]. According to their classification, tracking methods
have been divided into three categories: point-based
tracking, kernel-based tracking and Silhouette tracking.
Point-based method is further divided into two groups:
deterministic and statistical. Kernel-based method is also
divided into two groups, which are pattern matching and
classifier-use. The last one, Silhouette method, uses the
shape of objects and evaluate object contour methods.

According to Yilmaz et al., moving object tracking
methods in various areas are faced with problems such
as overlapping moving objects, change in brightness,
little background motion, lack of motion stability in
background and camera moving. To fix any of these
problems, we should seek appropriate solutions [1].

Slim et al. [2] proposed a method for tracking pedes-
trians with a mobile camera using a color histogram.
The problem of pedestrians overlapping was eliminated
with considering histogram of people’s head on the
overlapping region. Lee et al. [3] introduced a method
for tracking a mobile robot by another mobile robot; in
their method, for tracking the target robot by the tracker,
they set up a view angle of mobile tracking camera for
tracking desired position and target robot by means of
position information and motion information about both
robots. However, in their method, tracking may face
problems such as barriers in front of the tracker robot
camera, overlapping target robot and its disappearance.
Yokoyama [4] used contour-based object method for
tracking and gradient feature method for detecting and
tracking objects based on optical flow and edge. Zhan et
al. [5] used background difference method for moving
object based on update background model.

A noticeable improvement for background models
is the use of statistical methods for pixel colors. For
example, Stauffer and Grison [6] used a Gaussian matrix
for pixel color. In this method, a pixel in a healthy
frame was compared against the background model of
Gaussian. If an adaptation accorded, then average and
variance is updated; otherwise, Gaussian average is set
to value of pixel color and initial variance. Jepson et al.
[7] presented an object tracker that is a combination of
three components including object appearance features,
unstable features and noise process. The fixed component
detects more reliable appearance for estimating object
motion where regions of object do not change rapidly
over time. Unstable components find rapid changes in
pixels and, finally, control outliers noise point are created
by noise.

In this paper, a fast and robust yet simple method
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Fig. 1: Block diagram of the proposed system.

for detecting and tracking moving objects is presented.
This method is based on following mobility edge through
fixed edges. The results show that the proposed method,
further to its efficiency, is able to overcome challenges
such as brightness variations and background changes
over time.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. The
proposed method is explained in section 2. Sections 3
presents experimental results, and Section 4 concludes
our work.

II. PROPOSED METHOD

In this paper, for tracking moving objects in video
sequence, we use edge features. The reason for using
edges is that they are less sensitive to light changes.
Thus, the system is able to act properly in different
environmental conditions. The block diagram of the
system is shown in Fig. 1.

A. Excluding the background

In this step, an image of the background is created
in the desired range without the presence of moving
objects. The image obtained in this step is used to remove
fixed edges throughout the entire frames. Fig. 2 shows a
sample background image without moving objects.

Fig. 2: Background image without moving objects.

Fig. 3: Canny edge detection for background image.

B. Edge detection in background image

The edges of the background image without the
presence of moving objects are detected using Canny
algorithm. Canny algorithm for detecting edges is one of
the common methods that are used in many applications.
Before detecting edges, we smooth the image using
Gaussian method. Fig. 3 shows the result of Canny
algorithm for Fig. 2.

C. Processing new frames

In this step, the proposed method takes 2 successive
frames of the incoming frames (t and t + 1) , for the
next stage. Here, we again employ Gaussian smoothing
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Fig. 4: Canny algorithm result on frames 376 (left) and
377 (right).

Fig. 5: Removing background fixed edges from frames t
(left) and t+ 1 (right).

and Canny edge detection algorithm on two new frames.
Therefore, all the edges of the objects in the scene, which
can include stationary objects and moving objects in the
background, can be extracted. For example, Fig. 4 shows
the resulting edges for frames 376 and 377.

D. Removing the background fixed edges

In this step, the edges of the background image
without moving objects in frames t and t+1 subtracted
from each other to eliminate fixed edges. This can be
seen in Fig 5.

Fig. 6: Moving edges marked for frames 94 (left), 202
(middle), and 250 (right).

E. Thresholding

In this step, the proposed method eliminates minimal
movement as background noise, e.g. slight movement
including moving leaves or someone making a permanent
or temporary stop in the scene. To this end, we use
difference between successive frames. This step results
in removing edges that have no movement between
consecutive frames (Eq. 1).

f(x, y) =

{
255 if ft(x, y) 6= ft+1(x, y)

0 otherwise
, (1)

where f(x, y) represents the pixel intensity at (x, y).

F. Marking the moving edges

In this step of the proposed method, the remaining
edges of the previous frame is marked. The marked edges
are obtained from the elimination of repetitive edges
in the consecutive frames and background edges. These
marked edges are used in the next step to identify moving
objects. The results for frames 94, 202 and 250 are shown
in Fig. 6. Obtained moving pixels are displayed in red.

G. Tracking moving objects

The final step in the proposed method is to cluster
moving edges as moving objects which are attributable
to a particular object. To this end, we use an initiative
method as follows. We scan the image marked in the
previous step from top-left to bottom-right. When a pixel
marked as a moving edge is met, we search within a
window of size 80× 160 pixels, where the marked pixel
(the red dot in Fig. 7) is located in the middle of upper
side of the mentioned window. In this window, we will
count the number of marked pixels. If this number is
greater than a threshold, then the target object will be
assumed within this window. And a rectangular box with
a size of 80×40 pixels is considered as the moving object
accordingly. Then, the counted pixels in the gray area,
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Fig. 7: Particular rectangular area for the moving human-
like objects.

as is shown in Fig. 7, is removed to avoid recounting
other objects. Note that, this particular rectangular area
is assumed for human-like objects and may be changed
according to the shape of the object being tracked.

III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

In the testing phase, we consider a video taken from
a college [8]. This video, which is a low resolution
video (288 × 384 pixels), contains a scene depicting a
passer-by. It captures a scene of human movement that
includes various types of motions, changes in global
lighting conditions, and occlusion of people due to other
people or fixed objects in the scene [8].

To implement the proposed method, EMGUCV li-
brary is used. The implemented method is ran on
Lenovo B590 with 4GB of memory, video card NVIDIA
GEFORCE 1 GB and an Intel (R) Core (TM) i3-3120M
CPU@2.50GHz processor. Tracking results are shown in
Fig. 8 for the different frame sequences.

The total number of moving objects in the video is
counted manually which is 400. The number of correct
detections by the proposed method is 374 which results
in 93.5% of accuracy. We also use average run time
of 25 experiments to evaluate the processing time of
the proposed algorithm. The average processing time for
the test video with 2294 frames is equal to 60,020 ms.
Therefore, the processing time per frame is 26 ms. As a
result, 38 frames per second can be processed. As real-
time processing requires to process 30 frames per second
[9], the proposed algorithm has a desired running time.

IV. CONCLUSION

Detecting and tracking moving objects in videos is
an important application in the field of computer vision.

Fig. 8: Samples of tracking results by the proposed
method (left to right): (a) frames 94 to 97, (b) frames
203 to 206, (c) frames 334 to 337.

In recent years, many methods have been proposed in
the literature. Most of the existing methods are sensitive
to changes in brightness and background. In this paper
we proposed a method based on edge features, back-
ground subtraction, and frame difference for detecting
and tracking moving objects. The results showed that the
proposed method has a comparable performance with the
competitors with a desirable computational complexity,
and is robust to changes in illumination and background.
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Abstract— The constant increase of smartphones computation 
capabilities has allowed a growing number of applications. This, 
combined with the improvements of sensors quality and to third 
generation (3G) and fourth generation (4G) telecommunication 
network coverage, made possible the development of robust and 
reliable computer vision applications exchanging significant 
amount of data. 

In the gas distribution industry, the consumption reporting is a 
very important issue. In France, the major gas provider (GDF 
Suez) plans to deploy 11 million smart meters within 2022. In the 
meantime, employees of GDF are periodically sent to manually 
collect data from customers. 
 
In this paper, we present a solution developed for GDF – Suez to 
solve this problem using mobile technologies and computer vision 
algorithms. 

 

Keywords; Mobile, Computer Vision, Segmentation, Gas-Meter, 
OCR, machine learning 

I.  INTRODUCTION  
Smartphones are becoming the prefered plateform for 
developing innovative applications in several domains like 
computer vision or augmented reality. 

First of all, they are now widely used, a recent study [1] show 
that more than half of U.S people has one. It’s obvious that 
smartphones are now mainstream, and their use will continue 
to grow in the near future. 

Secondly, they are becoming more and more powerfull, with 
improved computing and imaging capabilities, it’s now 
possible to embedd in a mobile applications more computer 
intensive task that were even not possible a few years earlier 
on desktop computers. For example, the CPU is 40 times more 
efficient in the latest iPhone comparing to the initial one 
released in 2007. 

Lastly, they are permently connected to fast and reliable 

cellular networks allowing cloud based mobile applications, 
for example for data storage or computing of tasks that are still 
to heavy to be performed on mobile devices. 

The challenge we are going to tackle is to find an easy and 
affordable way to invoice gas customer by allowing the client 
to automatically read his gas meter through a smartphone 
application. This task is currently performed by employees 
sent to the client home to read the counter. Currently, this 
procedure is very expensive for energy providers and they are 
searching new ways to lower the cost of this procedure. 

Our Solution consist of an automated read and send of the gas-
meter current value through a smartphone camera. 

 

II. AIM AND MOTIVATION 
 
Capitalizing on the growth of mobile usage and the inherent 
increase in performances related to computation capabilities 
and to network speed, the challenge we are going to tackle is 
to find an easy and affordable way to bill gas customers by 
allowing the customers to automatically read their gas-meter 
through a smartphone application. This task is currently 
performed by human operators sent to the client’s home to 
read the gas-meter. 
 
Currently, this procedure can be very costly for energy 
providers and they are searching new ways to lower the cost of 
this procedure. Among the solutions is to have smart meters 
connected to the network. Though this solution is effective, 
the governements and providers plans to replace the existing 
meters takes from 5 to 10 years depending on countries and 
the cost of this replacement is valued to bilions of dollars. 
 
Our goal is to provide a solution that consists of an automated 
gas-meter reading application that works on most smartphones 
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using only the embedded camera and that is able to record and 
send the data to the provider. 
 

III. PREVIOUS WORK 
 
Though	  it	  is	  not	  widespread,	  the	  challenge	  of	  being	  able	  to	  
recognize	   consumption	   digits	   of	   meters	   (gas-‐meters,	  
electricity	  meters…)	  is	  not	  new.	  Some	  previous	  works	  have	  
been	   initiated,	   and	   some	   of	   them	   include	   the	   use	   of	  
computer	   vision.	   Though	   most	   of	   these	   systems	   are	   not	  
optimized	   for	   a	  mobile	   device,	  we	  will	   present	   thei	  main	  
features	   and	   used	   approaches.	   We	   will	   then	   have	   a	  
discussion	   on	   their	   accuracy	   and	   introduce	   the	   need	   of	   a	  
new	  approach.	  
	  
In	  2011,	  Cai and al. [2] has initiated research on electric meter 
recognition using computer vision. The electric meter is 
considered as a Region Of Interest (ROI) characterized by its 
color. This detection is then followed by a post processing step 
aiming to achieve a finer detection taking in consideration the 
format of the display of the consumption digits. 
 
The character segmentation is done after threshold of the 
detected zone, some morphologic operations and character 
segmentation. The numbers classification is based on the 
number of white pixels. 
 
The presented results are superior to 90% success. These 
results are based on very specific meters and limited database. 
	  
One	  of	  the	  most	  recent	  works	  on	  the	  subject	  is	  the	  research	  
done	  by	  Vanetti	  and	  al.	  [3].	  Using	  a	  set	  of	  supervised	  neural	  
models	  able	  to	  detect	  an	  object	  in	  a	  cognitive	  manner.	  Each	  
node	  us	  trained	  on	  a	  set	  of	  different	  points	  extracted	  from	  
the	   training	   database.	   This	   is	   used	   for	   both	   the	   counter	  
detection	  and	  for	  digit	  segmentation.	  
	  
Within	   the	   counter	   detection	   step,	   the	   segmentation	  
presented	   some	   lack	   of	   precision	   in	   the	   boundaries.	   This	  
resulted	  in	  missing	  some	  parts	  of	  the	  image	  and	  sometimes	  
having	   unnecessary	   background	   included	   in	   the	   region	  
detected.	   To	   avoid	   this	   problem,	   the	   team	   used	   fast	  
watersheds	  algorithm.	  
	  
For	   the	   classification	   of	   the	   digits,	   an	   SVM	   with	   radial	  
function	   based	   kernel	   is	   used	   as	   a	   discriminative	   model.	  
The	   final	   accuracy	   of	   this	   system	  was	   from	   45%	   to	   90%	  
depending	  on	  the	  number	  of	  noisy	  pixels.	  
	  
In the same field, Grafmüller and Bayerer [4] have worked on 
the improvement of the performance of character recognition 
algorithms for industrial applications. They use prior 
knowledge to help the system to take advantage from this 
information and make a better decision. 

The image captured is not binarized since all gray levels are 
kept. Also, the information of lines and skew is taken in 
consideration in all the process. 
A study comparing different combinations is performed and 
the result is that the best system is the one using prior 
knowledge, using DCT (Discrete Cosine Transform) as a 
feature (instead of PCA) and having SVM as a classifier for 
individual characters. 
 
The two first systems are quite close to our application. 
However, their generalization to a heterogeneous set of gas-
meters seems complicated and their invariance to light and 
color variations are not robust because of the chosen features. 
The naïve OCR used in [2] counting the number of pixels is 
also a minus. 
Finally, our need is to have a mobile application that performs 
on very heterogeneous devices (including low computation 
capabilities devices). That is why we introduce our new 
approach. 
 

IV. CONTEXT AND CONSTRAINTS 
 
The application has been designed to fulfill the previously 
stated objective. However, while studying the needs of the 
users, we identified some constraints to respect. 
 
First, the application should be able to address most of the 
users. Today, the market of smartphones is dominated by 
Apple iPhones based on iOS and Android system based 
smartphones. Combined, these 2 OS cover more than 96% [5] 
of the smartphones market. This is why we decided to target 
the 2 platforms. 
 
Second constraint is about the computation time. Though we 
want to maximize the performance, it doesn’t make sense for 
the user to wait longer than typing the digits manually. That is 
why we defined a 3 seconds maximum computation time on 
any device. The algorithm adapts the processing depending on 
the device and can work in degraded mode. Also, some gas-
meters being in cellars and places without network connection, 
it was necessary to perform the computation offline. 
 
Finally, another constraint is to allow users to see their history 
and allow GDF to make statistics of the usage of the 
application and eventual effects on the user consumption.  
 

V. SOLUTION 
To answer the need respecting the previously stated 

constraints. We proposed a solution packaged as an SDK 
embeddable on android as well as iOS platforms. The SDK is 
coded in C++ but also provides all necessary wrappers to be 
easily included in an java or objective-c application. The 
solution includes a history of all reports and captured images. It 
also involves a back-office destined to GDF. 
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Algorithmically speaking, the solution follows the steps 
described in figure 1. 

First of all, the user has to log into the application with his 
credentials. Then he simply chooses to add a new report. The 
camera is then launched. A visual assistant helps the user to 
target the right zone (the region containing the digits). After 
having some frames captured, the capture stops and the 
processing is performed. The solution could process at the 
same time it makes the capture but keeping in mind that we 
want the solution to run on most smartphones including old 
ones, we noticed that some low computation capabilities 
phones couldn’t handle both and multithreading was not really 
useful for such phones. 

The next step is then to detect the ROI (Region Of Interest). 
It is done using a Haar cascade (Viola and Jones method). The 
obtained ROI is then converted to HSV (Hue, Saturation, 
Value) format. We then normalize the obtained cropped image 
on V channel. After that, we divide the zone in 2 sub-
images.One includes the useful consumption part (black part 
that represents the consumption in cubic meters) and the other 
is the decimal part in red. 

On each of these 2 images, a thresholding is done using 
Otsu method [6]. Some morphological operations are 
performed on these two images before blob detection. The 
transformations include erosion/dilation depending on the 
result of thresholding. The obtained blobs are then filtered. Too 
small blobs are deleted. Blobs that don’t respect aspect ratios of 
digits are also eliminated. As shown in figure 2, the obtained 
blobs represent the digits. These blobs are then aligned. 
Depending on the result of the alignment, some morphologic 
operations are performed (to avoid blobs fusion for example). 
Our blobs are then ready to be passed to the OCR (Optical 
Character Recognition).  

 

 
Figure 1. Main steps of the solution 

 
We used GOCR open source OCR in our project because it’s 
very lightweight and because the result of our pre-processing 
are good enough to produce easy to recognize image. The last 

step is a semantic analysis verifying the coherence of the 
consumption depending on history and consumption 
estimations. If the consumption is valid (eg. not inferior to 
previous one or too large comparing to estimates…) then the 
report is stored and sent to GDF back-office. 

 
Figure 2. An example of the output of the algorithm after the 

“filter blob” step (top: original image, bottom: result). 

If the user is not satisfied with the detection. He still can 
modify the wrong characters. The algorithm takes in 
consideration this modification and includes it in a learning 
database for results improvement. 

 

 
Figure 3. Result interface (allowing the user to change before 

submit) 

VI. TESTS 
Tests of the solution have been performed. We performed tests 
on 20 devices (16 android-based and 4 iOS-based phones). 
The tests have been performed on heterogeneous gas-meters 
representing the variety of GDF customers’ gas-meters. Tests 
have been made on 5 different models of gas-meters. 
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The obtained results are listed below (Table 1). Performance 
on android phones is lower due to the heterogeneous phones 
including some low-budget phones having lower computation 
capabilities and lower resolution camera sensors. 
The test phase is divided in 2 different situations. We tested 
the vision algorithm alone and the full solution including the 
semantic analysis (comparing to previous consumptions and 
future consumption estimates). 
  

	  
Figure 4. The capture interface 

 

 Pure Vision Vision + Semantic 
Android phones 87 % 92% 

iOS phones 92 % > 99% 
Average 89% 93 % 

Table 1. Test results (success rate). 
 

The tests include particular situations like very dark places, 
light reflections, unreadable characters, unclear choices (see 
Figure 5). The success rates given on Table1 are based on 
individual digits and not full consumption. This means that if 
we have on one test 7 digits correct on a total of 8. We will 
consider 87.5% correct on this test and not consider the whole 
test as wrong. 
 

 
Figure 5. Case of unreadable character (impossible to decide 2 

or 3 on 7th character) 

VII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 
 

In this paper, we proposed an innovative solution that avoids a 
huge amount of money spending and time wasting to send 
human operators to collect information directly from the 
customers. Our solution answers the needs and constraints 
specified in the paper working in a reasonable time on the 2 
main mobile Operation Systems and supporting low 
computation capabilities and offline processing. The machine 
learning techniques involved and the algorithm itself proved to 
be quite efficient especially when combined with prior 
information (semantic analysis). 
 
It is possible to improve the results by having a larger set of 
training and we can also make a more adaptable algorithm that 
maximizes performance depending on the device power. We 
can also have a better management of situations were we can’t 
decide. We currently simply select one of the available 
choices and in case we don’t have any, we select the same 
digit as what we have in history. 
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ABSTRACT
Blind image deconvolution consists in restoring a blurred
and noisy image when the point spread function of the blur-
ring system is not known a priori. This inverse problem is
ill-posed and need prior information to obtain a satisfactory
solution. Regularization methods, well known, for simple
image deconvolution is not enough. Bayesian inference ap-
proach with appropriate priors on the image as well as on the
PSF has been used successfully, in particular with a Gaus-
sian prior on the PSF and a sparsity enforcing prior on the
image. Joint Maximum A posteriori (JMAP), Expectation-
Maximization (EM) algorithm for marginalized MAP and
Variational Bayesian Approximation (VBA) are the methods
which have been considered recently with some advantages
for the last one. In this paper, first we review these methods
and give some original insights by comparing them, in partic-
ular for their respective properties, advantages and drawbacks
and their computational complexity. Then we propose to look
at these methods in two cases: A simple one which is using
Gaussian priors for both the PSF and the image and a more
appropriate case which is a Student-t prior for the image to
enhance the sharpness (sparsity) of the image while keeping
Gaussian prior for the PSF. We take advantages of the Infinite
Gaussian Mixture (IGM) property of the Student-t to consider
a hierarchical Gaussian-Inverse Gamma prior model for the
image. We give detailed comparison of these three methods
for this case.
Keywords
Blind Deconvolution; Bayesian JMAP; Expectation-Maximization
(EM); Variational Bayesian Approximation (BVA); Student-t
prior models; Blind Image restoration.

1. INTRODUCTION

A blurred image g(x, y) can be modeled as the convolution of
the original sharp image f(x, y) with a point spread function
(pdf) h(x, y):

g(x, y) = f(x, y) ∗ h(x, y) + ε(x, y), (1)

where * represents the convolution operation and ε(x, y) the
errors. The inverse problem of the deconvolution consists in

estimating f(x, y) from the blurred and noisy image g(x, y)
when the Point Spread Function (PSF) h(x, y) of the blurring
system is known a priori. This inverse problem is ill-posed
and needs prior information on the original image. Regular-
ization theory and the Bayesian inversion have been success-
ful for this task. See for example [1, 2] and [3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9,
10].

Blind Deconvolution consists in restoring the blurred
and noisy image g(x, y) when the PSF h(x, y) is not known
a priori. This inverse problem is still more ill-posed and
need strong prior information to obtain a satisfactory solu-
tion. Regularization theory and simple Bayesian inversion,
well known, for simple deconvolution are no more enough
[11, 12]. Bayesian inference approach with appropriate priors
on the image as well as on the PSF has been used successfully
[2, 13, 14, 15, 16]. In particular, a Gaussian prior on the PSF
and a sparsity enforcing prior on the image has been used
successfully [17, 12, 18].

Joint Maximum A posteriori (JMAP) estimation of the
image f(x, y) and the PSF h(x, y), Expectation-Maximization
algorithm for marginal MAP and the Variational Bayesian
Approximation (BVA) are three main methods which have
been considered recently with some advantages for the last
one [19, 20, 21, 15, 22, 23].

In this paper, first we review the basic ideas of these meth-
ods and give some original insights by comparing these three
methods and their associated algorithms. Then, we discuss
more in detail their properties as well as their computational
costs and complexities for two cases: one for the case of
Gaussian priors for both image and the PSF and the second
for the case where we still keep a Gaussian prior for the PSF
but we propose to use the Student-t prior for the image. The
Student-t model has the advantage of sparsity enforcing prop-
erty and its Infinite Gaussian Mixture property gives the pos-
sibility of proposing a hierarchical structure generative graph-
ical model for the output data. Finally, we give details of the
three estimation methods of JMAP, BEM and VBA for this
prior model and discuss more in detail their properties as well
as their computational costs and complexities.
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2. BACKGROUND ON BAYESIAN APPROACH FOR
BLIND DECONVOLUTION

Assuming a forward convolution model, additive noise, and
discretized model, we have:

g = h ∗ f + ε = Hf + ε = Fh+ ε, (2)

where f represents the unknown sharp image, h the unknown
PSF, ε the errors, H the 2D convolution matrix (Toeplitz-
Bloc-Toeplitz) obtained from the PSF h and F the 2D convo-
lution matrix obtained from the image f [24, 25, 26].

Using this forward model and assigning the forward
p(g|f ,h) and the prior laws p(f) and p(h), the Bayesian
approach starts with the expression of the joint posterior law

p(f ,h|g) =
p(g|f ,h) p(f) p(h)

p(g)
. (3)

From here, basically, two approaches have been proposed to
estimate both f and h:

• JMAP:

(f̂ , ĥ) = arg max
(f ,h)

{p(f ,h|g)} (4)

and

• Marginal likelihood estimate of h:

ĥ = arg max
h
{p(h|g)} (5)

followed by the marginal MAP estimate of f :

f̂ = arg max
f

{
p(f |ĥ, g)

}
. (6)

The first one is easily understood and linked to the classical
regularization theory, if we note that:

(f̂ , ĥ) = arg max
(f ,h)

{p(f ,h|g)} = arg min
(f ,h)

{
JMAP(f ,h)

}
with JMAP(f ,h) = − ln p(g|f ,h)− ln p(f)− ln p(h)

(7)
which, with the following Gaussian priors: p(ε) = N (ε|0, vεI),
p(f) = N (f |0, vfI) and p(h) = N (h|0, vh(C ′hCh)−1) be-
comes:

JMAP(f ,h) =
1

vε
‖g − h ∗ f‖22) +

1

vf
‖f‖22 +

1

vh
‖Chh‖22.

(8)

2.1. Joint MAP estimation:

Noting that ‖g − h ∗ f‖22 = ‖g −Hf‖22 = ‖g − Fh‖22, the
JMAP Criterion (8) can be written as:

JMAP(f ,h)= 1
vε
‖g −H ∗ f‖22) + 1

vf
‖f‖22 + 1

vh
‖Chh‖22

= 1
vε
‖g − F ∗ h‖22) + 1

vf
‖f‖22 + 1

vh
‖Chh‖22.

(9)
So, its alternate optimization with respect to f (with fixed h)
and h (with fixed f ) result to the following iterative algo-
rithm:∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥

JMAP Algorithm:

Initialization:
h(0) = h0, H = Convmtx(h(0))
Iterations:
f (k) = arg min

f

{
JMAP(f ,h)

}
= (H ′H + λfI)−1H ′g

F = Convmtx(f (k−1))

h(k) = arg min
h

{
JMAP(f ,h)

}
= (F ′F + λhC

′
hCh)−1F ′g

H = Convmtx(h(k−1))
(10)

where λf =
vf
vε

and λh = vh
vε

. This algorithm can be visual-
ized as in the following figure:

ĥ
(0)
→ ĥ→

H = Convmtx(h)

f̂ = (H ′H + λfI)−1H ′g
→ f̂

↑ ↓

ĥ←
F = Convmtx(f)

ĥ = (F ′F + λhC
′
hCh)−1F ′g

←f̂

2.2. Bayesian Expectation-Maximization (BEM)

The second method, needs first the integration (marginaliza-
tion):

p(h|g) =

∫
p(f ,h|g) df (11)

which can not often be done analytically and needs approx-
imation methods to obtain the solution. The Expectation-
Maximization (EM) and its Bayesian version (BEM) try to
find this solution by alternate maximizing of some lower
bound p∗(h|g) to it. In summary, the BEM algorithm can be
written as a two step iterative algorithm:

• E step:Compute the expected value:

Q(h,h(k−1)) = 〈ln p(f ,h|g)〉
p(f |h(k−1)

,g) (12)

• M step:

h(k) = arg max
h

{
Q(h,h(k−1))

}
(13)
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For the Gaussian case, noting that

− ln p(f ,h|g) = c+ 1
2JMAP(f ,h)

= c+ 1
2

[
1
vε
‖g − h ∗ f‖22) + 1

vf
‖f‖22 + 1

vh
‖Chh‖22

]
(14)

where c is a constant which will be eliminated since after, and
that

< − ln p(f ,h|g) >
=< ‖g − h ∗ f‖22) > +λf < ‖f‖22) > +λh‖Chh‖22
= 1

vε

[
‖g‖2 − 2g′ < F > h+ ‖ < F > h‖2+

Tr
{
HCov [f ]H ′

} ]
+ λh‖Chh‖22

=
[
‖g− < F > h‖2 + ‖Dfh‖2

]
+ λh‖Chh‖22

(15)
where we assumed that Tr

{
HCov [f ]H ′

}
can be written as

‖Dfh‖2 which is possible. Then, with this relation, it is easy
to write down the Bayesian EM algorithm as follows:∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥

Bayesian EM Algorithm:

Initialization:
h(0) = h0, H = Convmtx(h(0))

Iterations:
Σf = vε(H

′H + λfI)−1

f (k) = (H ′H + λfI)−1H ′g

F = Convmtx(f (k−1))
Tr
{
HΣfH

′} = ‖Dfh‖22
h(k) = (F ′F + λhC

′
hCh +D′fDf )−1F ′g

H = Convmtx(h(k−1))
(16)

This algorithm can be visualized as follows:

ĥ
(0)
→ ĥ→

H = Convmtx(ĥ)

f̂ = (H ′H + λfI)−1H ′g

Σ̂ = vε(H
′H + λfI)−1

⇒ f̂

Σ̂

↑ ⇓

ĥ←
Tr
{
HΣfH

′} = ‖Dfh‖22
F = Convmtx(f̂)

ĥ = (F ′F + λhC
′
hCh +D′hDh)−1F ′g

⇐f̂
Σ̂

2.3. Variational Bayesian Approximation (VBA)

The third approach which, in some way, generalizes BEM,
is the VBA method which consists in approximating the
joint posterior law p(f ,h|g) by a separable one q(f ,h) =
q1(f |h) q2(h|f) by minimizing the Kullback-Leibler KL(q :
p). It is easily shown that the alternate optimization of this
criterion results to the following iterative algorithm:

• E step:Compute the expected values 〈ln p(f ,h|g)〉q1
and 〈ln p(f ,h|g)〉q2 and deduce: q1(f |h(k)) ∝ exp

{
〈ln p(f ,h|g)〉

q2(h|f
(k−1)

)

}
q2(h|f (k)) ∝ exp

{
〈ln p(f ,h|g)〉

q1(f |h
(k−1)

)

}
(17)

• M step: f (k+1) = arg maxf

{
q2(f |h(k))

}
h(k+1) = arg maxh

{
q2(h|f (k))

}
(18)

Here too, it can be shown that with the Gaussian priors, we
obtain the following algorithm:∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥

VBA Algorithm :

Initialization:
h(0) = h0; H = Convmtx(h(0))
Σf = vε(H

′H + λfI)−1

f = (H ′H + λfI)−1H ′g
F = Convmtx(f)
Tr
{
HΣfH

′} = ‖Dfh‖22
Iterations:
Σh = vε(F

′F + λhC
′
hCh +D′fDf )−1

h(k) = (F ′F + λhC
′
hCh + vεD

′
fDf )−1F ′g

H = Convmtx(h(k−1))
Tr
{
FΣhF

′} = ‖Dhf‖22
Σf = vε(H

′H + λfI + vεD
′
hDh)−1 = ‖Dhf‖2

f (k) = (H ′H + λfI + vεD
′
hDh)−1H ′g

F = Convmtx(f (k−1))
Tr
{
HΣfH

′} = ‖Dfh‖22
(19)

ĥ
(0)

Σ̂
(0)

f

⇒ ĥ

Σ̂f

⇒

H = Convmtx(ĥ)
Tr
{
FΣhF

′} = ‖Dff‖22
Σ̂f = vε(H

′H + λfI +D′fDf )−1

f̂ = (H ′H + λfI +D′fDf )−1H ′g

⇒ f̂

Σ̂f

⇑ ⇓

ĥ

Σ̂h

⇐

F = Convmtx(f)
Tr
{
HΣfH

′} = ‖Dhh‖22
ĥ = (F ′F + λhC

′
hCh +D′hDh)−1F ′g

Σ̂h = vε(H
′H + λhC

′
hCh +D′hDh)−1

⇐f̂
Σ̂f

2.4. Comparison JMAP1, BEM1 and VBA1

Comparing the three algorithms JMAP (10), BEM (16) and
VBA (16), we can make the following remarks:
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• In JMAP, there is no need to matrix inversion. At each
step, we can find f (k) and h(k) using an optimization
algorithm.

• In BEM, at each step, wee need to compute Σf and do
the matrix decomposition Tr

{
HΣfH

′} = ‖D′fh‖2.
This is a very costly operation due to the size of the
matricesH ′ and Σf .

• In VBA, at each step, wee need to compute Σf and do
the matrix decomposition Tr

{
HΣfH

′} = ‖D′fh‖2
and also to compute Σf and do the matrix decompo-
sition Tr

{
FΣhF

′} = ‖D′hf‖2. There are two very
costly operations.

For practical applications, we have to write specialized algo-
rithm taking account of the particular structures of the matrix
operators H and F . In particular, in Blind deconvolution,
these matrices are Toeplitz (or Block-Toeplitz) and we can ap-
proximate them with appropriate circulant (or Bloc-circulant)
matrices and use the Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) to write
appropriate algorithms.

3. JMAP, BEM AND VBA WITH A STUDENT-T
PRIOR

As we are, in general, looking for a sharp image, a Gaussian
prior is not very appropriate. We may use any sparsity enforc-
ing priors. Between those prior law, one is very interesting,
the Student-t prior:

T (fj |ν, µj , vf ) =

∫ ∞
0

N (fj |µj , z−1j vf )G(zj |ν/2, ν/2) dzj
where
N (fj |µj , z−1j vf ) = |2πvf/zj |−1/2 exp

{
− 1

2vf
zj(xj − µj)2

}
and G(zj |α, β) =

βα

Γ(α)
zα−1j exp {−βzj} .

Now, using the forward model (2) and the following priors∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥
p(ε|vε) = N (ε|0, vεI)→ p(g|f ,h, vε) = N (g|h ∗ f , vεI),
p(h|vh) = N (h|0, vh(C ′hCh)−1)

p(f |z, vf ) = N (f |0, vfZ−1) with Z = Diag[z1, · · · , zN ]

p(z|α, β) =
∏N
j=1 G(zj |α, β)

(20)
we have

p(f , z,h|g, )∝ p(g|h,f) p(h|vh) p(f |z, vf ) p(z|α, β)
∝ N (g|h ∗ f , vεI)N (h|0, vh(C ′hCh)−1)

N (f |0, vfZ−1)
∏N
j=1 G(zj |α, β)

∝ exp
{
− 1
vε
JMAP(f , z,h)

}
(21)

which results to:

JMAP(f , z,h) = ‖g − h ∗ f‖2 + λh‖Chh‖2

+λf‖Z1/2f‖2 + 2vε

[∑N
j=1(α− 1) ln zj + βzj

]
(22)

Using this expression, we can obtain easily the necessary de-
velopments to describe the the algorithms JMAP, BEM and
VBA with this prior model.

∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥

JMAP Blind Deconvolution Algorithm with Student-t prior:

Initialization:
h(0) = h0, H = Convmtx(h(0)), z(0) = 1
Iterations:
f (k) = arg minf {JMAP(f , z,h)} = (H ′H + λfZ)−1H ′g

z(k) = arg minz {JMAP(f , z,h)} → ẑ
(k)
j =

β̂j
α̂j

with α̂j = 1
2 + α and β̂j = β + 1

2 + ‖g − h ∗ f‖2
F = Convmtx(f (k−1))

h(k)= arg minh {JMAP(f , z,h)}= (F ′F + λhC
′
hCh)−1F ′g

H = Convmtx(h(k−1))
(23)

where λf =
vf
vε

and λh = vh
vε

. This is illustrated in the fol-
lowing:

ĥ
(0)

ẑ(0)
⇒ ĥ
ẑ
⇒ Z = diag [ẑ] , H = Convmtx(ĥ)

f̂ = (H ′H + λfZ)−1H ′g
→ f̂

⇑ ↓

ĥ
z
⇐

α̂j = 1
2 + α, β̂j = β + 1

2 + ‖g − h ∗ f‖2

ẑ
(k)
j =

β̂j
α̂j

F = Convmtx(f)

ĥ = (F ′F + λhC
′
hCh)−1F ′g

←f̂

Following the same approach, for BEM we obtain:

∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥

BEM Blind Deconvolution Algorithm with Studet-t prior:

Initialization:

h(0) = h0, H = Convmtx(h(0)), z(0) = 1

Iterations:

Σf = vε(H
′H + λfZ)−1

f (k) = (H ′H + λfZ)−1H ′g

F = Convmtx(f (k−1))
Tr
{
HΣfH

′} = ‖Dfh‖2

ẑ
(k)
j =

β̂j
α̂j

with α̂j = 1
2 + α and β̂j = β + 1

2 + g − h ∗ f‖2

h(k) = (F ′F + λhC
′
hCh +D′fDf )−1F ′g

H = Convmtx(h(k−1))
(24)

The flow diagram of this algorithm is shown in the following:
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ĥ
(0)

ẑ(0)
⇒ ĥ
ẑ
⇒

Z = diag [ẑ] , H = Convmtx(ĥ)

Σ̂f = vε(H
′H + λfZ)−1

f̂ = (H ′H + λfZ)−1H ′g

⇒ f̂

Σ̂f

⇑ ⇓

ĥ
ẑ
⇐

α̂j = 1
2 + α, β̂j = β + 1

2 + ‖g − h ∗ f‖2

ẑ
(k)
j =

β̂j
α̂j

F = Convmtx(f)
Tr
{
HΣfH

′} = ‖Dhh‖2

ĥ = (F ′F + λhC
′
hCh = D′hDh)−1F ′g

⇐f̂
Σ̂f

Again, following the same steps, we obtain for VBA:

∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥

VBA Blind Deconvolution Algorithm with Studet-t prior:

Initialization:
h(0) = h0; H = Convmtx(h(0)), z(0) = 1;
Σf = vε(H

′H + λfI)−1

f = (H ′H + λfI)−1H ′g
F = Convmtx(f)
Tr
{
HΣfH

′} = ‖Dfh‖2

Iterations:
Σh = vε(F

′F + λhC
′
hCh +D′hDh)−1

h(k) = (F ′F + λhC
′
hCh + vεD

′
hDh)−1F ′g

H = Convmtx(h(k−1))
Tr
{
FΣhF

′} = ‖Dhf‖2

Σf = vε(H
′H + λfI + vεD

′
fDf )−1 = ‖Dhf‖2

f (k) = (H ′H + λfI + vεD
′
fDf )−1H ′g

F = Convmtx(f (k−1))
Tr
{
HΣfH

′} = ‖Dfh‖2

ẑ
(k)
j =

β̂j
α̂j

with α̂j = 1
2 + α and β̂j = β + 1

2 + ‖g − h ∗ f‖2
(25)

The flow diagram of this algorithm is shown in the fol-
lowing:

ĥ
(0)

Σ
(0)
h

ẑ(0)
⇒
ĥ
Σh

ẑ

⇒

Z = diag [ẑ] , H = Convmtx(ĥ)
Tr
{
FΣhF

′} = ‖Dhf‖2
Σ̂f = vε(H

′H + λfZ +D′fDf )−1

f̂ = (H ′H + λfZ +D′fDf )−1H ′g

⇒ f̂

Σ̂f

⇑ ⇓

ĥ

Σ̂h

ẑ

⇐

α̂j = 1
2 + α, β̂j = β + 1

2 + ‖g − h ∗ f‖2

ẑ
(k)
j =

β̂j
α̂j

F = Convmtx(f)
Tr
{
HΣfH

′} = ‖Dhh‖2

ĥ = (F ′F + λhC
′
hCh +D′hDh)−1F ′g

Σ̂h = vε(H
′H + λhC

′
hCh)−1

⇐f̂
Σ̂f

4. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we considered the blind deconvolution prob-
lem in a Bayesian framework. Then, first, using Gaussian
priors, we compared three main algorithms based on JMAP,
BEM and VBA giving some insight and comparison between
these methods. Then, using a Gaussian prior for the PSF but
a Student-t prior for the images to enhance the sparsity, again,
we compared those three methods.

The main conclusion can be summarized as follows:

- In JMAP, at each iteration, only the value of the previous
estimate of h and f are transferred to the next step. So, in one
hand, the computational cost of this approach is low because
there is no need for matrix inversion. At the other hand, we
do not know a lot about the convergence and the properties of
the obtained solution.

- In EM, the value of the IRF h is transferred, but for f , its ex-
pected value and its uncertainty (covariance matrix) are trans-
ferred for the next iteration computation of h. So, in one
hand, the computational cost of this approach is higher than
JMAP because here we need the computation of Σf which
needs a huge matrix inversion. At the other hand, we know
a little more about the convergence (to local maximum of the
marginal likelihood) and the properties of the obtained solu-
tion.

- In VBA, at each step, not only the values of the estimates,
but also theirs uncertainties (in fact the whole approximated
marginal laws) are transferred. So, in one hand, the computa-
tional cost of this approach is still higher than BEM because
here we need the computation of Σf and Σh which needs
two huge dimensional matrix inversion. At the other hand,
not only we get the estimates of f and h but also their ap-
proximated marginals q1(f) and q2(h), from which, we can
compute any statistical properties of these estimates.
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Abstract—This paper proposes a control method of the 

modular multilevel converter based high voltage direct current 

(MMC-HVDC) system for the grid voltage stability instead of 

using a static synchronous compensator (Statcom). The d-axis 

current component is used to control the grid voltage via the 

reactive power. Meanwhile, the q-axis current component is 

employed to control the active power according to its application. 

With this control method, the power system will operate stably 

with the maximum efficiency. Moreover, it can save the cost of 

installing Statcom. The simulation results are performed in the 

PSCAD/EMTDC software environment to confirm the 

effectiveness of the proposed control method. 

Keywords—MMC-HVDC, Statcom, Grid voltage stability 

I.  INTRODUCTION 

The increasing of electricity demand requires the 
development of the power systems with high quality, 
reliability and stability. However, the receiving voltage at the 
load side is often unstable at the nominal value because of 
losses in the transmission line and transformer or the random 
change of load. To solve this problem, the static synchronous 
compensator (Statcom) has been used [1], [2]. It is a shunt 
connected device at the point of common coupling (PCC) to 
stabilize the grid voltage. Nevertheless, the use of Statcom 
will increase cost. In the power system, which the modular 
multilevel converter based high voltage direct current (MMC-
HVDC) system is connected to, the use of Statcom is not 
necessary. The function of voltage control will belong to the 
MMC-HVDC system. A MMC-HVDC system is a new type 
of voltage source converter for the medium or high voltage 
applications. Its operation under various conditions has been 
researched by many authors over the world [3]-[5]. It can 
control the active and reactive powers independently. The 
main function of the MMC-HVDC system is to transfer the 
active power between two power sources. In almost 
applications, the reactive power is set to zero. This wastes the 
ability of using the device because the MMC-HVDC system 
can absorb or generate the reactive power from or to the power 
system. Thus, this paper proposes a control method of the 
MMC-HVDC system for the grid voltage stability instead of 
using Statcom. With this control method, the device is used 
with the maximum efficiency, meanwhile the power system is 

operating stably. Moreover, it can save the cost of installing 
Statcom. 

II. COMPENSATION TECHNIQUE OF STATCOM 

Fig. 1 describes the single line and vector diagrams of  the 
compensation technique of Statcom. The load requires the 
reactive power from the source. The load current, Il, contains 
two components, the active and reactive currents. Without 
compensation, the source current, Is, is high because of the 
reactive current as shown in Fig. 1(a). However, the source 
current will be decreased in case of compensation because the 
reactive current from the source is compensated by Statcom as  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 1. Single line and vector diagrams of Statcom. (a) Without 

compensation, (b) With compensation. 
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expressed in Fig. 1(b). Thus, the losses will reduce 
significantly. As a result, the voltage received at the load side 
will be improved. If the Statcom is applied for  regulating the 
grid voltage stability, the amount of the reactive power 
supplied from Statcom will depend on the reference value of 
the grid voltage. 

III. PROPOSED CONTROL METHOD OF THE MMC-HVDC SYSTEM 

The configuration of the MMC-HVDC system is shown in 
Fig. 2. The power system is created by the power generation 
source, transformer, transmission line and load. The source 2 
will support for the power system via a MMC-HVDC system. 

In this study, the controller of the MMC-HVDC system is 
designed by combining the compensation technique of 
Statcom and the conventional control method of MMC-HVDC 
system. The MMC-1 is employed to control the active power 
and the grid voltage. The MMC-2 is used to control the dc-
link voltage and the reactive power (Q2 = 0). 

The control diagram of the MMC-1 for regulating the grid 
voltage is shown in Fig. 3. Because the MMC-HVDC system 
is a type of the voltage source converter, thus the d-axis and q-
axis current components are controlled independently. The 
grid voltage is adjusted by using the d-axis current component 
via the reactive power control. The controller of grid voltage is 
the proportional-integral (PI) controller. The output signal of 
the grid voltage controller is the reference reactive power for 
the MMC-1. The active power is controlled by using the q-
axis current component. The output signals of the current 
control loop are the reference voltages for the pulse-width 
modulation (PWM) method. Then, the gating signals of the 
IGBT will be generated from the capacitor voltage balancing 
method. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

IV. SIMULATION RESULTS 

The 250 MW MMC-HVDC system and the power system 
in Fig. 2 are modeled by using the PSCAD/EMTDC 
simulation program. The grid voltage is 154 kV. The 
parameter of the power system is shown in Table 1. The 
simulation results are set up in two cases. 

A. Independent control between the active and reactive 

powers 

The simulation results are shown in Fig. 4. The initial 

conditions are ,kV100V,MW100P dc

*

1   0QQ *

2

*

1  . At 

t = 3 s, the active power is ramped up to 250 MW. Then, the 
reactive power will be ramped up from 0 to 100 MVar at t = 5 
s. Fig. 4(a) is the dq-axis current components of the MMC-1. 
The active and reactive powers of the MMC-1 are shown in 
Fig. 4(b). It can be seen that the active and reactive powers do 
not depend on each other while one of them is changed. The 
dc-link voltage is always kept at its reference value as 
depicted in Fig. 4(c). Besides, the reactive power of the MMC-
2 is controlled to zero in this case as illustrated in Fig. 4(d). 
The capacitor voltages of the MMC-1 and MMC-2 are also 
shown in Fig. 4(e), (f). It is controlled around its nominal 
value when the active and reactive powers of the MMC-1 are 
changed. 

B. Grid Voltage Stability with the MMC-HVDC system 

Fig. 5 shows the operation of the MMC-HVDC system 
with the proposed control method. Because of losses on 
transmission lines and the transformers, the grid voltage at the 
PCC will be dropped below the nominal value. Moreover, the 
source 2 is an offshore wind farm in this study. Thus, the 
active power which is transferred by the MMC-HVDC system  
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Fig. 3. Control diagram of MMC-1 for regulating the  grid voltage 

Fig. 2. The configuration of the MMC-HVDC system in the power system 
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is variable as described in Fig. 5(a). This can cause an 
oscillation on the grid voltage. At t = 8 s, the voltage 
controller is activated. The MMC-1 will supply the reactive 
power to the grid. Therefore, the grid voltage is regulated to 
the nominal value of 154 kV as expressed in Fig. 5(b). Finally, 
Fig. 5(c) shows the active and reactive powers of loads. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

TABLE I.  SIMULATION PARAMETER  

  Value 

MMC-HVDC 

system 

Active power 250 MW 

Ac voltage 154 kV 

Nominal frequency 60 Hz 

Transformer ratio 
154 kV/ 50 

kV 

Dc-link voltage 100 kV 

Sub-module capacitor 9700 μF 

Grid 
Load 350 MW 

Power factor of power sytem 0.97 

 

V.  CONCLUSION 

This paper has proposed a control method of the MMC-
HVDC system for the grid voltage stability instead of using 
Statcom. The simulation results have demonstrated that the 
MMC-HVDC system can control the active and reactive 
powers independently. Moreover, the grid voltage is almost 
stable at the nominal value without depending on the losses 
and the power variation from the source. With the proposed 
control method, the using efficiency of the MMC-HVDC 
system is maximum and the use of Statcom is not necessary. 
Thus, it can save the cost. 

 

(a) 

(b) 

(c) 

(d) 

(e) 

(f) 

Fig. 4 Independent control 

(a) 

(b) 

(c) 

Fig. 5. Grid voltage stability 
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Abstract -- The main objective of this article is to design an 

antenna and measure the return-loss behavior of healthy 

mouth tissues at the ISM frequency band (2.4 - 2.5 GHz) and 

compare it with those of the mouth tissues infected with 

malignant cancerous tumors. One can observe the change of 

the resonant frequency of the antenna in case of infected 

tissues and thus can detect the existence of malignant tumors 

in the mouth. Spiral PIFA id utilized. A human mouth model 

and the antenna are designed using the CST software. The 

antenna is fabricated on the Roger4350 substrate material 

which has a thickness of 1.524 mm and a relative permittivity 

of ɛr = 3.66. The antenna is tested on the face in three 

locations, left and right cheeks and under the chin. Testing on 

malignant tumors is only simulated on the CST. There is a 

noticeable resonance frequency shift of the return-loss when 

the malignant tissues are considered. There is a good 

matching between the measured and simulated results. 

 

Index Terms  ─ Implanted Antenna, Mouth Cancer, Spiral 

PIFA, ISM band. 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

 

Cancer in the simplest terms is the abnormal growth of 

cells somewhere in the body. Each year, more than a 

million people receive a cancer diagnosis, and the most 

common types of cancer include breast cancer, prostate 

cancer, lung cancer, and colorectal cancer. In addition to 

the three major types of cancer treatment  ─ surgery, 

chemotherapy and radiation therapy ─ researchers are 

working to find new and more effective ways of fighting 

cancer [1]. Although some cancers cannot be prevented 

even by living a healthy life style, almost all types of 

cancers can be totally cured if they were diagnosed in an 

early stage [1]. As technology continues to change, so too 

does the practice of medicine. A new device that is in the 

works is the implantable antennas. It would use new 

wireless technologies and allow for patient care to occur 

outside of the doctor's office by monitoring many vital 

statistics in the human body, including the mutation of 

cells into malignant tumors. 

 

The challenges in the way of implantable antennas are 

power loss in the biological tissues, the effect of the 

surroundings on the antenna impedance and antenna 

efficiency, size constraints and the difficulties of having 

actual measurements with the live tissues [2,3,4]. Antennas 

used to elevate cancer tissues temperature are positioned 

inside or outside the patient's body. The shapes of antennas 

depend on their locations. Indeed there are antennas 

implanted internally and others implanted externally [2,5]. 

The electrical properties of the body tissues are frequency 

dependant and should be identified for the frequency of 

interest. The biological tissues are extremely lossy and this 

makes it difficult to get a reasonable level of power out of 

the body. In addition, it is required as impedance matching 

of the antenna inside the human tissue [3,6]. 

 

Safety issues should be taken into consideration when 

implanting antennas inside human body referring to IEEE 

C95.1 [7] standard definitions. The Specific Absorption 

Rate (SAR) is a measure of the rate at which energy is 

absorbed by the body when exposed to a radio frequency 

(RF) electromagnetic field. For human body the average 

SAR is to be below 0.8W/Kg and spatial peak SAR, 

averaged over any 1-g of tissue, is to be less than 1.6W/Kg 

across the body. The SAR value depends on the exact 

location, on the geometry of the part of the body that is 

exposed to the RF energy and geometry of the RF source 

[2,3,5]. 

 

The main objective of the paper is to design an antenna 

to be placed on different location of the mouth to measure 

its return-loss characteristics. Using the fact that malignant 

tissues and healthy tissues have different electrical 
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properties and observing the difference in antenna 

performance could help in early detection of oral cancer. 

The paper contains four main sections in addition to the 

conclusion. Section II presents the design of the human 

mouth model on the. Depicted in section III is the design 

and fabrication of the antenna. Section IV provides the 

simulation and measurement results carried out on the CST 

model. The antenna is tested on two people's face for the 

healthy tissues and only the CST model for malignant 

tissues. Section V concludes the paper. 

 

II. DESIGN OF THE HUMAN MOUTH MODEL 

 

An abstracted model is shown in figure 1. The 

dimensions of the model was based on the dimensions of 

the CST Voxel Family Katja model shown in figure 2. The 

model includes skin, muscle, fat, bone, teeth, mucosa and  

tongue. Other mouth components are excluded due to the 

lack of information about their electrical properties, that is 

why it is an abstracted model. Table 1 shows the electrical 

properties of the previously mentioned mouth parts at 2.45 

GHz frequency. 

 

Figure 1. Abstracted mouth model, side view and cut side view 

 

Figure 2. CST Voxel Family Katja human model, side view and cut side 

view 

 

Table 1. Electrical properties of mouth tissues at 2.45 

GHz frequency [6] 

Mouth tissue Conductivity 

[S/m] 

Relative 

permittivity 

Skin 1.464 38.007 

Fat 0.10452 5.2801 

Muscle 1.7388 52.729 

Bone 0.80517 18.548 

Tongue 1.8026 52.628 

Teeth 0.39431 11.381 

Mouth Cavity 0 1 

Mucosa 0.5232 65.696 

 

III. DESIGN AND FABRICATION OF SPIRAL PIFA 

 

Planar inverted-F antennas (PIFAs) are miniature designs 

that offer great versatility for both mobile and wireless 

applications. Such antennas offer multiband, broadband 

operation, omni-directional radiation patterns, high 

efficiency and small size. The spiral PIFA is designed as 

shown in figure 3. The antenna dimensions are 30x30 

mm
2
, using the material Roger4350 substrate material 

whish has a thickness of 1.524 mm and a relative 

permittivity of ɛr = 3.66. The thickness of the ground and 

the top spiral strip is 0.015 mm. 

 
Figure 3. Top view of the spiral PIFA 

The distance between the copper spiral strip and the 

edge of the substrate is gf = 2.5 mm, the inner gap of the 

copper spiral is g = 1.2 mm. The grounding pin has a 

diameter of 0.4 mm and the feeding pin's diameter is 1 

mm. the feeding pin midpoint is 12.8 mm away from the 

grounding pin midpoint. All rectangles have a width of 3.8 

mm. Table 2 shows the lengths of the rectangles. 
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Table 2. Length of the spiral strip rectangles 

Rectangle 

number 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

Length 

[mm] 25 25 25 20 20 15 6.6 

Figure 4 illustrates the manufactured spiral PIFA. The 

return-loss is measured in air using the network analyzer 

shown in figure 5. The measured result is compared to the 

simulated result as seen in figure 6. 

 

Figure 4. Top and bottom view of the manufactured antenna 

 

Figure 5. Network Analyzer 

 

Figure 6. Return-loss of spiral PIFA in air 

IV. SIMULATION AND MEASUREMENT OF THE 

SPIRAL PIFA ON THE MOUTH 

 

The antenna is tested on healthy tissues of two different 

people. Three main areas of the face are tested on; left 

cheek, right cheek and under the chin. The results are 

compared with those from testing the antenna on the 

mouth model. Figures 7, 8, 9 show the locations where the 

antenna is tested and figures 10, 11, 12 show the measured 

return-loss compared with the simulated ones. 

 

 

 

Figure 7. Antenna placed on the right cheek  

 

Figure 8. Antenna placed on the left cheek  

 

Figure 9. Antenna placed under the chin  
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Figure 10. Return-loss of spiral PIFA on right cheek 

 

Figure 11. Return-loss of spiral PIFA on left cheek 

 

Figure 12. Return-loss of spiral PIFA under the chin 

 

Due to the lack of any information about the electrical 

properties of malignant mouth tumors, an assumption is 

made by using the breast cancer cells electrical properties 

to be able to visualize the diagnosis of cancer infections in 

mouth. These tissues have a relative permittivity of ɛr = 35 

and conductivity of 4.9 S/m. The two main locations where 

malignant tumors are usually found [1] is either around the 

tongue or on the inner walls of the cheeks and the lips, as 

shown in figures 13,14. For the cells surrounding the 

tongue, they are chosen to have a diameter of 2 cm while 

the cells located on the inner wall of the cheeks and lips 

are made of 0.5 cm diameter. Figures 15 - 22 show the 

simulated results from the healthy mouth tissues compared 

with the simulated results from the defected tissues. It 

should be pointed out that the following results show the 

cancer cells covering either the right side only of the 

model or both sides. Also, the antenna placed under the 

chin did not sense the cancer cells located anywhere on the 

mouth model, that is why its results are excluded from this 

paper.  

 

Figure 13. Top view of mouth model, cancer cells surround the tongue 

 

Figure 14. Top view of mouth model, cancer cells on inner cheeks and 

lips walls 
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Figure 15. Return-loss of the cancer cells covering the right side of the 

tongue compared with those of normal tissues 

 

Figure 16. Zoom on figure 15 with markers 

 

Figure 17. Return-loss of the cancer cells surrounding the tongue 
compared with those of normal tissues 

 

 

Figure 18. Zoom on figure 17 with markers 

 

Figure 19. Return-loss of the cancer cell covering the right inner cheeks 

and lips walls compared with those of normal tissues 

 

Figure 20. Zoom on figure with markers 
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Figure 21. Return-loss of the cancer covering all the inner cheeks and lips 

walls compared with those of the normal tissues 

 

Figure 22. Zoom on figure 21 with markers 

One notices that there is a resonance shift in the range of 

10000 - 20000 kHz which can achieve cancer diagnosis. 

 

V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 

The main objective of this project is to design an 

antenna to be placed on the human mouth. Due to the 

emphasis on the role of early detection for oral cancer 

tumors on its treatment, studies are focused on finding 

ways for early detection of the tumor. The variation of 

electrical properties of the normal oral tissues and the 

malignant tissues are used to observe the change in the 

antenna performance. Thus by comparing both cases, one 

can detect according to the outcome whether there exists a 

tumor or not. A spiral PIFA antenna working in the ISM 

band is designed. It is simulated on my built CST mouth 

model to get an idea of what to expect when testing on 

people. The antenna is manufactured and tested on two 

different persons using the network analyzer. Due to the 

lack of phantoms simulating the malignant tumors in the 

mouth, the antenna is only tested on the mouth model in 

which the cancer cells are added. The simulated and 

measured results show a good agreement, and there is a 

noted difference between the healthy simulated tissues and 

the defected ones. 
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ABSTRACT

Deconvolution consists in estimating the input of a linear
and invariant system from its output knowing its Impulse
Response Function (IRF). When the IRF of the system is
unknown, we are face to Blind Deconvolution. This inverse
problem is ill-posed and needs prior information to obtain
a satisfactory solution. Regularization theory, well known
for simple deconvolution, is no more enough to obtain
a satisfactory solution. Bayesian inference approach with
appropriate priors on the unknown input as well as on
the IRF has been used successfully, in particular with a
Gaussian prior on the IRF and a sparsity enforcing prior on
the input. Joint Maximum A posteriori (JMAP), Expectation-
Maximization (EM) algorithm for marginalized MAP and
Variational Bayesian Approximation (VBA) are the methods
which have been considered recently with some advantages
for the last one. In this paper, first we review these methods
and give some original insights by comparing them, in
particular for their respective properties, advantages and
drawbacks and their computational complexity. Then, we
propose to use a Student-t prior law for the unknown input
which has the property of sparsity enforcing and which gives
the possibility to give a hierarchical graphical structure for
the generating model of the observations. Finally, we present
detailed algorithms of JMAP, EM and VBA for the joint
estimation of the input, the IRF and the hidden variables
of the infinite Gaussian mixture model of the Student-t
probability law.

Keywords
Blind Deconvolution, Bayesian JMAP, Expectation Maxi-
mization (EM), Variational Bayesian Approximation (VBA),
Gaussian, Mixture of Gaussians (MoG) and Student-t prior
models

I. INTRODUCTION

In a Linear and Invariant System (LIS), the output g(t)
can be modeled as the convolution of the input f(t) with
the impulse response function (IRF) h(t):

g(t) = f(t) ∗ h(t) + ε(t), (1)

where * represents the convolution operation and ε(t) the
errors. The inverse problem of the deconvolution consists in
estimating f(t) from the output g(t) when the IRF h(t) of
the blurring system is known a priori. This inverse problem
is ill-posed and needs prior information on the input signal
f(t). Regularization theory and the Bayesian inversion have
been successfully for this task [1], [2], [3], [4], [5], [6], [7],
[8], [9], [10], [11], [12], [13], [14], [15], [16], [17], [18],
[19].

Blind Deconvolution consists in estimating both the
input f(t) and the IRF h(t) from the output g(t). This
inverse problem is still more ill-posed and need strong prior
information to obtain a satisfactory solution. Regularization
theory and simple Bayesian inversion, well known, for sim-
ple deconvolution are no more enough. Bayesian inference
approach with appropriate priors on the input as well as
on the IRF has been used successfully, in particular with a
Gaussian prior on the IRF and a sparsity enforcing prior on
the input[5], [20], [21], [22].

Joint estimation of the input f(t) and the IRF h(t)
can be done by Joint Maximum A posteriori (JMAP),
Bayesian Expectation-Maximization (BEM) or the Varia-
tional Bayesian Approximation (VBA) which are three main
methods which have been considered recently with some
advantages for the last one [23], [24], [25], [26], [27], [28].

In this paper, first we review these methods in general
and give some original insights by comparing them for
the Gaussian priors model. Then, we propose to keep the
Gaussian model for the IRF h(t) but to use a Student-t
prior model for the input f(t). The Student-t model has
the advantage of sparsity enforcing property and its Infinite
Gaussian Mixture property gives the possibility of proposing
a hierarchical structure generative graphical model for the
output data. Finally, we give details of the three estimation
methods of JMAP, BEM and VBA for this prior model
and discuss more in detail their properties as well as their
computational costs and complexities.

Even if we have applied this prior model and some of
these algorithms in different 1D signal deconvolution and
2D image restoration, in this paper no particular result is
shown, but the focus will be more on the comparison of these
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algorithms and in particular on their computational costs.

II. BASICS OF THE BAYESIAN APPROACH FOR
BLIND DECONVOLUTION

Assuming a forward convolution model g(t) = f(t) ∗
h(t) + ε(t) with additive noise, and discretized model, we
have:

g = h ∗ f + ε = Hf + ε = Fh+ ε, (2)

where f is the vector of the unknown input samples, h is
the vector of the unknown IRF samples, ε is the vector of
errors, H is a Toeplitz convolution matrix obtained from the
IRF h and F is a Toeplitz convolution matrix obtained from
the samples of the input f .

Using this forward model and assigning the forward
p(g|f ,h) and the prior laws p(f) and p(h), the Bayesian
approach starts with the expression of the joint posterior law

p(f ,h|g) =
p(g|f ,h) p(f) p(h)

p(g)
. (3)

From here, as we will see in the next sections, basically three
approaches have been proposed to estimate both f and h.
The first one is Joint Maximum A Posteriori (JMAP):

(f̂ , ĥ) = arg max
(f ,h)

{p(f ,h|g)} . (4)

The second one is based first on the computation of the
Marginal likelihood:

ĥ = arg max
h
{p(h|g)} (5)

followed by the MAP estimate

f̂ = arg max
f

{
p(f |ĥ, g)

}
. (6)

But as we will see the first step needs a marginalization
which is hard to do. However, the Bayesian Expectation-
Maximization (BEM) method tries to find a solution to this
method through an iterative algorithm which converges to a
local maximum of the marginal likelihood. The third one is
based on the approximation of this joint posterior in such a
way that its use can be done more easily. These methods are
summarized in the next three subsections.

II-A. Joint MAP

The first one is easily understood and linked to the
classical regularization, if we note that:

(f̂ , ĥ) = arg max
(f ,h)

{p(f ,h|g)}

= arg min
(f ,h)

{
JMAP(f ,h)

}
(7)

with

JMAP(f ,h) = − ln p(g|f ,h)− ln p(f)− ln p(h) (8)

which, with the following Gaussian priors : p(ε) = N (ε|0, vεI),
p(f) = N (f |0, vfI),
p(h) = N (h|0, vh(C ′hCh)−1)

(9)

becomes:

JMAP(f ,h)
= 1

vε
‖g − h ∗ f‖22) + 1

vf
‖f‖22 + 1

vh
‖Chh‖22

= 1
vε

[
‖g − h ∗ f‖22) + λf‖f‖22 + λh‖Chh‖22

]
.

(10)
where λf =

vf
vε

and λh = vh
vε

.

Noting that:
‖g − h ∗ f‖22 = ‖g −Hf‖22 = ‖g − Fh‖22,

its alternate optimization with respect to f (with fixed h)
and h (with fixed f ) result to:

Algorithm JMAP:

Initialization:

h(0) = h0, H = Convmtx(h(0))

Iterations:

f (k) = (H ′H + λfI)−1H ′g

F = Convmtx(f (k−1))

h(k) = (F ′F + λhC
′
hCh)−1F ′g

H = Convmtx(h(k−1))
(11)

We may note that the computation of f (k) and h(k) can
be done via gradient based optimization algorithms:{

f (k) = arg minf
{
JMAP(f ,h)

}
h(k) = arg minh

{
JMAP(f ,h)

} (12)

II-B. Algorithm BEM

The second method, needs first the integration (marginal-
ization):

p(h|g) =

∫
p(f ,h|g) df (13)

which can not often be done analytically and needs approx-
imation methods to obtain the solution. The Expectation-
Maximization (EM) and its Bayesian version try to find
this solution by alternate maximizing of some lower bound
p∗(h|g) to it. In summary, the BEM algorithm can be written
as a two step iterative algorithm:

• E step: Compute the Expected value:

Q(h,h(k−1)) = 〈ln p(f ,h|g)〉
p(f |h(k−1)

,g) (14)

which is now considered as a function of h.

• M step (Maximization):

h(k) = arg max
h

{
Q(h,h(k−1))

}
(15)
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It is shown that, subject to some mild conditions, this
algorithm converges to a local maximum of the marginal
likelihood.

For the Gaussian case, noting that

− ln p(f ,h|g) = c+ 1
2vε
JMAP(f ,h)

= c+ 1
2vε

[
‖g − h ∗ f‖22) + λf‖f‖22 + λh‖Chh‖22

]
(16)

where c is a constant which will be eliminated
since after. Now, looking at the expression of
〈− ln p(f ,h|g)〉

p(f |h(k−1)
,g) and keeping only the terms

depending on h we obtain:

< − ln p(f ,h|g) >
=< ‖g − h ∗ f‖22) > +λf < ‖f‖22) > +λh‖Chh‖22
=
[
‖g‖2 − 2g′H∗ < f > + < ‖Hf‖22 >

]
+λf < ‖f‖22) > +λh‖Chh‖22
=
[
‖g‖2 − 2g′H < f > +Tr

{
H < ff ′ >H ′

}]
+λh‖Chh‖22
=

[
‖g‖2 − 2g′H < f >

+Tr
{
H(Cov [f ] + < f >< f ′ >)H ′

} ]
+ λh‖Chh‖22

= 1
vε

[
‖g‖2 − 2g′ < F > h+ ‖ < F > h‖2+

Tr
{
HCov [f ]H ′

} ]
+ λh‖Chh‖22

=
[
‖g− < F > h‖2 + ‖Dfh‖2

]
+ λh‖Chh‖22

(17)
where we assumed that Tr

{
HCov [f ]H ′

}
can be written

as ‖Dfh‖2 which is possible. Then, with this relation, it is
easy to write down the Bayesian EM algorithm as follows:



Algorithm BEM:

Initialization:

h(0) = h0, H = Convmtx(h(0))

Iterations:

Σf = vε(H
′H + λfI)−1

f (k) = (H ′H + λfI)−1H ′g

F = Convmtx(f (k−1))
Tr
{
HΣfH

′} = ‖D′hh‖22
h(k) = (F ′F + λhC

′
hCh +D′hDh)−1F ′g

H = Convmtx(h(k−1))
(18)

II-C. Algorithm VBA

The third approach which, in some way, generalizes
BEM, is the VBA method which consists in approximat-
ing the joint posterior law p(f ,h|g) by a separable one
q(f ,h) = q1(f) q2(h) by minimizing the Kullback-Leibler

KL(q : p). It is easily shown that the alternate optimization
of this criterion results to the following iterative algorithm:

• E step: Compute the expected values
〈ln p(f ,h|g)〉q1 and 〈ln p(f ,h|g)〉q2 and deduce:q1(f |h(k)) ∝ exp

{
〈ln p(f ,h|g)〉

q2(h|f
(k−1)

)

}
q2(h|f (k)) ∝ exp

{
〈ln p(f ,h|g)〉

q1(f |h
(k−1)

)

}
(19)

• M step: f (k+1) = arg maxf

{
q2(h|h(k))

}
h(k+1) = arg maxh

{
q2(h|f (k))

}
(20)

Here too, it can be shown that with the Gaussian priors, we
obtain the following algorithm:

Algorithm VBA:

Initialization:

h(0) = h0; H = Convmtx(h(0))
Σf = vε(H

′H + λfI)−1

f = (H ′H + λfI)−1H ′g
F = Convmtx(f)
Tr
{
HΣfH

′} = ‖D′hh‖22
Iterations:

Σh = vε(F
′F + λhC

′
hCh +D′hDh)−1

h(k) = (F ′F + λhC
′
hCh + vεD

′
hDh)−1F ′g

H = Convmtx(h(k−1))
Tr
{
FΣhF

′} = ‖D′ff‖22
Σf = vε(H

′H + λfI + vεD
′
hDh)−1 = ‖D′ffh‖22

f (k) = (H ′H + λfI + vεD
′
fDf )−1H ′g

F = Convmtx(f (k−1))
Tr
{
HΣfH

′} = ‖D′hf‖22
(21)

II-D. Comparison between JMAP, BEM and VBA

Comparing the three algorithms JMAP (11), BEM (18)
and VBA (21), we can make the following remarks:

• In Joint MAP, there is no need to matrix inversion.
At each step, we can find f (k) and h(k) using an
optimization algorithm.

• In BEM, at each step, wee need to compute Σf

and do the matrix decomposition Tr
{
HΣfH

′} =
‖D′hhh‖22. This is a very costly operation due to the
size of the matrix H ′ and the matrix Σf .

• In VBA, at each step, wee need to compute Σf

and do the matrix decomposition Tr
{
HΣfH

′} =
‖D′hhh‖22 and also to compute Σf and do the
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matrix decomposition Tr
{
FΣhF

′} = ‖D′ffh‖22.
There are two very costly operations.

For practical applications, we have to write specialized
algorithm taking account of the particular structures of the
matrix operatorsH and F . In particular, in Blind deconvolu-
tion, these matrices are Toeplitz (or Block-Toeplitz) and we
can approximate them with appropriate circulant (or Bloc-
circulant) matrices and use the Fast Fourier Transform (FFT)
to write appropriate algorithms.

III. JMAP, BEM AND VBA WITH A STUDENT-T
PRIOR

As we are, in general, looking for a sharp input signal,
a Gaussian prior is not very appropriate. We may use any
sparsity enforcing priors. Between those prior law, one is
very interesting, the Student-t prior with its Infinite Gaussian
Mixture (IGM) property:

T (fj |ν, µj , vf ) =∫ ∞
0

N (fj |µj , z−1j vf )G(zj |ν/2, ν/2) dzj
(22)

where

N (fj |µj , z−1j vf ) =

(
2πvf
zj

)−1/2 exp
{
− 1

2vf
zj(fj − µj)2

} (23)

and
G(zj |α, β) =

βα

Γ(α)
zα−1j exp {−βzj} . (24)

This property can be used to propose a hierarchical
prior structure which can be used to propose a hierarchical
graphical generating model for the observed signal g which
can be summarized as follows:

p(ε|vε) = N (ε|0, vεI)
p(g|f ,h, vε) = N (g|h ∗ f , vεI),
p(h|vh) = N (h|0, vh(C ′hCh)−1)
p(f |z, vf ) = N (f |0, vfZ−1)
with Z = Diag[z1, · · · , zN ]

p(z|α, β) =
∏N
j=1 G(zj |α, β)

(25)

Then, from the expression of the joint posterior:

p(f , z,h|g)
∝ p(g|h,f) p(h|vh) p(f |z, vf ) p(z|α, β)
∝ N (g|h ∗ f , vεI)N (h|0, vh(C ′hCh)−1)

N (f |0, vfZ−1)
∏N
j=1 G(zj |α, β)

∝ exp
{
− 1
vε
JMAP(f , z,h)

} (26)

we can deduce the JMAP criterion:
JMAP(f , z,h) = ‖g − h ∗ f‖2 + λh‖Chh‖2

+λf‖Z1/2f‖2 + 2vε

[∑N
j=1(α− 1) ln zj + βzj

]
(27)

Using this expression, we can obtain easily the necessary
developments to describe the the algorithms JMAP, EM and
VBA for which, we added the appendix 2 to distinguish them
from the Gaussian models of the last section.



Algorithm JMAP2:

Initialization:

h(0) = h0, H = Convmtx(h(0)), z(0) = 1
Iterations:

f (k) = (H ′H + λfZ)−1H ′g

ẑ
(k)
j =

β̂j

α̂j

with α̂j = 1
2 + α and

β̂j = β + 1
2 + ‖g − h ∗ f‖2

F = Convmtx(f (k−1))

h(k) = (F ′F + λhC
′
hCh)−1F ′g

H = Convmtx(h(k−1))
(28)

where λf =
vf
vε

and λh = vh
vε

.

Following the same approach and finding the expressions
of 〈− ln p(f ,h|g)〉 with respect to the marginals p(f |h, g)
and p(h|f , g), we obtain the necessary relations for BEM
and VBA with the proposed hierarchical IGM prior. These
two algorithms are summarized in the following:



Algorithm BEM2:

Initialization:

h(0) = h0, H = Convmtx(h(0)), z(0) = 1

Iterations:

Σf = vε(H
′H + λfZ)−1

f (k) = (H ′H + λfZ)−1H ′g

F = Convmtx(f (k−1))
Tr
{
HΣfH

′} = ‖D′hhh‖22

ẑ
(k)
j =

β̂j

α̂j

with α̂j = 1
2 + α and

β̂j = β + 1
2 + g − h ∗ f‖2

h(k) = (F ′F + λhC
′
hCh +D′hDh)−1F ′g

H = Convmtx(h(k−1))
(29)
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Initialization:

h(0) = h0; H = Convmtx(h(0)), z(0) = 1;
Σf = vε(H

′H + λfI)−1

f = (H ′H + λfI)−1H ′g
F = Convmtx(f)
Tr
{
HΣfH

′} = ‖D′hhh‖22
Iterations:

Σh = vε(F
′F + λhC

′
hCh +D′hDh)−1

h(k) = (F ′F + λhC
′
hCh + vεD

′
hDh)−1F ′g

H = Convmtx(h(k−1))
Tr
{
FΣhF

′} = ‖D′ffh‖22
Σf = vε(H

′H + λfI + vεD
′
hDh)−1 = ‖D′ffh‖22

f (k) = (H ′H + λfI + vεD
′
fDf )−1H ′g

F = Convmtx(f (k−1))
Tr
{
HΣfH

′} = ‖D′hhh‖22

ẑ
(k)
j =

β̂j

α̂j

with α̂j = 1
2 + α and

β̂j = β + 1
2 + ‖g − h ∗ f‖2

(30)

As we can see the complexity of these algorithms with
the Student-t prior compared to the equivalent Gaussian
cases are not too much different. However, in real appli-
cations, still we need to do simplification. One way to go
ahead is to choose a full separable approximation.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we considered the blind deconvolution
problem in a Bayesian framework. Then, first, using Gaus-
sian priors, we compared three main algorithms based on
JMAP, BEM and VBA giving some insight and comparison
between these methods using a Gaussian prior for both IRF
h and the input signal f . Then, using a Gaussian prior for
the IRF but a Student-t prior for the images to enhance or to
account for the sparsity structure of the input signal, again,
we compared those three methods and their corresponding
algorithms. The main conclusion can be summarized as
follows:

- In JMAP, at each iteration, only the value of the previous
estimate of h and f are transferred to the next step. So, in
one hand, the computational cost of this approach is low
because there is no need for matrix inversion. At the other
hand, we do not know a lot about the convergence and the
properties of the obtained solution.

- In EM, the value of the IRF h is transferred, but for f , its
expected value and its uncertainty (covariance matrix) are
transferred for the next iteration computation of h. So, in
one hand, the computational cost of this approach is higher
than JMAP because here we need the computation of Σf

which needs a huge matrix inversion. At the other hand, we
know a little more about the convergence (to local maximum
of the marginal likelihood) and the properties of the obtained
solution.

- In VBA, at each step, not only the values of the estimates,
but also theirs uncertainties (in fact the whole approximated
marginal laws) are transferred. So, in one hand, the computa-
tional cost of this approach is still higher than BEM because
here we need the computation of Σf and Σh which needs
two huge dimensional matrix inversion. At the other hand,
not only we get the estimates of f and h but also their
approximated marginals q1(f) and q2(h), from which, we
can compute any statistical properties of these estimates.
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Abstract—Cardiovascular diseases are the leading cause of 

mortality worldwide. Research has shown that close monitoring can 

help improve the health of cardiovascular patients. Real-time 

monitoring of electrocardiograph (ECG) data can be performed 

with the advancement of wireless technology. This paper discusses 

the development and testing of a low-cost ECG monitoring system 

that uses a smartphone application.  This system utilizes an ECG 

sensor connected to an Arduino UNO microcontroller and an ultra-

low power RN-XV WiFly module for data communication. Real-

time ECG signals are displayed on a smartphone and can also be 

stored in cloud storage to provide references for doctors. The 

system has a simple architecture and is easy to set up for ECG 

monitoring.  

Keywords—cardiovascular; wireless technology; ECG 

monitoring system; RN-XV WiFly; Arduino microcontroller  

I.  INTRODUCTION  

The prevalence of cardiovascular diseases has recently 
increased to the point where they have become the leading 
cause of death worldwide. According to the 2012 World Health 
Organization statistics report [1], cardiovascular diseases 
account for the largest proportion of deaths from non-
communicable diseases (48%). The most common reason for 
critical delays in medical treatment is the lack of early warning 
and patient unawareness. The electrocardiograph (ECG) sensor 
has become one of the most commonly used diagnostic tests 
for monitoring heart activities. The accuracy of ECG depends 
on the condition being tested. In normal practice, ECG leads 
are attached to the body while the patient lies flat on a bed. For 
high-risk cardiac patients, ECG signals are the obvious data 
that should be collected continuously and given priority over 
other sensor data. Storing ECG signals for further analysis by 
cardiologists is also important [2]. What doctors actually prefer 
is to constantly monitor these parameters such that data 
regarding patient history and daily changes in condition are 
always available. When such findings and data points are 
accessible, early intervention can be made available to patients 
[3].  

Smartphones can be used to find information, purchase 

items, or make video calls through wireless networks. Many 

applications can now be run in smartphones. Reference [4] 

concluded that long term-Evolution (LTE) and LTE-A are 

good candidates for delivering biomedical data from the 

smartphones down to the recipients.  

This study presents a low-cost ECG monitoring system 

that uses a smartphone application. The system is intended for 

patients with a known cardiovascular disease who require 

round-the-clock monitoring. The proposed system is a 

portable device that is easy to use on patients. In addition, 

patients can upload ECG data to a cloud database, which can 

be used by doctors for future references. Such data can help 

improve diagnoses, save time for doctors, and save the lives of 

patients. 

II. PREVIOUS DEVELOPMENT ON WIRELESS ECG MONITORING 

Observational studies conducted in [5] suggest that 
telemonitoring (either used alone or as part of a 
multidisciplinary approach) may decrease hospitalizations and 
readmission rates among patients with heart failure. Reference 
[6] conducted a randomized controlled trial to test the effect of 
3 months of patient care via home monitoring. This trial 
collected 12-lead ECG data during video consultations with 
clinic staff. The authors reported improved patient outcomes. 
The ECG signal can be transmitted to smartphones through 
Bluetooth IEEE 802.15.1 [7]. The system can efficiently 
detect and transmit high-quality ECG waves. This application 
can run on smartphones wherein ECG signals are plotted with 
body temperature and blood pressure. This system can also 
track patient location. The functions of the software can be 
improved by adding some algorithms to propagate diagnostic 
ECG waves. The disadvantage of this system is its high power 
consumption, which is mainly attributed to the type of 
microcontroller used and to Bluetooth. 

A Wearable Mobile Electrocardiogram Monitoring System 
(WMES) mainly consists of a wearable ECG acquisition 
device, a mobile phone with global positioning system, and 
healthcare server [8]. With the wireless communication 
technique, WMEMS can monitor patient’s heart rate 
continuously anywhere in the globe if they are under GSM’s 
coverage cellular network. Therefore, the WMEMS provides a 
good system prototype for ECG telemedicine applications. 

 Reference [9] stated that the iPhone, iPod Touch, and iPad 
have been accepted as target media for mobile health (m-
health). Many developers of m-health applications have 
chosen iOS devices to provide convenient tools to consumers. 
This situation has been proven by the increasing number of m-
health applications. Such applications exhibit great potential in 
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public health care and health education. Advancements in 
mobile and wireless health care solutions contribute to 
different aspects of our lives ranging from diagnosis to 
treatment of various health problems such as cardiovascular 
diseases in [9]. If any abnormalities are found, the patient will 
be notified through an audible alarm and first aid techniques 
will be shown to the patient in the phone’s display [10]. 
Android applications are also part of the diverse groups of 
products that can provide health care solutions. These 
applications have also been adapted as references for 
developing Bluetooth applications in the Android platform. 
Reference [11] proposed that telemedicine can be applied to a 
greater extent in cardiology wherein ECG serves as a primary 
tool. Patient vital signs, such as ECG, heart rate, respiratory 
rate, temperature, and peripheral capillary oxygen saturation 
values, are captured and entered into the database. Then, the 
data are uploaded to a web-based server, which sends them to 
doctor phones with Android technology. Clifton et al. 
explained that several technologies that promise to 
significantly improve patient care are currently available or 
are being developed [12]. Vital sign recordings can be 
enhanced by automated transmission of the measured 
parameters to an electronic patient record. Therefore, these 
technologies should be carefully executed because poor-
quality deployment can lead to bad patient care.  

III. METHODOLOGY 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Fig. 1. Complete m-Cardiac system architecture 

 
The proposed m-cardiac system is shown in Fig. 1. The 

system consists of ECG electrodes with an embedded Arduino 
microcontroller placed in a belt under the chest and belly of a 
patient. The RN-XV WiFly module is used as the 
communication medium to transmit ECG data to mobile 
phones. Real-time ECG data are displayed by using a mobile 
application. The application then sends the data via WLAN or 
GPRS to a patient medical profile (PMP), i.e., a personalized 
cloud-based health data center. The huge amount of health 
data is processed by using a specific algorithm tool. This tool 
performs real-time classification of vital signs based on data 
mining techniques. 

We work with a three-lead ECG sensor in our prototype. 
Noise, interference, and non-rest conditions of the patient can 
contaminate signals. This condition implies that focus should 
be placed on extreme ECG signals. We used Lead II (Fig. 2) 

in the proposed ECG monitoring system because the voltage 
from the right arm to the left leg provides the strongest signal 
as it moves across the heart. Electrode placement on the 
human body is shown in Fig. 3.  

 

Fig. 2. ECG leads as explained in McGill Physiology Virtual Laboratory [10] 

 

The block diagram of the proposed wireless ECG 

monitoring system is shown in Fig. 4. The system consists of 

the following: i) ECG  electrodes, ii) microcontroller Arduino, 

iii) e-health kit, iv) the RN-XV WiFly module, v) smartphone, 

and vi) database.  

 

 
Fig. 3. Electrode placement as suggested in Libelium Comunicaciones 
Distribuidas [11] 

A. Hardware System 

The hardware system has a significant role in the operation 

of the proposed ECG monitoring system. We will provide a 

brief introduction to the sensor and the microcontroller in this 

section. 
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Fig. 4. Architecture of the proposed system 

 
Arduino UNO is the main component used in the proposed 

system. It processes signals sent by the biosensors. This 
microcontroller board is based on ATMega328 and consists of 
14 digital pin entries (input) and 6 analog productions 
(output), a 16 MHz ceramic resonator, a USB connection, a 
power jack, an In-Circuit Serial Programming header, and a 
reset button. Arduino UNO possesses the necessary features 
required to support the microcontroller by connecting it to a 
computer through a USB cable. The RN-XV WiFly is used to 
establish communication between the microcontroller and the 
smartphone. This module functions as a Wi-Fi antenna for 
transmitting data from the Arduino to the smartphone, as 
shown in Fig. 8.   

B. Software System 

For the software system, we use Arduino for programming 

and Tera Term to configure the RN-XV WiFly module. The 

connection properties of Tera Term are shown in Fig. 7. 

Before connecting the smartphone to the RN-XV WiFly 

module (Fig. 8), the module should be configured first. Tera 

Term is used to set up the IP address of the module to perform 

this process.  

An Xbee USB adapter is connected to the RN-XV WiFly 

module to produce a serial connection during configuration. 

Configurations for Android (Fig. 4) and iOS (Fig. 5) are 

performed independently.   

 

 
 

Fig. 5. iOS configuration on the RN-XV WiFly module 

 
 
Fig. 6. Android configuration on the RN-XV WiFly module 

 

 
 

Fig. 7. Tera Term connection properties 

 

 
 

Fig. 8. The RN-XV WiFly module connected to a smartphone 

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

This chapter, which presents the results, is divided into two 

parts: (1) the serial monitor for the desktop and (2) data 

transmitted to smartphones. The output is initially tested on 

the serial monitor (Fig. 9) to ensure that the sensor is fully 

operational before being displayed on a smartphone. The 

smartphone processes sensor data. Raw data are then 

converted into ECG signals via Gaussian process regression to 

RN-XV 

WiFly 
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eliminate noise. This algorithm will be further improved to 

generate ECG signal more accurately. The final ECG signal is 

shown on the smartphone based on Fig. 10 and Fig. 11. In Fig. 

10, due to low sampling rate, the ECG signal appears 

inaccurately.  

 

 
 

Fig. 9. ECG signals verified by using the serial monitor Arduino 

 

 

Fig. 10. Output on an iOS smartphone 

 

 

Fig. 11. Output on an Android smartphone 

 

Users also have the option to store data in text form in 
PMP, as shown Fig. 12. Doctors can replot ECG data for a 
particular period that requires attention. 

 

 
 

Fig. 12. ECG data stored in a cloud database 

V. CONCLUSION 

 

An m-cardiac wireless ECG monitoring system that uses 

smartphones has been developed. We have constructed a 

working prototype that focuses on ECG sensors. In addition, 

the features of the ultra-low RN-XV WiFly module as a 

communication medium between microcontrollers and 

smartphones have been described. This system helps reduce 

the number of times that lithium batteries should be recharged. 

ECG data that have been saved in the database can be 

retrieved by doctors for future reference. The target users for 

our application are patients who have suffered from a heart 

attack or at high risk of suffering from a heart attack. We have 

learned from discussions with cardiologists that these patients 

are worried that a heart attack may occur/reoccur, and thus, 

are willing to wear a monitoring device that can help reassure 

them of their safety. Intrusiveness is not an issue for these 

highly motivated patients.  
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Abstract -- This paper presents an e-learning tool for exploring 
the back-propagation neural network architecture. It is 
developed using MS Visual Studio / Visual C++ 2012. It is 
context sensitive meaning that it displays systems dynamic 
equations according to the context. Functionality of the 
developed package include: 1. At its highest-level, the 
software has two modes of operation: the training mode and 
the recall mode. 2. While in training mode, it has two sub-
modes: one is for the learning and the other is for application-
development. 3. In learning mode, the software generates text-
output traces corresponding to each step in the top-down 
design of the neural network architecture. 4. The generated 
numeric traces have dual-usage: they can be used either for 
learning purposes or for generating class room tests. 5. While 
training at application-level, software displays only the input-
output relations -- before and after the training values, as the 
goal here is to develop an application. 6. In training mode the 
software generates a cumulative error-index to monitor the 
progress of the network training both at the application-level 
as well as at the individual measurement data pair-level. 7. It 
enables you to include the network training termination 
criteria. 8. At the end of the network training, it is stores the 
trained network into a text-file. 9. In test or recall mode, the 
trained network is retrieved from the stored-file, and then it 
generates the network response due to a test input. 10. The 
software is essentially tailored for class room teaching and for 
creating class-room tests.  

Key Words: BP Neural Network; e-Learing tool; Context-
sensitive help; Modeling and simulation; Educational 
software. 

I. INTRODUCTION 
Back propagation neural network architecture is complex 

and it requires a good e-learning tool to master its 
understanding [1, 2]. Some of the commercial and open-source 
BP-NNA software packages include: 1. MathWorks Neural 
Network Toolbox [3]; 2. Back-propagation neural network 
software from soft112.com [4]; 3. BP-C#-program by 
McCaffrey [4]; 4. Neural network C#-libraries from 
codeproject [5]; 5. Griiffith’s-trace [7]; 6. Wikipedia has 
excellent review on neural network software [8]. Each of the 
above tools have their own merits, the tool presented in this 
paper excels for learning and teaching. Our output trace 
generated is similar to the one in Griiffith’s-trace [7] with 
exception of embedded system dynamic equations. The 
following sections describe the BP e-Learing tool. 

II. BACK-PROPAGATION NEURAL NET 
ARCHITECTURE 

Fig. 1 shows the architecture of the back-propagation neural 
network architecture with one hidden layer. One can have any 
number of hidden layers in the back-propagation network [1]. 
Typically there are two hidden layers, but one is sufficient for 
majority of the applications. In this software we have used one 
hidden layer to simplify overall network complexity. As 
shown, it is a multi-layer, fully-connected, feed-forward 
network. The three layers are: the input layer (in), the hidden-
layer (hl), and the output-layer (ol).  

 
Figure 1. Back-propagation Neural Network Architecture. 
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The weight-matrices of the input-layers, hidden-layer, and the 
output-layer are correspondingly denoted as Win, Whl, and 
Wout.  Initially all its weight matrices are initialized with 
small adaptive random weights (Ad-Rnd-Wts) between ± 0.1. 
A bias-elements B (the 0th-element) is added to the input and 
the hidden-layer. How information is processed within each of 
the neural elements is specified by their neurodynamics. The 
neurodynamics is a combination of a summation function SF 
followed by a transfer function TF. All of the layers use the 
weighted summation function (weighted-sum). The transfer 
function, however, can be different for each layer. Input and 
the hidden-layers can have sine or sigmoid or tanh transfer 
functions (S/G/T). Output layer can also have above three 
transfer functions; however, we have fixed it as sigmoid to 
simplify the complexity of the network training algorithm. 
One can have any number of elements in each layer (INmax, 
HLmax, OLmax). This educational version of the software 
number of elements is limited to 25. For each layer the 
internal activations are denoted by I or sum (Iin, Ihl, Iout) and 
the corresponding output activations denoted as Y or act (Yin, 
Yhl, Yout).  

III. BP NETWORK TRAINING MODE 
The training of BP-network involves the following steps: 

1a. Initialize the network weights with small random weights: 

 k
ji = rand(-0.1, +0.1)W  (1) 

where, k is the layer number: k = 0, is the primary input layer 
PI; k = 1, is the input-layer IL; k = 2, is the hidden layer HL; 
and k = 3, is the output layer OL. k

jiW , is the weight from i-
th-element in (k-1)-th layer to the j-th-element in k-th layer. 

1b. Set initial values: Initialize the training cycle number to 
zero: n = 0; and tolerable error-level to a desirable value: 
TssTh = typically 0.1. 

2. Set initial values for each epoch of training cycle: Initialize 
pattern number to zero: p = 0; Global and local error-flags to 
zero: flagG = 0, flagL = 0. An error occurs when the computed 
value is different from the desired value. 

3. Do a forward-pass: apply the primary input vector Xp to 
the network and compute the corresponding output vector 
Yout. The generalized equations to compute internal 
activations Is and corresponding output activations Ys for any 
layer is given by: 

 
Nk k -1kk

j ji i
i = 0

=  *WI X∑  (2) 

 k k
kj j=  *Y TF I  (3) 

Here, X0 represents primary input vector X; TF3 is the TF for 
the output layer which is fixed as sigmoid in this software; and 
TF1 and TF2 are the TFs for the input and the hidden layer 
TFs which can be any one of sine or sigmoid or tanh. 
Individual layer internal activations corresponding outputs are 

given by the following sets of equations. Input layer sums Is 
and acts Ys are given by: 

 
PImax

*j piji
i = 0

= WinIin X∑  (4) 

 j 1=  *Yin TF Iin j  (5) 

With TF1 = sigmoid, Yin is given by: 

 j - (Iinj *G)
1=Yin

1+ e
 (6) 

where G is the gain factor and is usually between 1 and 10. 
Hidden layer sums and acts are given by: 

 
Ilmax

*j iji
i = 0

= WhlIhl Yin∑  (7) 

 j 2=  *Yhl TF Ihl j  (8) 

Output layer sums and acts are given by: 

 
Hlmax

* ij ji
i = 0

=Iol Wol Yhl∑  (9) 

 3j=  *Yol IolTF j  (10) 

In this software TF3 is sigmoid. 

4. Compute Tssp: find the mean square error of the current 
pattern: 

 
N3 23 3

p pj j
3 j= 0

1 ( - )= D YTss
N

∑  (11) 

Here, Dp and Y are desired and the correspondingly computed 
values at the output layer.  

If 3 3
pj j( - ) > TssThD Y for any j = 1,..N3;  

    then set flagL = flagG = 1; else Go to step 6. 

5a. Find error functions, weight-changes; and new weights 
If flagL = 1, compute error functions δs for each element; the 
weight-changes DWs; and the new weights W’s. The error 
functions are needed to find weight-changes to the network. 
Error functions at the output-layer, with sigmoid TF, are given 
by: 

 3 3 3 3 3
j j j j j= (1- )*( - )δ Y Y D Y  (12) 
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Here, 3 is the output-layer number. The error function is a 
product of gradient * error. In (12) the gradient is Y(1 – Y), 
and the error is (D - Y). The gradient for different TFs is 
different, for sigmoid it is Y(1 –Y) [1]. The error in known at 
the output-layer, as the desired value D and correspondingly 
computed value Y are known. For other lower-level layers Ys 
are known but not the desired values Ds. 
The generic error functions for the other-layers are computed 
as: 

Nk+1 k +1k k+1k k
mj j j jm

m =1
= (1- ) * δδ WY Y ∑  (13) 

That is, error-functions of the lower-level layers are computed 
from the upper-level layers. The error functions for the hidden 
layer elements are computed as: 

OLmax
j jj jm m

m =1
= (1- )*  δhl Wol δolYhl Yhl ∑  (14) 

Here, the error of a hidden layer element is computed as the 
weighted summation of the output-layer error-functions. For 
each value of j, m varies from 1 to OLmax. The error 
functions for the input layer elements are computed as: 

HLmax
j jj jm m

m =1
= (1- )*  δin Whl δhlYin Yin ∑  (15) 

Here, the error of an input layer element is computed as the 
weighted summation of the hidden-layer error-functions. 

5b. Find weight changes:  
Find weight changes from primary inputs to the input-layer 
elements, DWin: 

 piji j=α*  *DWin δin X  (16) 

Here, α is the training coefficient ranging from 0.1 to 1.0; i = 
0,..,PImax; and j = 1,..ILmax. Find weight changes from 
input-layer-elements to the hidden-layer elements, DWhl: 

 iji j=α*  *DWhl δhl Yin  (17) 

Here, i = 0,..,ILmax; and j = 1,..HLmax.  
Find weight changes from hidden-layer-elements to the 
output-layer elements, DWol: 

 iji j=α*  *DWol δol Yhl  (18) 

Here, i = 0,..,HLmax; and j = 1,..OLmax.  

5c. Find new weights W(n+1):  

New weights W(n+1) are computed as the old weights W(n) 
plus the weight-changes DW(n), n being the previous cycle 
and n+1 is the current cycle: 

ji ji ji=  +Win(n +1) Win(n ) DWin(n )  (19) 

ji ji ji=  +Whl(n +1) Whl(n ) DWhl(n )  (20) 

ji ji ji=  +Wol(n +1) Wol(n ) DWol(n )  (21) 

6. Go to next pattern to train:  
    Set p = p + 1; if (p < pmax) go to Step 3. 

7a. Compute TssC:  
Normalized cumulative error, in cycle n, of all patterns is 
given as: 

pmax -1

i
i = 0

1TssC(n) = * Tssp
pmax ∑  (22) 

7b. Go to next epoch-training: 

If flagG = 0; then Go to Step 8. 
Else Set n = n + 1; then Go to Step 2.  

That is, repeat Steps 2 through 7 until all patterns are trained 
with acceptable error. 

8. Write trained network to a file; Write cumulative network 
error TssC to a file; End network training. 

IV. BP RECALL MODE 
In recall or test mode, for given test input X, the network 

estimates Yout by successively computing activation vectors 
Yin, Yhl, and Yout. The estimated Yout-response will be the 
nearest output-match corresponding to the entered input. You 
can enter into the recall mode only after the network is trained. 
In this mode, first the trained network is read from bp-ckt.txt 
file which is generated at the end of training mode. For a test 
input X it finds the corresponding output Yout. The activation 
vectors Yin, Yhl, and Yout are computed as: 

PImax
1

j 1 j 1 ijij
i = 0

= = *  = * *WinYin Y TF Iin TF X∑  (23) 

ILMax
2

j 2 j 2 ijij
i = 0

= = *  = * *WhlYhl Y TF Ihl TF Yin∑  (24) 

HLmax
3

3 3 ij j jij
i = 0

= = *  = * *Yout Iout WoutY TF TF Yhl∑  (25) 

In (23), j = 1,..ILmax;  in (24), j = 1,..JLmax;  and in (25), j = 
1,..OLmax;
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V. THE BP-SOFTWARE ARCHITECTURE 
Fig. 2 shows the overall architecture of the BP-software. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 2. The BP-Software Architecture. 

In Fig. 2, bp-infile.txt is the input data file; bp-outfile-training-
mode.txt is the output trace generated during the network 
training; bp-outfile-ckt.txt is the output file that contains the 
trained bp-network; bp-outfile-recall-mode.txt is the output 
simulation trace generated during the network recall. 

VI. THE BP-SIMULATOR: OUTPUT SIMULATION 
TRACE: TRAINING MODE 

Table 1is the input data file to run the network in learning 
mode. The tables 2 through 7 are the generated output files in 
different modes of BP-simulation. The table 1 input data file 
contains network specification – number of elements in each 
layer of the BP-network; their transfer functions; percenatage 
of weight changes to make in each successive cycle of 
training; training termination criteria; and the patterns to train. 
Table 2 is the output simulation trace while network is in 
learning-training-mode; this trace is useful for learning about 
the BP-network; it can also be used for test generation – 
formulation of numeric problems on BP-NNA. Major phases 
of training include: 1. doing forward-pass – where activations 
of each element of the network are computed for a given input 
vector X; 2. finding the error functions for each element of the 
network; 3. finding weight-changes to the network weights; 4. 
finding new weights of the network; and finally 5. finding 
cumulative network error TssC. Table 3 contains the trained 
BP-network -- the number elements in each layer; each-layer’s 
transfer functions; and the trained network weights. Table 4 
gives the cumulative RMS-error in successive cycles of 
training. This is also shown in a chart-form in Fig. 3. The 
network is continues to be trained until the network’s 
cumulative error TssC is less than the set threshold error 
TssTh. For the trained network shown in Tables 2; it took 61 
cycles to train with an initial error of 0.51. Table 5 contains an 
input-data file to train BP-network in application-development 

mode with multiple-patterns. Table 6 is the corresponding 
output simulation trace. Here the details of training are 
disabled; the emphasis is placed on the application 
development. Table 7 contains the output simulation while BP 
is in recall mode or test mode. Various phases of network 
recall include: 1. reading and printing the trained network; 2. 
for a given input vector X, doing forward-pass to find Yout; 
and 3. prompting how to terminate the recall session. 

 
Figure 3. Cumulative network RMS-error in successive 
training cycles: TssC 

VII. CONCLUSIONS 
This paper presents Back-Propagation Neural Network 

Architecture software for educational use. Back-propagation is 
a complex neural network; e-learning tool such as the one 
presented in this paper will be an invaluable tool for mastery 
of the BP-network. 
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Abstract -- This paper presents modular fuzzy logic expert 
system software, written in C++, for building real-time 
autonomous mobile robots. The source can be used with any 
microcontroller that supports C++ such as Arduino-
microcontrollers. The software is a fuzzy logic expert system 
FLES simulator. It can be used to simulate an FLES off-line; 
or can be downloaded into a microcontroller to operate in real-
time. The software is modularized so that it can be used with 
any controller or estimation type of applications. The 
embeddable-software has four, three-input and one-output, 
modules. The three input modules represent FLES sub-
sections in the form its: rule-based knowledge base; 
input/output variables with their corresponding membership 
functions; and the sensed input variable values. The output 
module containing the generated output signals. It also 
generates text-based output simulation trace illustrating the 
detailed sequential steps executed by the inference engine. 
While operating off-line, the three input modules are 
represented by three input data files and the output module by 
a generated output file. While operating in real-time, the 
knowledge-base and the i/o membership functions are merged 
into the FLES C++ code; the input signals and the outputs 
signals are mapped to the microcontroller’s i/o-ports. In real-
time mode the output simulation trace can be disabled. We 
have embedded this software into Arduino-Uno-Due 
microcontrollers to built two mobile-RT-FLES: One an FLES 
for precise estimation of battery state of charge SoC; and the 
other an FLES to implement the classical controller for 
balancing an inverted pendulum. 

Key Words: Fuzzy Logic Expert Systems; Fuzzy Logic 
Controllers; Embeddable Software; Micro-controllers; 
Autonomous mobile robots. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Fuzzy logic expert systems have been used for variety 
applications [1, 2]. This paper is on using FLES to solve 
control [3, 4] and estimation problems [5]. Fuzzy logic 
controllers FLCs are attractive because they are robust, 
multiple in and multiple out, and simpler to implement. FLCs 
are suitable to run on PCs main-frame computers and on 
microcontrollers. To make them mobile one should run them 
on microcontrollers. If microcontrollers are used, the 
commercial FLES-software packages are difficult use. One 
needs to write their own FLES source code. The software 
presented is in this paper is one such code to run on the 
microcontrollers. It is modularly-structured so it can used with 

any application. The following sections describe this 
microcontroller-embeddable FLES software.  

II. EMBEDDABLE FLES SOFTWARE FOR 
AUTONOMOUS MOBILE ROBOTS 

Fig. 1 shows the five basic elements of the FLES: 
Knowledge base KB, Inference engine IE, User interface UI, 
Input-fuzzifier, and output-defuzzifier. The Knowledge base 
KB is a set of empirical rules by which the overall system 
behavior is summarized. In an empirical rule the input/output 
values are in linguistic-form such as positive-small ps, 
negative-large nl, and positive-medium pm. Inference engine 
IE is the kernel of the FLC that executes all of the sequential 
steps involved in the overall execution of the FLC, starting 
from reading the inputs till the control outputs are generated. 
These steps are described in the following section. Input-
fuzzifier converts absolute values into linguistic values. Here 
the absolute input variable values are expressed as a function 
of the membership functions of the input variables IMFs. 
Output-defuzzifier converts fuzzy or linguistic values into 
absolute values. The computing system is the one on which 
the FLC-kernel is executed. For off-line applications it is 
usually a personal computer. For on-line autonomous mobile 
applications, it should be a microcontroller. 

 
Figure 1. Basic elements of an FLES for control applications.  
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III. THE FLES SOFTWARE ARCHITECTURE 

Fig.2 shows the overall architecture of the embeddable 
software. It has four, three-input and one-output, modules. The 
first input module reads sensor values in absolute form. The 
second input module has membership functions of the input 
and the output variables. The third input module has the 
knowledge base of the system in the form of a rule-set. The 
output-module generates defuzzified output signals. 

 
Figure 2. Embeddable FLES-software architecture.  

While running off-line (in simulation-mode) on a personal 
computer, the inputs are read from three input files and the 
output is stored into an output file. While running on a real-
time autonomous robot’s micro-controller, the input 
knowledge base and the membership functions are merged 
into the FLES-source code. Sensory inputs are mapped to the 
analog-input-ports of the controller; and the outputs are 
mapped to a controller’s analog output-ports. Overall 
execution sequence of the inference engine, to implement 
FLC, is detailed in the following section. 

IV. FLC-KERNEL: EXECUTION SEQUENCE OF THE 
INFERENCE ENGINE 

Step-by-step sequences of tasks executed by the inference 
engine are as follows: 
IE1: Fuzzify input variables 

Express input variables as a percentage of the input 
membership functions IMFs. Translate inputs into 
linguistic form. 

IE2: Find the activated rule-set Ra 
Find the rule set Ra in the KB, where their input-variable-
value requirements match with the current input-values in 
their linguistic form. 

IE3: Find effective input membership function eimf-Ri for 
each of the activated rule-Rai. 
Example: assuming there are two input variables in1 and 
in2 and the rules are logically ANDed such as: 
if (in1 is ns) AND (in2 is pm) then y is nm. 

        eimf-Rai = min(in1v-Rai, in2v-Rai), 
        eimf-Raj = min(in1v-Raj,in2v-Raj), 

       where eimf-Rai is the effective input membership 
function of the active rule Rai. in1v-Rai and in2v-Rai are 
the fuzzified values of in1 and in2 in Rai. Similarly, eimf-
Raj is the effective input membership function of the rule 
Raj; in1v-Raj and in2v-Rj are fuzzified values of in1 and 
in2 in Raj. The fuzzified variable values in1v and in2v 
being expressed as a percentage of the input membership 
functions. To find eimf, select minimum of in1v and in2v. 

IE4: Find the final rule to execute with its eimf and eomf 
among the active-rules identify the rule to execute:  
Rule to fire Rf = R with: max(eimf-Rai, eimf-Raj, …) 
a. Select the rule Rf corresponding to the maximum of the  
    eimfs  
b. eimf-Rf = min(in1v-Rf, in2v-Rf)  
c. eomf-Rf = omf-Rf (with one output variable) 
    with multiple output variables eomf should be  
    computed similar to the eimf. 

IE5: Find defuzzified control output y  
output = eimf * eomf 
y = eimf-Rf * eomf-Rf 

The embeddable software presented in this paper executes 
these five steps in sequence. It is also generates an output 
simulation trace corresponding to each of these steps. This 
output trace is illustrated in the following section for solving a 
specific control problem. 

V. TEST RESULTS: THE FLES OUTPUT SIMULATION 
TRACE 

Test results of the software are presented in the form of 
solving a specific control problem. The control problem of this 
case study is to balance the inverted pendulum IP using a cart 
driven by dc-motors as shown in Fig. 3. The function of the 
controller is to keep the IP straight-up. When the pendulum 
tilts away from the center by θ (angle a), degrees, at a rate of 
dθ/dt (derivative of the angle da); then the controller must 
generate a control signal to move cart by x-units in the right 
direction at right rate of dx/dt. The movement of the cart is 
proportional to dc-motor current mc. If the motor is controlled 
at fixed interval then dx/dt is not needed. The problem now 
has two input variables a and da and one output variable mc. 
The FLES configuration of this problem is shown in Fig. 4. 
The input membership functions IMFs for the input variables a 
and da are shown in Fig. 5. The triangular MFs are represented 
by three vertices in the output simulation trace as shown in 
Table 4. For example, imf-nm has vertices p0, p1, p2: -54, -36, 
-18. The fuzzified or linguistic value of the variable is “nm”. 
Input variables a and da have min/max values of: -54/+54; and 
units of degrees and degrees/sec respectively. The range is 
from -54 to +54 with 7 membership functions each. Fig. 6 
shows the output membership function OMF for the output 
variable mc. It also has 7 membership functions but they are 
singleton. The knowledge base used for the IP-problem shown 
is shown in Fig. 7. The final goal now is for a given sensed 
values of a and da the FLC must generate the appropriate 
motor current mc. 
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In the software: the sensed values of a and da are specified 
through an input file “infile1-SenData.txt” as shown in Table 
1. The input/output membership functions are specified 
through the input file “infile2-IOMFs.txt”, refer to Table 2. 
The knowledge base is specified through another input file 
“infile3-KB.txt”, this is shown in Table 3. The generated 
output is stored into an output file “fles-outfile.txt”, this file is 
shown in Table 4. 

While operating in real-time the knowledge base and the 
MFs are merged into the FLES-source code. Sensed input 
values and the generated outputs are mapped to i/o-ports of the 
microcontroller being used. Depending on the problem the 
input, the output, and the knowledge base modules can be 
specified accordingly. It includes the name and units of input 
and output variables; the IMFs and the number of IMFs, 
OMFs and the number OMFs, and finally the KB. 

The detailed results of execution tasks IE1 through IE5 of 
the inference engine, specified in section IV, are shown in 
Table 4. This can be disabled in on-line mode. In this table, 
the initial sections A, B, and C will display input data to the 
FLC. This includes the sensor data of the input variables; the 
input/output membership functions; and the knowledge base 
of the problem. The task here is to build an FLC to balance an 
inverted pendulum problem. It is a two-input and one-output 
problem. The input variable values for the FLC are: the 
pendulum’s angular displacement (angle a) is -12.0 degrees 
away from the center, and rate of angular displacement 
(derivative of angle da) is -3.0 degrees/sec. Input variables in1 
and in2 both have 7 membership functions. Minimum and 
maximum values are -54 to +54 with 18-units between the 
vertices with units of degrees for in1 and degrees/sec for in2. 
The output variable mc has 7-MFs with minimum and 
maximum of -18 ma and +18 ma with 6 ma separation. The 
mc linguistic values ranging from negative-large (nl) to 
positive-large (pl). The knowledge base of the IP-problem is 
specified by 13-rules denoted as R0-to-R12. These are 
logically ANDed-rules.  

The 5-step procedure by which the inference engine 
generates the control signal from the sensor input data is 
shown in section-D of Table 4. The five steps are denoted as: 
IE1 through IE5.  

The IE1-Trace: In IE1 the input variables 
are fuzzified: for in1 = -12 degrees, the 
fuzzified values are: (12/18)-ns or 
(6/18)-zr; and for in2 = -3 degrees/sec, 
the fuzzified values are: (3/18)-ns or 
(15/18)-zr. 

The IE2-trace: In IE2 active rule set Ra 
is determined: the activated rules are R7 
and R8. Ra = {R7, R8}. 

The IE3-trace: In IE3 effective input 
membership functions eIMF-Rai for each 
active rule Rai is determined:  
eIMF-R7 = (12/18)-ns; 
eIMF-R8 = (6/18)-zr; 

The IE4-trace: In IE4 Rule to be fired is 
determined:  
Rule fired = max(eIMFs) = eIMF-R7 = 
(12/18); 
Rule fired is R7 

The IE5-trace: In IE5 find output – motor 
current mc:  
output = eIMF * eOMF = (12/18) * ps  
       = (12/18) * 6.0 = 4.0 mille-amps 

VI. CONCLUSIONS 

This paper presents embeddable FLC-software-code that 
can be downloaded into microcontrollers to build autonomous 
mobile-robots. We have used this software to implement two 
fuzzy logic systems, one is an estimation problems and the 
other a control problem. The estimation problem is an 
application one that is used for precise estimation of the 
battery’s state of charge SoC [5]. For this we have used 
Handyboard that supports interactive C. This required partial 
modification C++ into interactive-C. Recently we have 
implemented the same application on Arduino-Due 
microcontroller. The other is a control application that we 
have implemented is to balance an inverted pendulum. This is 
again implemented on a Arduino-Due microcontroller. This is 
an autonomous robot. The current microcontrollers are very 
powerful yet very inexpensive (under $50). With your own 
embeddable source-code, such as the one presented in this 
paper, one can build extremely complex yet inexpensive 
mobile-FLC. 
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Abstract—Recently, the need of a low-cost, rapid, selective 

and sensitive method for detecting bacterial pathogens in medical 

diagnosis, and food-safety inspection has become a prevalent 

demand. Traditional methods, such as polymerase chain reaction 

and cell culture techniques take several hours to days to give 

accurate results, and require bulky, expensive equipment. In this 

paper, the MLoC system, including optical approach that has 

been used to create a compact and portable immunosensor for 

sensitive and rapid detection of bacteria, will be introduced as a 

novel technique. However, MLoC system requires laser-induced 

fluorescence and is neither low-cost nor quantitative, therefore 

making it suboptimal for point-of-care diagnostic purposes. 

MLoC technology includes, amongst other techniques, optical 

biosensing, which uses bacteria and bacteriophages (phages) as 

biological detecting elements, along with red laser 650 nm as an 

excitation source to identify bacteria rapidly and safely. 

Keywords— Fluorescent; VPNP; MLoC; Bactria; 

Bacteriophages; Microfluidic channel 

I.  INTRODUCTION 

In this paper, a new generation of multibiosensors named 
MLoC that includes optical biosensor where a fluorescence 
spectroscopy as a sensing mechanism has been introduced 
[1][2], employing bacteriophage or phageorganisms as 
recognition elements to detect deadly bacteria such as E-Coli 
and Salmonella. Fluorescence spectroscopy can be applied to a 
wide range of problems in the chemical and biological 
sciences. The measurements can provide information on a wide 
range of molecular processes, including the interactions of 
solvent molecules with fluorophores, rotational diffusion of 
biomolecules, binding interactions, conformational changes, 
and distances between sites on biomolecules. Advances in 
technology for cellular imaging and single-molecule detection 
are expanding the usefulness of fluorescence. These advances 
in fluorescence technology are fast response times, easy 
implementation, stand-off detection, and decreasing the cost 
and complexity of previously complex instruments. 
Fluorescence spectroscopy will continue to contribute to rapid 
advances in biology, biotechnology, medical diagnostics, DNA 
sequencing, forensics, genetic analysis and nanotechnology [3]. 
Fluorescence detection is highly sensitive, and there is no 
longer the need for the expense and difficulties of handling 
radioactive tracers for most biochemical measurements. There 
has been dramatic growth in the use of fluorescence for cellular 

and molecular imaging. Fluorescence imaging can reveal the 
localization and measurements of intracellular molecules, 
sometimes at the level of single-molecule detection. 

Typically, fluorescence based sensors excite optically 
active recognition elements that are selective to particular 
media (i.e. LB). Emission from the bacteriophage, at 
wavelengths longer than the excitation wavelength, is 
monitored and provides information regarding the 
concentration of multiple bacteria or viruses in real-time. Thus, 
in this technique, it is important to immobilize the 
bacteriophage at the sensor surface and maximize the contact 
surface area to maximize interaction of the media with the 
recognition element during the sensor operation [4][5]. 

II. SURFACE ACTIVATION AND BACTERIO-PHAGE 

IMMOBILIZATION 

A. Selecting a Template (Heading 2) 

Phages, which are bacterial viruses, have recently been 
postulated as promising recognition elements in bacterial 
biosensors. They are ubiquitous in nature, highly specific to 
bacteria and hence harmless to humans, much cheaper to 
produce than antibodies and more stable than the latter. In 
addition, they can also be immobilized on transducing devices 
in pretty much the same manner as antibodies or DNA probes. 
The potential use of phages in the development of novel and 
unique diagnostics and therapeutics for life-threatening bacteria 
is virtually limitless. This is the reason why the present project 
aims to develop a method for rapid pathogen detection based 
on phages [6][7]. A phageorganisms (phage) is a type of virus 
that infects bacteria. 

III. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES 

A. Multibiosensors Instrument 

 The multibiosensors system called as multi-labs-on-a 
chip; (MLoC); in this work measures 2.23 mm x 3.04 
mm was fabricated using the CMOSP35 process 
available through CMC; as shown in Fig. 1. The optical 
detector consists of vertical phototransistor array 
(VPNP), current mirror, current-to-voltage converter, 
amplifier, band-pass filter, and phase detector [8][7]. 
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Fig. 1. Multi-Labs-On-a chip, (a) layout of MLOC (b) the die mounted on 
PGA 68 sockets (CMC). 

 The optical detector was fabricated based on a single 
VPNP phototransistor pixel that measures 40.0 µm x 
41.775 µm, whilst the VPNP phototransistor 32 x 32 
array measures 1210.8 µm x 1318.4 µm was fabricated 
using CMOSP35 process available through CMC. The 
vertical phototransistor is formed by the p-active 
(emitter)/n-well (base)/p-substrate (collector), and has 
one of the highest responsivities of the photodetectors 
available in this standard CMOS process. The 
advantages of the CMOS-based system include its 
operation using low supply voltages and low cost 
fabrication[9][12].  

 A National Instruments DAQ516 PCMCIA card 
installed in a laptop computer provided digital I/O lines 
and an analog-to- digital conversion channel so that the 
CMOS microchip detection elements were individually 
accessed and read out.  

 A custom written software interface constructed with 
Labview program controlled the data acquisition 
process for MLoC system. 

B. Phage immobilization on gold surface and protocol 

 Clean the chips three times with ethanol and dry with 
air. 

 Immerse the chips in 1mM Mercaptoundecanoic acid in 
ethanol for 24 hours for 20 ml of ethanol we need 
0.0044g of  Mercaptoundecanoic acid: 

     

       
 

     

        
 
        

     
                  

 Wash the chips five times with ethanol and then dry 
with air. 

  Immerse the chip with EDC/NHS 1.15 g EDC in 15 ml 
high purity water, 200 mg NHS in 15 ml high quality 
water. Prepare EDC/NHS as required only as it 
decomposes very quickly. Required: For 10 ml of DI 
water, 0.77 g required of EDC, and 133.33 mg of NHS, 
immersed for 1 hour. 

 Wash the chips 5 times with water and then 3 times 
with phosphate buffer. 

 Incubate the phage with the activated surface for 3 
hours with shaking. 

 Wash 5-7 times with phosphate buffer. 

 

Fig. 2. The structure of Gram-positive bacteria, and Gram-negative bacteria. 

 Then block the surface with 1 mg/ml (Bovine Serum 
Albumin) BSA in phosphate buffer. BSA is used to 
block the surface to potentially improve non-specific 
adsorption of the bacteria to the 1-hexadecanethiol. 

 The reference will be exactly the same procedure as 
above except replace BSA instead of phage T4 [7]. 

C. Bacteria Preparation Protocol 

Escherichia coli ATCC 11303 and wild-type T4 
bacteriophages were prepared at Biophage Pharma Inc. 
(Montreal, Canada). Escherichia coli is a Gram negative 
bacterium that is commonly found in the lower intestine of 
warm-blooded organisms (endotherms). Most E. coli strains 
are harmless, but some, such as serotype O157:H7, can cause 
serious food poisoning in humans, and are occasionally 
responsible for costly product recalls [9]. The gram reaction is 
based on the structure of the bacterial cell wall, and it is sited in 
two categories; as shown in Fig. 2. In Gram-positive bacteria, 
the layer of peptidoglycan, which forms the outer layer of the 
cell, traps the purple crystal violet stain. In Gram-negative 
bacteria, the outer membrane prevents the stain from reaching 
the peptidoglycan layer in the periplasm. The outer membrane 
is then permeabilized by acetone treatment, and the pink 
safranin counterstain is trapped by the peptidoglycan layer [9]. 

D. Design and Fabrication Microfluidic Channels (MFC) 

Microfluidic was designed and fabricated using soft 
photolithography technique in different styles; that is coated 
fully or partially by gold; as shown in Fig. 3: 

1. Plastic channels; with one inlet and outlet. 

2. Microfluidic channels fabricated using PDMS with 

one inlet and outlet, and two inlets and outlet. The 

outcome was good results. 

 
Fig. 3. Microfluidic channels (MFC). 
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3. Microfluidic channels fabricated by etching glass 

using a mixture of phosphoric acid (H3PO4), and HF 

is one possible solution, then coated by gold; The 

outcome of this technique was not good because the 

roughness on the surface. 

4. Microfluidic channels fabricated by etching Si using 

TMAH, then coated by gold. The outcome was good 

result. 

 
Fig. 4. Experimental setup. 

IV. RESULT AND DISCUSSION 

The present work performed using IC consists of high-gain 
phototransistors 32 x 32 array, the structure of phototransistor 
pixel was unfolded in previous work [10]-[14], and E. coli 12 
as a target to detect by this experiment. Fig. 1 presents a view 
of the integrated MLoC system. A red laser 650 nm is used as 
excitation source, and the fluorescence is detected by optical 
chip using a phototransistor 32 x 32 array on-chip, as shown in 
Fig. 4. 

A pinhole was used to eliminate extraneous light from the 
laser. The laser beam was focused onto the optical chip array 
using a capillary holder that’s adjusted using a translational
stage so that the laser beam passed through the center of the 
microfluidic channel (MFC). Fluorescence from the MFC was 
detected with the CMOS microchip that was lay on it and 
collected the data using a 2700 Multimeter/Data Acquisition 
System and National Instruments DAQ516 PCMCIA card 
installed in a laptop computer. A band pass optical filter (cut-
off position: 510 nm, Edmund Industrial Optics) was attached 
on MLoC to eliminate the laser scattering. 

A. Before Encapsulation the Chip 

Fig. 5 shows the response of phototransistors detection 
elements. This figure shows the fluorescence detection of E-
coli obtained using MLoC microchip system after the MFC 
was filled with high concentration of bacteria 10

9
 cfu/mL by 

means of microfluidic pump or syringe. The laser beam 
irradiation onto MFC was well-controlled. 

 

Fig. 5. Optical response of phototransistors array, (a) When the laser beams 

OFF, (b) ON. 

 

Fig. 6. The whole cycle profile for DI water- high concentration of bacteria. 

When the laser beam was irradiating MFC, the 
phototransistors showed obvious optical response. The dark 
current signal was obtained when there was no laser beam 
irradiation onto MFC. The fluorescence intensities of E-coli 12 
decreased while DI water pumping through MFC. The bacteria 
detection was performed after this optical adjustment for the 
detection of the highest fluorescence signal. 

A full cycle was recorded, started with the dark current 
signal; when the laser beam OFF and DI water through this 
step pumping followed by high concentration of bacteria whilst 
the laser switch ON. The signal was observed a little bit higher 
than the previous one because of a residual bacteria presence 
along with pumping high concentration of bacteria. Thereafter; 
the laser beam switch OFF and DI water injected as well, Fig. 6 
shows the whole of this cycle. 

MLoC system was showing remarkable results in regarding 
of reproducibility of the experiment that makes sure about the 
response behavior and performance of phototransistors array. 
Fig. 6 shows the profiles as a result of DI water and high 
concentration of bacteria, where observed the reproducibility of 
the experiment, ultimately. 

B. After encapsulation the chip 

The bacteria; E-coli 12 was prepared in two categories 
Gram-positive (PB) and Gram-negative (NB) and pumping 
through MFC, by recording the response of MLoC system, a 
significant detection voltage was observed.  

Fig. 7 shows the profile because of flowing DI water 
through MFC then bacteria in LB media was pumping with  

 

Fig. 7. The profile of high concentration of bacteria in both types PB and NB. 
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high concentration (10
9
 cfu/mL; Colony Forming 

Units/mL); both types of bacteria; PB and NB; were used in 
this case at the same concentration; a voltage around 1.39V for 
the PB and 0.18 V for NB were detected. 

 

Fig. 8. The profile of fluorescent material detection after encapsulating the 

optical chip. 

The experiment was repeated after the optical chip was 
encapsulated using Norland Optical Adhesives; NOA60 are 
clear, colorless, one part adhesives that contain no solvents. 
When exposed to ultraviolet light, they gel in seconds and full 
cure in minutes to give a tough, resilient bond. These adhesives 
are designed for fast, precision bonding where low strain and 
optical clarity are required; the following experiments have 
been done. A profile was recorded as a result of flowing DI 
water through MFC and then fluorescent material; respectively. 
The profile result as shown in Fig. 8 it is recording no 
significant difference from the previous experiment results. 
This means that encapsulating is significant to protect MLoC 
system without any influence. 

V. CONCLUSIONS 

Attributable to its compact design and multiplex capability, 
the CMOS microchip system combined with phototransistors 
provided high-gain and throughput analysis as tool for the 
detection of bacteria in medical diagnosis, food-safety 
inspection and bacterial pathogens DNA microarray analysis. 
Based on its compactness, low cost, multiplex capability, 
selective and sensitive method, the integrated CMOS 
microchip system as a detector is expected to be compatible 
with conventional micro-fabricated devices. This technique is 
allowing more rapid and high throughput analysis. 
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Abstract— Recently, many researchers have reported 

integrated analysis systems called lab-on-a-chip or micro total 

analysis systems that are small, light, and capable of 

integrating all sample-handling steps in the microfluidic 

channels (MFC). Immunoassay scheme can be sorted based 

on the simplicity and rapidity in performing clinical 

measurements. This paper will introduce a novel technique 

based on CMOS electrochemical impedance spectroscopy 

incorporating with interdigitated microelectrodes arrays 

(IDMA) embedded on microfluidic channel (MFC) as a new 

generation of multibiosensors named as multi-labs-on- a 

single chip system (MLoC) that is capable to detect low level 

concentration and be high qualify thyroid hormones markers 

as a response of frequency variations. 

Keywords— EIS, IDMA, MFC, HSA, HPLC, Thyroid 

hormones 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Thyroid-stimulating hormone (TSH) control the 
thyroid grand hormones, the hypothalamus produces 
thyrotropin-releasing hormone (TRH) that controls 
anterior pituitary, which forms TSH. TSH spurs the 
thyroid to excrete the hormones thyroxine (T4) and 
triiodothyronine (T3). The EIS detection is much 
preferred to other methods including amperometric, 
voltammetric, and/or potentiometric methods.  In recent 
studies, Park et al. [1]-[5] demonstrated that EIS 
measurements can provide significantly more sensitive 
responses than cyclic voltammograms (CVs), beside; 
electrochemical detection is advantageous because it is 
inexpensive and easy to miniaturize while maintaining 
relatively high sensitivity.  

The interdigitated microelectrodes will remarkably 
show reduction in the response current because of the 
technology that the system made of, which is CMOSP35 
that provides by CMC. Fig. 1 shows the MLoC layout and 
design, respectively. 

 

Fig. 1. MLoC system (a) layout (b) the chip. 

In biochemistry and analytical chemistry high 
performance liquid chromatography (HPLC) is used for 
separate, identify, and quantify compounds based on their 
idiosyncratic polarities and interactions with the column's 
stationary phased due to HPLC used to purify individual 
chemical compounds from mixture of compounds such as 
drugs and endogenous compounds; such as Thyroxine T3, 
T4 which are foremost thyroid hormones. In case of 
hormones as type of drugs and endogenous compounds; 
they have the capability to jump to or released from 
proteins in plasma such as human serum albumin (HSA) 
where it is the most plentiful protein found in human 
plasma. An extensive assortment of drugs and 
endogenous compounds including T4 and T3 are readily 
bound to human serum albumin [6]. Such situation is 
playing an important role in their circulations in the 
human body. The variations and activities causing by 
releasing the hormones is a clinical concern can be 
monitored premeditated using HPLC incorporated with 
electrochemical impedance measurements accordingly. 
Contrast to traditional techniques such as mass 
spectroscopy involves problems [7]-[10], such as 
adsorption and leakage of the bound form through the 
membrane leading to change the concentration of the 
target sample thus yielding unpredicted results. For that 
reason; an electrochemical impedemetric technique due to 
its high sensitivity and selectivity it is introduced to detect 
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the hormones pharmacological and biological activities 
thus the variations measured by the impedance as a result 
of unbound concentration changing and so significant to 
prognosis the effect of the illness at early stages [11]-[12].  

Thyroid hormones organize a sort of biological 
processes, including growth and development. The 
variation level occurs in T3, T4 and rT3 profiles are 
analytically problem-solving of harshness of non-
thyroidal diseases consequently prognosis these levels is 
so important for human life [13]-[17]. The thyroxine T4 
can be transformed into two forms either active from T3 
or inactive forms rT3 [18]. The unbound concentrations 
of thyroid hormones are measurable function via 
impedance measurements. In view of the fact that T3 the 
active form of the thyronine the low level of serum T3 
almost certainly being required for continued existence in 
many general diseases [19]. 

The mechanism of the thyroid grand relies on the level 
of thyroid hormones (T3 and T4). The pituitary release of 
TSH is inversely affected by the concentration of these 
hormones in the blood that ends up to create a regulatory 
negative feedback loop, which means TSH is increased 
for low T3, T4. 

II. ELECTROCHEMICAL METHODOLOGY AND 

BEHAVIOR 

Basically; the electrochemical technique can be 
performed through measuring the generated electrical 
signals either the current, voltage, charge of the labeled 
species or the resulting complex. Otherwise; this 
technique has the potential to be performed by measuring 
the impedance, capacitance or admittance [20]. 
Practically; electrochemical immunosensors merge 
immunoglobulin; antibody, antigen interaction with 
electrochemical impedemetric measurements through 
utilizing a sort of developed techniques such as 
impedance, capacitive, amperometric, potentiometric, and 
conductometric. The electrodes where the interaction is 
taking place play an essential role in the performance of 
electrochemical biosensors. Therefore, biosensors 
performance; i.e. sensitivity, will be effect on the light of 
electrodes material, geometry, size, and its modification. 
Therefore, the smallest sensing surface area the more 
surface-to-volume ratio of biomolecular samples the 
higher capture efficiency the higher electrical properties 
response to the applied potentials. For that reasons the 
sensitivity of the transducer definitely increased [21]. 
Electrochemical detection approach regularly has need of 
a reference electrode (RE); i.e. Ag/AgCl, is reserved at a 
distance from the sensing surface so that specific potential 
stays stable throughout the experiment. Secondly; a 
counter electrode (CE); i.e. Pt, and a working electrode 
(WE); i.e. Au; noble materials selecting specific material 
rely on the analyte nature, where the later is the sensing or 
redox electrode [22], as shown in Fig. 2. Despite the fact 
that the counter electrode ascertains a link to the analyte; 
a current can be applied for the working electrode (WE); 

accordingly. Detail characteristics of electrochemical 
biosensors were unfolded in details by Mehrvar et al. [6]. 

 

Fig. 2. Microfluidic channel (MFC). 

The Nyquist Plot as shown in Fig. 3 is demonstrated is 
characteristic of a single "time constant"; one resistor and 
capacitor in parallel. The Electrochemical analytical 
process can be more significant if the impedance 
measurements run with a range of frequencies “     
        ”. In such condition they are mostly 
controlled by the interfacial properties of the modified 
electrodes. The applied frequency is main controller over 
the impedance measurements. For low frequencies less 
than 10-3 Hz this results the impedance value to be 
calculated by the DC-conductivity of the electrolyte 
solution. While for frequencies greater than 105 Hz more 
parameters get significant and affect the impedance 
spectrum as well [23]. Theoretically, the microfluidic cell 
with three-electrode system can be treated as mentioned 
before; using electrical equivalent circuit that mainly 
constructs from the electrolyte solution resistance (Rsol), 
Faradaic impedance (Zf), and double layer capacitance 
(Cdl). If there is no electrochemical reaction on the 
electrode surface the Faradaic path Zf is inactive, and 
only non-Faradaic impedance is operative. In such case 
the equivalent circuit can be simplified as a serial 
combination of the electrolyte solution resistance and the 
double layer capacitance, which will results the total 
impedance (ZT) of the system as shown in Fig. 3. 

 
Fig. 3. The Nyquist Plot characteristics. 
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Fig. 4. Randles equivalent electrical circuit model. 

So far; the total impedance measurement somehow 
still in standard form; for real and more accurate system 
the situation is more complex and actual plot of 
impedance in the complex plane will unite the two 
limiting features; mass-transfer and kinetic control 
regions. Nyquist plot is so essential for electrochemical 
system impedance where the two limiting features regions 
are defined at low and high frequencies, mass-transfer and 
kinetic control regions; respectively. Among the entire 
parameters of the total impedance, the key that control the 
process is the charge-transfer resistance, Rct incorporating 
with Warburg impedance as function of “ ”. The
semicircular region does not look perfect due the entire 
behavior of the system where the mass transfer is a 
significant factor. The charge-transfer resistance is 
dominant as long as the chemical system is kinetically 
sluggish. On the other hand; the charge-transfer 
resistance, Rct might be slightly small by comparison to 
the solution resistance and the Warburg impedance over 
nearlythewholeavailablerangeof“ ”.Thenthesystem
is so kinetically shallow that mass transfer always plays a 
role, Fig. 4 illustrates the behavior of the electrochemical 
system [16]. 

III. MICROFLUIDIC CHANNEL (MFC) 

MICROFABRICATION 

In electrochemical impedance immunoassay the 
microfluidic channel and the sensing surface play a key 
role in biosensors characteristics. Each of them has been 
fabricated separately afterward integrated together as 
shown in Fig. 5. The IDMA as an electrochemical sensor 
was surface-mounted using PVA TePla Microwave 
Asher; oxygen bonding technique on a microfluidic 
channel that makes of microfluidic channels with three 
inlets; analyte, washing and micelles, and outlet 
fabricated using PDMS bonding on substrate either 
polymer or glass using PVA bonding technique. Fig. 5 
illustrates the basic microfluidic channel (MFC) with three 
inlets, analyte, washing and micelles, and outlet. Fig. 6 
shows the microfluidic channel (MFC) embedded with 
interdigitated microelectrode arrays (IDMA) as a sensing 
surface referring to working electrode in the basic 
electrochemical cell structure was introduced [24]. 

 
Fig. 5. MCF embedded with IDMA (a) Polymeric lab on a chip on top of 
CMOS chips (b) with embedded interdigitated microelectrodes array. 

All microchannels are 2.54 cm wide, 5.8 mm length 
and 1 mm depth. The basic structural concept of the 
microfluidic channel interconnection is shown in Fig. 2. 
The reaction and sensing chamber along with three inlets 
and outlet so that allows the three different solutions; 
analyte, washing and micelles which be full of the 
required analyte for an immunoassay to be one after the 
other inserted into the chamber with the MFC and the 
sensing surface. To increase detection and analysis 
sensitivity of the transducer the MFC was designed to 
reduce interactions between biochemical reagents [25]. 

Microfluidic channel was fabricated using soft 
photolithography technique in a cleanroom protocols. The 
microfabrication process of the microfluidic channel can 
be describing simply by preparing mold and master where 
the mold can be preparing using in different ways such 
etching silicon using TMAH [26], etching glass, or soft 
photolithography technique and master can be preparing 
by coating polymer such as PDMS on the mold. The soft 
photolithography technique will be infolded here for 
simplicity and reasonably priced technique. The protocol 
as follows: firstly; preparing the mask on a thick glass 
board; depends on the available photoresist either positive 
or negative. Secondly; lay the slice on the spinner and 
pour few drops of SU-8 (SU-8, Microchem, MA) then 
spinning it for 1 min at 5000 rpm. Afterward place the 
slice in the oven for 15min for hardening the structure. 
Thirdly; place the slice on the aligner; Top and Bottom 
Side lithography EVG620, to pattern the required shape 
of MFC, afterward developed the photoresist and dry it 
with dry air or nitrogen gas. Fourthly; a 
polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) is well preparing using 
cast-coating and cure protocols then pouring it over the 
mold and leaving it over night in the oven at 95 oC. 
Fifthly; the structure of MFC is almost ready for drilling 
the holes for the inlets and outlet. Sixthly; bring the final 
PDMS after cutting in proper way fitting the desired MCF 
shape to substrate  where sensing surface; IDMA present 
then performing wafer bonding using O2 Asher protocol 
to seal the microfluidic channel. Finally; the substrate 
should make possible for electrical interconnections such 
as connections for RE, CE, WEC, and WEG.  
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Fig. 6. The Fully Label-free impedimetric immunosensor chip. 

Mostly, the electrochemical cell consist of three 
electrodes; counter, reference, and working electrodes, to 
be fabricated using soft photolithography technology. This 
cell called; also, Microfluidic cell (MFC) and it was 
developed to have four electrodes instead of three to 
handle DNA detecting along with bacteria sensing. The 
core of MFC is interdigitated microelectrodes (IDMA) 
using Au as a good material for immobilization, and the 
collector (WCE) and generator (WEG) electrodes; as well, 
where the reference is made of Ag/AgCl and Pt for counter 
electrode. 

In biomedical applications, dissolved oxygen 
measurement (DOM) is a key issue. In conventional 
electrochemical cell that consists of Au working electrode, 
Pt counter electrode and Ag/AgCl reference electrode; 
oxygen is reduced at the working electrode and released at 
the counter electrode. In such case where large distance 
between the working electrode and the counter electrode is 
strongly presented the response of the sensor is inadequate, 
thus, redox cycling does not achieve the target in 
biomedical applications. Credit for MEMS 
microfabrication techniques this issue is resolvable, where 
micro/nanotechnology is employing to fabricate tiny 
devices with very narrow gaps, which is a proper geometry 
for redox cycle to occur.  

The narrowest gap between the working and counter 
electrodes the highest opportunity for redox cycle to 
increase, the biomedical particles that be inherent in the 
gap between microelectrodes can be readily detected; 
accordingly. MEMS technology allows measuring the 
amplification factor where the conventional techniques 
cannot. The amplification factor is the ratio of the redox 
cycling current flowing through the working electrodes to 
the current flowing through the reference electrode. In 
addition; to improve the mechanism of the redox cycle 
where interdigitated microelectrodes array are used in the 
electrochemical cell, a four microelectrodes are replaced 
instead of three electrodes. These microelectrodes are 
Working Electrode Collector (WEC), Working Electrode 
Generator (WEG), counter electrode, and reference 
electrode as shown in Fig. 6. Throughout the operation of 
the four-microelectrode configuration, where WEC and 
WEG are very close to each other, the redox cycling 
process can easily perform in a reversible operation; such 
as holding WEG at potential to drive the reduction, at the 

same time as holding WEC at potential to drive the 
oxidation [29].  

Biosensors based amperometric sensors incorporating 
with interdigitated microelectrodes arrays (IDMA) are 
powerful technique for detecting biomolecules. The 
performance and high sensitivity of the biosensor rely on 
minimum gap between the fingers, which eventually lies 
on the fabrication process. In the other hand, the biosensor 
is limited by the capability of the biomolecules to be 
reversible redox cycling and the threshold space that 
require to perform the detection for the what wanted and 
undesirable reactions that cannot be avoided.  

The patient usually suffers from either excess 
(hyperthyroidism) or deficiency (hypothyroidism) of 
thyroid hormone; T4/T3, therefore, testing sample of the 
patient blood to determine the level of thyrotropic 
hormone (TSH), which its standard reference range 
between 0.4 and 5.0 µIU/mL for adults. The curative target 
range TSH level for patients on treatment ranges between 
0.3to3.0μIU/L. 

IV. CONCLUSION 

The new configuration will help to detect the level of 
TSH and in the light of the result, a proper dose will 
recommend by the physician to the patient to bring him to 
the normal activity with no suffering from any symptom of 
this disease. The performance of the biosensor is achieved 
by adding the two working electrodes. MEMS technology 
allows fabricating tiny features to perform a reversible 
process of redox cycling. The IDMA are essential to be 
embedded in the MFC for detecting the biomolecular 
sample.  
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Implementing hardware for new genetic algorithms 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
               

Abstract— Genetic algorithm is a soft computing 

method that works on set of solutions. These solutions are 

called chromosome and the best one is the absolute 

solution of the problem. The main problem of this 

algorithm is that after passing through some generations, 

it may be produced some chromosomes that had been 

produced in some generations ago that causes reducing the 

convergence speed.  

    From another respective, most of the genetic algorithms 

are implemented in software and less works have been 

done on hardware implementation. Our work implements 

genetic algorithm in hardware that doesn’t produce 

chromosome that have been produced in previous 

generations. In this work, most of genetic operators are 

implemented without producing iterative chromosomes 

and genetic diversity is preserved. Genetic diversity causes 

that not only don’t this algorithm converge to local 

optimum but also reaching to global optimum. Without 

any doubts, proposed approach is so faster than software 

implementations. Evaluation results also show the 

proposed approach is faster than hardware ones. 

 

Keywords: Genetic algorithm, Hardware engine, 

Chromosome, Ovum 

I.INTRODUCTION  

 Genetic algorithm is a soft computing method that 

works on set of solutions. Each of these solutions are 

called chromosome and each population consists of a 

certain number of them. By applying some operators 

like selection, crossover, and mutation on the 

chromosomes of current population, the next generation 

is produced.  

  In the GA explained above, it is observed that by 

passing through a number of generations, some 

chromosomes may be produced that are the same as the 

chromosomes in the previous generations. It is clear 

that these chromosomes are not suitable ones because 

they were eliminated in the previous generations 

because of low fitness value. The main problem of these 

chromosomes is increasing calculations of each 

generation because GA operators in current generation 

are applied on chromosomes that were produced and 

deleted in the previous generations [1]. This process 

also causes decreasing of convergence speed toward 

problem solutions. Assume two individuals in 

generation N; produce two offspring by applying 

crossover and mutation. Now in generation N+1, if 

these two offspring recombine together, it may be 

produced chromosomes that are similar to ones in 

generation N, consider the figure 1[1]. 
 

 
Figure(1). Producing of repeated chromosomes [1] 

 

In [1] individuals are divided into two groups namely, 

chromosomes and ovums. In order to prevent from 

producing of iterative individuals, the recombination of 

the same sex individuals is forbidden. Also, the parent 

of each individual together with grandparent and third-

ancestor are put in the individual’s structure. Figure2 

shows the individuals structure presented in [1]. In this 

method, the following recombination is denied to avoid 

from producing of repeated individuals. 
 

 parent(ovum) = = parent (chor) 

  parent (ovum) = = grand parent (chor) 

  parent (ovum) = = grand-grand parent (chor) 

  ovum be in the previous generations of chor 

  chor be in the previous generations of ovum 

  parent (chor) = = parent (ovum) 

  parent (chor) = = grand parent (ovum) 

  parent (chor) = = grand-grand parent (ovum) 

 chor=ovum     
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Figure(2). the structure of individuals 

 

  
Therefore, selection algorithms related to ovum and 

chromosome are changed as following. 

 

II.

III. 

 

Algorithm(1). Pseudo code relating to chromosome selection 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Algorithm(2). Pseudo code relating to ovum selection 

 

Also in [1], the recombination method put the information of 

recombined individuals into next stage of produced 

individuals. Figure 3 shows the process of crossover method. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure(3).recombination operation in proposed approach[1] 

 

For another respective, almost all of the genetic algorithms are 

implemented in software. But in this work, we propose 

parallel architecture of hardware for above mentioned genetic 

algorithm and compare it with previous works. The evaluation 

results show the usefulness of the researchers enterprise work. 

Previous works [1,2,4,5] can be divided into three categories.  

1- Those that implement fitness function on hardware and 

other parts of genetic algorithm like crossover, mutation, and 

selection in software. The disadvantage of this method is that 

hardware depends on a problem. 2- Those that implement 

fitness on software and other operators in hardware. In this 

method hardware is independent of a problem but the running 

time is increased [6, 7].  3- Those that implement both fitness 

and operators in hardware [2,4,16]. In this work, we proposed 

an approach that improves this type of method for new 

approach to standard genetic algorithm [1].  

      This paper divided into 5 sections. In section 2, the 

proposed approach is described and in section 3, architectures 

of genetic operators are explained. Sections 4, 5 evaluate the 

results and draw some conclusion, respectively. 

II. OVERALL VIEW OF PROPOSED ARCHITECTURE 

  The difference of genetic algorithm with other soft-

computing methods is individuals’ representation. Individuals 

in genetic algorithm are a stream of binary bits that are very 

attractive to hardware implementation. The selection, 

crossover, and mutation are generic operators and never 

depend on the problem types. These characteristic make them 

easy to implement. The main problem of implementing of 

genetic algorithm is fitness function. For this reason, to 

calculate it, hardware of neural networks is used [2, 9, 10]. 

Ideal estimation of each individual can be obtained using this 

network. Another reason to use neural network to compute 

fitness is its simplicity and stochastic representation of signals 

that reduces the hardware area. In figure4 the overall view of 

0    00 
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Grand 

father 

The third 

ancestor 

Chromosome

/ovum 

Problem 

parameters 

I. Select (Chromosome) 

II. Move Chromosome  to the 

intermediate generation to 

crossover   

Select(ovum)                                                               

if  parent (ovum) = = parent (chromosome) OR 

parent (ovum) = = grand parent (chromosome) OR       

 parent (ovum) = = grand-grand parent (chromosome) 

OR 

          chromosome = = ovum OR 

         vice versa 

    then          

         Repeat from first line  ‘select another ovum’                                            

     else    

          DELETE(ovum)                                                                                                                                                                                                                      

          move ovum to the intermediate generation  to be       

crossover with chor that selected in  algorithm1                                   
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proposed approach is showed. Genetic operators of this 

architecture are as follow.  

 Selection operator: Rolette wheel & tournament 

 Crossover operator: single point & two-point 

 Mutation operator: bit complement 

 Replacement operator: steady state & generalization  

The main and novel contribution of this work consists of using 

all genetic operators in hardware implementation without 

producing repeated individuals in alternative generations. 

Hardware implementations of these operators are described in 

section 3. The main advantage of this architecture over 

previous works [16] is using fitness of next generation in 

replacement operator to avoid re-computing of fitness function 

in each generation. For this reason, fitness of each 

chromosome is kept in bank of registers and individuals’ 

fitness of next generation is provided as input. It is necessary 

to remind that each register of register bank involve all part of 

individual structure mentioned above. When replacement 

operator is steady state and the fitness of input chromosomes 

are greater than ones that kept in the register bank, the input 

chromosomes are replaced. It should be noted that Fitness of 

each chromosome in the first population is considered as 0 [1]. 

I.OPERATORS ARCHITECTURE 

The architectures of selection, crossover, and mutation 

operators and shared memory are described in this section. 

A. shared memory for generational population 

All of the chromosomes are kept in synchronized bank of 

registers. Each register keeps individuals as described in figure 

2. These registers can be updated and written. The registers 

can be writte by the following steps. 

     1- Whenever the comparator output is 0 and replacement 

operator is generality. 

     2- Whenever the comparator output is 0 and replacement 

operator is steady state and fitness measurements of 

chromosome in next generation are greater than one’s in 

current generation. 

       It is necessary bearing in mind that the output of 

comparator is 0 if the number of generation (gene) is greater 

than counter or fitness of all chromosomes is less than fitness. 

In such condition genetic algorithm continues to work and 

current generation is replaced by next generation.  

B. Random number generator 

This generator is used to produce crossover & mutation 

probability. In this work linear feedback shift register are 

used. More details about random number generator can be 

found in [11, 12].  

C. Roulette selection components 

    In this subsection the roulette operator is elaborated. Inputs of 

this component are generational chromosomes(I1, I2, …, In), 

fitness function ( F1, F2, …, Fn), and cumulative sum of these 

fitness. This component selects two individuals and passes it to 

crossover unit. The hardware of this component is easy to 

implement .for more details see [1, 16]. 

D. Tournament selection component  

One of the novel contributions of this work is tournament 

operator. This component takes several chromosomes together 

with their fitness and their information and output the fittest 

one that not satisfy any of the following conditions. 

 parent (ovum) = = parent (chor) 

  parent (ovum) = = grand parent (chor) 

  parent (ovum) = = grand-grand parent (chor) 

  ovum be in the previous generations of chor 

  chor be in the previous generations of ovum 

 parent (chor) = = parent (ovum) 

  parent (chor) = = grand parent (ovum) 

  parent (chor) = = grand-grand parent (ovum) 

  chor=ovum 

algorithm 3 shows the hardware algorithm of this unit. 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

        Algorithm 3. Algorithm of tournament selection 

In this algorithm, three chromosomes are selected and raced to 

be one of the individual intermediate generations.  This 

routine is also repeated to select the second chromosome. The 

hardware implementation of this component is shown in figure 

5. Finally, if the selected individuals don’t have any above 

mentioned properties, they are selected and put into final 

individual1 and final individual 2.  

The synchronized bank of registers that keep the individuals 

are input of the multiplexers, comp unit compare the fitness of 

these chromosomes and also relationships between them. 

After passing from these steps, comp unit outputs the number 

of those individuals. This number is applied to selection signal 

of multiplexer in the middle of the figure 5. In other word, the 

appropriate chromosome is selected and sent to individual1. 

The same process is repeated for selecting ovum. After that, 

the properties of two individuals are compared to judge about 

their relationship. In this research iterative process is 

implemented using state machine (controller) [1, 16]. 

E. Crossover component    

Another contribution of this work is implementing a unit for 

new crossover using both one point and also two-point 

recombination. To crossover, Firstly, the Random Number 

Generator produce a random number say p. if p< µrate  then 

crossover operator is applied. In the case that crossover 

applied, the bits of the less significant half of the randomized 

number is used as the first crossover point and the most 

significant part as the second one. It should be reminded that 

in the single-point crossover, the bits of the most significant 

 

1. Choose 3 individual in the population 

2. Compare them according to their fitness’s 

3. Output the best one to individual1 

4. repeat step 1 to 3 to select the second one 

5. If two selected individuals doesn’t satisfy any 

of the conditions, put them into final individual1 

and final individual2 
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part are considered as 0. Finally, the information of selected 

individuals are shifted to next stage of produced individuals 

like as figure 2. Figure 6 shows the hardware implementation 

of crossover. In this hardware if the value of two-point register 

be one, two-point crossover is applied; otherwise, one-point 

crossover is applied. 

F. mutation components 

This component has architecture like as crossover. To 

implement this component, a random number is produced 

using Random Number Generator. When this value is less 

than µrate, the mutation operator is applied. For more detail see 

[1, 16]. 

Figure 4. Overall view of architecture [2] 

 

  Figure 5. Architecture of tournament selection  

 

Figure 6. Hardware of crossover operator 
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G. Fitness components 

For the reason that the fitness function will not be depending 

on a problem, the neural network is used to estimate fitness 

measure [10] in this work. 

In [10] neural network has been implemented using stochastic 

signals and therefore reduces very significantly the hardware 

area required for the network. For the genetic hardware 

implementation, the number of input neurons is the same as 

the size of individuals in population. The output neuron is 

augmented with a shift register to store the final result. The 

training phase is supposed to be performed before the first use 

within the hardware genetic algorithm. 

IV.EVALUATION  RESULTS 

Hardware for new genetic algorithm was simulated and then 

programmed into a Sparatan3 Xilinx FPGA [13]. To assess 

and evaluate of proposed architecture the function in [14] was 

used to maximize. This function was also used in previous 

works to evaluate their hardware implementation for genetic 

algorithm. This function is as follows. 

F(x,y)=21.5+xsin(4Πx)+ysin(2Πy)                        (1) 

              -3.9≤ x ≤12.1 

               4.1 ≤ y ≤ 5.8 

 

It is clear that this function is not easy to maximize and is a 

very attractive metric to evaluate and assess of proposed 

approach. The evaluation results are shown in table 1.  

In this table the area is expressed in terms of CLBs and the 

time is in second, also previous works including the software 

and hardware implementation and our proposed approach have 

been compared.      

    The advantage of hardware approach to software approach 

is speed up. Therefore, in this work, besides software 

implementation, hardware implementations are studied and 

evaluated. It is clear that the area required by this work is 

more than [5, 15. 16]. From another respective, our proposed 

hardware is faster than [1, 15] and also approximately is faster 

than [16]. The main advantage of proposed approach over [15, 

16] is applying almost all of the genetic operators that result in 

genetic diversity. In the [16] only roulette selection, two-point 

crossover and mutation have been implemented, but in our 

work and [1] not only have been these operators implemented 

but also tournament, one-point crossover, and steady state 

replacement have been designed and implemented. In our 

work, unlike [1, 5, 15, 16] producing of the iterative 

chromosome is avoided that causes this approach to increase 

in convergence speed in comparison to other approaches [1, 5, 

15, 16].  In our work like [1] the operators can be changed in 

the next generation by changing a value of corresponding 

registers i.e. genetic diversity is respected. For example, in one 

generation, tournament selection, two-point crossover, and 

general replacement may be used and in next generation 

roulette selection, one-point crossover, and steady-state 

replacement be used.  This diversity is implemented neither in 

[15] nor in [16].  

 

 

Table1. evaluation results 

Implementation Time Area Area*Time 

Absolute 

Answer 

Software 

approach 42300  0 0 32.21  

[15] 1012  850 860200  38.8211  

[5] 212 1943  411916  38.8214  

[2] 194 2016  391104  38.848912  

Proposed 

Approach 181 2114  382634  38.8476  

 

 

V.CONCLUSION  

Genetic algorithm is an attractive method that used to solve 

NP-Hard problems. It is observed that by passing through 

some generation, it may be produced some chromosome that 

were produced in some generation ago. Therefore some 

methods are required to solve this problem. By putting 

ancestor information of each produced chromosome in its 

structure, this difficulty can be curable. From another 

respective, genetic algorithm is usually implemented in 

software  and less works have been done to implement this 

algorithm in hardware. The main and novel contribution of 

this work is implementing almost all of the genetic operators 

that results in genetic diversity without producing of iterative 

individuals. In previous researches that work on hardware 

genetic algorithm, some of these operators are implemented 

and some of them are not implemented in hardware. To 

evaluate fitness measurements, neural network has been used 

and shown area required using this approach is significantly 

decreased in compare to previous works. In spite of previous 

works, proposed architecture preserve genetic diversity that 

causes to speed up in our architecture. From evaluation results 

can be drawn a conclusion that by changing genetic operators 

in specific conditions, convergence speed is significantly 

increased. For example, when some chromosome are produced 

in alternate generations, changing one-point crossover to two-

point decreases production of these chromosome and improve 

genetic diversity and convergence speed. Evaluation results 

show advantage of our proposed architecture over previous 

works.                 
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Abstract—Connected-component labeling (CCL) is a well-
known problem with many applications, e.g. in image processing.
In this paper, we describe a parallel algorithm to solve 2d-image-
data CCL-problems resulting in linear overall work. It can be
classified as an one-pass algorithm, since no temporary labels
are required. Our algorithm initially extracts the connected com-
ponents’ independent contour-segments. Then, these are unified
and labeled. Finally, the image is filled in order to label all non-
contour pixels. Our approach is motivated by the observation
that a line has, independent of its complexity, exactly two ends.
Thus, two independently extracted lines (e.g. due to the parallel
process) can be unified by only adjusting their ends, resulting
in constant costs for this operation. Additionally, all contours
are extracted as directed cyclic linked-lists, where the in and out
degree of each node is always one. This topology is a simpler to
deal with when compared to the original pixel grid.

I. INTRODUCTION

One very common method in image processing is Con-
nected Component Labeling (CCL). The CCL procedure as-
signs a unique label to each set of connected pixels in an
image. In this paper, we will limit ourselves to 2d-rectilinear
image data. There, a pixel’s neighborhood can be defined in
two ways: 4-connected or 8-connected [1]. Important appli-
cations of CCL algorithms are pattern recognition, computer
vision and image processing. This includes, for example,
character recognition [2], [3]. In addition, according to [4],
the object’s contours are also helpful for 2d-object recognition
in many cases. Given an image consisting of n pixels, a
CCL-algorithm is considered optimal if it executes in O(n)
time. In general, considering the immediate vicinity of a pixel
is not sufficient to determine global labels. Therefore, most
approaches assign temporary labels also known as provisional
labels. Hernandez-Belmonte [5] and He [6] identify three
classes of CCL-algorithms: The first category is multi-pass
algorithms, like [7]. Because the number of passes depends
on the image’s content, variants of this approach are typically
not optimal. In contrast, two-pass algorithms make two distinct
passes through the image. In a first pass, the image is scanned
to determine equality of neighboring pixels, assign provisional
labels and record the related equivalence information. Then,
label equivalence information can be analyzed in order to
determine the final labels. At last, a second pass assigns
the final labels to the corresponding pixels. A theoretically
optimal example of this class is the union-find algorithm [8].
The final category are one-pass algorithms, which go once
through the image. Examples are algorithms based on contour-
tracing, like [9] and its linear-time successor [4]. They scan

a binary image from top to bottom and from left to right.
Each time a contour is encountered in this process, a new
label is generated. Then, the full contour is traced and the
new label is applied to all the contour’s points. Afterwards,
pixels within a contour are labeled equal to the contour, using a
scan-line algorithm. In case of unclassified regions completely
surrounded by a connected-region, an inner-contour is gen-
erated and receives the same label as the corresponding outer
contour. Thus, the scan-line algorithm can label pixels between
the inner-contour and outer-contour using the outer-contour’s
label, while pixels within the inner-contour remain unlabeled.
In the early 1990s, there was an interest in parallelizing
CCL-algorithms to use them in image analysis applications.
[10] considered CCL-algorithms to belong to the most time
consuming algorithms used in pattern recognition. Recently,
in line with the growing utilization of graphics processing
units (GPUs) for general computation, again some attempts
have been made to parallelize CCL-algorithms. Hawick [11]
implemented a union-find CCL-algorithm for image data in
Cuda. Their implementation was faster than an optimized CPU
implementation for most of the tested instances. A drawback
of their approach was the inability to guarantee that a single
equivalence-tree is constructed for each connected component
(CC) in the first pass, due to the parallelism. To solve this
problem, the first pass has to be repeated several times, until all
trees belonging to a single component are merged into a single
one. The exact number of necessary passes is data-dependent
and thus not known in advance, so after each iteration the
labels’ correctness has to be checked. At last, Stava et al. [12]
have further enhanced this approach and optimized it for the
Nvidia Fermi architecture. They noted a significant speedup
when compared to Hawick.

Our contribution: We present a novel deterministic CCL-
algorithm for a PRAM. As far as we know, there is no parallel
contouring based CCL-algorithm in literature. Our algorithm
presented in this paper preserves all properties of an optimal
line-following CCL-algorithm like [4]. Plus, it is parallel and
as such delivers a better asymptotic running-time. Furthermore,
we have not found a CCL-algorithm in literature, which is
both parallel and has an optimal asymptotic total complexity
on a CRCW-PRAM. At last, we compare an early OpenCL
implementation of our algorithm on a GPU to results of Stava
[12] in practice.
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II. ALGORITHM

A. Overview

We pursue a parallel one-pass approach to extract the CCs
inner and outer contours in a first step. Therefore, contour-
line-segments (CS) are extracted in parallel. These segments
are subsequently unified, using a data-dependent or a data-
independent conflict-free parallelism pattern. During the uni-
fication process, necessary information to distinct inner- from
outer contours is aggregated and stored in the surviving ele-
ments. Then, surviving segments belonging to an outer contour
receive a label. Afterwards, the lines’ unification is reversed,
using a scheme exactly reverse to their prior unification. In this
process the surviving CSs’ labels are passed to each splitted
CS. So, all segments of one contour will receive this label.
Finally, the image is filled in order to label all non-contour
pixels, using a column-wise parallel and stack based scan-
line approach. Our approach shares some properties, e.g. of
the resulting lines, with the work of [4]. However, we do
not classify our algorithm as line-following, since parallel
extracted CS are never followed but merged in parallel to a
complete contour.

B. Properties of the used contours

Our first sub-algorithm extracts all CSs of all CCs for all
pixels in parallel. In order to enable subsequent sub-algorithms
to unify these to complete contours, distinct inner from outer
contours, label and finally fill them, several properties are
required:

• A contour is always closed by definition.
• A contour (primarily) consists of the contained CC’s outer

pixels’ outer edges.
• All properties of a CS can be computed based on its

pixel’s 8-way neighborhood.
• Each CS has one and only one unique successor and is

predecessor to exactly one CS.
• The definition above results in distinct rotational direc-

tions for inner and outer contours.
• A pixel may contain up to 4 CS belonging to one or more

contours. The final fill-algorithm decides within a pixel
if a CC is entered and/or left. The in-out state-change
must be recognized based on the entirety of a pixel’s CSs’
properties.

As a start, we describe one possible way to model the CS,
which fits the specifications above. If the classification of one
or more pixels of a pixel’s 4-connected neighborhood differs
from its own, one or more CSs for this pixel need to be
extracted. The exact configuration of these extracted segments
additionally depends on the pixel’s 8-connected neighborhood.
There are four potential edge-parallel-CS-parts, which are
parallel to one of the pixel’s left, right, upper or lower edges,
respectively. One of these parts is generated if the pixel
adjacent to the respective edge is classified differently. This
is demonstrated left in figure 1. Light gray shaded squares
indicate an identical classification or segmentation. Dark gray
shaded pixels are not classified and therefore not part of any
CC. Please note that this coloring scheme remains true for
the rest of this paper. In addition to edge-parallel-CS-parts
link-CS-parts are needed, if two cyclic consecutive pixels of a
pixel’s 4-connected neighborhood share the classification with

p 𝑐𝑙 l p 

Fig. 1. Left: The 4 potential edge-parallel-CS-parts of a pixel p. cl is set,
if pixel l’s classification differs from p’s, for instance. Right:Link-CS-parts

0 1 1 0 

2 1 1 0 

2 1 0 1 

1 0 0 1 

Fig. 2. 16 cases of a CS’s course within a pixel. Numbers: ioCnt (vertical)

the central pixel under consideration and the pixel of the 8-
neigborhood, which resides between the other two neighbors,
has a different classification. As an illustration, see right part
of figure 1. Link-CS-parts consist of a horizontal and a vertical
half, which can be thought of as a extension of the neighboring
pixel’s edge-parallel-CS-parts, respectively. In order to unify
individual CS, a unique successor has to be determined for
every single CS. This has to be done in a parallel fashion,
thus this operation is restricted to rely on local data. Thus, for
each possible CS-part type a direction is defined as follows:

• Upper segments are directed left
• Lower segments are directed right
• Left segments are directed down
• Right segments are directed up

A unified CS within a pixel, consisting of edge-parallel-CS-
parts and link-CS-parts, can be identified based on local data
and without need of synchronization with other CS. Thus, the
algorithm extracts unified CS within a pixel directly. Only
these are considered in the remaining paper. All possible
combinations of four succeeding and four previous directions
result in 16 cases, which need to be distinguished, as shown
in figure 2. Additionally, up to four of these CSs can appear
within the same pixel. All combinations are possible where
different CSs do not have a CS-part in common and do not
cross each other. From this follows that at most one segment
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can head to or come from the right, left and up and down pixel,
respectively. Thus, it is possible to limit our further consider-
ations to four types of CSs, based on the leaving-direction of
their pixel. They are hence simply called right, left, down and
up. Additional information, such as their course within their
associated pixel can be stored as a property of a CS. However,
one special case does not fit in this scheme. If a CC consists
of a single Pixel, no CS leaves the pixel. This results in an
undefined leaving direction. Since this situation can obviously
be identified locally, no CS is extracted and the pixel can
directly be labeled instead. Some possible combinations are
shown in fig. 3. Notably, the right example shows the special

2 1 0 

Fig. 3. Some combinations of CSs within a single pixel. Numbers: ioCnt (v)

case, where all four CSs exist. At last, inner and outer contours
need to be dealt with in a different fashion. In case of one or
multiple unclassified or differently classified areas enclosed
completely by a CC, one or several inner contours occur (see
figure 4). Since these contours are independent from each

Outer Contour Inner Contours 

Fig. 4. Example of a CC containing enclosed unclassified areas. One outer
contour and two inner contours are extracted.

other, they would receive different provisional labels. Thus,
finding a distinct label for each associated pixel is difficult.
So, we chose an approach based on the observation, that each
CC has exactly one outer contour and zero, one or multiple
inner contours. Obviously, once inner contours are classified as
such and removed, the remaining outer contours can directly
receive their final label. A line-following-approach, like [4],
whose computation-scheme begins at the image’s border and
proceeds sequentially, can identify outer contours by simply
finding them when firstly entering a new CC. Obviously, in
case of a parallel approach, as desired here, this method of
classification is not an option. Instead, a possible solution
suitable for parallel execution may use the contour’s rotational
direction. The CSs’ direction definition implies a counter-
clockwise rotational direction in case of inner contours and
a clockwise rotational direction in case of outer contours. As
an illustration, see figure 4 (right).

C. Extraction of contour-segments (CS)

As outlined above, a CS is of type left, right, up or down,
depending on the pixel, which contains the next CS in the
defined contour-direction. For pixel p, a CS of one direction-
type is created, if p shares the classification with the next

pixel in the direction. Additionally, the next two pixels of
the 8-neighborhood of pixel p starting after this neighbor-
pixel and proceeding clockwise, need to be analyzed. Only
if one of these has a different classification, the condition
is completely met. Figure 5 shows all cases resulting in the
generation of a CS of type right, for example. Other direction-
types arise from rotationally-symmetric considerations. Some

p p p 

Fig. 5. All cases of a CS of direction-type right in pixel p being created

calculations require closed contours to operate. Following the
above described procedure, CCs, which are in touch with an
image’s edge, would not receive a closed contour. Thus, these
contours are closed by force. In order to do that, imaginary
neighbors beyond the image’s edges are considered. They are
unclassified per definition. In the algorithm described in this
paper, each CS has to be unified with its successor, which
is contained in the pixel of the 4-connected neighborhood,
matching its directional-type. This, for example, is the pixel
residing left of its containing pixel if a CS’s directional-type
is left (see. figure 6). For this neighbor-pixel, the suitable of

N N N N X X X X 

Existing CS in N 

N : Next pixel in direction s 

X : Pixel containing s 

s: CS seeking successor   
Chosen successor 

Fig. 6. CS of type right seeking a successor. Chosen is the first existing CS
in a CCW-manner starting from down-direction.

the four possible CSs needs to be selected by the following
way (see also figure 6): Find the first possible exit out of the
pixel using a counter-clockwise test scheme. This correlates
to the contour’s rotational direction, as defined above. For
this purpose, the first existing CS out of (right, up, left,
down) is chosen, using a cyclic scheme and starting with the
direction preceding its own. For example, in case of a CS
of directional-type right, the right pixel’s CSs are tested for
existence in the order down, right, up and left (see figure 6).
The detected successing CS is referenced by the field suc. The
pseudocode responsible for each CS’s extraction is contained
in sub-algorithm 1.

D. Contour-Labeling: Data-Independent Approach

So far, individual CS have been extracted and each of those
references its immediate successor. They are represented as
directed cyclic linked-list, where each node has an in- and
out-degree of one. Subsequently, closed contours have to be
computed. Resulting in exactly one entity, here one single CS,
representing the entire contour of a CC and receiving its label.
Requested is a parallel computing-scheme for this task. As
one alternative, we propose a data-independent approach where
independent CS can be unified in parallel. As a start, let’s take
a look at the function unifyOp, which unifies two consecutive
CSs. Here, each CS receives head and tail, that point to a
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Algorithm 1: ExtractCS
Global Data: Pixel[] pa, CS[] ca;
pixelCnt n, image-width a, image-height b;
Precondition: p.class ∀ p of pa set;
for each Pixel p of pa in parallel do

if p.class 6= UNCLASSIFIED then
for each Dir d ∈ { right, left, down, up} do

if Condition for CS c in d fulfilled then
c.status ← EXISTING;
c.props ← calcProps(p,c);
c.ioCnt ← calcIoCnt(p,c);
c.head ← c; c.tail ← c;
c.suc ← calcSuccessor();

else
c.status ← NOT EXISTING;

endif
storeCS(p, d, c);

end
endif

end

Function unifyOp(CS c)
if c.status =EXISTING then

CS cn ← c.suc ;
if c 6= cn.head then

c.tail.props ← aggregateInfo(c.tail.props,
cn.props);
c.tail.head ← cn.head;
cn.head.tail ← c.tail;

else if checkIfOuterContour(cn.props) then
cn.label ← get1dAddress(cn);

endif
endif

start- and respectively an end-CS of a CS-strip. Initially, each
CS’s head and tail refer to itself. Afterwards, two subsequent
CSs can be unified to a single segment representing both. This
is done by letting the head reference of the contour-segment,
which is referenced by the tail of the rear CS, point to the
CS referenced by head of the fore CS it is being unified with.
Analogous, the fore segment’s head receives a reference to
the rear CS’s tail. In so doing, a CS may represent a CS-strip
or even a complete contour, simply by letting head and/or tail
point to other CSs. If a CS would be unified with itself, it is the
last CS to be processed of the contour it belongs to and thereby
represents the whole contour. In such a case, the label operation
takes place instead of the unification operation. Therefore,
inner and outer contours need to be distinguished. This can be
done based on the direction of one of the contour’s highest CS.
Informally, it can be stated that, if the contour is directed left
in one of its uppermost CS, it is an outer contour. Otherwise,
it is an inner contour. This follows directly from the CS-
direction definition as described in section II-B. The necessary
information has been aggregated during the unification process
of this sub-algorithm, so it can be decided locally for each
surviving CS. These will, in case of a classification as an outer
contour, receive the CC’s final label.

As only the CS-strips’ ends are of interest for the unifica-

tion operation, we call this operation simply the unification
of two CSs for the rest of this paper. From this follows
also that two CS-strips’ unification results, independently from
their complexity, in constant costs. The parallel unification of
multiple CSs is possible, but one restriction has to be fulfilled:
The unification of a CS cs0 with its successor cs1 must not
take place simultaneously to the unification of cs1 with its
successor cs2. If so, the correct assignment of references to the
resulting CS’s head and tail cannot be guaranteed. In order to
resolve potential synchronization problems, a data-independent
scheme, processing as many CSs in parallel as are well-known
in every step without any data-analysis is applied. In order to
explain that, at first we define a tile as follows:

• A tile represents a rectangular pixel-region.
• All CSs within it, that can be unified, are unified.
• All CSs crossing one or more of its edges are not unified.
• Two tiles that share one edge can be unified and the result

is one tile.
• Initially, after the extractCS sub-algorithm is executed,

each pixel is a tile.

Then, the tile-merging sub-algorithm called unify is applied
(see. algorithm 2). Additionally, figure 7 shows all iterations of
this pattern applied to a 4x4 pixel-grid. The algorithm should
be read together with the descriptions below. There, in every

Iteration 2 Iteration 3 Iteration 4 

Tile: contains contour-segs to unite. Continuous: United 

Iteration 1 

Unite lines crossing these within this iteration 

Fig. 7. Extraction of a contour with static parallelism-pattern for processing
tiles of a 4× 4 pixel-grid. Exactly one CS remains

Algorithm 2: unify
for all tile-iterations i ∈ { 1, ..., log2(a) + log2(b) } do

for all Tiles t assoziated with i in parallel do
for all Forth-Contours c of t in parallel do

call unifyOp(c);
end
for all Back-Contours c of t ascending do

call unifyOp(c);
end

end
end

iteration tiles are defined, which contain CSs, that can be
processed independent from any CS contained in any other
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tile. Thus, these tiles can be processed conflict-free in parallel.
Tiles are defined in a way that in even iterations horizontal CS
(directional-types right/left) and in uneven iterations vertical
CS (directional-types up/down) within tiles associated with
the iteration are to be processed. In the first iteration the
pixel-grid is divided into tiles of size 2 × 1 pixel sized tiles,
where CSs within every two adjoined pixels are united. Once
the first iteration is accomplished, the CSs of the left pixels
with direction-type right and the CSs of the right pixels with
direction-type left of all tiles from the first iteration have been
unified with their successors. As the pattern is alternating in
the second iteration, a vertical unification is performed. Here
every pair of tiles from the previous iteration lying on top
of each other are unified. Obviously, all tiles of the second
iteration have a size of 2×2 pixels. There are at most two CSs
of directional-type down within the upper pixels and similarly
two CSs of directional-type up within the lower pixels of each
tile to be united with their respective successors, if these are
existing. In the third iteration CSs of every pair of tiles of the
previous iteration laying side by side are united. Hence, tiles
associated with the third iteration are 4×2 pixel in size, and so
on. Finally, we get one tile occupying all pixels. Since none of
the CSs crossing one iteration’s tiles borders have been united
with their successors in iterations prior to this one, tiles of each
iteration can be processed independently in parallel. Though
the processing of tiles associated to one iteration can be done
in parallel, the processing of CSs within one tile may lead to
synchronization problems. For the remaining part of the paper,
let direction-types right and down be called forth-directions
and direction-types up and left be called back-directions. In
case all CSs of direction-type forth of all tiles within an
iteration are processed before all of the CSs of direction-type
back are processed, no conflicts can occur during forth-CSs’
processing. Consider the scenario of the unification of CS-
strips with CSs of types back- and forth alternating along the
separating edge between both tiles (see figure 8). Since all

Tile 

Currently processed  

CS 

Fig. 8. Conflicts due to parallel unification of 2 tiles’ CSs. Left: No conflicts
possible in forth-direction. Right: Conflict in back-direction

CSs of type back are not unified until the unification of all
CSs of type forth is finished, the simultaneous unification of
three directly successing CSs is impossible during the forth-
CSs’ processing phase. As an illustration, see left part of figure
8. Thus, in each iteration, all CSs of direction-type forth can
be unified in parallel if the CSs of direction-type back are
not unified yet. However, the following unification of each
tile’s CSs of direction-type back cannot be done in parallel,
as all CSs of direction-type forth associated with the current
iteration already have been unified. Thus, possibly three CSs
of type back, belonging to three directly subsequent CS-strips
are to be unified in parallel within one tile. As an illustration,
see figure 8 (right). The shown situation here results in a
conflict. The postulated static pattern resolves these conflicts

by sequential processing all CSs of type back per tile. The
parallelism-scheme is described in pseudocode representing
the unify sub-algorithm contained in the pseudocode-snippet
of sub-algorithm 2.

Until now, exactly one CS per complete outer contour has
received a label. These need to be passed subsequently to all
other CSs of their corresponding contours. In order to achieve
that, a parallelism-pattern exactly inverse to the one used in
conjunction with the unify sub-algorithm is applied and in this
process the surviving CS’s label is passed on. The associated
function passLabelOp is described in the pseudocode-snippet
below. It is called instead of function unifyOp.

Function passLabelOp(CS c)
if isLabeled(c.tail) then

c.suc.label ← c.tail.label;
endif

E. Contour-Labeling: Data-Dependent Approach

As an alternative to the data independent grid based
contour-labeling approach, we want to introduce a data-
dependent one, which enables a higher degree of parallelism.
As a start, let’s take a look at the pseudo-code of algorithm 3.
It is very similar to the basic parallel list-ranking algorithm

Algorithm 3: labelContour BasicPointerJumping
for each CS c of ca in parallel do

if c.status = EXISTING then
c.minId ← get1dAddress(c);
for step s ← 0, s < log2(n), s ← s+ 1 do

c.minId ← min(c.minId, c.suc.minId);
c.props ← aggregateInfo(c.props,
c.suc.props);
c.suc ← c.suc.suc;

end
if checkIfOuterContour(c.props) then

c.label ← c.minId;
endif

endif
end

using a pointer-jumping technique. Input are directed cyclic
linked-lists, where each node is a CS, as extracted by algorithm
1. At first, it aggregates data of all nodes of a linked list
and applies it to each node. Afterwards, all nodes of each
linked list share the minimal memory address of all nodes
of the corresponding linked list in the field minId. Then, the
information aggregated in the field props can be used to decide
if a CS belongs to an outer contour. If so, it receives the
aggregated minimal memory address as a label. Unfortunately,
this algorithm does O(n · log2(n)) computations and is thus
not work-optimal. Therefore, we apply a technique similar to
Cole-Vishkin’s[Quelle] optimal parallel list-ranking algorithm
[13]. It can be described at a high level by the following three
steps[13]:

1) Given a list L of size O(n), create a list L’ of length
O(n/log2(n)) by iterative deletion of at least half of each
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lists nodes within each step. The selection of appropriate
nodes can be done with a to be computed 2-ruling set in
each iteration.

2) Solve the list-ranking problem for L’ by application of
the basic pointer jumping algorithm. This now takes O(n)
operations.

3) Insert the nodes of L’ back into L, using a pattern exactly
reverse to their prior deletion from L. Thereby compute
the ranks of all nodes of L

Cole-Vishkin’s parallel algorithm is able to solve the list-
ranking problem in O(n/p) time using p ≤ n/log(n) proces-
sors, which is optimal. This scheme can be used for contour-
labeling, too. All list-ranking specific computations need to be
replaced by the operations given in algorithm 3. And in step 3,
the found labels only need to be passed on. However, special
care needs to be taken in case of small linked lists, which
may be removed completely within step 1. If so, they will not
reach step 2 and hence cannot be labeled. This is possible,
since n represents the data-set’s size and not the linked-list’s
length. To prevent that, whenever a node is to be removed, it is
checked if it is its own successor. If that is the case, the node
can be labeled directly as described in our data-independent
approach.

As in Cole-Vishkin’s original algorithm, all changed com-
putations always compare two nodes, resulting in constant
costs for these operations. Thus, all theoretical properties of
Cole-Vishkin’s algorithm remain true in case of our contour
labeling algorithm.

F. Fill CCs within contours

Finally, pixels belonging to a certain CC and contained
within a contour are to be labeled. Therefore, a filling-
algorithm, originating from two opposing edges of the image,
is applied. Here, this is done by processing half-columns start-
ing from the upper and lower image’s edges and proceeding
sequentially to the center. These half-columns are independent
from each other and can thus be dealt with in parallel. It is
of importance to consider cases, where CCs are nested with
one or multiple other CCs or unclassified regions. Regarding
this, the algorithm described in this paper utilizes a stack-based
fill-algorithm to manage labels of nested contours. The asso-
ciated sub-algorithm 4 is described in the pseudocode-snippet
below. Here, we assume a vertical processing direction, but a
horizontal approach is also possible. Whenever a new pixel is
entered, data from its associated four CSs needs to be gathered
in case of their existence. This includes their label, which is
guaranteed to be the same if more than one CS exists. Since the
algorithm operates in a vertical direction, CCs can exclusively
be entered or left by passing horizontal edge-parallel-CS-parts,
which may be called io-CS-parts (io stands for in/out). Their
total number needs to be determined for the current pixel, too.
All possible courses of a single CS were already shown in
figure 2. There, the numbers indicate the associated io-CS-
part-counts (ioCnt for short). Obviously, it is 0, 1 or 2 in case
of a single CS. Additionally, figure 3 (left) shows the only
possible combination of CSs, where the ioCnt of more than
one CS is nonzero. So, the total ioCnt of a pixel is also 0, 1 or
2. In case of a pixel containing exactly one io-CS-part, a CC
is either entered or left. The proper operation can be identified
by considering the label-stack. If the CS’s label is currently

Algorithm 4: fillContour
for each HalfColumn hc of pa in parallel do

Stack labelStack;
for each Pixel p of hc edge to center do

p.ioCnt ← 0;
for each CS c associated with p do

if isLabeled(c) then
p.ioCnt ← p.ioCnt + c.ioCnt;
p.label ← c.label ;

endif
end
if p.ioCnt = 1 then

if labelStack.top() = p.label then
labelStack.pop();

else
labelStack.push(p.label);

endif
else if p.class 6= UNCLASSIFIED then

p.label ← labelStack.top();
endif

end
end

not on top of the stack, the CC is entered and thus the label
has to be put on top of the stack. Otherwise, the CC is left
and the stack’s topmost label is removed. In case of an ioCnt
different from one, the stack remains unchanged, but in case
of an existing CS-label it is applied to the pixel. If a pixel
does not contain an io-CS-part but is classified, it receives the
stack’s top label.

G. Asymptotic analysis

Be n the number of pixels. We use the data-structures pixels
and CS, consisting of a fixed number of fields each. And there
are 4 · n CS. Thus, our algorithm’s memory consumption is
linear with respect to the number of pixels. Asymptotic num-
bers of computations and running-times are data-independent
and depend on the pixel-grid resolution only. These are:
Contour-segment extraction: All pixels can be processed
independently in parallel. Thereby, up to four CS per pixel
are extracted, resulting in constant costs per pixel. So, using
p ≤ n processors delivers a running-time O(n/p) on a PRAM.
Contour labeling: Here, we only consider our data-dependent
approach, since it delivers better asymptotic properties due
to its higher degree of parallelism. As described before, it
preserves all properties of Cole-Vishkin’s optimal list-ranking
algorithm by which it was inspired: Given any number of
p ≤ n/log(n) processors, all contours can be labeled in
O(n/p) time on a CRWC-PRAM.
Contour filling: All columns can be filled independently in
parallel but each single column is processed sequential. If there
are more rows than columns, it is reasonable to process in a
row-wise scheme instead. Let a be image-width and b image-
height. Then, any number of p ≤ max(a, b) processors can be
utilized, resulting in O(n/p) running-time on a PRAM.

Altogether, all sub-algorithms have a running-time guaran-
tee of O(n/p), and the processor-number is limited by the
contour-filling algorithm to p ≤ max(a, b). Our algorithm
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is work-optimal as it obviously does not more than O(n)
operations for any number of processors utilizable.

III. IMPLEMENTATION DETAILS

We have implemented our algorithm utilizing OpenCL so
it can be evaluated on a GPU or CPU. However, in this
paper we limit our considerations to a GPU. The pseudo-code
given before describes our implementation from a quite high
level point of view. References are in most cases implemented
as 1d memory-addresses. Others are only globally unique if
the 2d-pixel-grid structure is taken into account, too. The
stacks used by algorithm 4 are implemented as fixed-sized
data-structures with a pointer to a current element. The 2-
ruling sets necessary for Cole-Vishkin’s processing scheme
are implemented similar to their earlier paper [14], because
a log(log(log(log(n))))-n ruling set already is a 2-ruling
set for all earthly values of n. In order to implement our
algorithm, dozens of distinct OpenCL-kernels are necessary.
Especially Cole-Vishkin’s algorithm requires numerous global
synchronization points. Since OpenCL does not allow global
synchronization within a kernel, whenever such a point is
reached, the kernel is terminated and another one started
thereafter. Additionally, GPUs typically offer some sort of
user managed cache called local memory (or shared memory,
CUDA term). Its use is important in many cases to receive
good memory access patterns. For example, Stava [12] identify
their shared memory use as one important reason delivering
the speedup when their algorithm is compared to Hawick[11].
However, in case of linked-lists it is less straightforward to use
local memory as it is in case of an algorithm working directly
on a rectangular pixel-grid.

Contour labeling is done using a hybrid approach consist-
ing of the data-independent and the data-dependent approach
described in this paper. The data-independent one has no
overhead to identify CS to be processed in parallel and it
is possible to achieve convenient memory-access patterns at
least to a certain degree. Both is not true in case of the our
implementation of the data-dependent pattern. In exchange, it
delivers a much higher degree of parallelism. Thus, our contour
labeling algorithm always starts with the data-independent
pattern and uses it as long as the delivered parallelism is
sufficiently high to utilize the executing device. Due to the
fact that it is a data-independent pattern, a proper number
of iterations can be calculated in advance. Then, we switch
to the data-dependent pattern. Of course, on the way back,
the last iterations must use the static pattern again, since the
unification needs to be exactly reversed. This hybrid approach
runs about 50 percent faster than the faster approach alone. The
overall memory-consumption of our current implementation is
77 bytes per pixel.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

In order to get an idea of our algorithm’s possible use, we
compare it in regard to achievable throughput with Stava[12],
who have published the fastest implementation of a CCL
algorithm known to us. We choose data-sets that can be
easily generated in different resolutions. So, repeatable results
are guaranteed and they can be verified simply or compared
by others. The measure covers the CCL-algorithm’s entire
CCL-processing time and excludes initialization time. We
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Fig. 9. Comparison of throughput [GPixel/sec] to Stava using spiral-data in
different resolutions

TABLE I. THROUGHPUT [GPIXEL/SEC] MEASURED WITH DIFFERENT
CONFIGURATIONS OF A 4096X4096 PIXEL CHECKERBOARD

Width of each 1 2 8 32 128 512 2048
square in pixels
Number of CCs 16m 4m 262k 16k 1k 64 4
Our CS-count 0 16m 7,3m 2m 520k 131k 32k
Our throughput 0,92 0,31 0,49 0,56 0,69 0,83 0,88
Stava’s throughput 1,09 0,91 0,81 0,65 0,58 0,56 0,51

have re-run Stava’s original implementation with our data and
measured the execution time of the method ”FindRegions”
in ”ccl.cpp” only. We utilize a computer consisting of an
Intel Core i7 2700k CPU, Windows 7 and a Nvidia GeForce
GTX 480 GPU (Driver 337.88). Both our implementation and
Stava’s are executed on the GTX 480. However, in contrast
to us, Stava’s implementation uses the vendor specific API
CUDA.

The first data-set contains a rectangular spiral with a width
of one pixel and the same size as the data resolution. It is
considered to be especially hard to label in literature. The
achieved throughput with respect to the data-resolution is
compared to Stava in figure 9. Obviously, both algorithms
process much more data per unit time, if a higher data-
resolution is applied. This scaling behavior is especially true in
case of our algorithm. On the other hand, if a low resolution
is measured, Stava’s algorithm is much faster than ours. In
case of a high resolution, our algorithm delivers comparable
throughput.

In order to get an idea how the running-time measured is
composed of the CS-extraction, Contour labeling and Contour
filling, the running times of the corresponding kernels are
measured using OpenCL-events and aggregated to the three
categories. In case of the 4096 x 4096 Spiral, we get the
following results for our algorithm:

• CS-extraction: 21 percent of running-time measured
• Contour labeling: 61 percent of running-time measured
• Contour filling: 18 percent of running-time measured

Now, let’s take a look at data-dependence. In order to do that,
we determine the throughput when processing a checkerboard-
pattern, where the squares’ size can be configured. Here, four
different classifications are applied to separate all squares as
distinct CCs. In doing so, the impact of different numbers
and sizes of CCs can be evaluated. Table I shows the results
compared to Stava. Here, Stava’s algorithm delivers the highest
throughput in case of the smallest CCs and it decreases as the
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CCs’ size increases. This behavior was already reported in their
original paper. Contrasting these results, the throughput of our
algorithm increases, if the CCs size increases. An exception
to this behavior is the CC size one, where our algorithm does
not extract any CS. So, our algorithm performs better, if the
processed data consists of less contour-segments.

V. CONCLUSION

We have presented a parallel algorithm to solve 2d-image-
data CCL problems in linear overall complexity. Similar to
contour-tracing approaches, the extracted object-contours may
also be helpful for certain applications like 2d-object recog-
nition. Our current OpenCL-implementation performs compa-
rable to the fastest previous approaches, when executed on a
GPU, if a sufficiently high resolution is applied. Additionally,
it scales superior with respect to the data-resolution in case of
the tested data-set.

VI. FUTURE WORK

First and foremost, we will research alternatives to the fill
contour sub-algorithm, since it limits the asymptotic running-
time due to the small number of processors utilizable, when
compared to our other sub-algorithms. Perhaps a per-column
unification of linked-lists is a better idea. However, these would
have to be re-arranged at first in order to solve problems
regarding nested connected-components.

Besides, we will improve our implementation. One problem
identified is the amount of OpenCL kernel calls (hundreds per
processed image). And another one is the limited use of a
GPU’s local memory provided by OpenCL.
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Abstract— Geological formations has different behaviors 

against weathering and erosion and it causes difference in geo-

morphology. Geological mapping needs the ability of lithological 

discrimination on the basis of geo-morphology, and this capability 

is not fully accessible via optical remote sensing. Since radar 

spectral windows in electromagnetic spectrum is independent of 

solar energy and can penetrate clouds and particularly sensitive to 

surface parameters, they are considered to be useful for studies of 

the surface geological morphology. In order to discriminate the 

surface geometric pattern and differentiate top-geological 

formations surface, it is required to model the softness and 

roughness of surface according to the radar signal backscattering. 

Fractal geometry is much more capable to describe natural 

phenomena than conventional geometry. Fractal geometry has 

been used several times in literature in order to improve the radar 

backscattering models. This paper compares application of 

different autocorrelation functions for the most famous model in 

this manner, integral equation model (IEM) benefiting random 

fractal geometry. Trying to improve geological mapping of 

Dehloran geological formation (western boundary of Ilam in 

IRAN), the results display the level of effectiveness of the 

conventional autocorrelation function. 

Keywords—geological formations, SAR images, roughness 

modeling, backscattering coefficient 

I.  INTRODUCTION 

Detection of top-geological structures cannot be possible via 
optical imagery especially in large regions; since study of 
geological morphology to some extents is not possible by 
passive remote sensing. Because of independence of microwave 
sensors to climate changes, and especially their sensitivity to 
surface parameters, SAR technology is suitable for 
geomorphology and earth surface studies.  

In Dehloran geological formation, some geological 
structures containing lithologies like Marne, are more affected 
by alteration and weathering and consequently are physically 
smooth. In contrary, there are some other structures which are 
less affected by physical and chemical erosion, and have rough 
and rigid face, such as Anhydride lithology. In the process of 
mapping this region on geological maps, discrimination among 
the different top-geological structures cannot be possible via 
available optical imagery; since geological morphologies to 
some extents are not differentiable by passive remote sensing. 
Geological morphology modeling by SAR data needs to have 
topography and micro-topography model of the surface. 

Geological morphology modeling by SAR data needs to 
have topography and micro-topography model of the surface. 
Roughness parameters are highly dependent to measurement 
scale which is the SAR signal wavelength in this study. Natural 
phenomena cannot be qualitatively modeled via conventional 
geometry; in contrast, Random Fractals Geometry is much more 
powerful in modeling natural shapes [1]. 

In this paper different autocorrelation functions for the most 
famous model in this manner, integral equation model (IEM) is 
applied and by using fractal autocorrelation function, instead of 
using the Gaussian and exponential functions [1], we try to 
improve geological mapping of morphology. In other words, this 
paper tries to improve precision of parameters estimation in 
Integral Equation Model (IEM) [2], and then by considering 
geomorphology, to increase quality and precision of geological 
maps. Verification of modeling processes are applied to ALOS 
SAR data of Dehloran geological structure to improve 
geological mapping precision. 

II. INTEGRAL EQUATION MODEL (IEM) AND ROUGHNESS 

PARAMETERS 

Standard theoretical models of backscattering, are: Geometric 

Optics Model (GOM) and Physical Optics Model (POM) and 

Small Perturbation Model (SPM). Geometric Optics Model, for 

very rough surfaces, Physical Optics Model, for medium 

roughness and Small Perturbation Model, for very smooth 

surfaces are used. Fung and Chen have developed Integral 

Equation Model (IEM) as a physically based electro-magnetic 

transfer model IEM via combination of the GOM, POM and 

SPM, and constructed a more applicable model which can 

tolerate a really wide range of roughness dimensions, 

theoretically, IEM is not restricted to any special situation [1]. 

As defined, IEM relates backscattering coefficients to 

roughness parameters of the surface, dielectric permittivity and 

magnetic permeability, and the local incidence angle. The co-

polarized backscattering coefficient has been explained as [3]: 

 

𝜎𝑝𝑝
0 =

𝑘2

4𝜋
𝑒−2𝑘2𝜎2𝑐𝑜𝑠2𝜃 ∑ |𝐼𝑝𝑝

𝑛 |
2 𝑊(𝑛)(2𝑘𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜃،0)

𝑛!

+∞
𝑛=1  (1) 

 

where 

 

𝐼𝑝𝑝
𝑛 = (2𝑘 𝜎 𝑐𝑜𝑠)𝑓𝑝𝑝 exp(−𝑘2𝜎2𝑐𝑜𝑠2𝜃) + (𝑘 𝜎 𝑐𝑜𝑠)𝑛𝐹𝑝𝑝 (2) 
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and pp, polarization (hh or vv); k, wave number (𝑘 =
2𝜋

𝜆
: λ is 

the wavelength), θ is the local incidence angle, σ, the surface 

rms-height, 𝑊(𝑛), fourier transform of 𝑛𝑡ℎ power of the 

correlation function, and 𝑓ℎℎ, 𝑓𝑣𝑣, 𝐹ℎℎ and 𝐹𝑣𝑣 are approximated 

by: 

 

𝑓ℎℎ =
−2𝑅ℎ

𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜃
 

𝑓ℎℎ =
2𝑅𝑣

𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜃
 

𝐹ℎℎ = 2
𝑠𝑖𝑛2𝜃

𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜃
[4𝑅ℎ − (1 −

1

𝜀
) (1 + 𝑅ℎ)2] 

𝐹𝑣𝑣 = 2
𝑠𝑖𝑛2𝜃

𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜃
[(1 −

𝜀 𝑐𝑜𝑠2𝜃

𝜀 − 𝑠𝑖𝑛2𝜃
) (1 − 𝑅𝑣)2 − (1 −

1

𝜀
) (1 + 𝑅𝑣)2] 

 

The horizontally and vertically polarized Fresnel reflection 

coefficients, 𝑅ℎ and 𝑅𝑣, are described as: 

 

𝑅ℎ =
𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜃 − √𝜀 − 𝑠𝑖𝑛2𝜃

𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜃 + √𝜀 − 𝑠𝑖𝑛2𝜃
 

𝑅𝑣 =
𝜀 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜃 − √𝜀 − 𝑠𝑖𝑛2𝜃

𝜀 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜃 + √𝜀 − 𝑠𝑖𝑛2𝜃
 

 

𝜀 is the dielectric constant. Considering 𝐶(𝜌), the surface 

autocorrelation function (ACF), and 𝐽0 as zeroth order Bessel 

function, surface power spectrum, 𝑊(𝑛) in IEM can be defined 

as: 

 

𝑊(𝑛)(𝐾) = ∫ 𝐶(𝜌). 𝜌. 𝐽0(𝐾𝜌)𝑑𝜌
𝜌=+∞

𝜌=0
   (3) 

 

Gaussian and exponential functions are two special cases of 

ACF, which will be described in the next section. 

Calculation of the model parameters from SAR signal 

backscattering coefficient is not directly possible, because of 

the model complexity and some other strategies must be 

pursued. In this paper Look Up Table (LUT) method is 

employed; so for this purpose a table of different possible 

values of roughness parameters/dielectric constant and 

corresponding backscattering coefficients tabulated. 

In sections A, B and C, respectively, the three main 

specifications for the radar Backscattering study, the rms-

height, correlation length and autocorrelation function are 

defined. 

 

A. Heights Root Mean Square (rms-height) 

The root mean square of surface heights (rms-height) defines 

the variation in surface elevation above an arbitrary plane and 

is used to be calculated on the basis of a one-dimensional 

discrete surface profile measurement consisting N points with 

elevations 𝑧𝑖  [4]: 

 

𝑠 = √
1

𝑁
[(∑ 𝑧𝑖

2𝑁
𝑖=1 ) − 𝑁𝑧̅2]    (4) 

 

where 

 

𝑧̅ =
1

𝑁
∑ 𝑧𝑖

𝑁
𝑖=1      (5) 

 

In (4), s represents standard deviation of the surface micro-

topography discrete heights. 

 

B. Correlation Length 

 

The level of surface heights uniformity over a finite profile of 

the surface is usually described by Correlation Length [4]. In 

other words, the horizontal variations of the surface heights is 

called correlation length. Unlike the simplicity of this 

definition, measurements of the correlation length is 

complicated. The calculated values for this parameter via 

different ways are extremely variable and also greatly depends 

on the length of the sampling profile length [6]. As a typical 

methodology, Davidson et al. (2003) has proposed a linear 

interpolation on the correlation function of the heights: 

 

𝑙 = (𝑒−1 − 𝐶(𝜌1))
𝜌2−𝜌1

𝐶(𝜌2)−𝐶(𝜌1)
+ 𝜌1   (6) 

 

where 𝐶(𝜌) is the autocorrelation function, 𝜌1 and 𝜌2 are two 

arbitrary points. On the basis of the parameter definition, in this 

equation, it is considered that 𝐶(𝑙) = 𝑒−1. 

 

C. Autocorrelation Function 

The normalized autocorrelation function, for 𝜌 = 𝑗𝛥𝑥, where 

∆x is the spatial resolution of the profile, is given by: 

 

𝐶(𝜌) =
∑ 𝑧𝑖𝑧𝑖+𝑗

𝑁−𝑗
𝑖=1

∑ 𝑧𝑖
2𝑁

𝑖=1

    (7) 

 

In order to fully characterize the ACF of a surface, a 

discretization interval, used to sample the profile, should be at 

least as small as one tenth of the correlation length. 

In backscattering models, often two types of ACFs, the 

exponential and the Gaussian autocorrelation functions are 

being used. The exponential ACF is given by: 

 

𝐶(𝜌) = 𝑒
−|𝜌|

𝑙
⁄

     (8) 

 

and the Gaussian function; 

 

𝐶(𝜌) = 𝑒
−𝜌2

𝑙2⁄
     (9) 

 

where l, is the correlation length. 

III. IEM MODELING METHOD USING FRACTAL GEOMETRY 

The most famous improvement for backscattering modeling 

using fractal geometry is using fractal ACF instead of Gaussian 

or exponential one. 

Eqs. (8) and (9), show the exponential and Gaussian ACFs, 

respectively. Likewise fractal correlation function is [1]: 
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𝐶(𝜌) = 𝑒
−𝜌𝜏

𝑙𝜏⁄
     (10) 

 

where, on the basis of experimental data, parameter 𝜏 has a 

linear relation with fractal dimension and the relation is 

computable via: 𝜏 = −1.67 𝐷 + 3.67, in which, D is the fractal 

dimension of the earth surface and can be calculated via various 

methods. In natural surfaces which have more complexity, 

fractal functions are more appropriate than the exponential and 

Gaussian correlation functions. Since the exponential and 

Gaussian functions are particular forms for particular situations 

of fractal function [1]. 

IV. IMPLEMENTATION, RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

A. Case Study 

As the application case study, western part of Dehloran 

geological formation is selected which is located in the 

following coordinates: 

Longitude: 46°45' to 46°55' 

Latitude: 32°40' to 32°45' 

Fig. 1 illustrates geographic and geological position of the case 

study.Geomorphology of the region, which is depicted in the 

image of Fig. 1 is a geological section of Dehloran structure and 

obviously different members of Pabdeh, Asmari and Kalhor 

formations are figured out. Different decay properties of these 

geological units are the reason of different surface morphology. 

Regional lithologies contain of limestone, dolomite, marl and 

anhydride. Discrimination of the units for geological mapping 

and interpretation of optical images needs in situ hardness and 

softness measurements; and without considerations of the 

surface morphology is approximately impossible. 

Fig. 2 depicts the variation of the three roughness parameters: 

rms-height, Correlation Length, Fractal Dimension. The rms-

height has the most variations among other two parameters. Site 

1 has more diversity range among the sites, In contrary, fractal 

dimension of the sites 2 and 3 are more diverse than the site 1. 

 

Fig. 3 illustrates the three case studies position on the SAR 

image. Site1 is on a plain region, site2, on a mountainous region 

and site 3 is on foothill, which can be considered as a transition 

zone between mountain and plain regions. 

B. Implementation and Results 

As previously mentioned, the three study sites position are 

shown in Fig. 3. Surface roughness has been measured based on 

digital elevation model of the site for a total number of 20 pixels 

and the dielectric constant has been extracted from the 

presented tables of [5]. Fig. 4 illustrates backscattering 

 

Fig. 1  Case Study region in western part of Dehloran geological formation 

 

 

Fig. 2  Case Studies’ surface roughness parameters, rms-height, Correlation Length, Fractal Dimension 

 

 

] 
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coefficient calculated by IEM based on conventional geometry 

(Eq.1) in both hh and vv polarizations as a function of 

backscattering coefficient measured from SAR images. 

Distance of points far from the diagonal line shows the error of 

the simulation. 

 
Fig. 4  Simulation accuracy using backscattering equation IEM in two hh and 

vv polarizations for 20 sample points of the study area, based on 

conventional geometry. Number and distance of points far from the 
diagonal line shows the error of the simulation. 

As mentioned in the previous section, a method is already 

presented to utilize the benefits of fractal geometry in 

backscattering electromagnetic models; which is implemented 

on the case study data and the comparative results are presented 

in Figs. 5 and 6. As described for Fig. 4, these graphs show the 

accuracy level of the IEM simulation. 

 

According to the section A, typically, surface spectrum in IEM 

equation must be calculated through the Fourier spectrum of the 

correlation function in the equations (8), (9) and (10). Also, 

equation (10) as a general function depending on the value of  

τ, can replace the functions (8) and (9). For the data of study 

area, the value of τ = 1.2, represents the optimum results 

comparing to measured backscattering coefficients on SAR 

image, which is used in the graph of Fig. 6. 

 

 

Fig. 5  Simulation accuracy using backscattering equation IEM in two hh and 

vv polarizations for 20 sample points of the study area, using fractal 

autocorrelation function (τ = 1.2) instead of Gaussian and exponential 

functions. 

 

Fig. 6, illustrates the simulation accuracy using IEM 

backscattering equation in two hh and vv polarizations for 

sample points of the study area, using the correlation length 

calculated via fractal dimension parameter. 

 

Fig. 6  Simulation accuracy of backscattering equation IEM in two hh and vv 

polarizations for sample points of the study area, using the correlation 
length calculated via fractal dimension parameter. 

 

Table 1 presents the statistical analysis of the results acquired 

through these methods compared to each other. 
 

TABLE I.  METHODS RESULTS STANDARD DEVIATION FOR INTEGRAL 

EQUATION MODEL (IEM) 

 
Original IEM - 

Gaussian ACF 

Original IEM - 

Exponential ACF 

Original IEMm - 

fractal ACF (τ = 1.2) 
hh-polarization 10.023 7.518 6.891 

vv-polarization 9.666 7.249 6.645 

 

V. CONCLUSION 

Due to irregular and fractal nature of the surface roughness, 
electromagnetic backscattering modeling of radar signals using 
fractal geometry calculates surface parameters closer to actual 
values. The model IEM is for three types of ACFs and for 20 

 
Fig. 3  Case Studies’ surface roughness parameters, rms-

height, Correlation Length, Fractal Dimension 
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sample points on three different sites is tested. The graphs and 
the deviation table, demonstrate obviously the effectiveness of 
fractal ACF. The studied fractal ACF is implemented with the 
available linear interpolation which relates fractal dimension and 
correlation length, more studies on this interpolation can be 
planned for future studies. 
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Abstract— Automatic extraction of road from satellite images 

is one of the most important researches in the field of remote 

sensing. The method proposed in this study is based on a fuzzy 

method for detection of road areas from high resolution SAR 

images. In this method, the multiple features are extracted first 

based on the backscatter coefficient of each pixel and its neighbor 

pixels from the input image. The extracted features are combined 

with each other in the next step using a fuzzy algorithm and the 

desired road areas are selected separately in the last step 

considering the spatial and spectral criteria. The favorite results 

and root mean square error of 87% were obtained by applying 

this algorithm on high resolution SAR images obtained from the 

TerraSAR satellite. 

 

Keywords—component; Multiple features, road detection, fuzzy 

algorithm, high resolution, synthetic aperture radar. 

I.  INTRODUCTION  

Manual extraction of features manually from the satellite 
images by expert operators takes cost and time. Therefore, 
automatic extraction of the features from the images is a basic 
research in the contexts of remote sensing for automatic 
generation of the spatial information and mappings. Roads and 
buildings, which are the most significant features are the most 
frequent ones in preparing maps of the urban, suburban and 
rural regions.  

SAR images for the weather independence and the ability 
to operate during both day and night, has indeed advantages 
over optical images. Currently, automatic road extraction from 
VHR SAR data is a research topic in demand. However, the 
task complexity increases and is not eased by the enhanced 
resolution due to speckle noise. The fact that buildings along 
the road may mask them, or reduce their visibility, further 
complicates the road detection problem. Noteworthy here is 
that some satellites like TerraSAR-X, RadarSAT-2 and 
Cosmo/Skymed incorporate an appropriate resolution for 
extraction the roads even in the urban areas. 

Many researchers have previously addressed this topic 
since the 1990s [1, 2]. 

A nearly automatic detection algorithm using Markov 
random field was proposed by Tupin et al. for linear features 
such as the main axes of road networks [3]. Jeon et al. [4] 

developed a technique for the detection of roads in a SAR 
image using a genetic algorithm. 

Tupin et al. [5] presented a technique for the detection of 
roads in dense urban areas using SAR imagery based on 
multiscale framework. Dell’Acqua et al. [6] presented an 
algorithm for road extraction based on multiple road detectors 
and logical feature fusion in fine resolution SAR imageries. 
Bentabet et al. [7]  updated road vectors by using SAR 
imagery without human–computer interaction, with 
comprehensive knowledge provided by a road database. 

Wessel [8] also studied automatic road extraction from 
airborne SAR imagery supported by context information. 
Chen et al. [9] applied particle filtering in tracking consecutive 
road segments from SAR images. Lisini et al. [10] present a 
road extraction method comprising fusion of classification 
results and structural information in form of segmented lines. 
The approach was tested for airborne SAR data of resolution 
better than 1m. 

Li et al.[11] presented a road extraction method from high-
resolution dual-polarization SAR data over urban areas based 
on two road detector extraction and feature-level fusion. Stilla 
& Hedman [12] used a Bayesian network into an already 
existing road extraction approach for roads extraction from 
SAR imagery. Hedman et al. [13] proposed combination of 
two road extractors from VHR SAR scenes: one more 
successful in rural areas and one explicitly designed for urban 
areas. In order to get the best combination of both, a rapid 
mapping filter for discriminating rural and urban scenes is 
utilized. 

To improve the performance of road extractors on SAR 
images, Zhou et al. [14] used the image of polarimetric SAR 
systems which measures a target’s reflectivity using four 
polarizations. Liu et al. [15] Presented a road extraction 
method from SAR imagery based on an improved particle 
filtering and snake model. 

From above paragraphs, we consider many works on road 
extraction have been done using the automatic or the semi-
automatic methods in aerial or satellite SAR images. As basic 
step of the all mentioned methods, the local detection 
procedure plays a critical role and determines the overall 
performance of road detection procedures. 
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In the present work, we aim at improving the road area 
detection task in SAR images by exploiting the multiple 
spatial and spectral feature extraction defined in the range of a 
window in vicinity of a pixel and fuzzy-based feature fusion 
method in comparison of the methods using segmentation like 
Negri [16]. In fact, with meter or sub-meter spatial resolution, 
roads in SAR data may be more precisely modeled as dark 
elongated areas surrounded by bright edges, which are due to 
double-bounce reflections by surrounding buildings or 
uniform backscattering by the vegetation. The effect is more 
pronounced for roads oriented in range direction. As a result, 
there are many bright areas with high contrast adjacent to 
them. Therefore, the features in this paper are defined exactly 
based on the above mentioned issues which include aligned, 
dark and high contrast pixels with their adjacent regions. 

At the rest of this paper, section II introduces the materials 
and methods used in the current research while the results are 
discussed in section III. Finally, section IV will give some 
conclusions and suggestions. 

II. MATERIALS AND METHODS  

The method proposed in this paper is divided into two 
stages, as depicted in Fig. 1. 

Stage 1 is road area detection. In this stage, the features 
adapted to road properties in high resolution SAR imageries 
are extracted and fused based on a fuzzy algorithm to detect 
road areas. Then spatial and spectral criteria are used for 
refinement of extracted roads. 

Stage 2 is accuracy assessment. In this stage, some 
numerical parameters: road detection correctness coefficient 
(RCC), background detection correctness coefficient (BCC) 
and root mean square error (RMSE) are defined. And then the 
algorithm is tested for some speckled and despeckled images 
to evaluate the method. 

In the following sub sections, we describe in details the 
method, emphasizing the adaptation of the algorithm to the 
suburban areas. 

A. Road Area Detection  

It has been tried in this research to achieve desirable 
results by using multiple detectors. Thus, straight linear 
features of the image is investigated considering the spatial 

 

relation between each pixel and its neighbors, then 
diagnosis of the road segments is improved in the next step by 
fuzzy combination of the results derived from each detector. 

It was mentioned before that the road appears as the 
extended dark areas with relatively light edges in high 
resolution SAR images [14]. Therefore, one should search for 
pairs with parallel edges or homogeneous or extended dark 
areas. It is obvious that taking into account each one of the 
following conditions may generate undesirable results. Thus, a 
more precise answer would be combination of the above 
mentioned conditions and ideas. 

1) Multiple Features Extraction 
In order to extract pixels of a road, the first step will be to 

calculate some spatial features in a square window around the 
central pixel p(i,j). However, each of these features is a 
function of the window size R×R. 

Fig. 2 depicts how to select the neighbors of  pixel p(i,j) on 
the image. 

The total radiance in a specific direction of θ in the 
selected window is given as [16]: 

𝑟 i, j, R, θ =  p  i + k cos θ  ,  j + k sin θ   k=R 2 
k=−R 2  

Direction of the least total radiance as first feature is 
defined as: 

𝜃0 𝑖, 𝑗,𝑅 = arg minθ 𝑟 𝑖, 𝑗,𝑅,𝜃 , 𝜃ϵ 0°      180°   

The corresponding total radiance of θ0 as second feature is 
also defined as: 

𝑟0 i, j, R = 𝑟 i, j, R, θ0    

θ0 and r0 demonstrate dark areas elongated around the pixel 
p(i,j) which is extended in the current window. 

Assuming that these areas are appropriate candidates for 
the road areas, their contrast with the other areas (average total 
radiance of the other directions) must be high. Therefore, the 
3

rd
 feature is value of the contrast which can be calculated 

from Equation (4) as: 

 

Fig. 1. Diagram of the proposed road area detection method 

Input SAR Image

Road Area Detection

• Multiple Feature Extraction

• Fuzzy-Feature Algorithm

• Refinement  

Accuracy Assessment

• Numerical Accuracy Analysis

• Sensitivity Analysis of Algorithm

Raster Map of Roads Network

 

Fig. 2. Selection of the neighbors of pixels  
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𝑐0 𝑖, 𝑗,𝑅 =  
 𝑟(𝑖 ,𝑗 ,𝑅,𝜃)𝜃

n
− 𝑟0(𝑖, 𝑗,𝑅)  

Where, 𝑛 represents number of the directions for which the 
value of total radiance has been calculated. 

It is clear that the features θ0, r0 and c0 display different 
information, all of them are a function of the window size 
R×R and each of them may reproduce incorrect results so that 
the incorrect results are expected to be deleted through 
combining them. Noteworthy here is that the wider and longer 
road areas are detected from dimensions of the larger 
windows, whereas the narrow and shorter road areas are 
characterized by smaller dimensions. 

2) Fuzzy-Feature Algorithm 
The road areas in SAR images are determined with a fuzzy 

algorithm called fuzzy-feature algorithm based of three 
features. Fuzzy logic provides a simple way to arrive at a 
definite conclusion based upon imprecise, uncertain, 
ambiguous, vague or missing input information. Fuzzy set 
theory, introduced by L. Zadeh in the 1960s, resembles human 
reasoning in its use of approximate information and 
uncertainty to generate decisions [17].  

A classical fuzzy inference system consists of a rule base, 
membership functions, and an inference procedure that is 
showed in Fig. 3.  

We define three linguistic variables: least total radiance 
(LTR), contrast (Co) and direction of least total radiance 
(DoLTR) as input and variable Road as output of the fuzzy 
system. Table I shows the terms of each linguistic variable. 

IF-THEN rules are statements that make fuzzy logic 
useful. Generally a single fuzzy IF-THEN rule can be 
formulated according to: 

IF x is A; THEN y is B. 

TABLE I.  LINGUISTIC VARIABLES AND LABELS FOR THE FUZZY-
FEATURE ALGORITHM 

 Linguistic 

variables 

Fuzzy Sets Type Range Parameters 

In
p

u
t 

Co 

Low  Trapmf* [0 1] [-0.1 0 0.2 0.3] 

Middle Trimf** [0 1] [0.25 0.35 0.45] 

High  Trapmf [0 1] [0.4 0.5 1 1.1] 

LTR 

Low  Trapmf [0 1] [-0.1 0 0.4 0.55] 

Middle  Trimf [0 1] [0.5 0.65 0.8] 

High  Trapmf [0 1] [0.7 0.85 1 1.1] 

DoLTR 

Close to 

local 
average 

Trapmf [0 1] [-0.1 0 0.05 0.0625] 

Moderate Trimf [0 1] [0.058 0.1 0.2] 

Far to local 
average 

Trapmf [0 1] [0.15 0.25 1 1.1] 

O
u

tp
u

t 

Road 

True Trimf [0 1] [-0.1 0 0.5] 

Probably  Trimf [0 1] [0.4 0.65 0.8] 

False  Trimf [0 1] [0.7 1 1.1] 

a. *Trapezoidal membership function 

b. **Triangular membership function 

A and B are linguistic labels defined by fuzzy sets on the 
range of all possible values of x and y, respectively. The first 
sentence is called antecedent, second one is called consequent. 

For recognizing a road area in HR-SAR images, Some 
suggested fuzzy rules are: 

If (Co is Low) Then (Road is False). 

If {(Co is High) AND (LTR is Low) AND (DoLTR is 
Moderate)} Then (Road is True) 

If {(Co is High) AND (LTR is Middle) AND (DoLTR is 
Moderate)} Then (Road is Probable) 

These examples reveal an important aspect of fuzzy 
reasoning: the rule base should include observations of the 
important features. 

Formulating the rules is more a question of the expertise of 
an operator than of a detailed technical modeling approach. 
Given the rules and input features, the degree of membership 
to each of the fuzzy sets has to be determined. Fuzzy 
processing of the input features requires a specification of the 
linguistic labels which represent fuzzy sets. The linguistic 
variables: Three linguistic input variables and one linguistic 
output variable and their fuzzy sets used in the investigations 
for each extracted feature are listed in Table I. Three fuzzy 
sets are assigned to each input variable which reflect an 
interactively carried out examination of all possible values of 
the features. In practice, this assignment is mostly a mixture of 
expert knowledge and examination of the desired input-output 
data. Also three fuzzy sets are chosen for the linguistic output 
with True, Probably and False. Widely applied membership 
functions are triangular and trapezoidal functions with 
maximum equal to 1 and minimum equal to 0. Sufficient 
overlap of neighboring membership functions is taken into 
account to provide smooth transition from one linguistic label 
to another. 

The fuzzy AND or OR operators combine the membership 
values of the input features in each rule which results in one 
for the antecedent of that rule. Next step is the implication of 
the antecedent to the consequent. Implication is carried out for 
all rules and another step is to aggregate the output fuzzy sets 
over all rules. Inputs of aggregation are the truncated output 
functions returned by the implication process for each rule. 
The result of the aggregation process is one fuzzy set for each 
output variable. What remains in the final step is to defuzzify 
the fuzzy set and to produce a crisp output. The mostly applied 
defuzzification method is to calculate the centre of gravity 
which determines the centre of the area under the aggregated 

 

Fig. 3. Overall flow of a fuzzy inference system 

input fuzzification implication

aggregationdefuzzificationoutput
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output function (centroid). In our approach for fuzzy-feature 
algorithm as shown in Fig. 4 we follow the Max-Min approach 
proposed by Mamdani  because it offers some advantages with 
regard to intuitive, widespread acceptance and well suited to 
human input [18]. As depicted in Fig. 4, for three feature 
values of a pixel: LTR=0.52, Co=0.3 and DoLTR=0.06 as 
input the model, the process of the fuzzy system is done to 
make a fuzzy resonance result. This Fig. shows the pixel is 
“Road” and corresponding defuzzified value is equal to 0.903. 
For a comprehensive study of fuzzy logic and fuzzy inference 
systems (FISs) please refer to [19]. 

3) Refinment 
The last step of the road detection algorithm is selection of 

proper road areas on the image of features. Two criteria are 
utilized for this purpose, namely spatial and spectral. 

Spatial Criterion: According to the ground spatial 
resolution of the sensors small detected areas cannot be part of 
the roads network, so they are negligible enough to be 
ignored. To this aims, areas containing 40 pixels or less can be 
deleted from the road areas. 

Spectral Criterion: Areas detected with very high average 
radiance cannot be part of the roads network (considering the 
average total radiance of the image), so they are ignored. In 
other words, the areas of greater average radiance which are 
greater than a fraction of average total radiance are deleted.  

 

  

  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 

5. Defuzzified 
(centroid) 

4. Apply 
aggregation 

method (max) 

R1. 

R2. 

This rule has no 
dependency on 
input 3 

 

This rule has no 
dependency on 
input 2 

R3. 

R11. 

If       LTR is low                 and    contrast is middle      and    DoLTR is moderate…      then           Road is probable 

If       LTR is high                                                                                                                     then                 Road is false 

If       LTR is middle            and    contrast is middle      and    DoLTR is close to…        then            Road is probable 

If       LTR is low                 and       contrast is high        and    DoLTR is close to…        then                 Road is true 

LTR=0.52 Contrast=0.3 DoLTR=0.06 

1. Fuzzify Inputs 
2. Apply AND 

operator (min) 
3. Apply implication 

operator (min) 

Antecedent Consequent 

Input 1 Input 2 Input 3 

Road=0.903 
 

Fig. 4.  Fuzzy inference system based on our approach 
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B. Sensitivity analysis and accuracy assessment 

1) Accuracy Assessment 
One of the basic requirements of the systems which 

perform a task automatically is analysis of accuracy. 
Therefore, various criteria have been employed to assess 
accuracy of the surveyed road. Wiedemann has provided a 
thorough discussion in this regard [20]. 

The corresponding pixels of the road area image are 
compared with the pixels of the reference road image in order 
to numerically analyze accuracy of the road detection obtained 
from logical combination of the images related to the radar 
imagery features. For this purpose, a binary image of the 
reference road network must be created by human operator in 
the first step. 

Multiplying pixels of the final image in those of the binary 
image and calculating their average products will give a RCC. 
This RCC criterion can be deemed as a measure for average 
ability of the above mentioned algorithm in detection of the 
existing pixels of the road in this image. In other words, for 
showing nature of the pixels in terms of the road detection, 
this criterion demonstrates the acceptable percentage of 
performance applied. 

Inversion of the values associated with the binary image 
obtained from reference road network and repeating the 
discussed operations for calculating the RCC, a similar 
criterion called BCC will be developed. This parameter acts as 
a criterion for showing how this algorithm performs to 
diagnose and distinguish the background road pixels. 

2) Sensitivity Analysis of Algorithm 
Inherent with all SAR imageries is speckle noise which is 

nothing else but variation in backscatter from inhomogeneous 
cells. Speckle noise reduces the image contrast which has a 
direct negative effect on texture based analysis of the 
imageries. Meanwhile, speckle noise also changes the spatial 
statistics of the underlying scene backscatter which in turn 
makes the classification of imageries a difficult task.  

There are different filters for reduction of the noise effect 
on the SAR images. One of the most common filters for this 
purpose is Gamma-MAP [21]. The maximum a posteriori 
(MAP) filter is based on a multiplicative noise model with 
nonstationary mean and variance parameters. This filter 
assumes that the original digital number (DN) value lies 
between the DN of the pixel of interest and the average DN of 
the moving kernel. 

Equation of this filter is the following cubic equation (5): 

I 3 − I  I 2 + σ I − DN = 0  

Where 

I : sought value ,  

I  : local mean ,  

DN = input value ,  

σ = the original image variance 

The filtering is controlled by both the variation coefficient 
and the geometrical ratio operators extended to the line 
detection. 

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

In the present work, the data set is a TerraSAR-X image 
dated 19

th
 April 2011 with resolution of 1m×1m. This image 

covers various outspreads regions around Jam, Bushehr, Iran. 

The multiple features were obtained in the first step 
according to (1) to (4). Images of each feature are illustrated in 
Fig. 5. 

In the next step, the image of features are fuzzified first 
and then combined with each other by fuzzy logic. Finally, the 
defuzzification stage is used in the model to assign the 
expected (crisp) value for the output image.  

The obtained image from combining the features is shown 
in Fig. 6. 

In the following, spectral and spatial criteria were 
separately applied on the image in order to improve the 
performance and select proper road areas. Thereby, those 
areas with average radiance greater than 70% average total 
radiance of the images or smaller than 40 pixels were ignored 
from the road areas. The obtained results are depicted in Fig. 
7. 

(a) 

 

(b) 

 

(c) 

 

Fig 5.  Images of extracted features: (a), (b) and (c) belong to images 

related to features of r0, θ0 and c0 respectively 
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The results of applying the above mentioned criteria 
entitled TSX-Refinmented are listed in Table II. 

A binary image is made from the reference network of 
road which is prepared by human operator to evaluate the 
results obtained from the road detection step. It has been 
demonstrated in Fig. 8a that all the road pixels are colored by 
green or red, while all the background pixels are colored by 
blue or white. By multiplying the corresponding pixels of 
reference image in the final binary image, the parameters of 
RCC, BCC and RMSE were calculated and the obtained 
numerical results are summarized in Table III. 

Moreover, ERDAS IMAGINE 9.1 software with gamma 
filter and windows of 3×3 and 5×5 sizes was used for studying 
sensitivity of the algorithm to speckle noise. All steps of the 
algorithm from beginning to analysis of accuracy were applied 
on the above mentioned image. The obtained results are listed 
in Table II. As can be seen from Table II below, no 
improvement was made in the RCC parameter by applying 
gamma filter and/or reduction of the speckle noise. Thereby, 
as was expected before, it can be concluded that the 
abovementioned algorithm has no sensitivity to the existing 
speckle noise in the SAR images and this insensitivity is due 
to nature of the extracted features which use information of 
the neighbor pixels. By taking into consideration the results 
obtained from numerical accuracy analysis it can be concluded 
that the sensitivity of this algorithm is mainly focused on 
detection of the road areas and that applying the spatial and 
spectral criteria in choosing the proper road areas has added to 
the aforementioned sensitivity. As usual, the roads which are 
parallel to the incident direction are much more visible than 
the other ones. [5].   

 

TABLE II.  INDEXES OF ACCURACY ANALYSIS FOR DIFFERENT INPUT 

IMAGES 

RMSE BCC RCC SAR image Method  

0.81 0.67 0.93 TSX-Speckled 

Proposed 

algorithm 
0.83 0.72 0.93 TSX-Despeckled 

0.87 0.81 0.93 TSX-Refinmented 

0.74 0.87 0.59 TSX-and Negri’s method 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

TABLE III.  PARAMETERS FOR FEATURE BINARIZATION 

Window size Threshold Features 

22 pixels Tθ=8o θ0 

17 pixels Tr=0.90 r0 

17 pixels Tc=0.90 c0 

 

As shown in Fig. 8a, the areas A1 to A4 which indicate 
regular rows of trees and probably traces of passing of 
agricultural machinery are detected as road areas. 
Furthermore, the algorithm is able to detect B1 to B2 areas as 
undetected ones due to one of these reasons: 

 Areas without sufficiently high contrast in 
comparison with their surroundings, 

 Areas completely covered by adjacent trees, or 

 Areas located at margins of the image, 
The feature combination method is compared with logical 

AND operator used by Negri[16] which was utilized 
considering proper threshold values indexed in Table III. The 
numerical results from this work is given in Table II with the 
name of “TSX-and”. In total the result are strongly dependent 
to width and visibility of roads as well as the scene content. 

(a) 

 

(b) 

 

Fig 8. (a) Classified image of detected areas (green: correctly detected 

areas, blue: incorrectly detected areas, red: undetected areas, white: 

non-road areas); and (b) input radar image 

 
Fig 6. Image obtained from combination of features based on fuzzy 

method (dark pixels represent areas candidate for road, grey pixels 
show areas which might be road, and light pixels are 

representative of background or non-road areas) 

 
Fig 7. Image obtained from applying spectral and spatial criteria for 

selecting proper road areas (areas smaller than 40 pixels or those 

with average radiance greater than 70% average total radiance are 
deleted) 
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IV. CONCLUSION 

Recovery of the road networks using remote sensing of 
high resolution optical and SAR images has become one of the 
frequent applications of these images. The areas candidate for 
road were obtained in this study by surveying multiple feature 
extraction based on the difference between road pixels as 
compared to their surroundings and then combining them 
together in a fuzzy method. The obtained results indicate 
success of the algorithm in detection of the road areas in 
comparison with the method of using logical AND operator, 
as well as insensitivity to the speckle noise. Thereby, an 
accuracy of 87% was met by a strict accuracy strategy. It is 
thus possible to contribute to regularization of the road areas 
by using mathematical morphology functions and applying 
them on the final image.  
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Abstract—This paper proposes an object recognition approach
intended for extracting, analyzing and clustering of features from
RGB image views from given objects. Extracted features are
matched with features in learned object models and clustered in
Hough-space to find a consistent object pose. Hypotheses for valid
poses are verified by computing a homography from detected
features. Using that homography features are back projected
onto the input image and the resulting area is checked for
possible presence of other objects. This approach is applied by
our team homer[at]UniKoblenz in the RoboCup[at]Home league.
Besides the proposed framework, this work offers the computer
vision community with online programs available as open source
software.

I. INTRODUCTION

The ability to memorize and redetect object instances is
a key feature in modern computer vision applications and
robotics. Such systems need to cope with many difficulties
in practical scenarios like a home environment. Typically,
objects appear in different poses and in cluttered environments.
Further, occlusion makes it difficult to determine exact borders
between objects and highly heterogeneous backgrounds are
easily mistaken for object parts. Finally, different illuminations
challenge the feature extraction process and add an additional
uncertainty to the object recognition process.

In our proposed approach we use Speeded Up Robust
Features (SURF) [1] to cope with these challenges. SURF is
a point feature detector which also provides a descriptor for
matching. Its main advantage is the fast computation while
the features are distinctive enough to enable robust object
recognition even under difficult circumstances such as partial
occlusion and cluttered background.

The descriptors from the extracted interest points are
matched with objects from a database of features using nearest-
neighbor matching. The identification of clusters for a certain
object was accomplished using Hough-transform clustering
to obtain valid object pose hypotheses. In the final step a
homography is built using the clustered features to verify
consistent pose parameters and select the most probable object
pose for each recognized object.

While [2] already presented our approach briefly, it focused
on a comparison with a dense-statistical approach without
detailed algorithm description. Therefore, the contributions of
this paper are as follows. We describe our object recognition
approach in detail with a thorough explanation of each step.
We then evaluate our algorithm with respect to changes in

important algorithm parameters. Finally, we provide an open
source implementation of our approach as a Robot Operating
System (ROS) package that can be used with any robot capable
of interfacing ROS. The software is available at [3].

In Sec. II related approaches are briefly presented. These
approaches either use similar techniques or are used by other
teams competing in the RoboCup@Home league. Hereafter,
Sec. III presents our approach in great detail, an evaluation
follows in Sec. IV. Finally, Sec. V concludes this paper.

II. RELATED WORK

Similar to our approach, Leibe and Schiele [4] use the
Hough-space for creating hypotheses for the object pose.
Later, this concept was extended to the Implicit Shape Model
formulation in Leibe et al. [5]. Leibe et al. use the Harris corner
detector [6] for key point extraction and image patches of
25×25 pixels as local descriptors. In contrast to SURF descrip-
tors, image patches used in the Implicit Shape Model are very
high dimensional. Thus, Leibe et al. use a special descriptor
clustering technique to reduce the number of key points into
so-called codewords. Together with relative vectors pointing
to the object’s center these codewords form the data basis for
object recognition. During recognition, matching codewords
cast their votes for the object center into a continuous Hough-
space. Maxima in Hough-space are considered true object
positions. While this approach provides good results in general,
it is not invariant to object rotation. This restriction impedes
its usage in the RoboCup@Home for service robots.

Team Golem [7] and their object recognition approach
placed second in the RoboCup Technical Challenge of 2012.
Golem uses the Multiple Object Pose Estimation and Detection
(MOPED) framework proposed by Collet et al. [8] for object
recognition. Similar to our approach, several images of each
object are acquired during training. Scale Invariant Features
Transform (SIFT) [9] features are extracted from each image
and a 3D model of each object is reconstructed using structure
from motion. In the recognition phase hypotheses for the object
pose are obtained with SIFT features extracted from the scene
and the previously created 3D model. In principle, a 3D object
model provides advantages over a method solely working
with 2D images, especially if object manipulation is desired.
However, 3D model creation in the MOPED framework makes
the training phase error-prone and time consuming. The cam-
era has to be moved carefully around the object, while the
background has to contain sufficient matching features in
subsequent images. In contrast, our approach does not rely on
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Fig. 2: Image processing pipeline for the recognition phase

background information for training and an object is usually
trained in less than a minute.

The object recognition approach by team NimbRo@Home
consist of a combined descriptor of SURF features and a
color histogram [10]. As usual, descriptors are obtained from
several object views in the training phase. During recognition,
the extracted descriptors are compared to the database of
learned object descriptors. If matching descriptors are found,
object hypotheses are tracked with a multi-hypothesis tracker.
hypotheses confirmed over several frames are considered valid.

III. HOUGH-TRANSFORM CLUSTERING OF SURF
FEATURES

Our object recognition approach is based on 2D camera
images. In the training phase, SURF features are extracted
and saved in a database. The recognition phase calculates
SURF features on an input image and matches features with
the database using nearest-neighbor matching. Wrong corre-
spondences are removed and object pose transformations are
clustered in a multi dimensional Hough-space accumulator.
Finally, the matched features are verified by calculating a
homography.

From each image we extract a number of SURF features
f . A feature is a tuple f = (x, y, σ, θ, δ) containing the position
(x, y), scale σ and orientation θ of the feature in the image, as
well as a descriptor δ. Thus, the features are invariant towards
scaling, position in the image and in-plane rotations. They are
also robust towards changes in illumination and lesser off-
plane rotations.

A. Training

The image processing pipeline for the training phase is
shown in Fig. 1. In order to train the object recognition
classifier an image of the background has to be captured.

Subsequently, an image of the object is acquired. From this two
images a difference image is computed to separate the desired
object from the background. Depending on the light conditions,
the object might cast a shadow on its surroundings. Naturally,
this shadow would appear in the difference image and thus be
considered as part of the object. Therefore, the borders of the
extracted object are adjusted to reduce the area contributed to
the object and thus remove shadows from the foreground. From
the acquired object image SURF features are extracted and
stored in an object database. Further, images with a different
object view are acquired and added to the object model in the
database. In their original publication, Bay et al. recommend
30◦ as an optimal rotation between subsequently acquired
images of an object for SURF computation [1]. However, it is
not necessary to acquire different rotations of the same object
view, since SURF features and the presented algorithm are
rotation invariant.

B. Recognition

The image processing pipeline for the recognition phase
is shown in Fig. 2. During object recognition no information
about the background is available. Thus, SURF features are
computed on the whole input image. The obtained features are
then matched against the features stored in the object database
using nearest neighbor matching.

1) Nearest-Neighbor Matching: For each feature in the
input image the best feature in the database is obtained by
calculating a distance measure based on the euclidean distance
of the feature descriptors. Since simple distance thresholds do
not perform well in high dimensional space, Lowe introduced
the distance ratio [9], which is used here. The distance ratio
is the ratio of the euclidean distance to the best fitting and the
second best fitting descriptor. If this quotient is low enough,
the best fit is considered a matching feature. If the quotient
is higher than a given threshold, the best and the second
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Fig. 3: The four dimensional accumulator is depicted as a red grid in (b) and (d), where the cell position along the two axes
indicates the relative feature position. Inside each cell the horizontal and vertical translation encode the scale and rotation,
respectively. Objects are recognized and hypotheses about the object pose are clustered in Hough-space using the accumulator.
With correct objects, the feature position, rotation and scale match (a). Thus, the same accumulator bins in Hough-space are
incremented for each feature, leading to a maximum, shown white (b). On the other hand, if wrong features are matched, their
relative positions, as well as scale and rotation differ (c). Thus, their votes in the accumulator are scattered (gray) (d). These
votes are considered as outliers.

best descriptor fit almost equally well. This leads to the
assumption that they are very likely the best matches only
by chance and not because one of them actually matches the
query descriptor. The distance ratio also sorts out ambiguous
matches, which may result from repeated textures on objects.
For the fast nearest-neighbor and distance computation in the
high dimensional descriptor space we use an approximate
nearest neighbor approach [11].

Since SURF features are calculated on the whole input
image, including a potentially different background than in the
training phase, not all features are matched in this step. The
result of feature matching is a set of matches between features
extracted from training images and the scene image. This set
may still contain outliers, i. e. matches between features which
do not correspond to the same object point. These erroneous
correspondences are discarded in the next step.

2) Hough-transform Clustering: Each feature match gives
a hint of the object’s pose in the scene image. To cluster this in-
formation from all feature matches, a four dimensional Hough-
space over possible object positions (x, y, σ, θ) is created.
Here, (x, y) is the position of the object’s centroid in the image,
σ it’s scale, and θ it’s rotation. The goal is to find a consistent
object pose in order to eliminate false feature correspondences
from the previous step. This four dimensional accumulator is
visualized in Fig. 3 (b, d). The red grid represents translation in
x- and y-directions. Inside each grid cell, the x-axis represents
scale and the y-axis represents rotation. Thus, each pixel inside
a grid cell corresponds to a bin.

Each feature correspondence is a hypothesis for an object
pose and is added to the corresponding bin in the accumulator.
As suggested in [9] and [12], to reduce discretization errors,
each hypothesis is added to the two closest bins in each
dimension, thus resulting in 16 accumulator entries per fea-
ture correspondence. Clusters of maxima in the Hough-space
correspond to most probable object poses, whereas bins with
erroneous object poses get only little votes (Fig. 3 (b,d)). Thus,
outliers are removed and correct object poses are obtained. For
the next steps only bins with at least five entries are considered,
since we want to find a consistent pose applying homography
calculation. This low threshold helps finding small as well as

partially occluded objects in the scene.

We chose 10 bins for each dimension in the Hough-
space, resulting in 104 bins describing different possible object
positions in the image. Each feature correspondence votes
into 16 bins (the one it falls into and the closest ones of
each dimension to avoid discretization errors). More bins per
dimension would allow for a finer quantization of feature
poses. However, this would also lead to potential maxima being
scattered among neighboring bins. Objects with sufficient fea-
ture correspondences would be recognized with less confidence
or would not be recognized at all. Choosing less bins on the
other hand would lead to feature correspondences voting for
wrong object poses or even wrong objects.

To calculate the bin for the object position the centroid of
the object in the scene cs has to be estimated. In the following,
values with index o describe properties of an object acquired
during the training phase, whereas values with index s refer to
key points found in a test scene during the recognition phase.
The translation vector v′ from the centroid of the learned object
co to the position of the feature key point po on the object,
normalized with the scale ratio of the scene key point σs and
the object key point σo is calculated according to Eq. 1.

v′ = (co − po)
σs

σo

(1)

The resulting vector v′ has to be rotated to account for
possible object rotation in the scene. This is done by applying
Eq. 2

v =

(

cosα − sinα
sinα cosα

)

v′ (2)

where α = |θo− θs| is the minimal rotation angle between
the feature rotation θo of the object and the feature rotation
θs in the scene. Finally, the estimated centroid of the object
in the scene cs is obtained by adding the feature’s position in
the scene ps to the calculated translation vector v (Eq. 3).

cs = (cxs, cys)
T = v + ps (3)
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The bins for the x- and y-location in the accumulator, ix
and iy , are calculated as shown in Eq. 4 and Eq. 5,

ix =
⌊cx,s

w
bx

⌋

(4)

iy =
⌊cy,s

h
by

⌋

(5)

where w and h refer to the image width and height, and
bx and by is the number of bins in the x- and y-dimension
of the Hough-accumulator, respectively. Apart from ix and iy
also the corresponding bins with position indices ix + 1 and
iy + 1 are incremented to reduce discretization errors.

The index for the rotation bin is calculated using the
difference between the angles of the key point correspondences
α and the total number of bins reserved for the rotation in
the accumulator br. Originally, α is in [−π, π], thus Eq. 6
normalizes the angle to be in [0, 2π].

i′r =
(α+ π)br

2π
(6)

To allow for the rotations by −π and π to be close together
in the accumulator the final index for the rotation bin is
calculated according to Eq. 7.

ir = ⌊i′r⌋modbr (7)

Again, a second bin is used to reduce discretization errors.
It’s index is calculated according to Eq. 8:

ir = ⌊i′r + 1⌋modbr. (8)

The fourth dimension in the accumulator encodes the
scale the point of interest was found at. To determine the
accumulator bin for scale, first the ratio q between the scales
of the key point in the scene σs and in the learned object σo

is needed (Eq. 9):

q =
σs

σo

. (9)

Further, the index is determined by the total number of bins
used to represent scale bs and the number of octaves n used
for SURF extraction and is calculated according to Eq. 10:

bs =

⌊

log
2
(q)

2(n− 1)
+ 0.5

⌋

bs. (10)

As before, discretization errors are reduced by using a
second bin with the index bs + 1. All scales that go beyond
the range represented by the last bin are subsumed in the bin
for the biggest scale of the accumulator.

As a result of the Hough-transform clustering all features
with consistent poses are sorted into bins, while most outliers
are removed because they do not form maxima in Hough-space
(Fig. 3). So far, all features were processed independently of

all other features without taking into account the geometry
of the whole object. With the resulting possible object poses
from the Hough-transform clustering, the goal in the next step
is to find the best geometric match with all features in one
accumulator bin.

3) Homography Calculation: In this step, bins representing
maxima in Hough-space are inspected in order to find the bin
that matches best the object pose. All bins containing five key
point correspondences or more are considered as maxima. A
perspective transformation is calculated between the features
of a bin and the corresponding points in the database under
the assumption that all features lie on a 2D plane. As most
outliers were removed by discarding minima in Hough-space,
a consistent transformation is obtained here. Random Sample
Consensus (RANSAC) is used to identify the best homography
for the set of correspondences. The homography with most
point correspondences is considered to be the correct object
pose. Using the obtained homography the recognized object
can be projected into the scene (Fig. 8). Since homography
calculation is computationally expensive the runtime of the
object recognition algorithm would increase considerably if
a homography was calculated for each bin. To speed up the
algorithm all bins are sorted in descending order considering
their number of features. A homography is calculated starting
with the bin containing the highest number of features. The
calculation terminates if the next bin contains less features than
the number of found point correspondences in the calculation
of the best homography so far. The result is a homography
describing the relative position, orientation and scale of the
best fitting training image for a test image, as well as the
number of features supporting this hypothesis.

4) Verification of Results: The last step of our object
recognition pipeline verifies the results. Using a threshold of a
minimal matched feature number to verify the presence of an
object in the scene is futile since large and heterogeneously
structured objects contain more features than small and ho-
mogeneously structured objects. Instead, an object presence
probability p is calculated as

p =
fm

ft
(11)

where fm is the number of matched features of that object
and ft is the total number of features that are present in the
area of the object. The number of features in the object area
is calculated by projecting the object into the scene using the
homography and then counting all features in the bounding
box of the projected object.

IV. EVALUATION

This Section describes the different experiments performed
to evaluate the presented object recognition approach. Experi-
ments were performed to test the influence of the accumulator
size, variable background and light conditions, as well as
partial occlusion on the performance of the classification.

For the verification step we used a threshold of p = 15 %
(Eq. 11) and a minimum of 5 matched features per object.
These two values have the most influence on the number of
false positive recognitions. If they are not chosen restrictively
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(a) (b) (c)

Fig. 4: Object view used for time measurement, green arrows indicate key points (a). Key point correspondences after nearest
neighbor matching: some key points of the learned object view are matched to the background (b). Recognition result after
eliminating erroneous correspondences (c).

TABLE I: Calculation time for each algorithm step, measured
with the object from Fig. 4.

Algorithm Step # Key Points Time [ms]

Detection 500 697

NN-Matching 139 61

Hough-clustering 102 13

Homography 98 12

enough, the number of false positive recognitions increases. On
the other hand, if they are chosen too restrictively, no objects
would be recognized or a higher number of training views
per object would be required to provide enough features for
matching.

When not stated otherwise the accumulator size is 10 bins
in each dimension. For the evaluation objects from the database
presented in [13] were used. All images in this database have
a resolution of 640×480 pixels.

A. Performance

The evaluation was performed on an off-the-shelf notebook
with an Intel Core 2 processor with 2 GHz and 2048 MB
RAM. We measured the processing time of the algorithm for
one object view and a scene image with weak heterogeneous
background and the learned object in the same pose. The object
view used in this test is depicted in Fig. 4. The processing
time needed for each step of our object recognition algorithm
is presented in Tab. I.

Initially, 500 key points are detected in the scene image.
The key point detection step takes the most time, since key
points are not only extracted from the object, but also from
the background. For instance, the nearest neighbor matching
yields 139 key point correspondences between the scene image
and an example object view (Fig. 4). However, some of these
correspondences are erroneous as some of them are matched
with the background. After the Hough-transform clustering
only 102 correspondences remain. Finally, after calculating
two homographies in 12 ms the best is found with 98 remaining
correspondences to form the object recognition result (Fig. 4).

A total of 783 ms is needed for the calculation. This time
increases if multiple object and object views are loaded into the
object database, as the extracted features have to be compared
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Fig. 5: Number of matched features of an object view depend-
ing on the object’s rotation. The object view was acquired at
a rotation of 180◦.

TABLE II: Object recognition results on images with different
backgrounds. The numbers in brackets indicate the number of
false positive recognitions.

Object hom. back. weak het. back. strong het. back.

bscup 100 % 90 % (1) 100 %

nizoral 100 % 100 % (2) 90 %

perrier 100 % 100 % (1) 100 % (2)

ricola 100 % 100 % (1) 100 %

truck 100 % 90 % 70 % (1)

with all data in the database. It is therefore crucial not to learn
too many views of an object (see next Subsection). However,
the step consuming the most time (key point extraction) has
to be performed only once per scene image, regardless of the
number of learned objects in the database.

B. Learning Object Views

We performed experiments to determine how many object
views are necessary for reliable object recognition. In order
to do this it has to be determined by what angle an object
can be rotated without loosing too many key points. For the
evaluation, a single object view was acquired. Without loss of
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Fig. 6: Objects from [13] used for evaluation. From left to right: bscup, nizoral, perrier, ricola, truck. All objects are shown
with homogeneous background.

generality the object view was defined as depicting a pose with
a rotation of 180◦ about its vertical axis. Subsequently, images
from the database showing the object at different rotations were
used for testing. As shown in Fig. 5 the number of matched
features decreases rapidly for rotations beneath 150◦ and above
220◦. Thus, a rotation of 30◦ between subsequently acquired
image views is a good trade-off between the number of found
features and image views.

C. Accumulator Size

The size of each dimension of the accumulator is a cru-
cial parameter for the performance of the algorithm. In our
approach 10 bins per dimension proved to be a good trade-off
between quantization errors (if too many bins are used) and
insufficient accuracy (if too little bins are used). More than 10
bins lead to a shorter runtime as the features are distributed
among a greater bin number, thus leading to less bins with
a sufficiently large number of features for further processing.
However, at the same time less features can be matched leading
to unreliable recognition results.

D. Background Variation

The experimental results of our algorithm with different
backgrounds are presented in Tab. II. A comparison of our
algorithm with a statistical object recognition approach was
given in [2]. The algorithm was trained with 5 different objects
(Fig. 6) and 5 views per object from [13]. The classification
was performed on the same 5 objects, but with 10 different
views per object. The employed database contains images
of the same objects with homogeneous, weak heterogeneous
and strong heterogeneous backgrounds (Fig. 7). Different light
conditions are present in the images with non-homogeneous
backgrounds.

With increasing heterogeneity of the background, more
erroneous correspondences are matched. If their number is
very high, a false positive recognition occurs. A challenge in
recognition is posed by the objects perrier and truck as they
are small compared to the overall image size. With the low
image resolution only few pixels remain for the object and
thus only a little number of features is extracted. During the
Technical Challenge of the RoboCup we used a higher image
resolution. Please refer to Sec. IV-F for more details.

E. Partial Occlusion

Another experiment was performed to test the algorithm
with partially occluded objects. Occlusion was simulated by
partially replacing the object in the test data with the corre-
sponding background. The results are presented in Fig. 8. The

Fig. 7: Object nizoral from [13] with different backgrounds.
From left to right: homogeneous, weak heterogeneous, and
strong heterogeneous backgrounds.

unoccluded object is recognized with a total of 98 matched
features and a confidence of 38 % (Eq. 11). With increasing
occlusion the number of features decreases, but is still high
enough for a correct recognition of the object. However, with
increasing occlusion the accuracy of the computed homog-
raphy (red lines in Fig. 8) and thus of the bounding box
decreases.

F. RoboCup@Home: Technical Challenge

This object recognition approach was also applied during
the Technical Challenge in the @Home league of the RoboCup
world championship that took place in Mexico-City in 2012.
50 objects were placed on a table containing randomly selected
15 of 25 previously known objects. Our robot could correctly
identify 12 of the 15 present known objects correctly, while
at the same time having no false positive recognitions. This
recognition result was achieved with a single scene view. With
this result our robot places first in the Technical Challenge
and won the Technical Challenge Award. The input image for
object recognition as well as the recognition results are shown
in Fig. 9.

We use a difference of 30◦ between object views to
minimize training time and the number of images in the
database. Objects were trained and recognized with an off-
the-shelf digital camera (Canon PowerShot SX100 IS) and
an image resolution of 8 megapixels (MP). Since the object
recognition took a long processing time, further tests with the
RoboCup@Home objects were performed after the Technical
Challenge (Tab. III). The total recognition time depends on the
resolution in the training phase as well as on the resolution of
the scene image. However, the resolution in the training has
a greater influence on the total recognition time. According
to Tab. III it is sufficient to create an object database where
features are extracted from 4 MP images, but use a resolution
of 8 MP for recognition. This is not surprising since the object
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(a) (b) (c) (d)

Fig. 8: Example images for detection of partially occluded objects. The unoccluded object is recognized with 98 matched features
and 38 % confidence (a). The occluded object have less features, but are still recognized correctly: 49 with 33 % (b), 17 with
17 % (c), and 34 with 34 % (d).

(a)

(b)

Fig. 9: The input image for object recognition as acquired by our robot during the Technical Challenge of the RoboCup (a) and
the output image depicting the recognition results (b). During training and recognition an image resolution of 8 MP was used.

to camera distance is usually smaller during training than
during recognition. Thus, even with a lower image resolution
a sufficient number of features can be extracted and saved in
the database during training.

V. CONCLUSION

We presented our object recognition approach that we use
in the RoboCup@Home league. Our approach is based on
SURF features that are clustered in Hough-space. Hough-
clustering allows us to discard most erroneous correspondences
in the detection step. Subsequently, homographies are calcu-
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TABLE III: Comparison of different image resolutions and
their effect on recognition time and recognition quality.

Resolution Resolution Recognition True False

Training [MP] Scene [MP] Time [s] Positives Positives

4 4 20 5 1

4 8 26 12 0

8 4 53 6 1

8 8 117 12 0

lated to take into account the relative positions of all features
on the object. The homography that best matches the object
geometry is back projected into the scene image to indicate
the position of the recognized object.

Our recognition approach performs well on images with
cluttered background and partially occluded objects. Objects
at different scales and with arbitrary poses in the scene image
are recognized reliably. For best results, it is recommended to
use high resolution images in order to extract sufficient features
for object representation.

This object recognition algorithm is available as an open
source ROS package and can be downloaded from [3]. Apart
from the recognition algorithm itself, the ROS package pro-
vides a convenient GUI to learn new object models and test the
recognition. With this GUI new object models can be learned
in less then a minute.

Our future work will concentrate on further evaluating and
optimizing our approach. We plan to test several key point
detectors and descriptors, as well as test different Hough-
clustering techniques.
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Abstract—In this paper we show a method for segmenting
planes in discretized range images. Heavy quantization results in
range images having a small number of different depth values.
The range value encoded in each image pixel is not treated to
be having random additive noise. For noise reduction purposes
and feature extraction we use morphologic operations on each
layer of the range image. Based on the features (layer skeletons)
extracted from the images we show an algorithm for segmenting
planes. We construct sets of linear skeleton segments and using
a region growing technique we combine the linear segments into
planar regions. We present segmentation results of simulated and
captured real range images.

I. INTRODUCTION

Advancements in 3D sensors and algorithms go hand in
hand, supporting each other. In recent years 3D sensing prod-
ucts (time of flight, triangulation based sensors) have become
more affordable thus finding their way to more applications.
Based on the features of the sensor (horizontal, vertical, depth
resolution, sampling rate, measurement errors, output data
format) different post-processing techniques may be used to
improve or filter data for specific applications.

Output data format may be ordered or unordered. The
latter (point cloud) treats significance of each data point
equal and considers only the coordinates of the points not
their order. Range images are ordered structures, similar to
conventional color images however pixels encode distance
or depth coordinates. Color and range information may also
be combined (RGB-D images). Layered depth images (LDI)
describe not only the visible (from a given viewpoint) but the
occluded surfaces as well. LDIs are mostly used in computer
graphics to improve rendering performance by precalculating
datasets.

Range images are based on regularly sampled data and
implicitly contain information about adjacency thus surfaces,
while point clouds need to be processed to reconstruct surfaces.
On the other hand point cloud data implicitly comprise of
world Cartesian coordinates (x,y,z), range image pixels must
be projected back to (x,y,z) from image coordinates using the
field of view (and may also be corrected for aberrations) and
(u,v,z) data.

Segmentation is an important step in image understanding,
incorporating the localization of parts of an image that fits a
specific model or parts that fit different models. In order to map
for example an indoors environment that consists of mostly
planar surfaces, it is essential to detect planes in the sensor
data. Detected planes may be used to interpolate missing data
points, match viewpoints etc.

In this paper we deal with range images that comprise only
a small number of different depth values due to quantization,
compression, short stereo baseline or the sensor’s principal of
operation. We present an algorithm for extracting features from
these range images such as planes. Our novel approach first
extracts each layer of the input image to form binary images.
One pixel wide skeleton lines are extracted from each layer
and a skeleton segment graph is built up. We estimate the
local surface normal vectors for the skeleton pixels. We further
segment the skeletons to linear sections based on the estimated
normal vectors. Linear segments are then connected by a
region growing algorithm to localize planar surfaces. Other
methods such as random sampling or Hough transformation
based techniques are misled by quantization error.

The organization of the paper is as follows. In section II
we present related work. Section III. deals with skeleton ex-
traction, local surface normal estimation and plane extraction.
In section IV we show results of processing simulated data
and captured images. Section V contains conclusions.

II. RELATED WORK

3D sensing (time of flight cameras, structured light based
reconstruction) is extensively used in 3D scene (urban or
indoors) reconstruction, object detection, autonomous vehicle
navigation or other robotics applications such as SLAM (Si-
multaneous Localization and Mapping). In case of artificial
environments a large portion of surfaces can be described as
planes thus plane detection is widely used as a first step in
range image understanding.

Hough transformation is widely used for pattern recogni-
tion in image processing, especially for line or circle detection.
Based on the n number of parameters, an n dimensional
discretized accumulator space is formed. Detected features in
the original image vote for all possible parameter sets that
describe the feature. In case of lines y = ax + b each edge
or active point vote for all the a, b parameters that contain
the (x, y) point. Finally the accumulator space is evaluated
for local maximums, parameter sets that were voted by most
features. It is clear that the number of parameters and the
parameter space resolution restricts the applicability, having
more than two or three dimensional accumulator spaces leads
to huge memory requirements. In [1] Iocchi et al. present
3D Hough transformation used for plane fitting. Every point
corresponds to a curve in the accumulator space. Still in case
of carefully chosen discretization of parameters it is possible
to achieve real-time performance. Borrmann et al. [2] proposed
a new accumulator space design (accumulator ball) in order to
improve performance by regularizing parameter resolution.
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Weingarten et al. [3] used laser scanner to acquire un-
ordered datasets of indoors environments. Data were decom-
posed to cubic regions and stored in a dynamic list structure.
The side length of the cubes were about 30 cm, each contain-
ing between 1 and 51 vertices. Random Sample Consensus
(RANSAC [4]) was used to fit planes in each cubic region.
Model parameters were evaluated based on the least squares
method. The advantage over the PCA method is calculation
speed. For the pixels, supporting the plane model, a 2D quad
bounding box is calculated. Neighboring quads are merged
together based on matching orientation and translation. In [5]
authors used this approach in a SLAM application. The plane
segments were used as landmarks for a SLAM. In case of
heavily quantized range images RANSAC methods are not
easily applicable at first. As each layer is described perfectly
by a plane perpendicular to the camera axis, sampling must be
consciously designed. The region growing segmentation step
in our method could be substituted by RANSAC, by taking
samples from skeleton pixels.

A fast plane detection algorithm was presented by Pop-
pinga et al. in [6]. This method is based on region growing and
local plane fitting as an eigenvector problem, however in order
to improve efficiency, instead of a naive implementation, an
incremental calculation method was proposed. The algorithm
also exploits the neighborhood information that is available
in range images. The authors also present a polygonalization
method that is applied in 2D image space and later transferred
to a 3D model.

A coarse to fine method for plane segmentation is used in
[7]. First surface elements (surfels) are extracted at multiple
resolutions from coarse to fine. In each step surfels are
associated to planar regions that were detected in the previous
step. Planes are created by grouping new unassociated surfaces
to planes by Hough-transform. Connected planes are refined
by RANSAC to find the best fitting plane and reject outliers.

Hulik et al. [8] modified three known depth image seg-
mentation methods and proposed two new algorithms. They
compared all five methods for accuracy and time consump-
tion. They showed that while accuracy measures gave similar
results, visual comparison showed significant differences.

Guillaume et al. [9] presented a surface segmentation
method based on curvature tensors. Curvature is a widely used
local descriptor for surfaces due to its invariant nature. Authors
segmented triangle meshes into constant curvature regions.
Based on curvature not only planar (infinite curvature) but
other special surface types such as spherical or cylindrical
surfaces may be easily segmented. Again, the estimation of
curvature in discretized depth maps is a challenge.

In a previous work [10] we proposed a method to smooth
range images that suffer from a significant amount of quanti-
zation noise. After smoothing we used a Hough-space method,
orientation histogram to cluster local normals. Segmenting in
Hough-space gave us parallel plane segments. We segmented
point distribution along the normal axis to identify parallel
planes.

We presented a method to identify salient points and
corners using our layer based method in [11]. We used higher
level heuristics to identify points that meet certain set of
criteria in order to recognize corners and classify their type.

III. PLANE SEGMENTATION

In order to detect planes we first create iso-depth skeletons
from the layers. Next we approximate the local surface nor-
mals, then segment the skeletons to linear sections. Finally we
grow planar regions from the linear segments.

A. Skeleton extraction

Our method extracts each layer (given by the available
range values) from the image and processes these layers
individually. These layers are considered as binary images.
In order to reduce noise we remove small connected regions
and apply morphological dilation to the images. The connected
components algorithm is used to identify small regions. The
region size threshold and the amount of dilation must be se-
lected based on the noise. After dilation skeletons are extracted
[12]. The applied algorithm has excellent properties for our
purposes such as few side branches, compared to other simple
thinning algorithms.

Layer skeletons are one pixel wide lines resembling the
features of each layer. These skeletons are similar to what
we would see in case of extracting edges from an ideal but
quantized range image, however the skeletons due to the
dilation-erosion step, are more noise tolerant. Also due to the
dilation as an unfortunate side effect, sharp corners become
curved.

Fig. 1. Skeleton map generated from a quantized range image (44 layers)

Skeletons are broken into segments, which connect junc-
tions or endpoints and do not contain other junctions. Short
segments are likely to be unwanted side-branches. Segments
containing pixels less than nMinSeg are removed and segments
are reevaluated, reconnected.

B. Local surface normal estimation

In case of ideal range images it is possible to sample a
small region of pixels in image space, back-project them to
world coordinates. The local surface normals may be estimated
by PCA, the least significant direction points to the normal
direction. Based on the error of the fitting it may be decided
weather the sample is part of a plane.

Plane detection in range images having few depth values
(quantized) is more challenging. In such case most of the esti-
mated normals would be directed towards the camera (0, 0,−1)
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direction as the layers are planar, having the same depth value.
Similarly RANSAC based methods would find planar patches
in the x-y plane to be best fitting. Noise model should not
be considered random, quantization error is systematic. Pixels
should not be handled equally: those that are on the edge or
the center of quantization layers should be used for sampling.
One option is to interpolate the pixel values within a layer [10]
and estimate the local normals. Still, the noise might be high
and the interpolation may be costly and might introduce other
artifacts.

A 2D tangential orientation α is calculated for each pixel
along all the segments by fitting a line to given number
of nFitLine neighbors of the skeleton pixel. The tangent
vector v is given by the eigenvector of the covariance matrix
corresponding to the largest eigenvalue. This 2D orientation
α equals the 3D tangential projected to the x-y plane. The
b binormal direction is needed to estimate the local surface
normal n.
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x σxy

σxy σ2
y

]
(1)
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(σ2
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xσ
2
y − σ2

xy)

2
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[
−(σ2

x − λ∗)/σxy
1

]
(4)

v =
v∗

|v∗|
(5)

α = arctan(v2/v1) (6)

In order to determine b direction let us consider a P plane
that is perpendicular to the previously defined tangent vector
v. We look for the b binormal in P . We evaluate the signed
distance d eq. (7) from P (given by the selected point p0
and the tangent vector v) to all the p skeleton points along
the segments in the next layer. We select a point where the
signed distance changes sign and has the shortest Euclidean
distance d(p0, p). This p∗ point is considered adjacent to p0.
The binormal is given by b = p∗ − p0. The normal n is given
by n = b × v. Normals are flipped if needed to point to the
front faces as the direction of v is undetermined. All vectors
are normalized to unit vectors. To improve noise tolerance,
a combination of several binormals may also be used. Not
only the following but several adjacent layers’ binormals may
be used to estimate n. Note that in this case details such as
edges, corners may be filtered.

d(p0, p) = v · (p− p0) (7)

where v is the tangent at point p0.

The algorithm deals with pixels of layer skeletons, however
to help visualization we assigned each pixel in the image space
to the closest skeleton pixel in the same layer.

C. Plane extraction

In our model we assume that quantization levels are given
by x − y planes, perpendicular to the z axis. Considering P1

Fig. 2. li: layer skeletons, v tangent, b binormal, n normal direction

(n1,p1) and P2 (n2,p2) planes. P1 is arbitrary, P2 represents
the quantization layer. Their intersection line is l, given by:

l = p0 + tv = (x, y, z)T (8)
v = n1 × n2 (9)

n1 · p0 = d1 = n1 · p1 (10)
n2 · p0 = d2 = n2 · p2 (11)

Assuming n2 = (0, 0, z)T , P1, P2, l all contain p0, leads to:

y = ax+ b = −nx
ny
x
d1 − nzz

ny
(12)

Taking perspective projection into account in the image space
(u, v) where u = x/z, v = y/z:

v = −nx
ny
u
d1 − nzz

ny
(13)

Meaning that by changing z quantization edge position, it does
not change the orientation of the line in image space, that is
representing P1 plane. Thus all P (n,p) planes are represented
by nx/ny slope lines.

As a next step in the proposed algorithm we extract linear
sections of the skeleton segments. To do this we first define
β(p) breakage angle for each skeleton pixel by fitting a line
to nβ number of pixels to both the left and right neighbors of
the pixel. The intersection angle is stored for each skeleton
point. Next we apply a region growing algorithm for each
segment: select the skeleton pixel where (14) the sum of all
i adjacent pixels’ breakage angle is minimal. In case this
sum is larger than a βmin threshold, the segment is omitted.
A linear segment is formed by adding p0 and its adjacent
skeleton point until the angle between the normal of the
segment and the normal of the examined point is less than
a given γmax threshold. Each time a point is added, a given
weight is associated to modify the normal direction and center
point for the linear segments. The weight is given by the
2D Euclidean distance of the point and the center of the
segment. w(d2D) = (

√
(2π)σ)−1 exp(−d2D/2σ2) where σ

is a predefined constant.

p0 = argmin
p∈S

∑
q∈Ni(q)

β(q) (14)

The next step is to grow parallel linear segments into
planes. First the longest unprocessed linear segment l0 is
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LinearSegment 2 Linear segment extraction algorithm
input: S
output: P
while S 6= ∅ do

lookl, lookr ← true
n← 1
p0 ←GetFirstPoint(S)
Li ← p0
while not finished do

l←GetNthLeftNeighbor(S,p0,n)
r←GetNthRightNeighbor(S,p0,n)
if lookl and Angle(l.n, L.n) < γmax then

Li ← l, Weight(Li.p, l)
else

lookl ← false
end if
if lookr and Angle(r.n, L.n) < γmax then

Li ← r, Weight(Li.p, r)
else

lookr ← false
end if
Update Li.n, Li.p
finished ← (not (lookl or lookr))or( {l, r} = ∅)
n← n+ 1

end while
if Count(Li > nmin) then

L← {L,Li}
end if

end while

selected. Next the linear segments on the neighboring layers
Ll0±j are searched for similar normal directions and dis-
tances. Linear segments that fulfill the requirements are added
to the plane (Pi). Each time a linear segment is added a
weight is also given to modify the plane parameters. w =
1/
√
2πσ exp(−length3D(li)

2/2σ2), σ = length3D(l0). Next
the adjacent layers are evaluated and so on. The process stops
when no more fitting segments are found in the last cmax
layers. A new (Pi+1) plane segmentation starts.

length3D(l) = max
p,q∈l

d(p, q) (15)

IV. RESULTS

In this section we investigate the accuracy of the algorithm
for plane segmentation. For evaluation purposes first we use
simulation images at different discretization levels with ground
truth data. The algorithm was also tested on real captured data.

A. Simulation

Simulated scenes (Fig. 3.) were constructed with ground
truth data to test the algorithm at different quantization levels.
The scenes contained several distorted cubic and spherical ob-
jects. In order to simulate quantization a non-linear, tangential
function was used. Although the image did not suffer from
any noise, we used the same parameters (dilation) as for real
images. This resulted in significant smoothing of skeletons
around edges (Fig. 1). Figure 4. shows estimated local surface
normals for skeleton pixels. Due to the quantization of the

PlaneSegment 4 Plane segmentation algorithm
input: L
output: P
loop

l0 ← argmax
l∈L

length(l)

if length(l0)¡nmin then
Exit.

end if
Pi ← l0
j ← 0
c← 0
loop

Ls = {l|Angle(Pi, l) < γmax ∧ |d(Pi, l)| ≤ dmax}
l ∈ Ll0+j ∪ Ll0−j
if #Ls > 0 then

Pi ← Ls, Weight(Pi, Ls)
c← 0

else
c← c+ 1
if c ≥ cmax then

End loop
end if

end if
end loop
if #Pi > pmin then

P ← Pi
end if

end loop

Fig. 3. Simulated scene, colors represent normal direction (RGB:XYZ)

layer skeletons’ pixel positions, especially near 0◦ and 90◦
orientation, local surface normals tend to fluctuate. By increas-
ing the number of pixels used for α estimation, this effect
may be handled. Normal estimation on non-planar surfaces
(spheres) showed good results. The resulting segmentation of
the algorithm can be seen in Fig.5. Each color represents a
segmented planar surface. Results show uncertainty near crease
edges, in some cases these regions are oversegmented. By
choosing an appropriate γmax value it is possible to restrict
segmentation from edges. The normals estimated for these
individual planes are shown in Fig. 6 .

By increasing the depth resolution layers become less con-
tinuous causing linear skeleton segments to break into several
pieces and distributed on several adjacent layers. This affects
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the performance of the algorithm significantly as increased
number of adjacent layers are needed to be searched for
skeleton segments. In case of higher depth resolution range
images, other conventional methods should be used.

In case of decreasing the number of layers the algorithm
still gives acceptable results. The number of planar segments
identified depends on the size of the regions and their orienta-
tion respect to the camera. A plane near perpendicular to the
camera would be described by only a few layer segments thus
increasing localization uncertainty.

Fig. 4. Estimated local surface normals

Fig. 5. Plane segmentation results

Fig. 6. Reconstructed, segmented normal direction image, 44 layers, steep
regions were omitted

Fig. 7. Oversegmentation at 192 layers
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Fig. 8. Normal approximation error at different depth resolution

Figure 8. shows the mean error of the normal vector
estimation for planes in the sample image. The measurements
are based on different locations that are meant to be part of
planar surfaces. In case the selected point was not identified
as part of a plane, the value was omitted. As the number
of layers increase the mean error drops, until about 80-100
layers. Having even more layers slowly increases the error
as layers become more fragmented, less continuous (Fig. 7.).
The optimal number of layers depend on the image contents
and resolution. In case of the mean plane errors we see lower
estimation error, as low as 1◦.

Figure 9. shows the distribution of normal error for individ-
ual pixels that are part of a segmented plane, and for different
quantization levels. We see that for less range layers the error
falls faster, giving more accurate estimations. For more layers
we see less drop in the error distribution due to the problem
of quantization in image space: layer skeletons are very close
thus estimation is more uncertain. The most significant portion
of the estimation error lies in the 0-5◦ region.

B. Real data

We also evaluated the algorithm by using real data acquired
by the Microsoft Kinect sensor. Optical distortions were not
corrected. We examined the algorithm by further reducing
the number of depth layers. Due to noise, oversegmentation
is more likely compared to simulated images. By selecting
algorithm parameters for a specific image acquisition system
and application, segmentation errors may be greatly reduced.
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Fig. 10. Segmentation of a captured range image, consisting of only 41
layers

Figure 10. shows a segmentation result of a real image
consisting of only 41 depth levels. All planar regions were
identified, however small regions were omitted due to uncer-
tainty. The top face of the two boxes in the image were nearly
in an identical plane thus these were segmented as one. The
algorithm may be easily modified to separate these regions.
However the farthest part of the floor would also be segmented
in a different plane.

V. CONCLUSION

In this paper we presented an algorithm capable of identi-
fying planar surfaces in heavily quantized range images. Such
data is not suitable for traditional algorithms as quantization
error treated as random noise leads to undesired results. Our
proposed algorithm utilizes a low amount of different depth
values, creates skeleton structures from layers and estimates
local surface normals. Finally skeletons are grown into planar
regions.

We evaluated the performance of the algorithm by using
simulated images as ground truth. We examined the accuracy at
several quantization levels and concluded the algorithm works
well between 40-100 layers - depending on the contents of the
image. High and low slope planes may not be identified prop-
erly. High slope regions should be handled in the traditional
way as these parts of the image are not considered heavily
quantized.

Real captured images were also used in the evaluation
process, where the algorithm showed excellent segmentation
results even in images suffering from significant noise (uncer-
tain transient between layers).
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Abstract—In this study, we introduce the special Hermitian
and skew-Hermitian splitting (SHSS) iterative method. The gener-
alized version of HSS (GHSS) iterative method is also introduced
to use in image restoration problem. Moreover, we present a new
splitting for coefficient matrix in image restoration problem to
apply in the GHSS method. Convergence of the proposed method
is also investigated. Finally, three numerical examples are given
to illustrate the efficiency and accuracy of the GHSS iterative
method.

Keywords—image restoration; Hermitian and skew-Hermitian
splitting iterative method; generalized Hermitian and skew-
Hermitian splitting iterative method; boundary conditions

I. INTRODUCTION

In image restoration process, a priori knowledge of the
degradation phenomenon is used to reconstruct or recover the
degraded image. Image restoration is a major problem in many
fields of applied sciences such as medical and astronomical
imaging, engineering, optical systems and many other areas
[4], [7]. Several methods have been applied to investigate the
solution of this problem such as wavelet transform method [4],
total variation (TV) method [3] and least square method [6].
In this paper, we consider the matrix-vector form of the image
restoration problem which can be written as [4]:

g = Af + η, (1)

where A is a blurring matrix of size n2 × n2 and f , η, and
g are n2-dimensional vectors representing the original image,
additive noise, and degraded image, respectively. Note that we
use the point spread function (PSF) to construct the blurring
matrix A. Since the observed image g is of finite dimension
and Eq. (1) is obtained from a convolution process, we consider
some boundary conditions (BCs) on the f outside the observed
image domain. The structures of the matrix A is depend on
these BCs.

In this work, we consider zero, periodic and reflexive BCs
to restore images [5]. In zero BCs, the outside boundary of
the exact image is assumed to be black. In this case, the
blurring matrix A is a block Toeplitz with Toeplitz blocks
(BTTB) matrix. Periodically extension of the data outside the
domain of consideration leads to periodic BCs. For this case,
the matrix A has block circulant with circulant blocks (BCCB)
structure. In zero and periodic BCs, Fast Fourier Transforms
(FFTs) are effectively applied to matrix-vector multiplications.
In reflexive BCs, the original scene inside the boundary
immediately reflects itself outside of the boundary. In this case,

the matrix A is block Toeplitz-plus-Hankel with Toeplitz-plus-
Hankel blocks (BTHTHB). Moreover, for symmetric PSFs, the
two-dimensional fast cosine transform (DCT) can be used to
diagonalize the matrix A.

It is noted that the linear system (1) is ill-conditioned.
The Tikhonov method is one of the most known methods
for solving ill-conditioned linear systems [5]. In the proposed
method, the linear system (1) is substituted by solving the
following problem:

min
f
‖Af − g‖22 + µ2‖Lf‖22, (2)

where L is a regularization matrix and µ > 0 is called the
regularization parameter. Note that the balance between the
minimization of ‖Af−g‖22 and the regularization term ‖Lf‖22
is controlled by regularization parameter. In this study, we
consider Eq. (2) when 0 < µ < 1 and L = I . Hansen et
al. have shown that the Tikhonov minimization problem is
mathematically equivalent to solving the following equation
[5]:

(ATA+ µ2I)f = AT g. (3)

To find the solution of the system (3), Lv et al. presented the
following equivalent system [8]:[

I A
−AT µ2I

]
︸ ︷︷ ︸

K

[
e
f

]
︸ ︷︷ ︸

x

=

[
g
0

]
︸ ︷︷ ︸

b

, (4)

where K is 2n2× 2n2 non-Hermitian positive definite matrix,
I is the n2 × n2 identity matrix and the additive noise is
represented by auxiliary variable e, i.e e = g −Af .

The Hermitian and skew-Hermitian splitting (HSS) iterative
method has been presented to solve non-Hermitian positive
definite linear systems [1]. A generalization of the HSS
(GHSS) iterative method has been presented by Benzi [2] to
solve a class of non-Hermitian linear systems [2]. In the GHSS
method, the Hermitian part of the coefficient matrix of linear
system is splitted to positive definite and positive semi-definite
matrices. Lv et al. used the idea of the HSS iterative method
and presented a special case of the HSS (SHSS) method to
solve the image restoration problem (4).

In this paper, we present a new splitting to the Hermitian
part of coefficient matrix in (4) to use in the GHSS method.
Convergence of the proposed method for image restoration
problem (4) is also investigated.
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This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we give
a description of the SHSS and the GHSS methods to solve
linear systems and image restoration problem. We present a
new splitting of iteration matrix for the application in GHSS
method. In Section 3, three examples are given to show the
effectiveness and accuracy of the proposed method. Finally,
some concluding remarks are presented in Section 4.

II. DESCRIPTION OF THE METHOD

Suppose that A be a non-Hermitian matrix. To implement
the HSS method, we first split the matrix A as

A = H + S, (5)

where

H =
1

2
(A+AT ), S =

1

2
(A−AT ). (6)

Then, the two splittings of A are presented as:

A = (H + αI)− (αI − S), A = (S + αI)− (αI −H),

where α is a positive parameter. By alternating between
the two splittings, the HSS iterative method for solving the
proposed system is given for k = 0, 1, . . . as{

(H + αI)xk+ 1
2
= (αI − S)xk + b,

(S + αI)xk+1 = (αI −H)xk+ 1
2
+ b,

(7)

where x0 is a given initial guess. Lv et al. [8] presented SHSS
method by substituting α := 1 in the second equation of
Eq. (7). In other word, the SHSS method can be written as
a following two-step iterative method for k = 0, 1, . . .:{

(H + αI)xk+ 1
2
= (αI − S)xk + b,

(S + I)xk+1 = (I −H)xk+ 1
2
+ b.

(8)

Note that Hermitian and skew-Hermitian parts for the
image restoration problem presented in Eq. (4) are given as
follows:

K =

[
I A
−AT µ2I

]
=

[
I O
O µ2I

]
+

[
O A
−AT O

]
= H + S. (9)

where O is the n2 × n2 zero matrix.

Remark 1. ([8]) If σ1 and σn be the largest and smallest
singular values of the matrix A, respectively, then for α >
σ2
1−µ

2−2µ2σ2
1

2−µ2+σ2
1

the SHSS iteration method is convergent for any
initial vector x0. Moreover, the optimal value of α in the
proposed method for image restoration problem is given by:

α∗ =
σ2
1 + σ2

n + 2σ2
1σ

2
n

2 + σ2
1 + σ2

n

. (10)

Note that for the optimal value α∗, we have the most
convergence speed of the SHHS method. It has been shown
that the SHSS method is more effective than the HSS method
for image restoration [8].

Benzi presented the GHSS method to solve the linear sys-
tems with non-dominant Hermitian part and skew-Hermitian

part of the coefficient matrix [2]. In the GHSS method the
Hermitian part of H is decomposed as

H = G+ P = εL+ P, (11)

where L is a Hermitian positive definite, P is a Hermitian
positive semidefinite and ε > 0 is a small constant. The GHSS
iteration is given as follows for k = 0, 1, . . .:{

(G+ αI)xk+ 1
2
= (αI − P − S)xk + b,

(S + P + αI)xk+1 = (αI −G)xk+ 1
2
+ b,

(12)

where x0 is an initial guess. Now, we introduce the following
lemma for the convergence of the proposed GHSS iterative
method to solve linear systems.

Lemma 1. ([2]) Suppose that the matrix A is splitted as
A = H + S = (G + P ) + S, where G and P are Hermitian
positive semidefinite and S is skew-Hermitian. If either G
or K is positive definite, alternating iteration (12) converges
unconditionally to the unique solution of Ax = b.

Now, to implement the GHSS method in image restoration
problem, a new splitting for the Hermitian part of K is
presented. This splitting is given as follows:

K =

[
1
2I O
O βµ2I

]
+

[
1
2I O
O (1− β)µ2I

]
+

[
O A
−AT O

]
= G+ P + S, (13)

where β is a positive constant. By using the splitting (13),
we can implement the GHSS iteration (12) to solve image
restoration problem (4). Note that a simple matrix-vector
multiplication can be used to solve the first equation in (12):

xk+ 1
2
=

[ 1
0.5+αI O

O 1
α+βµ2 I

]
×
([

(α− 0.5)I −A
AT (α+ (β − 1)µ2)I

]
xk + b

)
. (14)

Since the Krylov subspace methods are effective on problems
containing matrix-vector multiplications. We use the GMRES
method [9] to solve the second equation in GHSS iteration
(12). After some simple manipulations of proposed algorithm
in [8], we can implement GHSS method as the Algorithm 1.

Remark 2. In the third step of Algorithm 1, we use e(0)k+1 =

ek+1/2 and f (0)k+1 = fk+1/2 as the initial guesses for GMRES
method. Moreover, consider the residual of the proposed
method as:

qj =

[
(α− 0.5)ek+ 1

2
+ g − (α+ 0.5)e

(j)
k+1 −Af

(j)
k+1

(α− βµ2)fk+ 1
2
+AT e

(j)
k+1 − (α+ (1− β)µ2)f

(j)
k+1

]
.

The GMRES method acts until ‖qj‖2/‖q0‖2 < ζ, where ζ is
a very small positive value.

In the next theorem, we show that proposed GHSS method
with our splitting is convergent for image restoration problem.

Theorem 1. Assume that 0 < β ≤ 1 and the matrices G,
P and S are defined as Eq. (13). Then the iteration (12)
unconditionally converges to the unique solution of Kx = b.
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Algorithm 1: The GHSS iterative method
1. Choose the initial guess of original image f0 = g,
initial value of noise e0 = g −Af0, maximum number
of outer iteration M and very small positive τ ;
2. r0 := b−Kx0 ;
3. for k = 0, 1, 2, . . . , until ‖rk‖2‖r0‖2 > τ or k < M do

ek+ 1
2
:=

1

0.5 + α
((α+ 0.5)ek −Afk + g),

fk+ 1
2
:=

1

α+ βµ2
(AT ek + (α+ (β − 1)µ2)fk),

Solve


(α+ 0.5)ek+1 +Afk+1 = (α− 0.5)ek+ 1

2
+ g,

−AT ek+1 + (α+ (1− β)µ2)fk+1

= (α− βµ2)fk+ 1
2
.

rk+1 := b−Kxk+1,

end

Proof: For 0 < µ, β ≤ 1, it can be easily seen that G
is Hermitian positive definite and P is positive semidefinite
matrix. Moreover, S is skew-Hermitian part of splitting. Hence
from lemma 1, the proposed method unconditionally converges
to the unique solution of Kx = b.

III. NUMERICAL EXAMPLES

In this section, we consider three examples to show the
efficiency and accuracy of the proposed method. All examples
are implemented in Matlab 8.1 software.

The peak signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR) is defined as follows
to compare the original image with the restored one:

PSNR = 10 log10
4× 2552 × n4

‖f − ftrue‖22
where ftrue and f are true and restored images, respectively.
Furthermore, the relative error is given by ‖ftrue−f‖2/‖ftrue‖2.
In all examples, the optimal values of α and β are approxi-
mately estimated by some tests on an image in the GHSS
method. The optimal values of α in the SHSS method, is
obtained by the Eq (10). The restarted GMRES method of
MATLAB with restart = 15 and ζ = 10−6 has been used to
solve the proposed system in Algorithm 1. Furthermore, the
stopping tolerance of the proposed algorithm is τ = 10−6 and
the maximum number of outer iteration is M = 15.

Example 1. In this example, the 256 × 256 cameraman
grayscale image is used to investigate the proposed methods.
The symmetric truncated Gaussian PSF is used to blur the
true image. Moreover, 1% Gaussian white noise is added to
blurred image to give degraded image. Finally, the observed
image domain is shown by white lines. The proposed PSF
function is considered as:

hij =

{
ce−0.1(i

2+j2), if |i− j| ≤ 8,
0, otherwise,

where c is a normalization parameter. The true image and
degraded image are shown in Fig. 1. The PSNR value of
degraded image in this example is 26.06.

TABLE I. VALUES OF (α, β) IN EXAMPLE 1

Method/BC Zero Periodic Reflexive

SHSS (0.3333,−) (0.3333,-) (0.3255,−)
GHSS (0.9, 0.95) (2.1, 0.98) (0.06, 0.1)

TABLE II. PSNR VALUES FOR VARIOUS METHODS IN EXAMPLE 1

Method/BC Zero Periodic Reflexive

SHSS 21.50 24.29 28.06

GHSS 22.55 26.22 28.51

TABLE III. RELATIVE ERROR OF THE SHSS AND GHSS METHODS
FOR EXAMPLE 1

Method/BC Zero Periodic Reflexive

SHSS 0.3296 0.2389 0.1547

GHSS 0.2916 0.1911 0.1470

Fig. 1. True (left) and degraded image (right) in Example 1

Fig. 2. Restored image with GHSS method for zero (left) periodic (middle)
and reflexive (right) BCs in Example 1

The chosen values of (α, β) for SHSS and GHSS methods
in this example are given in Table I. The PSNR of restored
images with proposed methods are available in Table II.
Moreover, the relative error of the SHHS and the GHSS
methods is given in Table III. The restored images by using
the GHSS method for zero, periodic and reflexive BCs are
shown in Fig. 2. As the results show, the GHSS method is
more accurate and effective than SHSS method.

Example 2. In this example, we consider the 128 × 128
simulated MRI of a human brain which is available in the
MATLAB Image Processing Toolbox. To blur the image, the
introduced out-of-focus PSF function in [5] is used with
dim = 9 and R = 4. The degraded image is obtained by
adding 2% Gaussian noise to blurred image.

The true and degraded images are shown in Fig. 3. In this
example, the PSNR value of the degraded image is 32.39. The
chosen values of (α, β) are given in Table IV. The PSNR
values of restored images are presented in Table V. Moreover,
the relative error of the SHHS and the GHSS methods is given
in Table VI. As the numerical results show, the GHSS method
is more accurate than SHSS method to restore images. For
more investigation, the restored images with GHSS method
for zero, periodic and reflexive BCs are shown in the Fig. 4.
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TABLE IV. VALUES OF (α, β) IN EXAMPLE 2

Method/BC Zero Periodic Reflexive

SHSS (0.3377,−) (0.3333,−) (0.3255,−)
GHSS (0.11, 0.18) (0.13, 0.25) (0.21, 0.3)

TABLE V. PSNR VALUES FOR VARIOUS METHODS IN EXAMPLE 2

Method/BC Zero Periodic Reflexive

SHSS 34.99 35.14 35.13

GHSS 35.76 35.92 35.68

TABLE VI. RELATIVE ERROR OF THE SHSS AND GHSS METHODS
FOR EXAMPLE 2

Method/BC Zero Periodic Reflexive

SHSS 0.2340 0.2302 0.2304

GHSS 0.2147 0.2103 0.2162

Fig. 3. True (left) and degraded image (right) in Example 2

Fig. 4. Restored image with GHSS method for zero (left) periodic (middle)
and reflexive (right) BCs in Example 2

Example 3. In this example, we consider an astronomical
image from a ground-based telescope. The proposed image
is blurred by using Keck telescope PSF. Degraded image is
obtained by adding 6% Gaussian noise to the blurred image.
The true image and degraded image are given in Fig. 5.
Now, we consider the SHHS and GHSS methods and compare
them for periodic BCs. The number of outer iteration in both
methods is supposed as M = 25. In Fig. 6, the restored images
with SHSS and GHSS methods are shown for α = 0.3383 and
(α, β) = (0.1, 0.3), respectively.

The residual error in k-th outer iteration of Algorithm
1 is computed by ek = g − Afk. In Fig. 7, ‖ek‖2/‖e0‖2
versus the outer production number k is plotted to consider
the convergence speed of proposed methods for periodic BCs.
As we can see, the convergence speed of the GHSS method
is more faster than the SHSS method.

IV. CONCLUSION

In this paper, image restoration problem was reduced to
solve a non-Hermitian positive definite linear system. A new
splitting is presented for the coefficient matrix to use in
GHSS method. The numerical results were also given. As the
numerical results show, our method is accurate and effective
in image restoration problem.

Fig. 5. True image (left) and degraded image (right) in Example 3

Fig. 6. Restored image with SHHS (left) and GHSS (right) methods in
Example 3
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Fig. 7. Comparison between residual errors for periodic BC in Example 3
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Abstract—In this paper we propose an energy efficient OFDM
transmission scheme. Two CPM (continuous phase modulation)
schemes are introduced to OFDM, keeping in view the constant
envelope and continuous phase changing nature of CPM modula-
tion. Energy efficiency of the proposed scheme is investigated by
simulating peak to average power ratio (PAPR), and is compare
with the conventional OFDM scheme. The impact of PAPR on
BER is also investigated. Bit error rate (BER) of the proposed
scheme is simulated in different channels and is compared with
conv-OFDM (QPSK-OFDM) scheme.

I. INTRODUCTION

Orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (OFDM) is the
most popular high data rate and spectral efficient multicarrier
communication system. In OFDM the subcarriers are orthog-
onal to each other, so they will not interfere with each other
and more number of subcarriers can be packed to the same
spectrum to accomodate multiple users [3],[4] . it’s high data
rate, spectral efficiency and robustness against multipath fading
make it one of the most promising candidate for portable
computing devices and smartphones. These devices demands
high data rate but low power consumption as they are usually
battery operated.

Despite many advantages of OFDM, high peak to average
power ratio (PAPR) of an OFDM signal is its major limiting
factor in practice. In practical OFDM systems a high power
amplifier (HPA) is used to obtain sufficient transmit power [1].
In a typical OFDM system the transmit power is only 8% of
the total consumed power, 41% of power is wasted in HPA
and the rest of the circuit consume about 51% power [5],[1].
There are two reasons of 41% of power loss in HPA, low
efficiency of HPA’s and high PAPR of OFDM signal which
further reduces the efficiency of HPA. HPA has limited linear
range, such non-linear effects of HPA’s seriously degrades
OFDM signal of high PAPR [6]. To solve this problem the
linear range of HPA should be enlarged, which means the
input back off (IBO) of HPA should be greater than the PAPR
of the signal (unless some pre-distortion technique is used) to
avoid such signal distortions [7],[1]. But increasing IBO means
increasing power consumption of HPA and may decrease its
efficiency [5]. Improving efficiency of HPA by reducing PAPR
of OFDM signal will not only result in power saving, but the
probability of bit error will also reduce as the signal will be
less distorted.

The PAPRc for a continuous time OFDM transmit signal

x(t) is given by (1), where N represents number of sub-
carriers, symbol duration is T , NT represents duration of the
signal.

PAPRc = 10 log10

 max
0≤t≤NT

|x(t)|2

1
NT

∫ NT
0
|x(t)|2dt

 (1)

Various schemes have been developed to reduce PAPR of
OFDM signal. These schemes are summarize in [2]. Method
of coding is discussed in [8] and tone reservation in [9]. Pre-
distortion scheme in [10] and clipping in [11]. All these meth-
ods can be divide into two categories distortion and distortion-
less. clipping [11], clips the peak power max

0≤t≤NT
|x(t)|2 to

some pre-defined value and thus distort the signal which
results in high BER at receiver and reduces throughput. The
distortion-less methods like tone reservation [9] and selective
mapping [12] allows perfect recovery of the original signal at
the cost of transmitting some side information which reduces
throughput, increase bandwidth requirement and increases sig-
nal overhead. [13] shows an approach which transforms the
OFDM signal into constant envelope by phase modulating the
signal after its inverse discrete Fourier transform (IDFT). Our
approach is different from [13]. We replace the conventional
modulation schemes used in OFDM such as QPSK, 16-QAM
and 64-QAM by Gaussian minimum shift keying (GMSK) and
minimum shift keying (MSK) (known as scheme 1 and scheme
2 in this work) Fig. 1.

In our proposed scheme the input data is first modulated by
a CPM modulator, the modulated symbols are then transformed
from serial to parallel, an IDFT is then applied to the parallel
modulated symbols. After IDFT cyclic prefixes are inserted the
data is then again changed from serial to parallel followed by
amplification by a HPA and is transmitted, at the receiver side
a viterbi detector is used to detect the symbols after parallel
to serial conversion.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II
presents fundamental of CPM, two CPM modulation schemes
that we have select for this work and some previous work is
discussed. Section III presents our system model, CPM based
OFDM. In section III we design CPM based transmitter, PAPR
analysis of CPM based OFDM, receiver structure for CPM
based OFDM and the effect PAPR on BER. In section IV
we present our numerical results and conclusion is drawn in
section V.
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Fig. 1: CPM-OFDM, Block Diagram

II. FUNDAMENTALS OF CPM

As compared to other modulation schemes like QPSK,
which is one of the modulation scheme used in LTE [14]. In
such modulation schemes the carrier phase is abruptly reset to
zero at the start of every symbol. In QPSK when the message
signal changes by one bit a phase shift of 90 degrees occurs.
This discontinuity of QPSK modulated signal lead to high
power consumption and some percentage of power occurs
outside of the intended band, which leads to poor spectral
efficiency [7].

While CPM has constant envelope and the phase of the
carrier signal is modulated in a continuous manner, which
yields high spectral efficiency [7]. Due to its constant envelop
the PAPR of such waveform is unity [7]. A CPM waveform
is given by (2), [15].

S(t;β),exp{jφ(t;β)} (2)

φ is the phase of the signal and is given by the following
equation.

φ(t;β) , 2π
∑
i

βihiq(t− iT ) (3)

β , βi represents the discrete time symbol sequence of M −
ary symbols form ith user each symbol carries m = log2M
bits, T is the symbol duration, hi is the modulation index.
Smaller the modulation index the more narrower bandwidth the
signal occupies. M is the value of M-ary signaling. Throughout
this work is M = 4. Two CPM schemes are selected for this
work.

• Scheme 1: 4 − ary signaling is used, modulation
index hi = 0.3, Raised cosine frequency pulse with
Pulse length L = 4. and minimum square Euclidean
distance, d2

min = 1.48.

• Scheme 2: 4 − ary signaling with modulation index
hi = 0.6, Gaussian frequency Pulse with BT = 0.25,
Pulse length, L = 3, and minimum squared Euclidean
distance, d2

min = 4.6

The above two scheme differs in PAPR and BER performance.
Scheme 1 has smaller modulation index than scheme 2 so it
will occupy a narrow bandwidth as compare to scheme 2, its
power spectral density will drop more abruptly which will
result in better PAPR performance. But on the other hand

scheme 1 has small value of d2
min, so Scheme 2 will have

better BER performance compare to Scheme 1. Increasing
d2
min, lowers the probability of bit error [15].

III. CPM BASED OFDM

A. Previous work

This work is loosely based on the observations presented
in [7][16]. In [7] the authors have proposed CPM for single
carrier frequency division multiple access (SC-FDMA), the
uplink of LTE, with interleaved subcarrier mapping. In [16]
the authors have phase modulate an OFDM signal by a CPM
modulator after assigning sub-carriers. The purpose of this
work is to extend CPM to OFDM. This work is different from
the previous as we are using two different schemes of CPM as
baseband modulation schemes , and do performance evaluation
of PAPR, the effect of PAPR on probability of bit error in
the absence of amplifier input back-off, and evaluate BER in
different channels and compare them with conventional OFDM
scheme.

B. Transmitter

Consider an OFDM system as shown in Fig 1. N number
of symbols and sub-carriers. Each symbol is mapped to one
sub-carrier. In our proposed scheme, the input data is first
modulated by a CPM modulator. The modulated samples are
then converted from serial to parallel by a serial to parallel
converter as shown in Fig 1.

Si = [si,0, si,1, ...si,N−1]T

where i is the index of a user.

Si,l = exp{jφ(i; l)} (4)

This is discrete time equivalent of (2). The continuous time
transmitted OFDM signal x(t) is expressed as

x(t) =
1√
N

N−1∑
k=0

Xke
j2πk∆ft, 0 6 t 6 T, (5)

where T is the duration of the OFDM symbol, XK =
[X0, X1, ....., XN−1] is the input data block, ∆f = 1

T is the
frequency spacing between two adjacent subcarriers. The same
way a discrete time CPM-OFDM signal x(n) with Nyquist rate
is obtained by N -point IDFT operation of S(i,l).

x(n) =
1√
N

N−1∑
k=0

S(i,l)e
j2πknN , n = 0, 1, ...N − 1 (6)

The equation above shows the waveform of a CPM based
OFDM. After insertion of cyclic prefix and digital to analog
conversion the signal is amplified by a high power amplifier
(HPA) and is transmitted.
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C. PAPR Analysis

PAPR stands for Peak to Average Power Ratio. It is
basically used as performance metric for envelop variations
in a signal. As OFDM is a multi carrier system, A set of
orthogonal frequencies are used. Mathematically these fre-
quencies will not interfere with each other but in practice
they interfere with each other. In this paper N number of
sub carriers are used. Assuming amplitude of each sub-carrier
is 1, as the constellation points are taken from MSK and
GMSK modulators. These sub carriers can constructively add
up resulting in high peak powers. So the range of PAPR is 1
to N .
In case of non unity amplitude A like the case of QAM, the
max PAPR is given by equation below [17].

PAPRmax = A2
maxN (7)

Another reason of high PAPR of an OFDM signal is the
spectral leakage of DFT. the sampling period

∆t =
1

fs
(8)

The nth array element in frequency domain is known as
bucket or bin. The frequency of bucket n can be related to
the frequency of input signal Si,l by equation below [18].

fn =
n

N∆t
(9)

where n is the number of bin, N is the number of samples
and fn is the frequency of bin n. Re arranging (8) and (9) we
get

n =
Nfn
fs

(10)

N is the total number of sub-carriers which is equal to 16
for this work, fs sampling frequency and fn is the frequency
of nth bin. for 900Hz signal the maximum amplitude occurs
at n = Nfn/fs = 16 ∗ 900/3000 = 4.8. As each bin
represents a frequency not a range of frequencies and bin
number is an integer, then the question is how can DFT
represent energy at bin number 4.8, actually it shows some
leakage of energy between bin 4 and bin 5. In DFT for some
frequencies there is some energy leakage between bins, while
in other frequencies there is no energy leakage. for example
for a 1500 Hz waveform, n = Nfn/fs = 16∗1500/3000 = 8,
there is no spectral leakage between bin 8 and bin 7 or bin 8
and bin 9. In OFDM multi-carriers are generated by IDFT and
due to the spectral leakage problem of DFT and interference
of the multi carriers OFDM exibits high PAPR.
As the input Si,l is random so PAPR of x(n) given by equation
below is also a random variable.

PAPR = 10 log10

max
0≤n≤τ ·N−1

|x(n)|2

E [|x(n)|2]
(11)

Therefore cumulative distribution function (CDF) is used to
describe its properties.

CDF = Prob(PAPR 6 γ)

Prob(PAPR 6 γ) ≈ 1− (1− eγ)N
(12)

where γ is a constant. PAPR of a discrete time signal x(n) is
an accurate approximation of the continuous time PAPRc, if

the up-sampling factor τ ≥ 4, [7]. For this work we are using
up-sampling factor equal 4.

D. Receiver

The received signal y is first sampled to generate the
discrete time signal. After removing the cyclic prefix the
received signal r can be expressed as below

y =
N−1∑
k=0

h× x(n) + n0 (13)

Where h is the channel matrix, x(n) is discrete version of
transmitted signal and no is the additive white Gaussian noise
with zero mean. A discrete time Fourier transform of the
received signal y is taken

y(n) =
1√
N

N−1∑
k=0

ye−j2πkn/N (14)

and after parallel to serial conversion Viterbi decoder is used
to decode the signal.

E. Effect of PAPR on BER Performance

In this section we determine the relation of PAPR and BER
performance of an OFDM signal in the absence of IBO from
HPA. A HPA exibits two kinds of distortions, AM-AM and
AM-PM distortion.

When the HPA is operating in the linear region, the output
voltage is only a scaled version of the input voltage. However
when the input signal has high peaks in the compression
region, the output of the HPA is amplitude distorted. The
resultant distortions are known as AM-AM distortions. Simi-
larly AM-PM is used for phase non linearity. In such kind of
distortion the phase of the signal is distorted. But here we will
only consider the effect of AM-AM distortion.

The efficiency η of HPA depends on the input voltage
or input power. An amplifier operates more efficiently if the
input is within the range of operating point. CPM has constant
envelop, but due to the PAPR problem of multi-carrier systems
there is a large envelope fluctuation. So the efficiency η
depends on PAPR and class of the amplifier [17].

η = G · e−g·PAPRdB (15)

Where G is the gain of an amplifier. As the probability of bit
error depends on SNR of the signal.

SNR =
η · [x(n)]2 · T

no2
(16)

where n2
o represents noise power and [x(n)]2 is the transmitted

signal power SNR depends on the efficiency η of HPA. And
the efficiency of HPA depends on PAPR of the signal. So the
probability of bit error depends on PAPR of the signal [17].

SNR =
G

ζ
· [x(n)]2 · T

no2
(17)

Where ζ is equal to.

ζ =
1 PAPR ≤ SatLevel

PAPR(10g/ln 10) PAPR > SatLevel
(18)
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(17) shows that low PAPR results in better HPA efficiency
and high SNR which results in low energy consumption by
HPA and low error rates.

IV. NUMERICAL RESULTS

A. PAPR Numerical Results

In this section we first numerically analyze PAPR and BER
properties of our proposed two schemes of CPM-OFDM and
then compare them to conventional OFDM scheme. Relation
of PAPR to BER in the absence of IBO is also numerically
analyze in this section. All the simulations performed in this
section consists of (N=16) N = number of allocated sub carrier
to one user. number of users = 1;

Fig 2. shows numerically calculated CDF of PAPR of our
two proposed schemes and conventional OFDM. Due to low
modulation index of scheme 1 its power spectral density will
drop abruptly as compare to scheme 2 of high modulation
index and conventional OFDM. Therefore scheme 1 has low
PAPR as compare to scheme 2 and conventional OFDM.
The previous discussion in section II, PAPR analysis shows
that CPM-OFDM will have constant envelop but as Fig 2
shows CPM-OFDM still has envelope variations. The reasons
are already discussed in the section II. Spectral leakage and
sub-carriers interference which results in high peaks. PAPR
statistics of these three schemes are provided in Table I.
Proposed scheme 1 has almost 4 dB performance gain over
conv-OFDM and almost 0.5 dB performance gain over scheme
2 in terms of their max PAPR.

In order to operate the HPA in linear region so that it will
not distort the OFDM signal, the input back off must be higher
than the PAPR of the signal. Input back-off is the amount of
power drawn from direct current (dc) source of HPA in-order to
keep the HPA in linear region. Table II shows required amount
of minimum input back-off calculated from CDF plot of Fig
2. Table 2 shows that scheme 1 will draw little amount of
power from the dc source which happens to be the most power
efficient scheme of all the three schemes.

B. BER vs PAPR

Numerical results of PAPR and BER relation are presented
in this section. Analytically it is already developed in the
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Fig. 2: PAPR,CDF plots of scheme 1, scheme 2, and conv-OFDM

TABLE I: PAPR statistics

Scheme Max[dB] Min[dB] Mean[dB]
Scheme 1 6.23 1.95 4.82
Scheme 2 6.68 2.24 5.36

Conv-OFDM 10.16 3.32 6.14

TABLE II: Required IBO from CDF plot

Scheme IB-90%[dB] IB-99%[dB]
Scheme 1 5.5 6
Scheme 2 6.3 6.5

Conv-OFDM 7.6 9.4

previous section (18). Fig 3 shows AM-AM distortions of a
HPA as discussed in the previous section. Three different HPA
with input saturation level of 2, 4 and 6 dB are considered
here. As shown in Fig 3. the output of amplifier is saturated
and distorted once the input cross it saturation limit. for such
kind of HPA with no IBO, BER is simulated and is shown in
Fig 4. The fig shows that BER is at low when the input signal
PAPR is with in HPA input saturation level. As the input signal
PAPR crosses the input saturation of HPA the probability of bit
error increases abruptly. The probability of bit error increases
exponentially with increasing PAPR.

C. Bit Error Rate Performance

Fig. 5, Fig. 6, and Fig.7 shows BER performance of
Scheme 1, Scheme 2 and conv-OFDM in three different
kinds of channels AWGN, Ped-A and Veh-A channel. Some
parameters of the said channels are listed in Table III. The
effect of HPA distortions to OFDM signal are also added in
the form of IB-90% from Table II. The actual BER perfor-
mances are plotted by solid lines for different channels. The
BER performance with HPA distortions are plotted by dotted
lines as a function of Eb/No + IB90%. As shown without
taking the effect of HPA non-linearity, scheme 2 has better
BER performance as compare to scheme 1 and Conv-OFDM.
The reason is the large minimum square Euclidean distance
d2
min = 4.6, of scheme 2 as compare to d2

min = 1.48 of
scheme 1. At BER of 10−4 in AWGN channel scheme 2 has
almost 1.5 dB gain over conv-OFDM and almost 2 dB gain
over scheme 1. The same way scheme 2 out performs scheme
1 and conv-OFDM in Ped-A and Veh-A channel.
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When the HPA non-linearity is taken into account in the
form of Eb/No+IB90% we notice that in all channels scheme
1 and scheme 2 has almost the same BER performance al-
though the previous discussion shows that scheme 2 has better
BER performance. Scheme 2 has better BER performance than
scheme 1 but it has high PAPR as well so in presence of
HPA non-linearity both the scheme has almost the same BER
performance. The conv-OFDM shows the worse performance
of all due to its high PAPR as compare to scheme 1 and scheme
2.

V. CONCLUSION

In this work, we have compared PAPR properties of our
proposed two schemes with conv-OFDM, and have shown that
how the proposed schemes will have better PAPR performance
as compare to conventional scheme. High PAPR results in
worse BER performance in the absence of HPA Input Back-
off, and high power consumption and low efficiency in the
presence of input Back-off . BER performance is also evaluated
in the presence and absence of HPA non-linearity. In the
presence of HPA non-linearity which is more realistic approach
our proposed scheme outperforms the conv-OFDM (QPSK-
OFDM).
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TABLE III: Parameters of Ped-A and Veh-A channel

Ped-A Veh-A
Tap delay (ns) Relative power (dB) Tap delay (ns) Relative Power (dB)
0 0 0 0
30 -1.0 310 -1
70 -2.0 710 -9.0
110 -9.7 1090 -10.0
190 -19.2 1730 -15.0
410 -22.8 2510 -20.0
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Abstract—In this paper we propose a new cooperative spec-
trum sensing method using adaptive double threshold energy
and matched filter detector in cognitive radio networks. The
energy detector (ED) performance is highly degraded under
noise uncertainty condition. Also, ED cannot well differentiate
between the signal and noise, if the detected observational value
of the primary user (PU) lies in the confused region i.e., between
signal and noise. We propose a scheme based on adaptive
double threshold that uses matched filter (MF) detector for the
reliable detection in the confused region and energy efficient ED
for the clear region where the detector can easily differentiate
between signal and noise and makes its own local decision. The
fusion center collects the local decisions and observational values
of the secondary users and then makes the final decision to
ascertain whether the primary user is present or not. Simulation
results shows that our proposed method has higher detection
performance as compared to other spectrum sensing methods.

I. INTRODUCTION

In a survey conducted by the Federal Communications Com-
mission (FCC) on spectrum utilization has indicated that
the actual licensed spectrum is largely under-utilized in vast
geographical dimensions [1]. Cognitive Radio (CR) provides
opportunistic access to unused licensed bands [2][3]. CR
allows secondary users (SU) to utilize the free portions of
licensed spectrum while ensuring no interference to primary
users (PU) transmissions. In the recent years, cooperative spec-
trum sensing scheme(CSS) has become a popular technique to
solve the efficiency of spectrum usage and provide high level
of protection to the PU from SU. In CR, sensing accuracy
is important for avoiding interference to the primary users
in CR technology. Reliable spectrum sensing is not always
guaranteed due to multipath fading, shadowing and hidden
terminal problem. Cooperative spectrum sensing has thus been
introduced for quick and reliable detection [4][5][6][7]. The
CSS has two successive stages, sensing and reporting. In
sensing stage, spectrum sensing is done by several local SU.
Then in next stage, PU sensing decisions or measurements are
sent to fusion center (FC) to combine them and make a better
overall decision.

Among several spectrum sensing techniques, energy detec-
tor (ED) is the most popular method employed for spectrum
sensing. Measuring only the received signal power and com-
paring it with a pre-fixed threshold, the ED is a non-coherent

detection device with low implementation complexity and is
more power efficient. But ED performance is highly degraded
under noise uncertainty condition [8]. Also, ED cannot well
differentiate between the signal and noise, if the detected
observational values lies in the confused region i.e., between
signal and noise.

In [9], a censoring method using double threshold based on
ED was proposed. If the detected observational energy values
(Oi) by the SU lies in the confused region, they will not report
to the fusion center. This method can reduce the sensing time
and cause sensing failure problem. Paper [10] also proposed
a method using double threshold based on ED to increase
the detection performance as compared to the conventional
ED. In this method, first SU will make the local decision by
comparing their Oi of the clear region with the pre-defined
threshold of ED. If the Oi lies in the confused region then
the SU will forward it to the fusion center (FC). The FC will
make overall decision by considering the local decision of SU
of clear region and comparing the Oi of confused region with
another threshold value of ED.

To overcome the noise uncertainty problem of ED and
to increase the detection performance, we propose a new
CSS technique using adaptive double threshold based on ED
and matched filter (MF) detector. Our proposed scheme has
higher detection performance as compared to other conven-
tional methods and the method described in [10]. We take
the advantages of energy efficient ED to make the local
decision in the clear region and reliable MF to take the
decision in the confused region. Simulation results shows that
our proposed scheme has higher detection performance, lower
miss-detection probability and it can perform well in low SNR
as compared to other methods.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section
II presents the system description. Section III describes our
proposed model. Simulation results are shown in Section IV.
Finally conclusion is drawn in Section V.

II. SYSTEM DESCRIPTION

The main aim of CR is to correctly identify the presence of
PU and allows the SUs to utilize the unused spectrum if it
is not used by licensed PUs. Under binary hypothesis testing,
we consider the occurrence of two input events in observing
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signal xi in some observation interval denoted by

H0 : xi = ni
H1 : xi = si + ni,

(1)

where i = 1, 2, 3, ...N is number of samples. H0 represents
the hypothesis that the observation vector consists of noise. H1

represents the hypothesis that the observation vector consists
of noise and signal. The noise component ni is assumed
to be Additive White Gaussian random variable which is
independent and identically-distributed (i.i.d) with zero mean
normal distribution with variance σ2 ∼ N (0, σ2), and si is
the signal.

A. Energy Detector

The ED is non-coherent detector and consumes less amount
power. ED detects the presence of signals by simply squaring
its energy and comparing that energy around the carrier fre-
quency with certain threshold [11]. The ED is not so accurate
as the detected signal can be affected by noise level. The
performance of ED is highly degraded under noise uncertainty
condition.

The ED consists of a quadrature receiver with yI and yQ
representing samples from In-phase and Quadrature branch
respectively. The samples after passing the squaring device,
output of the integrator is denoted by

yI = yQ = (
1

N0
)

∫ T

0

r2(t)dt, (2)

where r(t) is input signal, N0 is noise spectral density.

Within observed sensing period, test statistic ED can be
approximated as YED = yI + yQ. At the observation time
t, decision variable YED will be compared to a detection
threshold of ED denoted by λED. Threshold value is set to
meet the target probability of false alarm pf according to
the noise power. The probability of detection pd can be also
identified. The expression for pf and pd can be given as [12]

pEDfa = 1− Fχ
(
λED

σ2
, 2n

)
, (3)

where Fχ is cumulative distribution function (CDF) of standard
chi-square random variable with k degree of freedom.

pEDd = Q

(√
n(SNR),

√
λED

σ2

)
, (4)

where Q is generalized Marcum-Q function.

B. Matched Filter

MF is a reliable detector but consumes high amount of power.
MF works using receivers bank of L matched filters, which
runs together to correlate the incoming signals [13]. At each
sampling instant t, de-correlators process signal x(t), the
output on interval (0, T ) that contains two sample output from
a module is given by

YMF = y2Ii + y2Qi
, i = 1, 2, ..., L (5)

The YMF forms L de-correlators output in which we find the
decision variable V from the maximum of YMF over M offset

Fig. 1: Energy distribution of primary user signal and noise

bits. Variable V is compared to threshold λMF to decide the
presence or absence of signal.

V = max{Y mMF }, m = 1...M (6)

The acquisition process of MF will give probability of false
alarm and probability of detection that can be calculated as
[12]

pMF
fa = 1− Fχ

(
λMF

σ
, 2

)
, (7)

pMF
d = Q

(√
2n(SNR),

√
λMF

σ2

)
, (8)

where λMF is the threshold setting for MF, the non-centrality
parameter s2 = 2n(SNR) is the output of the filters in I and
Q branches at the correct offset. The correlation process of MF
has a central chi-square distribution with 2 degree of freedom
with a variance (σ =

√
n).

III. ADAPTIVE DOUBLE-THRESHOLD BASED ENERGY
AND MATCHED FILTER DETECTOR

In conventional ED, each SU makes their own local decision
whether PU is present (H1) or PU is absent (HO) by com-
paring the Oi with single predefined threshold. Fig. 1 shows
the energy distribution of the primary user signal and noise.
[10] proposed a method using double threshold based on ED.
In this method, cooperating SU will make the local decision
by comparing their Oi of the clear region with the predefined
threshold of ED i.e., λ1 and λ2. As shown in Fig. 1, if the
Oi crosses the λ2 then the local decision taken will be H1

i.e., PU is present. Similarly, if the Oi is less than λ1 then the
local decision taken will be H0 i.e., PU is absent. But if the
Oi lies in the confused region i.e., between λ1 and λ2 then the
SU will forward it to the FC along with the local decisions.
In FC, the Oi of the confused region will be compared with
another threshold value of ED λ and the overall decision will
be taken by FC considering all the decisions.
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Fig. 2: Working model of proposed adaptive double-threshold
based on energy and matched filter detector

The main idea of our proposed scheme is that we take the
advantage of energy efficient ED to make decision in the
clear region and reliable MF to make decision in the confused
region. Our proposed scheme is based on adaptive double
threshold of both ED and MF detector.

Fig. 2 shows the working model of our proposed method.
Each SU of the CSS are equipped with ED and performs
spectrum sensing individually. The observational value Oi of
SU is checked with the threshold values λED1 and λED2 of ED
and the decision will be taken accordingly. If Oi satisfies λED1
≤ Oi < λED2 then no decision will be taken and further the
SU will forward its observational value Oi to the fusion center.
The local decision Li is given by

Li =


0 0 ≤ Oi ≤ λED1

No Decision λED1 ≤ Oi ≤ λED2

1 Oi ≥ λED2

(9)

Without the loss of generality, we assume that fusion center
FC receives K local decisions out of N SUs. Then N − K
observational values Oi will be reported to the FC to make
the decision. The fusion center will now apply more reliable
MF on those N − K observational values of the signal for
the decision process as N − K secondary users could not
distinguish between the presence or absence of the primary
users. The threshold of MF λMF at the FC is chosen according
to the appropriate false alarm probability of MF as given by
Eq. 7. The decision D at the FC using the MF detector on
N −K Oi is as follows

D =


0 0 ≤

N−K∑
i=1

Oi ≤ λMF

1
N−K∑
i=1

Oi > λMF

(10)

The FC has the local decision Li of K SUs using ED and
decision D of N −K SUs using MF. Let us denote the total
decision at FC by Z, i.e., Z= D +

∑K
i=1 Li . The FC makes

a final decision using a hard decision OR rule for deciding
the presence or absence of PU. As per the hard decision OR
rule, if total decision Z is greater or equal to 1 then signal
is detected (H1) and if Z is smaller than 1 then signal is not
detected (H0). The mathematical expression of hypothesis at
the FC can be written as

FC =

{
Z < 1, H0

Z ≥ 1, H1
(11)

1) Cooperative Detection and False Alarm Probabilities of
Proposed Method: First each secondary user decides either
’0’ or ’1’ or ”No Decision” on the basis of comparison of Oi
with pre-defined threshold value of energy detector. Decision
goes in favor of ’0’ if PU is absent. Similarly decision goes in
favor of ’1’ if the PU is present. let us denote the probability
of deciding ’1’, probability of ”No Decision” and probability
of deciding ’0’ under hypothesis H1 is represented by pEDd1 ,
4ED1,i and pEDm respectively. Similarly, Probability of deciding
’1’, probability of ”No Decision” and probability of deciding
’0’ under hypothesis H0 is denoted by pEDfa0, 4ED0,i and pEDd0
respectively. The expressions for different probabilities are
given below considering the AWGN channel [9].

pEDd1 = P{Oi > λED2 |H1} = Q
(√

n(SNR),
√
λED2

)
,

(12)

pEDd0 = P{Oi < λED1 |H0} = Fχ
(
λED1 , 2

)
,

(13)

4ED1,i = P{λED1 < Oi < λED2 |H1} (14)

4ED0,i = P{λED1 < Oi < λED2 |H0} (15)

pEDm = P{Oi ≤ λED1 |H1} = 1−4ED1,i − pEDd1 , (16)

pEDfa0 = P{Oi > λED2 |H0} = 1− Fχ
(
λED2 , 2

)
,

(17)

The cooperative probability of detection Qd of the FC using
OR rule as indicated in Eq. 11 can be expressed as
Qd = P{Z ≥ 1|H1}

Qd = P{(
K∑
i=1

Li +
N−K∑
i=1

D) ≥ 1|H1}

Qd = 1−
N−1∑
K=0

(
N

K

) K∏
i=1

pEDm .

N∏
i=K+1

4ED1,i [1−Q(N−K)u

(√
2n(SNR),

√
λMF

)
]

+
N∏
i=1

pEDm

(18)
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where u is the time bandwidth product. The cooperative
probability of miss-detection Qm of the FC is given by

Qm = 1−Qd (19)

The cooperative probability of false alarm Qf of the FC
using OR rule as indicated in Eq. 11 can be expressed as

Qf = P{Z ≥ 1|H0}

Qf = P{(
K∑
i=1

Li +
N−K∑
i=1

D) ≥ 1|H0}

Qf = −
N−1∑
K=0

(
N

K

) K∏
i=1

(1−4ED0,i − pEDfa0).

N∏
i=K+1

4ED0,i [1− Fχ(N−K)u

(
λMF , 2

)
]

(20)

Algorithm 1 Adaptive Double-Threshold Based Energy and
Matched Filter Detector Method

1: Given {x1, x2, .....xN}
2: Given {SU1, SU2, .....SUN}
3: Define the value for 4ED0,i and 4ED1,i

4: Find threshold value λED1 and λED2 for Energy Detector
for a given probability of false alarm pEDfa and using step
3
/* Oi is Observational Signal Value */

5: If Oi ≥ λED2
Li=H1;

elseif Oi ≤ λED1
Li=H0;

else
Li=NoDecision;

endif
/* Forward the Local Decision Li of clear region sensed
by K SUs and N−K ”No Decision” observational values
Oi of confused region using Energy Detector to the fusion
center to make overall decision by employing Matched
Filter */

6: Set the threshold value for Matched Filter λMF by fixing
the probability of false alarm pEDfa to a pre-defined thresh-
old and setting the boundary value for λED1 and λED2 from
step 4

7: If
N−K∑
i=1

Oi ≤ λMF

D = 0; /* PU is not present */
else

D = 1; /* PU is present */
endif

8: Z= D +
∑K
i=1 Li; /* Total Decision at fusion center */

9: If Z < 1
FC = H0; /* PU is not present */

else
FC = H1; /* PU is present */

endif
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Fig. 3: ROC of our proposed scheme using adaptive double
threshold energy and matched filter detector

IV. SIMULATION RESULTS

Our simulation was conducted in MATLAB to investigate the
performance of our proposed scheme. AWGN is imposed on
the original signal xi either for H0 or H1 condition. We assume
that there is error free control channel available between the
secondary users and the fusion center at the base station for
sending local decisions and observational values Oi of the
confused region.

The receiver operating characteristics (ROC) curves of our
proposed scheme as compared to other schemes is shown in
Fig. 3. The ROC curve is obtained with SNR = 10dB, Num-
ber of cooperative SUs=10, 4ED0,i =4ED1,i =0.1, time bandwidth
product u =5. Clearly our proposed scheme has the higher
detection performance compared to other double threshold
method using ED only and conventional ED. Our scheme takes
the advantage of reliable MF detector in the confused region
to take the decision.

Fig. 4 shows cooperative miss-detection probability curve
of our proposed scheme as compared to other schemes. With
the use of MF, our scheme is able to differentiate the signal
and noise in the confused region and it can take decision
accordingly. As expected our proposed scheme miss-detection
probability is lower as compared to the previous schemes
explained in the literature.

Fig. 5 shows the cooperative probability of detection
curves against different SNR values. Fig. 5 is plotted using
the probability of false alarm of energy detector is set at
0.01 i.e., pEDfa = 0.01, SNR values ranges from -10 dB to
10 dB, number of cooperative SUs= 10, 4ED0,i =4ED1,i =0.01,
time bandwidth product u =5. It is clear from Fig. 5 that
our proposed scheme outperforms the other schemes at
different SNR ranges. Even at -10 dB SNR value, our scheme
is clearly able to detect the signal as compared to other
schemes. The scheme using double threshold energy detector
and conventional energy detector suffer greatly at low SNR
region is due to the fact that the energy detector is highly
susceptible to the noise uncertainty at the low SNR. The
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Fig. 4: Comparision of cooperative miss detection probability
of our proposed scheme with other methods
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Fig. 5: Comparision of cooperative probability of detection of
our proposed scheme with other methods at different SNR

decision in the confused region is clearly indicated by the
MF in our scheme. Hence, our proposed scheme performance
is superior to all other scheme.

V. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we have proposed a new adaptive double-
threshold based energy and matched filter detector for cogni-
tive radio networks. The proposed method gives significantly
better detection performance compared to other methods. Also,
the cooperative probability of miss-detection of our proposed
scheme is lower than other scheme. At lower SNR region,
energy detector cannot differentiate between signal and noise
and is susceptible to noise uncertainty. Our proposed scheme
takes the advantage of energy efficient energy detector to take
decision in the clear region and reliable matched filter detector
to take decision in the confused region. Hence our proposed
scheme performance is better compared to other schemes.
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Abstract—In this paper, we develop a method to check
the schedulability superframe with beacon-enabled mode in
ISA100.11a Wireless Industrial Networks environment. Maxi-
mum length of time slot is added in the superframe to reduce
the overhead, and deadline monotonic scheduling approach is
proposed to analyze the system scenario. The simulation results
indicate that our proposed method required less number of
beacon for message scheduling. Therefore, more data can be sent
in the network with our proposed method.

Keywords—Superframe, Scheduling, Beacon, ISA100.11a.

I. INTRODUCTION

In recent years, wireless technology has grown rapidly that
offer low cost, flexibility, reliability and ease of installation.
The process automation at industrial applied wireless system
to saving place and reduce cost for cable. The increase en-
forcement of wireless has made many kind of organizations to
develop a wireless standard for industrial, such as ISA100.11a
and WirelessHART. The embedded technology in ISA100.11a
has more interoperability with other technology compared to
WirelessHART [1]. The latest version of IP, IPv6, is placed
in network layer to connect with internet network likewise
support by ISA100.11a. Moreover, the upper layer made the
ISA100.11a protocol easier to hybrid with wired standard such
as PROFIBUS, Modbus, and fieldbus network. Paper [2] is
conducted comparison between ZigBee Pro and ISA100.11a.
The framework is set inside aerospace. The motivation is to test
protocol in high uncertainty condition. The outcome is proven
ISA100.11a more stable under interference as compared with
ZigBee Pro.

More about the history of ISA100.11a, the protocol es-
tablished in April 2009 through ISA100 committee in In-
ternational Society of Automation (ISA). The purpose of
the establishment of ISA100.11a is to meet the challenges
that exist within the industry that require a protocol that
was not only safe but also robust in communication to be
applied in the field. ISA100.11a adopt physical layer from
IEEE 802.15.4 using 2.4 GHz unlicensed frequency band
with 16 channel inside. Direct-Sequence Spread Spectrum
(DSSS) is used in the modulation scheme. In media access
control (MAC) Layer, ISA100.11a used carrier sense multiple
access with collision avoidance (CSMA/CA) to detect the
interference from other frequency and equipped time division
multiple access (TDMA). 250 kbps was the maximum data
rate and channel hopping is defined by standard as the features.
ISA100.11a support 3 channel hopping (slotted hopping, slow

hopping, the last hybrid hopping is a combination of slotted
and slow hopping). The slotted hopping use different frequency
to send the data transmission where this method usually for
the accommodation of periodic data, slow frequency hopping
requires the same frequency for data transmission so that
the method is suitable for data applications that are sporadic
[3],[4].

Paper [5] distinguished two kind of strategy operational in
IEEE 802.15.4 MAC layer called beacon enable mode and non
beacon model. In beacon enable mode, coordinator produced
beacon periodically to synchronize node connected with it
and to defined the superframe formation. Non beacon enable
mode is determined no superframe structure. The advantage
of this mode, node instantly sent data without synchronization
needed, more scalability and self-organization. Nevertheless,
non beacon mode cannot ensure to transmitted data frames.
ISA100.11a define the MAC layer is supported by beacon en-
able mode, as this mode accommodate to consign data frame.
So, the schedulability of superframe become an interesting
research topic to be investigated.

Message scheduling based on modify superframe has been
proposed in [6]. This approach decided that periodic real-
time message sent by dedicated time slot when shared time
slot are transmitted non real-time message and aperiodic real-
time message. The result showed that using message schedul-
ing technique require more beacon in system and increased
overhead. Paper [4] investigated in more detail, the parameter
which effect the ISA100.11a performance. Superframe period
was one of the performance parameter with the rise of period,
it will increase throughput of the network but at the same time
increase the overhead.

To solve the same problem, our paper proposed the scheme
have concern to check schedulability of superframe. The
main contributions: 1) this paper discuss clearness superframe
scheduling inspired by deadline monotonic scheduling and 2)
Our scheme develop based on real scenario in field, not require
any special hardware and easy to implement.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In section II,
scheduling technique with consist rate monotonic and deadline
monotonic scheduling are discussed. System model provided
in section III to depict traffic scenario. Section IV and section
V present about scheduling analysis and simulation result,
respectively. Finally, the conclusions are given in section VI.
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Fig. 1. Message characteristics.

II. SCHEDULING TECHNIQUE

We concisely converse about rate monotonic and deadline
monotonic scheduling. In past, both scheduling technique is
developed to check scheduling process of processor. Now, our
paper developed new application of deadline monotonic is
implemented to check superframe scheduling in ISA100.11a
wireless industrial networks. The limitation of rate monotonic
is expressed with clear way. Deadline monotonic is forwarded
to break the constraints.

The scheduling technique one of solution to address issues
exchange data in industrial without overlap from other node.
Rate monotonic scheduling scheme is proposed by paper
[7] to analysis real-time computing in plant. The term of
predictability is introduced by paper for describe ability to
determine for a gave set of tasks whether the system meet
all of the timing requirement of those tasks. There are two
type of task, dynamic priority and static priority. A dynamic
priority permitted task to switch priorities at any time, in
contrast with static priority allocated fixed priority for all task.
Another classification was on-line and off-line scheduling. On-
line scheduling is arranged to make scheduling outcome during
the run-time of the system. Finally, this algorithm hard for non-
periodic processes. The offline scheduling is feasible for the all
processes in fact periodically for example task monitoring in
factory [8]. For those reason, our paper focus only in off-line
scheduling rules and all of task assume have static priority.

In our paper, we are consider beacon enable mode, there-
fore rate monotonic unsuitable for superframe scheduling
because policy ”period equal deadline”. The regulations ”pe-
riod less than or equal to deadline” is used correspond with
deadline monotonic (more about the argument used of deadline
monotonic is explained in section 3). In the end, deadline
monotonic scheduling is prevailed for analysis superframe
scheduling in ISA100.11a networks. Generally, our paper is
reclaimed ”message” to represent ”task”. Fig. 1 illustrate
the characterization of the message with follows the concept
according paper [9].

cM ≤ dM ≤ tM (1)

where cM is computation time, rM is the start of release
time, dM is deadline time, and tM is the period of message
m in superframe. The number of iteration I = (I1, I2, ..., Ij),
j indicated end of iteration while system reset or stop. In case
of to check scheduling 2 process, schedulability of deadline
monotonic is defined by theorem II.1.

Fig. 2. Network model consists of one gateway and node.

∀i : 1 ≤ i ≤ 2 :
cM
dM

+
pM
dM
≤ 1 (2)

Theorem II.1. The schedulability test given in equation (2) is
sufficient for two process.

Proof: The detail proof can be find in paper [10].

III. SYSTEM MODEL

The network model is discussed in this section. The model
is verified to close as well as real wireless industrial networks
environment. Indeed, this section also describe the traffic
scenario and exposed the superframe form.

Our proposed scheme is expanded tackle problem to check
superframe scheduling mention section 2 for many process.
There are fixed node N = (N1, N2, ..., Nη) with η denote
the maximum number of node located randomly in network.
The maximum area that can be reached by gateway is DG.
An example of a network model is described in Fig. 2. The
setup industrial in our paper is build under star topology. Less
complexity is effected star topology become favorite compared
with mesh and tree topology. The service of network is created
to serve the system monitoring in plant where interconnecting
among node to finish process very essential. For illustration,
suppose node 1 transmitted data to node 3 but range of node
1 is not enough to reach node 3. In that case, the function
of gateway is needed to manage the data. The gateways is
associated as the bridge to distribution data from node 1 to
node 3.

The traffic scenario is started by gateway as coordinator
sent beacon periodically to node N in network. We as-
sume known all period message MN for each node. Node
frequently generate message with every message MN =
(MN1

,MN2
, ...,MNj

) go along after beacon. Message from
node has parameters MN = (rMn

, cMn
, dMn

, tMn
) as present

section 2. Furthermore, beacon and all the message determined
shape of the superframe. The first iteration of superframe is
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Fig. 3. The conguration of superframe.

started after first beacon generate by gateway and the end
of superframe occur if the network reset or stop by admin
authority. The superframe is constructed as express equation
(3).

S = B +

N=η∑
N=1

MN (3)

From equation (3), S is superframe form, B is beacon.
Consequently, the configuration of superframe is composed
through time slot as shown in Fig. 3. Each box time slot
is dedicated only for one node to occupy, which shared data
from different node is forbidden. The length of each time slot
is varying from 10-12 ms [3]. To simplify the calculation,
the length time slot 10 ms is selected in our paper. Latter,
the duration of one superframe is determined by the interval
time between two beacons. In paper [6] scheme is defined
7 time slot in one superframe, where the superframe devise
into dedicated time slot, shared time slot and beacon. This
scheme has drawback more overhead because the relation
beacon proportionally with number iteration of superframe.
Based on knowledge of field, most data monitoring in indus-
trial is generated periodically and ISA100.11a standard assign
maximum number of time slot in one superframe as 25 timeslot
[3]. Through those reason, in our paper, we implemented with
maximum timeslot to reduce the overhead.

IV. SCHEDULING ANALYSIS

In this section, discussion of superframe scheduling are
presented. The basic of deadline monotonic has been describe
in the section 2. The goal this section is to check superframe
scheduling and guaranteed all message can be transmitted
without interruption from each other.

We consider a set of message MN according model in
Fig. 2. The scheduling analysis of MN is reached accord-
ing theorem IV.1 based on deadline monotonic rules. ”Mes-
sage with lowest deadline is executed first until computa-
tion time done” is ruled of schedulability. Since we define
our system as the off-line scheduling, so all the parameter
MN = (rMn

, cMn
, dMn

, tMn
) already known. We assume that,

scheduling analysis is calculated before started the system.
Thus, the failure cause of unschedulable never come out. The
aim of pick up off-line scheduling to settle during run-time
no error happen in case of conflict data involving node inside
system.

Theorem IV.1. Superframe is schedulable if and only if
sufficient ∀MN : cMn

≤ dMn

TABLE I. SIMULATION PARAMETER USING DEADLINE MONOTONIC
SCHEDULING

rMn (ms) cMn (ms) dMn (ms) tMn (ms)

Beacon 0 10 10 250
Node 1 10 20 20 150
Node 2 20 20 80 80
Node 3 30 30 100 100
Node 4 40 10 50 50

Proof: Suppose that the condition is insufficient thereby
cMn ≥ dMn , then message MN cannot finish computation
time before deadline dMn . Therefore node misses to deliver
data and unschedulable. The condition schedulable is passed
while message have enough time to finish the execution cMn

.

The schedulability analysis is passsed by using algorithm
1.

Algorithm 1 Scheduling Analysis
1: Initialize maximum number of node N .
2: Initialize rMn

, cMn
, dMn

, tMn
.

3: Gateway generated beacon B.
4: Node transmitted message MN .
5: Message Mn the lowest deadline dMn is assigned to

superframe first and followed until all message finish.
6: Superframe equation (3) ←− granted schedulalable.

7: if
N=η∑
N=1

∀MN : sufficient Theorem IV.1.

else
∀MN : unschedulalable.
end if

V. SIMULATION RESULT

In other to evaluate the performance of proposed scheme
in ISA100.11a Wireless Industrial Networks, matlab program
[11] is developed for simulation. The objective of investigate
to perform the schedulability of superframe ISA100.11a with
static priority among fixed node and one gateway in network.
The parameters is used for simulation list in Table I.

Superframe scheduling with beacon constrain is considered
in simulation. The ornament show in Fig. 4 and Fig. 5 to check
whether superframe scheduling or unscheduling under deadline
monotonic scheduling method. The result are presented con-
sists of 6 layers, layer 4 to layer 1 represent for node message
Mn = (MN1

,MN2
,MN3

,MN4
), while beacon and superframe

in layer 5 and layer 6, respectively. We assume beacon B have
the lowest deadline, thus beacon B is transmitted always in
first and never interruptions by any other message Mn.

Fig. 4 present that reproduce of the simulation result paper
[6]. That paper is defined the length of each time slot 10 ms,
while the period of tMn 70 ms. From Fig. 4 is presented for the
most of message complete the computation time cMn before
the deadline time dMn , except for the message MN3 in layer
2. In the third to forth of beacon iteration, message MN3 still
leaves 10 ms of computation time. The reason of due MN3

does not have any time slot to assign execution time and too
small length interval of is gave also another creator. According
to the theorem IV.1 superframe is unschedulable.
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The setup parameter in Fig.5 is followed by length of
superframe 250 ms [3]. Thus, we saw in Fig. 5 the deliver
of message MN2

is deferred since message MN4
have the

deadline dM4
less 30 ms as compared with deadline dM2

.
The similar behavior between message MN3

and message
MN4

. In contrast to other message, message MN1
always

completed without irritation. The reason of this phenomenon,
because computation time cM1 eternally fulfilled and the
deadline dM1 second lowest after deadline dB . Finally ∀Mn

is schedulable. Furthermore, the conform to theorem IV.1.
Fig. 6 show compared simulation result between our scheme
and message scheduling technique [6]. That our technique
is needed less amount of beacons as we extend the length
of superframe up to 250 ms, so more number of message
be transferred in ISA100.11a Wireless Industrial Networks
environment. Our methods guarantee that the exchange of data
across the network successfully without interference or overlap
among data in one time slot of the superframe.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this paper, a new application of deadline monotonic
scheduling is proposed to check and test superframe scheduling
and to reduce the overhead without degrading the network
performance in ISA100.11a Wireless Industrial Networks en-
vironment. The performance of the proposed method is com-
pared with the other scheme, which is message scheduling.
In addition, beacon constraints are also considered in this
paper. We also demonstrated the schedulability test by using
the deadline monotonic policy. The simulation results showed
that our proposed method required less number of beacons,
compared to message scheduling. We added maximum length
of time slot in superframe to reduce the overhead. Hence,
the proposed method could assign more data to be sent in
the network. For future work, we will examine multi-tree and
multi-channel by apply Nash equilibrium approach from game
theory.
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Abstract— This paper presents an electro-hydraulic servo drive 

train system to improve better control tasks for speed and 

steering on Unmanned Ground Vehicle (UGV). The developed 

electro-hydraulic servo drive train system enables independent 

control of the speed at each wheel. The motivation for developing 

this drive train is to overcome the problems from using 

hydrostatic transmission that used in the previous project. The 

electro-hydraulic servo drive train system is designed, modelled 

and simulated and demonstrate a good result that meets our 

requirements vehicle speed and torque.  

 

Keywords—servo system, hydraulic, Unmanned Ground Vehicle 

I. INTRODUCTION 

 

The University of Siegen in Germany working on the research 

and development of an autonomous DORIS Robot (Dual 

media Outdoor Robot Intelligent System) project as in figure 

1. As it is still a work-in-progress, a problem has been 

identified in the designing and implement of speed and 

steering control system. The previous drive train system was 

Hydrostatic transmission system. There is two basic methods 

used for controlling speed of a hydraulic motor. First, a 

variable-displacement pump controls flow to the hydraulic 

motor. This configuration is commonly known as a 

hydrostatic transmission this system designed and 

implemented in the previous project [1]. Second, a 

proportional or servo valve powered by a constant-pressure 

source, such as a fixed displacement pump, drives the 

hydraulic motor and this will be the research point. Electro-

hydraulic servo systems (EHSS) are essential components in a 

wide range of modern machinery, due to their high power-to-

weight ratio, as well as their fast, accurate response, high 

stiffness, fast response, self cooling, good positioning and 

capabilities, etc. Some commonly encountered industrial 

applications of EHSS include industrial robots, aerospace 

flight-control actuators, automobile active suspensions, as 

well as a variety of automated manufacturing systems. The 

principal elements of EHSS are a pump, an accumulator, a 

relief valve, a servo valve, and a hydraulic actuator. The 

accumulator and the relief valve, respectively, add and remove 

fluid in the pressure line to maintain the supply pressure of the 

system. The servo valve controls the motion and the pressure 

of the hydraulic actuator, based on an electrical input signal. 

The hydraulic actuator drives the load, transmitting the 

desired displacement, velocity, and/or pressure to the load. 

The dynamics of EHSS are highly nonlinear and make control 

design for precise output tracking very challenging [2].  

 

 
 

Fig. 1. DORIS robot 

II. SYSTEM MODELLING 

 

Figure 2 shows a schematic of the EHSS that is considered. 

The pump feeds the system with oil stored in the tank. The 

relief valve and the accumulator are intended to keep the 

supply pressure constant. The electrical control input acts on 

the electro-hydraulic proportional valve to move its spool. The 

spool motion controls the oil flow from the pump through the 

hydraulic motor which controls also the hydraulic pump speed 

for each side. Depending on the desired control objectives, the 

vehicle wheel is driven appropriately by the bidirectional 

hydraulic motor. Mechanical directional valve used to make 

short circuit to enable wheel free running during pushing the 

vehicle manually. 6/2 directional control valve used switch 

between the right side motor and the jetski motor which is 

used during driving on the water and controlling the jetski 

achieved through the dual acting cylinder of rudder which 

controlled by 4/3 directional valve. 
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Figure 2 schematic of EHSS 

 

III. DRIVE TRAIN DESIGN 

 
To select drive wheel motors for our Unmanned Ground 

Vehicles, a number of factors must be taken into account to 

determine the maximum required torque.  

The vehicle design criteria are  

Vehicle weight (m) = 1000 Kg 

Weight on each drive wheel = 500 Kg 

Radius of wheel/tire (r) =30 cm 

Desired top speed (V.max) = 30 km/h 

Maximum incline angle (θ) = 45 degree 

Worst working surface = concrete (good) 

To choose motors capable of producing enough torque to 

propel our vehicle, it is necessary to determine the total 

tractive force (Ft) requirement for the vehicle[4]: 

 

                                                                                         
 

Where: 

   = Total tractive effort [N] 

   = Force necessary to overcome rolling resistance [N] 

    = Force required to climb a slope [N] 

   = Aerodynamic drag force [N] 

The components of this equation will be determined in the 

following steps. 

 

 

Step One: Determine Rolling Resistance 

Rolling Resistance is the force necessary to propel a vehicle 

over a particular surface. The worst possible surface type to be 

encountered by the vehicle should be factored into the 

equation. 

                                                                                        (2) 

Where: 

    = rolling resistance [N] 

M = vehicle weight [Kg] 

    = surface friction  [3] 

  = gravity acceleration [m/sec2] 

   = 1000 × 0.012 (good Concret) ×9.81= 117.72 [N] 

 

Step Two: Determine Grade Resistance 

Grade Resistance    is the amount of force necessary to move 

a vehicle up a slope or “grade”. 

This calculation must be made using the maximum angle or 

grade the vehicle will be expected to climb in normal 

operation. 

                                                                                       (3) 

Where: 

   = grade force resistance [N] 

M = vehicle weight [Kg] 

θ = maximum incline angle [degrees] 

  = gravity acceleration [m/sec2] 

   = 1000×9.81 × sin (45°) = 6936.71 [N] 

 

Step Three: Determine aerodynamic drag force 

A force that acts parallel and in the same direction as the 

airflow on the front vehicle area. 

                                                                                    (4) 

Where: 

   = Aerodynamic drag force [N] 

  = Air density= 1.20 [kg·m−3]  

  = Velocity 

  = Aerodynamic drag coefficient = 0.82 

A= Active area  

   =0.5×1.20×1.5×0.82×69.44= 51.24 [N] 

 

Step four: Determine Total Tractive force 

The Total Tractive force     is the sum of the forces calculated 

in steps 1, 2, 3and 4.  

Ft = 117.72 [N] + 6936.71 [N] + 51.24 [N] = 7105.67 [N] 

Suppose that the weight divided between the two sides so  

Ft1= 
       

 
=3552.84 [N] 

 

Step five: Determine Wheel Torque 

To verify the vehicle will perform as designed regarding to the 

tractive force and acceleration, it is necessary to calculate the 

required wheel torque     based on the tractive force. 

                                                                                             (5) 

Where:  

   = wheel torque [N.m] 

   = total tractive force [N] 

   = radius of the wheel/tire [m] 

   =3552.84×0.3=1065.85 N.m 
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Step six: Determine hydraulic motor Torque 

The motor torque is the torque applied by the hydraulic motor 

to drive the vehicle[5]. 

 

                                                                                             (6) 

   Ratio between vehicle wheel and motor shaft                     

Due to the dimensions from the mechanical components in the 

power train the gear ratio between the hydraulic motor and 

wheels are 2. So we can calculate the torque of the motor by: 

Tm =  
       

 
  = 532.92 Nm 

To put the effect of the mechanical efficiency in the 

calculation, the mean efficiency is supposed to be 85% so: 

T motor = 
 

    
  so T motor = 626.97 Nm 

                                                                                          (7) 

  = 27.888/2   =4.42 1/sec   =265 rpm. 

                                                                                           (8) 

P = 626.97 nm × 4.42 s-1 ×   = 17403.62 w 

The hydraulic motor is available on our old project ,this motor 

is  Danfoss OMR 160 [6]. 

Now all of the calculation will be done again to check how 

fast the car in a 45 degree slope . 

 

                    

Now we can calculate the maximum slope that the car can go 

up. So from the data sheet of the motor: 

Tm = 380 Nm 

and 

Tw =380x2= 760 Nm 

the force for one side is 

Ft = 
   

                  
 =2533.33 N 

The total force is 

 
Ft= 2533.33 × 2=5066.67[N] 

With regard to our mean efficiency which is 85% 

Ft=5066.67[N] ×0.85=4306.67[N] 

 

   = 1000 × 0.012×9.81= 117.72 [N] 

 

   = 1000×9.81×sin (x°) = 9810 sin (x°) [N] 

 

Ft =9810 sin (x°)[N]+117.72[N] 

 

4306.67[N] = 9810 sin (x°)[N]+117.72[N] 

So  

Sin(x°) = 0.4270 and the working slope will be: 

x°= 25° . 

Due to the characteristic diagram of the hydraulic motor we 

can calculate the velocity for this slope: 

From characteristic diagram of Danfoss OMR 160 Motor 

The power is 12.5 kW and Working torque is 380 Nm 

         

N= 314 rpm 

Now the velocity of the car can be calculated as : 

N wheel = 
   

            
  = 157 rpm 

the linear velocity of the car will be 17.7 km/h which is 

acceptable for this slope.  

         

IV. DRIVE TRAIN SYSTEM COMPONENTS 

 

1) Hydraulic motor: from OMR160 [6] and according to 

the  calculated angular velocity and the torque the 

Volume flow rate =60 l/min and pressure drop =60 

bar as it shown in figure 3.Tow hydraulic Motors 

used one for right side and one for left side. 

 
 

Figure 3 OMR 160 Hydraulic motor 

 
2) Hydraulic pump: Because the typical gasoline engine 

power (from engine specifications) is 25.5 KW, the output 

power from the hydraulic pump is the power from gasoline 

engine multiply by the efficiency and suppose that typical 

mechanical efficiency is 85% the output power is 25.5 × 0.85 

=21.6 KW = 21600Nm / s. 

To calculate the Typical Torque the following formula can be 

used: 

                                     P=T×W                                           (9) 

P= Power of the engine 

W= Nominal rotational velocity 

T= Typical Torque  

T = (21600 Nm/ s) / (2 x π x 67 1 / s) = 51.48 Nm . 

 

To supply Two Hydraulic Motor we have to choose Hydraulic 

pump with 120 L/min , 51.48Nm . figure 4 shows the selected 

Hydraulic pump[7]. 
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Figure4 Hydraulic pump Hydromot HM3 

 
3) To control the velocity of the motors the best control 

system is to control the flow rate in the hydraulic system. The 

flow rate can be controlled by Proportional Directional 

Control Valve (PDCV) the selected Proportional valve shows 

in figure 5 [8]. 

 

 
 
 

Figure 5 Sauer Danfoss PDCV 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

V. DRIVE TRAIN SIMULATION AND RESULTS 

This hydraulic system has been tested by Matlab/Simulink and 

Automation Studio Software. figure 6 shows on drive train 

side simulated using  Automation Studio and the completed 

system simulation shown in figure 7 using Matlab/Simulink. 

The check out the results for the simulated system we put 

several scope in some certain place to check the Velocity, 

flow rate and position of the components. 

The results from these scops have be evaluated and the related 

number due to the time have been released. figure 8 illustrates 

the Hydraulic Motor angular speed according to the valve 

spool position that shows in figure 9 and if we apply full spool 

position we got 16.5 rad/sec which is equal to 157 rpm which 

nearly the same calculated value .if the spool pushed to the 

other direction the Hydraulic Motor rotate in opposite 

direction .Figure 10 shows Hydraulic Pump flow rate needs to 

drive the Two Motors while figure 11 shows the Hydraulic 

Motor flow rate for forward and backward direction. Figure 

12 shows the Hydraulic pump pressure and the overshoot 

cancelled by using pressure relieve valve and the accumulator 

keep the pressure constant. 

 

 

 
 
 

Figure 6 Simulated hydraulic system in AS5 
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Figure 7 Simulated hydraulic system in Matlab 

 

 
Figure 8 the angular speed of the Hydraulic Motor  

 

 

 
 

Figure 9 the PDCV spool position 

 

 
Figure 10 flow rate from hydraulic pump 

 

 
 

Figure 11 flow rate to the Hydraulic Motor  
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Figure 12  the Hydraulic pump pressure 

VI. CONCLUSIONS 

In this paper we have designed and developed a drive train 

system for our Robot (DORIS) to overcome the problems in 

the Hydrostatic transmission drive train system .All the 

calculations to choose the proper Pump ,Valves and Motors 

that meets the required specifications achieved . The system 

simulated using Matlab/Simulink and Automation Studio and 

the results represent  that the calculations values meets our 

requirements. 
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Abstract—As a baseline for treating flexible beam attached to 
central-body space structure, the generic problem of a 
cantilevered Euler-Bernoulli beam with piezoelectric sensor and 
actuator attached as appropriate along the beam and its control 
is solved in great detail. For comparative study, three generic 
configurations of the combined beam and piezoelectric elements 
are solved by numerical methods and compared with available 
analytical and experimental results. The equation of motion of 
the beam is obtained by using Hamilton’s principle, and the 
baseline problem is solved using finite element method. An in-
house computational routine is developed for various 
applications. 

Keywords—Euler-Bernoulli Beam Theory, Finite Element 
Method, Hamiltonian Mechanics, Piezoelectric Material, Active 
Vibration Control, Structural Dynamics 

I.  INTRODUCTION 
Vibration control of light-weight structures is of great 

interest of many studies and investigations[1-3]. The high cost 
of sending heavy masses and large volumes into space has 
prompted the wide utilization of light-weight structures in 
space applications, such as antennas, robot’s arms, solar 
panels. A model of such set-up is exemplified in Fig. 1[2]. 
These kinds of structures are largely flexible, which results in 
lightly damped vibration, instability and fatigue. To suppress 
the adverse effect of vibration, sophisticated controller is 
needed. 

 

 
Fig. 1. Solar Panel on a typical satellite 

Active control approaches are widely reported in the 
literatures for the vibration control of structures. The active 
control approach makes use of actuators and sensors to find 
out some essential variables of the structure and suppress its 
vibration through minimizing the settling time and the 

maximum amplitude of the undesirable oscillation. This 
method requires a specific level of understanding about the 
dynamic behavior of continuous structures via mathematical 
modelling[4, 5]. Selecting adequate sensor and actuator is an 
important issue in active vibration control[6, 7]. The 
conventional form of sensor and actuator, such as electro-
hydraulic or electro-magnetic actuator, are not applicable to 
implement on the light-weight space structures. Thus, in 
recent years, a new form of sensor and actuator has been 
studied using smart materials, such as shape memory alloys 
and piezoelectric materials. The definition of smart material 
may be expressed as a material which adapts itself in response 
to environmental changes. Among smart materials, 
piezoelectric materials are widely studied in literatures, since 
they have many advantageous such as adequate accuracy in 
sensing and actuating, applicable in the wide frequency range 
of operations, applicable in distributed or discrete manner and 
available in different size, shape and arrangement. 

Space structures can be simplified mostly in the form of 
beam and plate. In this investigation, only beam theory is 
considered. From the fundamental beam theory Euler and 
Bernoulli developed one of the most practical and 
straightforward theories; however, as beam theory progresses, 
more sophisticated and accurate theories are developed like 
Rayleigh and Timoshenko beam theories. Euler-Bernoulli 
beam theory is applicable to thin and long span, for which 
plane sections can be assumed to remain plane and 
perpendicular to the beam axis, and shear stress and rotational 
inertia of the cross section can be neglected. Solar panel and 
antenna are very flexible and slender, so that Euler-Bernoulli 
beam theory can be considered. The equation of motion of the 
beam may be obtained using Newtonian mechanics, or 
analytical mechanic approaches such as Hamilton’s method 
and Lagrange method[8, 9]. Hamiltonian mechanics is an 
elegant and convenient approach, since scalar equation of 
motion of the beam and boundary conditions are obtained 
simultaneously. The partial differential equation of motion of 
the beam can be solved by analytical methods such as 
separation of variables, or numerical methods such as finite 
element method. Since these structures are flexible, there is a 
need for control in order not to disturb the functionality of the 
space structure as a whole; for example solar panels should be 
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able to do some maneuver to point toward the sun, where 
vibration can occur in the panel. In order to facilitate 
maneuvering and attitude vibration control, this study is 
focused on how the flexibility can be controlled for well-
behaved space structural dynamics. There are several ways to 
control the vibration[10]. Then the effort is aimed for devising 
a simple and effective controller to manipulate the vibration of 
a flexible structure. One of the adequate and simple controllers 
is Proportional-Integral-Derivative (PID) controller, which is 
classified as classic and linear controller[11]. PID controller 
minimizes the steady state error of the system. Linear 
Quadratic Regulator (LQR) controller is another convenient 
method. LQR is expressed as optimal and modern controller, 
which is based on minimizing the cost function of a dynamic 
system[11]. To develop a successful operation, most 
controllers have been developed for a finite number of natural 
modes where the controllability and observability conditions 
are met. 

In order to design a system for controlling the vibration of 
structures, a good knowledge of several particular areas such 
as dynamics, control theory and dynamics of sensing and 
actuating transducers are required; however, many 
assumptions are considered in the literatures to simplify the 
problem. In this study, the need for the vibration control of 
beam structure is explored. The dynamic behavior of the beam 
under transverse vibration is studied using Hamilton’s 
principle. Both analytical and finite element method are 
utilized to solve the equation of motion. First and second 
natural modes of the beam are considered for controlling the 
vibration of the beam, since these modes have more 
significant effect than other higher modes in the dynamic 
analysis of the beam. Also, the mode reduction can simplify 
the problem in control. PID and LQR control are considered to 
control vibration through PZT(Lead ZirconateTitanate – 
PbZrxTi1-xO3) actuator.  

In following sections, formulation of problem is 
represented in section two. The general mathematical model of 
the Euler-Bernoulli beam and finite element method to solve 
the equation of motion is discussed in section 3. In section 
four, modal order reduction and state-space form of the system 
is described. The control strategies utilized are defined in 
section five. Finally, the results from three case studies are 
discussed in section six. 

II. FORMULATION OF GENERIC PROBLEMS 
Following a series of previous investigation on the analysis 

of impact resilient structure[12-15], and vibration analysis of 
an elastic clamped cantilever beam[16], the main aim of this 
investigation is to design a straightforward and convenient 
controller for suppressing the transverse vibration in a 
cantilever aluminum flexible beam through using sensing and 
actuating transducers. The Euler-Bernoulli beam theory is 
utilized to model the flexible beam with piezoelectric patches. 
Three different piezoelectric material configurations on the 
aluminum beam are considered for comparative study. Finite 
element method is utilized to achieve the natural frequencies 
and natural modes. Case study one is validated by analytical 
solution. Previous experimental result is used for validation of 
case study two.  

To design the controller, two first major natural modes of 
the beam vibration are considered, since other natural modes 
has insignificant effect[4, 7, 17].The dynamic equation of the 
beam is transferred to state space form in order to design 
controllers. Two controllers are designed for each case study: 
PID controller and LQR controller with observer. These 
controllers are easy to perform and effective to suppress the 
vibration of the beam.  

III. MODELLING OF THE BEAM 
The general equation of motion of the beam patched with 

piezoelectric material can be described as follows, which can 
be derived by using Hamilton’s principle(a detailed 
elaboration is carried out in a companion paper [18]). 

2 2 2 2

2 2 2 2

( , )( ) ( )
    

      


w w M x tx I x
t x x x

          (1) 

where   and I define as 
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where subscripts bm, sn and ac represent the original beam, 
the sensor layer and the actuator layer, respectively. ρ,A, E and 
I are density, area of the cross section, elasticity modulus and 
the moment of the inertia, respectively. K(x) represents the 
sensor or actuator location on the beam through Heaviside 
function.M(x,t) is actuator moment on the beam, which defines 

as 31( , ) ( , )
2

( , ) ( , )

   
 



bm
ac

ac

h
M x t bE d V x t

M x t C V x t
             (3) 

b and h is the width and thickness of the layer. d31 is 
piezoelectric strain constants and Cac is a constant that 
expresses the moment produced per unit control voltage. The 
voltage generated by sensor can be expressed as  
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where xsnrepresents the location of beginning and end points 
of the sensor and g31 is the piezoelectric voltage constant. 
Csncan be defined as the sensor constant. 

To obtain the natural frequencies and modes of the system 
through finite element method, the external moment assumed 
to be zero.The finite element method due to Galerkin method 
is utilized to solve (1) for natural frequencies and natural 
modes[19]. To implement Galerkin method, a test function 
ϕ(x) is multiplied by (1) and integrated with respect to x over 
the domain.  

4
2

40
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l d W xx I W x dx
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After integrating by parts and applying the boundary 
conditions, (5) is obtained. 
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which can be rewritten in following form. 
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wherej represents the number of element. Each integral 
equation can be used for each element to determine the 
stiffness matrices and mass matrices. The transverse 
deflection, W(x) is assumed as 
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whereL  and w are the shape function and nodal vector, 
respectively,  and can be expressed as  
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By setting the test function equal to W(x) for each element, 
and using the assumption (10), equation (6) can be written as  
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The kj represents the stiffness matrix and mj describes the 
mass matrix for one beam element. By determining the 
integrals of (11), these matrices can be obtained as   
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By considering the number of nodes, the stiffness and the 
mass matrices for each element can be assembled together and 
synthesized into the global stiffness and mass matrices. Thus, 
the eigen-value problem of (11) can be represented as (14) 
[19].  

2K Mw w   

where K and M are global stiffness and mass matrices for an 
arbitrary beam. These matrices are valid for the part of the 
beam with symmetric piezoelectric patch. However, these 
matrices are applicable for the beam without piezoelectric 
patch by considering I and  equal to original beam E × I 
and ρ × A.  Finite element formulation is utilized to write in-
house MATLAB program. The actuator distributed moment 
on the beam element can be obtain through the virtual work. 
The virtual work done by moment is expressed as follows 
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By substituting (7) for actuator moment into (15), equation 
(16) is obtained   
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Substituting (7) into (6) and changing the integral band in 
order to local coordinates, (10), equation (16) can be rewritten 
as  
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where first term after equality shows the transverse variation 
and, thus, the actuation force expresses as  
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fac is the force vector of piezo-actuator, which maps the 
control voltage to the structure. 

IV. RESPONSE OF THE SYSTEM 
For a Multi-degree of freedom (MDOF) system, the time 

response of the system can be expressed as matrix form[11, 
20].   

          [ ] ( ) ( ) [ ] ( )       ac exm t c t k t P P           (19) 
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Where m is the mass matrix, k is the stiffness matrix, Pacis the 
actuation force and Pex is the external force. c is damping 
matrix, which can be expressed as proportional damping, 
which is typically mentioned as Rayleigh damping. For 
damped structure, the closed forms of solution are not 
generally feasible. However, the idealized solution of damped 
can be assumed by utilizing classical damping. Classical 
damping is usually divided into category, Rayleigh damping 
and Caughey damping. Rayleigh damping method is widely 
used in beamlike structures, where shows acceptable model of 
structure damping. In this study, Rayleigh damping method is 
utilized which represents a linear combination of mass and 
stiffness matrices[21] 

[ ] [ ] [ ]c m k     

whereα and β are known proportional Rayleigh coefficients 
respect to mass and stiffness matrices, respectively. α and β 
are defined as  

12 ,  2i j
i i

i j i j

 
   

   

   
           

 

ξ is the modal viscous damping coefficient, which 
correspond to un-damped natural frequency, ωi. The damping 
coefficient is the dynamic property of material, which cannot 
be determined theoretically. In this study, a uniform damping 
coefficient of 0.5% is assumed taking into account the results 
obtained from to previous experimental investigations and 
dynamic properties of metals [4, 17, 21, 22]. 

A. Modal Order Reduction 
To facilitate the solution of the dynamical system (19), 

which involves very large matrices, resort is made to order 
reduction method.  The concept is to estimate the high 
dimensional state space by using an appropriate low 
dimensional subspace to obtain a smaller system with 
approximately similar properties. To design the linear 
controller, first and second natural modes of the beam 
vibration are considered, since the other natural modes exhibit 
insignificant effect in comparison to the first two modes. In 
this regard, modal order reduction technique is utilized to 
reduce the large number of order of the system, which is 
obtained by finite element solution. Thus, first the coordinate 
of the system is reduced by considering the first two modes. 
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whereT is the reduction matrix of eigen-vectors based on first 
two modes, and g is the reduced coordinates. By substituting 
(22) into (19) and multiplying by [T]T, the reduced order of the 
transfer function of the system can be obtained.  
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where mass damping and stiffnessmatrices and force vectors 
can be defined as follows 
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Thus, equation (23) can be rewritten as 

           ( ) ( ) ( ) ac exm g t c g t k g t f f     
     

B.  State-Space Representation 
Equation (25) is transformed to a state space vector 

dynamic equation for designing the state feedback control 
system. To express in state space, it is solved for g . 
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Then, X vector is introduced in order to reduce the order of  
(27) as 
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Thus, equations(26) and (27) can be represented, 
respectively, as 
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Equations (29) and (30) can be demonstrated in state space 
form as 
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whereA, B and B* are termed as state matrix, input matrix 
correspond to actuator and input matrix correspond to external 
force, respectively. The output of the system is expressed as Y. 
In this study, the output of the system is sensor voltage, where 
it was obtained in previous part. Thus, the output can represent 
as 

  Y C X   

whereC is output matrix, and shown as 

         1 2 1 1 2 2 2 1 0 0sn s s s sC C x x x x          

whereθ is derivative of displacement and xs is the location of 
piezoelectric sensor on the beam. The benefits of state space 
approach are in the formulation of the appropriate control to 
obtain the desired output. 

V. CONTROL STRATEGIES 
 In this investigation, two linear control methods are 

applied to suppress the vibration of the beam. The state space 
model consisting of the first two natural modes of the system 
is utilized to design the controller. First, PID control method is 
considered, which is a well-known classical control method. 
Then, LQR modern control is utilized to design an optimal 
controller in order to compare with PID control. 

A.  PID Control 
In this study, Proportional-Integral-Derivative (PID) 

control is considered for controlling the flexible beam 
structure. PID is a well-known control tool, due to its 
robustness andsimplicity. The proportional feedback constant, 
P, controls the natural frequency of the system, and therefore 
control the amplitude of vibration. The integral constant, I, set 
the necessary adjustment for the damping, or energy 
dissipation of the system. The combination of proportional and 
integral control action gives the controller a way to minimize 
steady state error, while having the ability to minimize the 
effects of disturbances to the system. Proportional and integral 
constants manipulate past control error and cannot 
prognosticate the future control error. Thus the derivative 
constant, D, is proportional to the change in the error. In other 
words, it manipulates the speed or response of the controller. 
The convenient selections of the PID constants are a key 
aspect in the success of executing the PID controller. The 
transfer function of the PID controller is given by[11]: 

 
Fig. 2. Closed-loop system with PID control block diagram 

( )( ) ( ) ( )p i d
de tu t K e t K e t dt K

dt
    

whereKp is the proportional gain, Ki is the integral gain and Kd 
is the derivative gain. Fig. 2shows the block diagram of PID 
control system. 

B.  LQR Control with Observer 
Linear Quadratic Regulator (LQR) is an optimal control 

method, which provides a symmetric way to determine the 
state feedback control matrix11. For controlling the beam 
vibration, all variables for LQR control are not available. An 
observer is necessary to design an estimator for the 
unavailable feedback values, since it can estimate the 
unavailable variables. In order to control the system with 
observer, it should be controllable and observable. The 
definition of system controllability, system observability, 
observer and LQR are elaborated subsequently in the 
following, respectively.  

A system is called controllable, if a system, with regard to 
unconstrained input control vector, can be transferred from 
any initial value X(t0) at time t0 to the any specified value in a 
specific time t0tt1. The controllability matrix is expressed 
as[11] 

2 1... n n

n n

 


  B AB A B A B  

The system is controllable, if and only if the controllability 
matrix (36) is a full rank matrix (rank of n); in other words, 
each vectors of the matrix (36) should be linearly independent. 
In this regard, MATLAB program can be utilized to determine 
the controllability matrix. 

One system is called observable, if every state vector X(t0) 
can be obtained from the observation output in a specific time, 
t0tt1. In the control theory[11], the observability matrix of a 
system is shown as  

2 1...
Tn n   C CA CA CA  

One system is observable, if and only if the observability 
matrix has n linearly independent vectors, or it is full rank 
matrix. Same as controllability, MATLAB program is 
applicable to determine observability matrix of a system and 
check its rank. 

1) Observer 
 Following the requirement of observer, the observer is 

designed based on pole placement method. By measuring the 
output of the system and control variables, it determines the 
estimated variables. The notation of X̂ and ˆY  is used to 
assign the state vector of observer and the estimated output of 
observer, respectively. The observer gain, Kob, can be obtained 
by pole placement method[11]. Thus, the equation of full state 
observer is expressed as 

   ˆ ˆ ˆ( )obA B f K Y Y   X X  

whereA and B are state matrix and actuation matrix, which are 
same as the state space (32). f and Y are input and output of the 
system, respectively, where expressed as  
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By substituting (39) into (38), it can be rewritten as  
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Equation (40) is illustrated in the block diagram form in 
Fig. 3. 

 
Fig. 3. Block diagram of closed-loop system with observer 

2)  LQR Optimal Gain 
 LQR control provides an approach to calculate the state 

feedback gain of the control system[11].  The system equation 
is given as  

   A B X X f   

The optimal actuator input (control vector) can be 
determined as  

( ) ( )lqrt K t f X   

The state feedback gain Klqr is optimized to minimize the 
following objective function. 

 
0

T TJ dt


  X QX f Rf   

whereQand R are the constant weighting matrices, which are 
real symmetric and positive-definite matrices. Qand R can be 
estimated by experiments; however, assigning Q large with 
regard to R represents that the response attenuation has more 
weight than the control effort and conversely. In LQR control, 
the minimized control gain is expressed as 

1 T
lqrK  R Β P   

where Pis the unique and positive solution of the well-known 
Riccati equation [11].  

1 0T T   A P PA PBR B P Q  

For multi degree of freedom system, the solution of (45) 
for P is difficult to achieve; however, it can be solved 
numerically. MATLAB software has a built-in command to 
solve Riccati (45) and therefore obtainKlqrand P. LQR 
controller with observer is performed in 
MATLAB/SIMULINK.  

VI. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
An Aluminum beam with three different configurations is 

considered here.The properties of Aluminum beam can be 
obtained from established references and experimental 
work[17]; these are tabulated in Table I.The natural 
frequencies and natural modes for each case study are 
obtained through the procedure discussed in previous section. 
The PID controller and LQR controller are utilized to 
manipulate the vibration of the beam, where controllers are 
designed using MATLAB/SIMULINK. The results are 
obtained by assuming 1 Nimpulse for the duration of 0.001 
second at the tip of the beam. If the actuator voltage exceeds 
the maximum operating voltage of the piezoelectric material, 
the latter may lose its polarization and piezoelectricity 
property. In this regard, the input control voltage is limited to 
± 90 volts, which is much less than maximum operating 
voltage of PZT and PVDF. Since the classical method for 
determining PID coefficients is not applicable here, these 
coefficients are obtained from available experimental, and 
tabulated in Table II for each case study. In the present work, 
the LQR controller with observer is designed and simulated to 
control the vibration of the system. The controllability and 
observability of systems were checked in first step, where 
state space forms of the assumed beams were all controllable 
and observable. The observer control method is based on pole-
placement, thus, new poles should be chosen with respect to 
the poles of the system[11]. The most conventional approach 
is to obtain new poles based on experience. 

TABLE I.  PROPERTIES OF ALUMINIUM AND PIEZOELECTRIC 
MATERIALS[17, 22] 

 Aluminum PZT5-H PVDF 

Modulus of Elasticity 
(GPa) 

71 61 2 

Density (Kg/m3) 2710 7500 1780 
Width (m) 0.014 0.014 0.014 
Thickness (mm) 0.66 0.75 0.11 
Length(m) 0.319 ˗ ˗ 
Strain Constant d31 ˗ ˗171 ×10˗12 23 ×10˗12 
Voltage Constant g31 ˗ 0.0114 0.216 

TABLE II.  PID COEFFICIENTS THAT OBTAINED BY EXPERIMENT FOR 
EACH CASE STUDY 

PID Coefficients Case Study 
I 

Case Study 
II 

Case Study 
III 

Proportional Kp 700 25 20 
Integral KI 675 22.5 18 

Derivative KD 900 30 24 
 

To determine the LQR optimal gain, first, Q and R should 
be specified. Q and R are obtained to find the best settling time 
by experiment.  In this study, R is only one number and Q is a 
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square diagonal matrix in which the entries of the main 
diagonal are all one and multiplied by a coefficient, q. R and q 
for each case study are presented in Table III.The results of 
each case study are given and discussed in the following 
paragraphs. 

TABLE III.  LQR PARAMETERS THAT OBTAINED BY EXPERIMENT FOR 
EACH CASE STUDY 

LQR Parameters Case Study 
I 

Case Study 
II 

Case Study 
III 

q 50×107 106 9×105 

R 10˗4 10-3 10-3 

 
The first configuration is considered as a beam completely 

bonded with PVDF on the top and the bottom. The sensor is 
located at the tip of the beam, which is 15 mm long. Other 
PDVF patches are utilized as actuator. The length of PVDF on 
the upper surface is same as the length of the beam and the 
lower one is 304 mm. Schematic of case study one is 
illustrated in Fig. 4. The free vibration analysis of this case 
study is done by both analytical and numerical approaches. 
Properties of PVDF material is listed in Table I. 

 

 
Fig. 4. Case Study one: beam with complete boned piezoelectric patch 

TABLE IV.  NATURAL FREQUENCIES OF CASE STUDY ONE 

Natural Frequencies 
(Hz) Analytical[18] FEM Error% 

1st Mode 4.9501 4.9502 2.02× 10-3 

2nd Mode 31.0197 31.0222 8.05× 10-3 

3rd Mode 86.8618 86.8636 2.07× 10-3 
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Fig. 5. Time response of the beam, case study one (a) PID control (b) LQR 
control 

Equation (14) is utilized to obtain the eigen-value and, 
consequently, the natural frequencies, via FEM and compared 
with analytical result [18]as shown in Table IV. The results of 
the FEM solution show very small error in comparison to the 
analytical solution.  

Controlled and uncontrolled responses of the case study 
one is shown in Fig. 5. Time response of PID and LQR 
controller are independently compared with uncontrolled 
system.  In this case, LQR shows a little better settling time in 
comparison to PID. Table VII expresses settling time of these 
controllers. 

In case study two, two PZT are bonded at the base of the 
beam, which are 38 mm long. PZT sensor is located right after 
the piezo-actuator on the top of the beam. The length of the 
sensor is 15 mm, as shown in Fig. 6. The natural frequencies 
of this case study are obtained by finite element methods and 
validated by experimental result in a previous study[17], and 
expressed in Table V.  

 
Fig. 6. Schematic of case study two 

TABLE V.  NATURAL FREQUENCIES OF CASE STUDY TWO COMPARED 
WITH AVAILABLE EXPERIMENTAL STUDY [17] 

Natural 
Frequencies(Hz) 

Experimental 
Study[17] FEM Error% 

1st Mode 6.3 6.44 2.22 

2nd Mode 38 39.45 3.81 

3rd Mode 99 107.65 8.73 
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Fig. 7. Time response of the beam, case study two (a) PID control (b) LQR 
control 

The result of PID and LQR controllers are given in Fig. 7, 
which exhibits significant performance. Both of them can 
manipulate the vibration of the system immediately; however, 
the results of LQR control are a little bit better than PID. 

Two PZT actuators and one PVDF sensor are considered 
in case study three. The length of each actuator is 38 cm and 
both of them are laid on the upper surface of the beam. The 
sensor is located between two piezo-actuators with 2 mm 
distance from each one. The length of piezo-sensor is 15 mm. 
Fig. 8 shows the location of actuators and sensor on the beam. 
In this case, natural frequencies and natural modes are 
determined by finite element method, which are shown in 
Table VI.  

TABLE VI.   NATURAL FREQUENCIES OF CASE STUDY THREE DETERMINED 
BY FINITE ELEMENT METHOD 

Natural 
Frequencies FEM 

1st Mode 6.87 
2nd Mode 37.17 
3rd Mode 98.60 

 

 
Fig. 8. Schematic of case study three 
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Fig. 9. Time response of the beam, case study three (a) PID control (b) LQR 
control 

The controlled and uncontrolled systems of case study 3 
are illustrated in Fig. 9. The performance of LQR is also 
shown to be better than that of PID.  Three case studies are 
considered to evaluate which one has better performance in 
controlling the system. Settling time and root-mean-square 
(RMS) value of all of these case studies are exhibited in Table 
VII. The settling time is defined as the time taken for the 
response of the system to reach and stay in a range around the 
desired value, which is usually considered to be 2 to 5 percent 
of the final value. The RMS value is the square root of the 
arithmetic mean of the squared magnitudes of the waveform, 
which is a measure of the wave amplitudes. 

As shown in the figures, it is obvious that the beam with 
PZT actuator has much better response in comparison to the 
beam bonded with PVDF. PZT can surpass the vibration better 
than PVDF, since it has higher stiffness and strain constant 
than PVDF. Stiffness has an effect on passive vibration of the 
beam, where in uncontrolled beam, the beam with PZT 
configuration has less settling time than beam bonded with 
PVDF, as exhibited in Table VII. Higher strain constant of 
actuator results in higher moment on the beam. Thus, the 
system can be controlled quickly with PZT actuator. The 
settling time and RMS of case study two and three are very 
close; however, case study three can surpass the vibration 
slightly better than case study two. By utilizing the PVDF 
sensor in the case study three, the weight of the system 
reduces in comparison to case study 2. Both controllers 
provide significant vibration suppression. For all of these case 
studies, LQR shows a slightly better settling time performance 
than PID. Case study three with LQR controller shows the best 
result in this study. Settling time and RMS value of it is less 
than the others and the weight of the beam is acceptable.  
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VII. CONCLUSION 
In this investigation, the Vibration Analysis of a 

Cantilevered Beam with Piezoelectric Actuator as a 
Controllable Elastic Structure has been elaborated by solving 
generic beam problem and three configurations of beam-
piezoelectric elements composite beams. The active control of 
the vibration of an Aluminum flexible beam is studied through 
the bonding of the piezo-electric elements onto a beam as a 
smart material. Two widely utilized piezoelectric materials, 
PZT and PVDF, are considered for controlling the system.  
The dynamic of the beam bonded with piezoelectric material 
patches is investigated employing Euler-Bernoulli beam 
theory. The equation of motion of the beam is obtained 
through the use of Hamilton’s principle. Three different 
configurations for the beam are selected for comparison and to 
gain insight into the issue. Free vibration of the first case study 
is determined by both analytical and finite element method. 
The second case study is solved by finite element and 
compared to an experimental work. The third one is 
determined by finite element only. To design the controller, 
state space form of each beam is formed. Two straightforward 
and convenient control method are investigated, PID and LQR 
with observer. The results thus obtained exhibit the 
effectiveness of the various controllers chosen and give a 
beneficial insight on the utilization of the stability and control 
of flexible beam structure. 
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TABLE  VII.    Comparison of case studies and controllers 
Response of the system Case study 1 Case study 2 Case Study 3 

Settling Time (s) 24.29 17.70 17.43 
Without Control 

RMS × 10-5 483 400 390 

Settling Time (s) 9.34 0.88 0.68 
PID Control 

RMS × 10-5 414 138 135 

Settling Time (s) 7.87 0.66 0.64 
LQR Control 

RMS × 10-5 385 134 129 

Weight (g) of the Beam 9.7 10.2 9.8 
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Abstract— Micromachining is meant for small accurate and 

precise parts production for many industrial applications. These 

parts vary from very simple to complicated shapes. As 

applications grow in complexity and shrink in size, machines 

need to be designed to meet the desired precision and accuracy. 

In this paper it is proposed to give a six degree of freedom to the 

bed of a machine instead to tool box which carry a heavy load. A 

parallel mechanism consists of six legs of variable lengths is 

proposed for the machine bed. The objective is to enhance 

accuracy and precision in micromachining in comparison to 

conventional machines. The paper presents a design of the 

machine bed, the kinematics, dynamics and a sim-mechanics 

model of the bed. Simulation results verify the working of a 6-

DOF machine bed for micromachining.  

Keywords— Parallel Mechanism; Robotics; Micromachining; 

Machine bed; Manufacturing.  

I.  INTRODUCTION  

Micromachining is a process of fabrication of microstructures 

using geometrically determined cutting edges techniques like, 

drilling, milling, de-burring and slotting. There are few 

limitations about geometry of work piece and also 3-D 

structures that are manufactured. The components produced 

on micro machine tools are of a size in a range of centimeter 

or millimeter [1]. Different machine tools [2, 3] are developed 

for micromachining. One of such a machine tool is developed 

at the Fraunhofer institute, named as ‘MiniMill’, for 

production sciences in Aachen [4].This is a high precision 

machine tool featuring one square meter of floor space. This 

machine tool focuses on high precision and thermal stability 

for achieving high accuracy [5]. Another device for micro 

production is developed at the National Autonomous 

University of Mexico [6] for the machining of micro structures 

of different work pieces with an accuracy of 50 micrometer. 

The fact that the micro-machines operate on very small parts 

using very small tools means that they are vulnerable to 

external and internal vibrations. In the presence of vibrations 

the cuts made and the parts created will be dimensionally 

inaccurate and relatively imprecise. To solve the problem, this 

research proposes to restrict the tool motion in a single 

dimension and instead replace the existing beds with a 6-DOF 

manipulator. 

    There are several types of manipulators serial and parallel. 

We propose a parallel manipulator, since it offers a high 

stiffness, high dynamics and prevents the accumulation of 

position errors. A parallel manipulator has received a lot of 

attention recently in the industry and the robotic community 

due to its high accuracy, high speed and high load capacity in 

comparison to conventional serial manipulators. Several serial 

links control a platform simultaneously to make a parallel 

manipulator. The most known configuration of parallel 

manipulator is hexapod used for multiple applications. 
The proposed parallel mechanism for mechanical 

micromachining has same concept as a Stewart platform does 
[7]. The tool is fixed and all type of motions is being created by 
bed. With other conventional robots, adjustments to these 
stations often require shutting down the entire line to reset tool 
for a different part to be done. With the flexibility of a Parallel 
Mechanism tool might never need to be moved again. Imagine 
a process where, when a new part is accessible into the station, 
motion of platform can align each part individually. 

The mechanism of the movable bed is presented in next 
section. Kinematics of the mechanism is described in the form 
of inverse kinematics along with the position and velocity 
analysis. A dynamics model of the mechanism is developed in 
section-IV and the Sim-mechanic model follows it. The model 
is used to simulate the results which are presented as results.   

II. MECHANISM DESIGN AND ANALYSIS 

Mechanical design is presented which may be used to 

determine the performance measures such as, positioning 

accuracy, repeatability and freedom from vibration. The 

Stewart platform mechanism is a parallel kinematic structure 

that can be used as a basis for controlled motion with 6 

degrees of freedom, such as manufacturing process and 

precise manipulative tasks. Stewart platform are resourceful 

and effective solutions to complex motion applications that 

require high load capacity and accuracy in up to six 

independent axes [8]. 

      The proposed Stewart platform like manipulator for this 

research consists of a rigid moving plate, connected to a fixed 

base through six independent legs [9]. These legs are identical 

kinematics chains, coupling the moveable upper platform and 

the fixed lower platform. The position and orientation of the 

end-effector is controlled by the lengths of six linear actuators 

which may be driven by servo motors that connect it to the 

base. At the base end, each actuator is connected by a two-

degree-of-freedom universal joint. At the end-effector, each 

actuator is attached with a three-degree-of-freedom ball-and-

socket joint. Thus, length of the legs is variable and they can 

be controlled separately to control the motion of the moving 
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platform. It exhibits characteristics of closed-loop 

mechanisms. 
 

                  

         Figure1: Schematic model of the system  

A. Workspace   

      The workspace of the manipulator is defined in two ways 
[9]: reachable workspace and dexterous workspace. The 
reachable workspace is the collection of all points {x y z}

T 
that 

can be reached by the manipulator in any orientation. The 
dexterous workspace is the collection of all points that can be 
reached by manipulator in all orientations consequently; the 
dexterous workspace is a subset of reachable workspace. For 
the parallel manipulator the dexterous workspace is null, since 
this cannot reach all orientations at any position in the 
reachable workspace. Here we define the dexterous workspace 
as collection of all points that can be reached by the 
manipulator in all orientations. Consequently, the dexterous 
work space is a subset of reachable workspace. The workspace 
of the parallel manipulator is described based on assumptions 
that there is no actuator limitation, leg interference and 
singularities. 

III. KINEMATICS ANALYSIS 

     To analyze kinematics of the mechanism, the manipulator 

motion is studied without regard to the forces that cause it. 

Within this analysis the position and the velocityof the 

manipulator are studied. This study of kinematics of 

manipulators also refers to all the geometrical and time-based 

properties of motion [5]. Here in this article, we considered 

inverse kinematics of the parallel manipulator. The inverse 

kinematics analysis of parallel manipulators gives the actuator 

displacement from the given position and orientation of a 

movable platform. The solution is unique, and can be simply 

determined. The forward kinematics analysis determines the 

position and orientation of moveable platform for the given 

actuator displacement which is not recommended for this 

study. The reason was that the solution becomes complicated 

because the problem involves system of higher order non-

linear equations, as in [10]. 

 

A. Inverse kinematics   

     In inverse kinematics analysis given the desired position 

and orientation, we computed the set of joint angles. Inverse 

kinematics derived in this article is based on [1, 11]. The 

coordinate frame A(x, y, z) is attached to the fixed base and 

the coordinate frame B (x´, y´, z´) is attached to a moving 

platform. Furthermore, a local coordinate frame C(xi, yi, zi) is 

attached to each limb such that its origin is at point Ai , the zi 

axis points from Ai to Bi, the yi axis is parallel to the cross 

product of two unit vectors defined along the zi and z axis and 

the xi axis is defined by right-hand rule. For the convenience, 

the origin of the frame B is located at mass center P of the 

moving platform. The location of moving platform is 

described by a position vector, p and rotation matrix 
A
RB as 

shown in Fig.2. 

      
      Figure 2: Schematic diagram of the parallel manipulator bed 

 

The rotation matrix is defined by roll, pitch and yaw angles. 

These are a rotation of ϕx about the fixed x-axis, a rotation of 

ϕy about the fixed y-axis and a rotation of ϕz about the fixed z-

axis. The rotation matrix is (1). 
 

A
RB

    
(1)

 

 

Where Sϕi = sin (ϕi) , Cϕi = cos (ϕi) ,    i = x, y, z 
 

B. Position analysis 

      From Fig. 2, a vector loop equation can be written for each 

limb as 

 

               ai+disi=p+bi                                                                                                  (2) 

 

Where ai = [ aix, aiy, aiz ]  is a position vector of a ball joint Ai 

with respect to the fixed frame A 
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bi =[ bix, biy, biz]  is a position vector of ball joint Bi with 

respect to fixed frame A 

si = unit vector from Ai to Bi 

 

  Eq. (2) may be written for di as 
         di =|p + bi –ai|   Where i = 1, 2…6 

 

Solving equation 2 for si, 

 

           si=(p+bi–ai)/di                                                                                               (3) 

 

Since each limb is connected to the fixed base by a universal 

joint, its orientation with respect to the fixed base may be 

conveniently described by two Euler angles [11]. As shown in 

Fig. 3, the local coordinate frame of the i th limb can be 

thought of as a rotation of ϕi about the zi axis resulting in a (u, 

v, w) followed by another rotation of θi about the rotated v 

axis. Hence the rotation matrix for the i th written as 

 

          
 A

Ri                                 (4)    

Where i=1, 2,…6 

 

Equating the third column of   
A
Ri   to Si   gives 

 

          Si                                                              (5)   

 Where i=1, 2,… 6 

 

Solving equation 5 gives 

 

          θi = a tan2(  ,  )                                     (6) 

          

         ϕi  = a tan 2(siy/sθi, six/sθi) 
       

Where six, siy, and siz are the x, y and z components of si. 

Eq. (5) and (6) determine the direction and Euler angles of the 

i th limb in term of the moving platform location.  

C. Velocity analysis 

      Here we define the linear and angular velocities of all  

 

            
                          Figure 3: Euler angles of a leg  

moving links from the independent Cartesian velocities of the 

platform vpx, vpy, vpz, ωx, ωy , ωz. The latter three scalar 

quantities are the components of the angular velocity of the 

moving platform ωp. Let p px  py  pz
T

is a position vector of 

moving platform ṗ =V [v px  v py  v pz ]
T
 is a velocity vector 

of moving platform ω [ωx  ωy  ωz]
T
 = [ϕx

´
 ϕy

´ 
ϕz

´
]

T
 is an 

angular velocity vector of moving platform Now bi is written 

in term of angular velocity vector of the ith leg ωi as in (7).  
 
          bi´ =dir´ + ωi × di                                                                                          (7) 

 

Where i = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 

 

and 

dir´ =   ,   di =   ,     

 ω =   

 

Eq. (7) is expressed in matrix form as (8). 

 

                              Cbi bi = bi´                                                (8) 

 

Cbi =   , 

bi=   

Eq. 8 is expression of angular velocity and can be solved for 

bi which leads to the determination of  . 

Once these quantities are known, the computation of velocities 

of ith leg is straightforward. 

 

           bi = (Cbi)-1 bi´                                                      (9) 

  
Where i = 1, 2,… 6  

IV. DYNAMIC ANALYSIS 

In order to develop the dynamic equations of the Stewart 
platform manipulator, the entire system is divided in two 
parts: one is moving platform and the other is legs. The kinetic 
and potential energies for the both of these parts are figured 
out and the dynamic equations are derived using these 
energies [12].  

A. Kinetic and potential energies of moving platform 

      The kinetic energy of moving platform has translation and 

rotational motion energies about three orthogonal axis (X, Y, 

Z). The translation energy occurring because of the translation 

motion of the center of mass of moving platform and is 

defined by (12). 
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          K(trans)=0.5m[ϕx
´2ϕy

´2ϕz
´2]                                        (10) 

 

Where m is mass of the moving platform. 

 

For rotational motion of the moving platform around its center 

of mass, the rotational kinetic energy is as given in (11). 

 

          K(rot) =0.5[bi´T  Imf bi´]                                                  (11) 

 

In (11) Imf and bi´ are the rotational inertia mass and angular 

velocity of the moving platform, respectively. Angular 

velocity bi ´ is defined in eq. (8) and Imf is as following: 

 

Imf =  

As a result, the total kinetic energy of moving platform is 

given by 

 

    K = K(trans)+K(rot) =  m[ϕx
´2 ϕy

´2 ϕz
´2] + [ bi´T Imf bi´]  (12) 

 

The potential energy of moving platform is given in (13). 

          P=[0 0 mupg 0 0 0]                                          (13) 

Where g is a gravitational force. 

 

B. Kinetic and potential energies of legs 

     Each leg consists of two parts: the moving part connected 

to moving platform through ball joint and the fixed part 

connected to fixed base through universal joint. As shown in 

Fig. 4, the center of mass is Gi for each part of leg (where 

i=1,2,…6 ) and G1i denotes the center of mass of fixed part. 

m1and l1 are the mass and the length of the fixed part and δ is 

the distance between Bi and Gi. For the moving part of leg, G2i 

express its center of mass. M2 and l2 are the mass and length of 

the moving part. 

    The length of leg is assumed to be constant. The total 

kinetic energy of a leg, Li , is calculated as (14). 

 

     KLi = KLi(trans)+KLi(rot)   

            = (m1+m2)[  hi VTJ - Li´ Ki Li´ ]                                (14) 

 

Where Ki = hi – (m2 / m1-m2)2 
  , hi= (I / Li + m2 / m1+m2)2  

and I=1/m1+m2 (&m1l1-1/2 m2l2) 

Ui is the unit vector along the axis of the leg (Li). By using 

this vector calculation of leg velocity is as Li´=VTJ Ui 
 

Total potential energy of leg is  

 

Plegs= (m1+m2) g  I ( )+ ](Pz +ZTj)  (15) 

 

             
              Figure 4: A leg of the parallel manipulator bed 

 

 

C. Dynamic Equations of Motion of Parallel  Manipulator 

Bed  

              The generalized dynamic model of the Stewart 

platform [13] is given as (16). 

 

          T= + )T(Hi)                                            (16) 

With: 

Fp is the total forces and momentum on the platform 

Jp is the (6 x n) kinematic Jacobian matrix of the robot 

The Jacobian matrix is computed following [10], which writes 

the platform velocity (translational and angular) as function of 

active joint velocities     Vp=Jp  . 

 

Hi is the dynamic model of ith leg, it is a function of (p  

)which can be obtained in terms of the platform 

location, velocity and acceleration, using the inverse kinematic 

models of the legs. Any one of methods presented in [14-16] 

may be used to calculate these elements. 

For a general case, where the platform has 6 degrees of 

freedom Fp is calculated using Newton-Euler equation [14, 

15]. 

 

          FP=Is  +                          (17) 

 

Where  

Is is (6×6) spatial inertia matrix of the platform. 

Ip(3×3) inertia matrix of the platform around the origin of the 

platform 

Msp is (3×1) vector of first moments of the platform around 

the origin of the platform. 

V the velocity vector of moving platform 

V’ the acceleration of moving platform 

ω the angular velocity vector of moving platform 

ω’ angular acceleration of moving platform 
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V. MODELING, CONTROL AND SIMMULATION 

      In this section a model of the system described in a 

software, controller used for simulations and simulation 

results are presented. 

A. The Model 

    The model is presented in Simmechanics, a tool of Matlab
®
. 

The model shown in Fig.5 is divided into subsystems: Plant 

subsystem; Controller subsystem. The plant subsystem 

consists of the parallel manipulator bed along with necessary 

actuators and sensors while a controller subsystem controls the 

motion of the parallel manipulator bed through a predefined 

motion profile with actuation signals. The controller keeps the 

actual motion close to the reference motion via sensor-actuator 

feedback. 

 

 

 
 

Figure 5: Block Diagram of Simechanic Model of the bed 

 

A reference trajectory is given to the controller through leg 

trajectory block. The reference trajectory provided for use in 

the simulations for this study is a sinusoidal function of time. 

A sinusoidal trajectory is selected, shown in Fig.6, to define 

the rotational as well as translational degrees of freedom. Any 

kind of trajectory can be designed and implemented for this 

sub-subsystem. 

 

Figure 6: Subsystem of Desired Trajectory Block 

 

B. The Controller  

A PID controller is used to track the reference trajectory. 

PID stands for proportional, derivative and integral controller. 

The selection of PID for this research was due to its simplicity 

in implementation. The simplest implementation of a 

trajectory control is to apply forces to the plant proportional to 

the motion error. The error is measured through Joint Sensors 

for which separate joint sensor blocks are used in the model.  

A PID control law is a linear combination of a variable 

detected by a sensor, its time integral, and its first derivative. 

The PID controller uses the leg position errors Er and their 

integrals and velocities for the proposed parallel manipulator 

bed. The control law for an r
th

 leg has the form: 

            
The controller applies the actuating force Fact,r along the leg : 

 If Er is positive, the leg is too short, and Fact,r is 

positive (expandive). 

 If Er is negative, the leg is too long, and Fact,r is 

negative (compressive). 

 If Er is zero, the leg has exactly the desired length, 

and Fact,r is zero. 

The real, nonnegative Kp, Ki, and Kd are, respectively, the 

proportional, integral, and derivative gains that modulate the 

feedback sensor signals in the control law: 

 The first term is proportional to the instantaneous leg 

position error or deviation from reference. 

 The second term is proportional to the integral of the  

leg position error. 

 The third term is proportional to the derivative of the 

leg position error. 

The result is Fact,r, the actuator force applied by the controller 

to the legs. The proportional, integral, and derivative terms 

tend to make the leg’s top attachment points pt,r follow the 

reference trajectories by suppressing the motion error. 

C. Simulation Results 

For simulations the leg lengths were assumed to be same 

initially. The reference trajectory is taken as sinusoidal wave 

and corresponding block is added to the model. This is the 

reference trajectory each point on the moving bed is desired to 

follow. The dynamic simulations were performed whereas a 

couple of clips are shown in Fig. 7a and 7b.  

The difference in figures depicts the stretch or 

compression in leg lengths which the robotic mechanism 

performed to achieve the desired points on the moving bed. 

The blue traces on the top of the bed shows the traces of path 

the bed followed. These results confirms that the proposed 

mechanism for the bed is capable of following the complex 

trajectory expected as the contours on the work piece to be 

machined. 

The error in the positions is plotted as shown in Fig.8. 

These are given in mm. The maximum error reaches to 5 

micrometer which verifies the suitability of the design for 

micro machining operations. In order to increase the accuracy 
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and precision of the system the control algorithm may be 

improved. 

VI. CONCLUSION 

          In this research we presented design, the kinematics and 

dynamic analysis of a parallel robotic mechanism for a micro 

machining bed. We used MATLAB Simmechanics for the 

dynamic analysis of parallel system. The model is simulated in 

order to verify the objective of the proposed mechanism. 

Simulations show promising results. The computed modeling 

error depicts the high accuracy of the developed model. It is 

concluded that the verified model of the proposed mechanism 

may be used for bed control and design purposes for 

micromachining. In future the mechanism will be developed 

yo verify the results in real time. 
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Abstract—Genetic algorithms (GAs) whose solution space has 

many dimensions require a long execution time. In a previous 

study, although a GA was parallelized using MapReduce to 

reduce execution time, individuals were divided into 

subpopulations assigned to islands. Therefore, the diversity 

(search efficiency) of each population in subpopulations was less 

than the original GA, which has a single population. In this paper, 

we propose a method to improve individual diversity in 

parallelization of a GA using MapReduce. We have focused on 

migration, which is a method to improve population diversity by 

exchanging individuals among subpopulations. However, the 

MapReduce model does not allow such synchronization during 

parallel processing. Therefore, we realize migration during 

Shuffle tasks. We evaluated the proposed method by comparing 

it with a GA that has a single population and the GA proposed in 

the previous study. The results show improvement in solution 

accuracy. 

Keywords –  Genetic Algorithm, Real-coded Genetic Algorithm, 

migration, MapReduce 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Combinatorial optimization problems are difficult to solve 

because of their significant cost. A genetic algorithm (GA) is a 

typical and powerful way to solve such problems [1][2][3]. A 

GA expresses solution candidates, i.e., individuals, as binary 

arrays and searches the solution space by their crossover, 

mutation, and selection. 

This metaheuristic method is an effective way to search for 

a good solution that cannot be found analytically. However, if 

it is applied to a problem with a solution space that has a huge 

number of dimensions, the individuals must have the 

corresponding number of chromosomes. 

Numerous studies have improved GAs to search a huge 

solution space. Such improvements include the Real-coded 

GA (RCGA) and the parallel GA [4]. RCGA is a GA whose 

solution candidates are expressed as arrays with real-value 

elements as chromosomes. The parallel GA reduces the total 

execution time by employing parallelization techniques.  

There are several approaches to parallelize GAs. Typical 

methods to parallelize GAs are as follows [4]: 

 Parallelizing individual evaluation 

 Dividing the population into subpopulations and 

parallelizing (island model). 

The former parallelizes a part of a GA, and the latter 

parallelizes the entire GA. The latter has a great advantage 

over the former because it can shorten the execution time and 

prevent convergence to a localized solution. 

There are several techniques that can parallelize GAs. We 

introduce the following three techniques for parallelization. 

 MapReduce [5] 

 Message Passing Interface (MPI) [6] 

 Bulk Synchronous Parallel (BSP) [7] 

MapReduce is a parallelization model for large-size data 

that is effective for sequential processing such as batch 

processing. This model is scalable and has fault resistance. 

BSP is another computational model to perform a parallel 

algorithm. BSP realizes distributed processing and inter-task 

communication by iterating a processing unit called a 

SuperStep. MPI is a standard library for parallel programing 

that realizes an exchange of messages in each task. MPI can 

perform synchronous communication and/or asynchronous 

communication for each computer using functions for 

transmission and reception.  

BSP and MPI can perform inter-task communication, 

which reoccurs (i.e., redoes) if obstacles are experienced in a 

given task. A GA with a solution space that has many 

dimensions requires a significant execution time. Assuming 

that obstacles constantly occur, a long execution time is 

disadvantageous because redoes can occur many times. 

Therefore, BSP and MPI are not suitable for our target. For 

this reason, we have focused on MapReduce, which has strong 

fault tolerance. 

MapReduce is effective for sequential processing, such as 

batch processing, and excels at scalability and fault resistance. 

Its implementation, Hadoop [8][9], is an open source platform 

that has been studied in the context of the parallel GA by Keco 

et al.[10]. However, in their study, individuals were divided 

into subpopulations that were assigned to islands (i.e., 

computers used for parallelization). The number of individuals 

in each island is less than the original population; therefore, 

the population diversity is also less than the original GA. This 

degrades search performance.  

Migration is one solution for this problem. Migration 

improves the population diversity by exchanging individuals 

among subpopulations. However, a method for migrating 
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individuals that is suitable for RCGA employing MapReduce 

has not been clarified. 

Hurun et al. proposed a similar approach [11]. In their 

study, individuals were created or read from HDFS in the Map 

step, and GA operation was executed in the Reduce step. 

However, their method has three problems. First, since the 

keys were assigned in Reduce phase, it could not find the best 

individual effectively. Second, initial individuals were 

unnecessarily read from HDFS, since created individuals were 

saved to HDFS before GA was applied to them. Third, 

reduction of transferred data size during Shuffle step was not 

taken into account as we will discuss in Section II, A and 

Section II, B. 

We propose a methodology that iteratively performs 

crossover, mutation, and selection of individuals in Map steps 

and migrates them in Shuffle steps. 

II. METHODS 

MapReduce is a programming model used to divide and 

process large-scale data. MapReduce consists of three steps: 

Map, Shuffle, and Reduce (Fig. 1).  

 
Fig. 1. MapReduce 

All Map tasks receive inputs that are split from a data 

store, e.g., HDFS for Hadoop, and execute parallel processing. 

After parallel processing is completed, the results are output to 

Shuffle tasks. Just prior to output, a key is assigned to each of 

the results to associate it to a Reduce task. Shuffle tasks 

receive results and their keys from the Map tasks and then 

unite results with the same keys. The Shuffle tasks then output 

the united results to Reduce tasks. The Reduce tasks aggregate 

them and output the result to the data store. 

A. Migration by Shuffle tasks 

In conventional studies of migration methods, parallelized 

tasks must be synchronized to exchange individuals. If we 

realize a migration method in the MapReduce model, we must 

exchange individuals during the Map and Reduce steps. 

However, the MapReduce model does not allow such 

synchronization during parallel processing because 

Map/Reduce tasks must work independently. Thus, we 

propose to realize migration in Shuffle tasks. When Shuffle 

tasks unite results and keys from Map tasks, they 

communicate with each other. Therefore, we are able to 

realize migration during Shuffle tasks.  

Fig. 2 illustrates the method employed to realize 

migration in the MapReduce model. The GA is applied to a 

subpopulation in each island during the Map step. After 

convergence, the Map tasks shuffle all resultant individuals 

and output them to Reduce tasks.  

To realize migration during the Shuffle step, we set an 

identification number of an island as a key to each individual 

in the subpopulations. Each individual is transferred to the 

island corresponding to the key during Shuffle tasks. Twenty 

percent of the individuals in each subpopulation are assigned 

the original keys to keep individuals that are unique to the 

island. If the subpopulations have many individuals, the effect 

of parallelization will be limited. Subpopulations with few 

individuals do not have good search efficiency. Therefore, we 

do not assign the identification key randomly because this can 

disproportionately assign individuals to islands. We assign 

keys so that the individuals originally in the same island are 

uniformly distributed to the remaining islands. In addition, we 

define a special key to indicate the individual with the highest 

adaptive value. Individuals that have an identical key are 

aggregated during the Shuffle step. The Reduce tasks receive 

aggregated individuals and output them to the data store. If 

individuals have the special key, the best one is recorded to the 

data store in the Reduce step. To judge if the best solution 

candidates converge to an exact solution, the best individual 

recorded in the data store is compared to the one in the 

previous iteration of MapReduce. If they coincide, the 

population is regarded as having converged, and then the 

MapReduce iteration is terminated. Otherwise, the 

MapReduce iteration is repeated. 

 
Fig. 2. Migration by iterative MapReduce 

B. Reduction of similar individuals 

To realize migration, we must determine the migration 

parameters as follows [4]. 

 Migration rate 

 Migration interval 

The migration rate is the ratio of the number of immigrated 

individuals per migration, and the migration interval is the 

number of generations between migrations. 

If the migration rate is small and the migration interval is 

long, the effect of migration does not improve performance. If 

the migration rate is large and the migration interval is short, 

diversity of the population is lost [12]. 

Although we propose MapReduce iteration to realize 

migration, we must consider MapReduce overhead. 

MapReduce has processing overhead at start and end times, 

overhead related to I/O to the data store, and communication 

overhead in Shuffle tasks. In this study, we operate a mass of 

individuals; therefore, overhead is expected to be large. In this 
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subsection, we propose a method to reduce the amount of 

outputs from the Map tasks before executing the Shuffle tasks.  

Fig. 3 illustrates the proposed method. To reduce the number 

of MapReduce iterations and the outputs from Map tasks, the 

GA should be executed iteratively until convergence in Map 

tasks. Migration after GA-convergence increases the migration 

interval and leads to a reduction in the migration frequency. 

This imposes a condition whereby the migration rate cannot be 

small. After the GA converges, each population has 

approximately the same individuals, and it is obvious that not 

all of these individuals must be exchanged. We propose to 

eliminate half of the individuals in each population after 

completing Map tasks. If we eliminate individuals randomly, it 

is likely that we will eliminate good individuals. This will 

reduce search efficiency. Reduction of the individuals that 

have low adaptive values during GA process leads to 

convergence to a local solution. However our point is to 

reduce individuals after GA-convergence. After convergence, 

since we should utilize optimized individuals, we eliminate 

individuals that have low adaptive values to reduce individual 

data to be transferred. 

 
Fig. 3. Reduction of similar individuals 

C. Recovery of the number of individuals 

It is clear that the search efficiency decreases if the 

number of individuals is reduced by half every time 

MapReduce steps are iterated. To maintain search efficiency, 

it is necessary to add individuals to recover their original 

number.  

The timing of this recovery is important from the 

viewpoint of system performance. The GA phase is included 

in the Map tasks; therefore, recovery must be executed prior 

to or during Map tasks. Recovery of individuals in Reduce 

tasks causes an increase of data output to the data store, 

which results in large I/O cost. Therefore, we propose 

recovery during Map tasks, as is shown by the Map2 step in 

Fig. 4.  

 
Fig. 4. Increasing individuals in Map tasks 

If the recovered individuals are generated randomly, they 

do not necessarily have a good adaptive value. 

Consequently, we randomly duplicate individuals from a 

subpopulation in each island and then mutate them. 

III. IMPLEMENTATION 

We implemented the proposed method using Hadoop. 

Table I. shows the specifications of a master node and four 

slave nodes, which comprise the Hadoop cluster.  

 
Table I. Master node and slave node specifications 

Structures Contents 

CPU Intel(R) Core(TM)2 Duo CPU @ 2.80GHz 

/Intel(R) Pentium(R) Dual CPU @ 1.80GHz 

Memory 2GB 

OS CentOS6.2 

Hadoop  Hadoop0.20 

 

Fig. 5 shows a schematic of all MapReduce tasks for 

Hadoop. In our setting, the maximum number of Map and 

Reduce tasks was seven. The outline of the tasks is as follows: 

1. Each Map task receives a subpopulation to which it 

applies the GA from the HDFS. 

2. Each Map task performs the GA until convergence. 

They then eliminate half of the individuals in each 

population. The special key “0best” is assigned to 

the individual with the highest adaptive value. For 

all other individuals, an identification number 

associated with the island is assigned as a key. 

Then, the pair of identification number and 

individual is combined as a key–value pair and is 

output to partitioners. If Steps 1 to 6 are iterated 

more than once, the number of individuals increases 

by mutation at the beginning of this step. 

3. Each partitioner receives the identification number 

and individual given by the corresponding Map 

task. The partitioners assign individuals to the 

Reduce task by referring to the hash of 

identification number of the island.  

4. Shuffle tasks sort individuals by their keys. The 

individuals with the same key are stored in the same 

array.  

5. Each Reduce task receives the array from the 

Shuffle tasks. To conserve the most highly adaptive 

individuals, we select the individual whose adaptive 

value is the highest from those having special keys. 

The chosen individual is output to the HDFS. All 

other individuals in the array are output to the 

HDFS. 

6.  To assess the convergence of the solution, the 

individual with the special key stored in Step 5 is 

compared to the one stored in the latest iteration. If 

the difference between their adaptive values is less 

than a threshold, then the solution is considered to 

have reached convergence. 

7. If convergence is achieved, then this process returns 

the solution and terminates. Otherwise, it repeats 

Steps 1 to 6. 
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Fig. 5. Implementation of MapReduce on Hadoop 

IV. EXPERIMENT 

To evaluate the proposed method, we applied it to 

optimization problems of benchmarking functions. 

The purpose of our study is to propose a new parallel GA 

that provides a more precise solution than previous work. Due 

to additional tasks, such as the migration of individuals, the 

proposed method may require a longer execution time than 

previous methods. However, we expect that the proposed 

method will effectively provide a more precise solution and 

that the execution time required to converge the solution is at 

least less than the original RCGA, which is not parallelized.  

Based on this motivation, we have compared the 

accuracy of the obtained solutions and the execution time 

required to reach convergence using the original RCGA (GA1), 

a method from a previous study (GA2)[10], and the proposed 

method (GA3).  

To investigate the effect of population reduction on the 

execution time, we compared the execution time for the 

version with reduction and a non-reduction version of the 

proposed method. We compared the execution time from part 

of a Shuffle task. 

The first condition is commonly applied to all methods, 

and the second condition is applied to GA2 and GA3. 

Our benchmarking functions were the Rastrigin function 

(n = 50) and the Rosenbrock function (n = 20), which are 

commonly used functions for evaluating optimization 

algorithms. Fig. 6 and Fig. 7 show graphs of a two-

dimensional version of these functions. Equations (1) and (2) 

are their detailed expressions. 

We chose the Rastrigin function for evaluation because 

this function is multimodal. A multimodal function has many 

quasi-optimum solutions; thus, it is difficult to seek an exact 

solution because finding a quasi-optimal solution can 

terminate the search. For this reason, the Rastrigin function is 

suitable for evaluating how the proposed method improves GA 

performance and solution accuracy.  

The Rosenbrock function is a monophasic function that is 

shaped like a long valley. It is well-known that a GA is weak 

when optimizing a function whose value does not change in 

the neighborhood of its optimum solution. Thus, the 

Rosenbrock function is suitable for evaluating the accuracy in 

such a disadvantageous situation. 

 

 
Fig. 6. Rastrigin function 
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Fig. 7. Rosenbrock function 
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The parameters of the GA in this experiment are as follows. 

 Total number of individuals: 50,000 

 Total number of subpopulations: 250 

 Crossover method: BLX-α [13] 

 Selection method: Tournament selection 

 Tournament size: 4 

 Mutation method: Uniform mutation [14] 

 Crossover probability: 0.98 
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 Mutation probability: 0.02 

 Migration rate: 0.8 

The convergence threshold used in this experiment was 

    . 

A. Accuracy of solutions and execution time  

Table II. and Table III. show the results for the execution 

time, accuracy, and migration count. The values shown are the 

averages obtained over 50 trials.  

For the Rastrigin function, the results of GA1 were the 

worst for both accuracy of solutions and execution time. It 

should be noted that a single population tends to increase the 

same individuals compared to a case of many subpopulations. 

This inhibits search in a sufficiently large region and gives a 

local optimal solution rather than an exact solution. As the 

errors of the solution are not zero, this definitely occurred in 

the GA1 case.  

The execution time of GA2 was the shortest of the three 

methods. This method divided the whole population into 250 

subpopulations and parallelized the processes. Although this 

method is better than GA1 in execution time, it could not find 

the exact solution because each subpopulation provided local 

optimal solutions rather than an exact solution.  

The proposed method (GA3) found the exact solution. 

Table 2 shows that the proposed method requires 

approximately twice as many migrations to converge 

individuals to the rigorous solution.  

 
Table II. Comparison of execution time and accuracy (Rastrigin function) 

 GA1 GA2 GA3 

Ave. Exec. Tim

e 

880.0 s 93.8 s 210.6 s 

Ave. of f(x) 268.1 5.7 0.0 

Min. of f(x) 259.6 1.2 0.0 

The # of trials 

generating 

rigorous 

solutions 

0.0 0.0 50 

Ave. Migration 

count 

N/A N/A 2.3 

 
Table III. Comparison of execution time and accuracy (Rosenbrock function) 

 GA1 GA2 GA3 

Ave. Exec. Time 6365 s 72.5 s 1754.1 s 

Ave. of f(x) 0.068 0.082          
Min. of f(x) 0.041 0.060          

The # of trials 

generating  

rigorous solutions 

0 0 50 

Ave. Migration 

freq. 

N/A N/A 41.9 

 

For the Rosenbrock function, we regarded individuals as a 

solution if their function value was less than     .  

GA1 found a better individual than the method from a 

previous study. This is interesting because GA1 does not 

parallelize processes and seemed to be at a disadvantage when 

finding a good individual. This is likely caused by the greater 

diversity of individuals in GA1 than those of GA2, which 

helps improve search efficiency in this situation.  

It should be noted that GA1 and GA2 provided results 

that did not satisfy our error limit condition,  ( )      . 

Table 3 shows that the best individual obtained by the 

proposed method did satisfy this condition.  

Table 3 also shows that GA3 appeared to require more 

execution time than GA2. The execution times listed in Table 

3 are the times at which the system ended the judgment of 

convergence. This means that the time required to obtain an 

individual that satisfies  ( )       is much longer than the 

times shown in Table 3. In our trial, we could not find a case 

for which GA2 could obtain such individuals; therefore, we 

consider that GA2 definitely requires an unreasonable 

execution time. 

The proposed method (GA3) demonstrated high accuracy 

compared to GA1 and GA2. 

B. Effects of population reduction 

We used the Rastrigin function and measured the 

execution time for cases with and without population 

reduction. Table IV. shows the execution time averaged over 

50 trials and the minimum time for both cases.  

 
Table IV. Comparison of reduction of individuals (Rastrigin function) 

 Has reduced 

individuals 

Has not reduced 

individuals 

Ave. Exec. Time 210.6 s 222.5 s 

Min. Exec. Time 139.2 s 146.5 s 

Ave. of f(x) 0.0 0.0 

Min. of f(x) 0.0 0.0 

The # of trials generating 

rigorous solutions 

50 50 

Ave. Migration freq. 2.32 2.67 

Ave. Exec. Time of the 

Shuffle tasks per one 

migration 

36.1s 42.3s 

Total file size of data 

(Ave.) 

72.14 MB 157.17 MB 

 

The results show that the average execution time for the 

population reduction case was approximately 5.3% less than 

the other cases. As for the minimum execution time, 

population reduction reduced the execution time by 

approximately 5.0%. A detailed investigation has revealed that 

the population reduction decreased the execution time of 

Shuffle tasks per one migration from 42.3 s to 36.1 s.  

The estimated execution time of Shuffle tasks was 

112.9(=42.3 2.67) s for the case without population reduction 

and 83.8(=36.1  2.32) s with population reduction. This 

indicates that the execution time of Shuffle tasks decreased by 

26%. 

The average migration frequency for both cases was less 

than 3. The iteration frequency of the proposed method is 

significant for system performance; therefore, population 

reduction has little influence on the performance.  

V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 

A GA is a powerful way to solve combinatorial 

optimization problems. To improve GAs to be applicable to a 

problem whose solution space has a huge number of 

dimensions, we have proposed a method to parallelize RCGA 
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by means of a MapReduce processing model, which realizes 

effective parallelization and has strong fault tolerance.  

In a previous study, Keco et al. proposed a method to 

parallelize GAs using MapReduce in a context similar to our 

proposed method. They adopted the island model and did not 

consider population migration; therefore, their method cannot 

secure sufficient population diversity to find a rigorous 

solution.  

To solve this problem, we have proposed a method for 

population migration that is compatible with the MapReduce 

model. 

We proposed a migration mechanism in Shuffle tasks. 

Shuffle tasks are the only tasks in which the MapReduce 

model allows modes to intercommunicate. To realize this, we 

have utilized the identification numbers of islands as keys to 

assign individuals to subpopulations. In addition, to reduce 

unnecessary network I/O in Shuffle tasks, we have also 

proposed a method to reduce the number of individuals during 

migrations. 

We compared the performance of the proposed method 

with the original RCGA and its parallelized version without 

migration. The compared indices were the execution time and 

solution accuracy. To evaluate the effects of population 

reduction during migration, we compared the execution time 

for cases with and without population reduction. The results 

show a significant improvement in the solution accuracy and 

execution time. 

In future, it will be necessary to discuss the optimum 

number of individuals reduced in Map tasks. Although we 

eliminated one-half of the individuals in each population, the 

ratio of elimination may be dependent upon the number of 

individuals. For example, assume that there are five 

subpopulations, each of which has one thousand individuals. 

Even though we eliminate one-half of these individuals in 

each population, many similar individuals could still be 

migrated to the same subpopulation. In this case, elimination 

of more individuals reduces the migration cost but will lead to 

the same solution.  
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Abstract—In this study, we introduce a method of selecting 

translated words for translations of sentences from Japanese to 

English. We used topic maps to express relationships between 

words. For constructing topic maps, we extracted word data and 

categories from Japanese and English Wikipedia. We then used 

English–Japanese and Japanese–English dictionaries to find 

translation relationships between Japanese and English words. 

Our method selects translated words using dependency 

associations extracted from an input Japanese sentence and the 

categories that each word belongs to. In our experiment, we 

used a topic map that organizes database related words. The 

results suggest that our method can correctly translate words.  

Keywords—component, topic maps, ontology, translation, 

wikipedia 

I.  INTRODUCTION 

In recent years, machine translation has often been used to 

translate Japanese sentences into English. However, because 

computers have difficulty comprehending the meaning of 

sentences, they often produce incorrect translations. For 

example, the Japanese sentence, “私はファイルを解凍する” 

(“I uncompress a file” in English), may be translated as “I 

defrost a file,” which is incorrect. The reason for the difficulty 

is that translation techniques consider only a word’s part of 

speech and the grammatical structure of the target sentence not 

homonym and inter-word semantic relationships. The 

homonym problem must be solved for an appropriate word to 

be selected. 

To resolve this problem, we use an ontology [1] [2], which 

expresses three inter-word relationships, namely, word 

translation, category inclusion and potential-word-

modification relationships. They were studied in the context of 

ontology [3], disambiguation [4] [5] [6]. To utilize those 

relationships in a computer system, we need to establish a 

method to create a data structure that expresses the 

relationships as an ontology. Topic Maps [7] [8] and Resource 

Description Framework (RDF) are well-known and general-

purpose formats for describing the relationships between 

concepts. In this study, we implement the ontology as a topic 

map, which is suitable for expressing concepts and their 

relationships. Topic maps mainly consist of topics, 

associations, and association roles. A topic is an element that 

identifies a subject (e.g., a person, a country, or a concept). A 

topic usually has a type, which is an attribution element of the 

topic. An association is an element that identifies the 

relationship between topics. An association role defines the 

role of a topic in a specific association. Although topic maps 

are essentially undirected graphs, the association role can 

define an association direction. 

For example, the concepts, “コンピュータ” (computers), 

“解凍する” (uncompress/defrost), and “食べ物” (foods) can 

be expressed as topics. In the computer domain, the word “解

凍する” should be translated as “uncompress” in English. In 

the food domain, it should be translated as “defrost.” We can, 

therefore, define translation associations between the Japanese 

word, “解凍する,” and the English words “uncompress” and 

“defrost.” Inclusion associations can be defined between 

“uncompress” and “computer” and between “defrost” and 

“foods.” 

In this study, we propose a method of identifying the 

appropriate translated word based on the multilingual word 

semantic relationships defined in an ontology. A paragraph 

consists of sentences that coherently share a subject. Therefore, 

in order to find a domain, we use sentences in one paragraph 

as input sentences. Our method searches for a translated word 

in the ontological topic map based on the domain to which the 

input sentences belong. In this study, we focus on Japanese–

English translation. Moreover, we focus on only nouns and 

verbs, which tend to be wrongly translated and are basic parts 

of speech.  

II. METHODS 

We focused not only on inter-lingual word relationships 

between Japanese and English words but also on the intra-

lingual relationships of words. Inter-lingual word relationships 

are the relationships between translation pairs of words, which 

are usually listed in a dictionary. For intra-lingual 

relationships, we used (potential) modification relationships 

between words that appeared in sentences and the 

corresponding relationships between words and their domains. 

We suggest these topics and associations: 

 Topics of the word type are elements that correspond 

to each part of speech in English or Japanese: English 

nouns and verbs (referred to as noun_e topics and 
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verb_e topics, respectively) and Japanese nouns and 

verbs (noun_j topics and verb_j topics). 

 Topics of the domain type are the categories of words. 

 Associations of the inclusion type are relationships in 

which a word is included within the domain to which 

it is linked by the association. 

 Associations of the action type are potential 

modification relationships between an English noun 

(noun_e) and an English verb (verb_e). The potential 

means that the noun can be used as a subject of the 

verb in sentences. 

 Associations of the translation type are relationships 

between noun_e and noun_j topics or verb_e and 

verb_j topics, in which both words in the relationship 

have the same meaning. 

 

Fig. 1. illustrates an example of topic maps in this study. 

 

 
Fig. 1. Example of the topic map 

A. Method of making a topic map 

The abovementioned property of paragraphs suggests that 

the words in the sentences therein are used in a specific 

context and should belong to a common domain. As we 

mentioned in Introduction, domain information can help solve 

the homonym problem. Therefore, in our proposed topic map, 

we needed to associate words with domains. 

In this study, we made a topic map from the description 

data in the Japanese version of Wikipedia [10] and the English 

version of Wikipedia [11]. We used these sources because 

they provide words and their domains. The pages contain title 

words and descriptions, and each of pages belong to categories. 

We used not only title words but also words in the descriptions 

as context for what categories the pages belonged to. 

Therefore, in order to include them in a topic map, we related 

words to the domains that correspond to the categories.  

We used this procedure to construct the topic map:  

1. We extracted the categories to which the articles 

belonged in the Japanese Wikipedia and English 

Wikipedia. 

2. If a category in the English Wikipedia could be 

matched to a category in the Japanese Wikipedia, we 

integrate the English category to the Japanese 

category.  

3. We assigned domain topics to the categories obtained 

in steps 1 and 2. 

4. We extracted nouns and verbs from the main text in 

the pages of the Japanese Wikipedia articles. We did 

not include the Japanese verbs “ある(be)” and “でき

る(can)” in the topic map, because they are usually 

used as auxiliary verbs and do not carry information 

useful for improving translation. 

5. We extracted nouns and verbs from the main text in 

the pages of the English Wikipedia articles. 

6. We created noun_j and verb_j topics for Japanese 

nouns and verbs, and noun_e and verb_e topics for 

English nouns and verbs. In doing this, we changed 

nouns to their singular forms and verbs to their 

dictionary forms, and then assigned them to topics as 

topic names. We distinguished between topics for the 

same word in different categories, because topics can 

carry multiple meanings. 

7. If there were dependency relationships between 

English words, we assigned action associations to the 

topics associated with those words. 

8. We created inclusion associations between words and 

their domains based on articles and their categories in 

Wikipedia. Because any article in Japanese 

Wikipedia or English Wikipedia belongs to at least 

one category, we can assign at least one inclusion 

association to each topic. 

9. If two words were listed as translations of each other 

in an English–Japanese dictionary and Japanese–

English dictionary, we assigned a translation 

association between the topic of the English word and 

the topic of the Japanese word. 

 

Fig. 2. illustrates how to create a word topic for the sentence 

“ビューはテーブルに対して利点を持つ。” Fig. 3. shows 

how to create a word topic for the sentence “Views can 

provide advantages over tables.” 

 
Fig. 2. Example of Japanese topics 
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Fig. 3. Example of English topics 

B. Method for searching words 

We identified the domains to which input sentences 
belonged. We then searched the domains to which words 
belonged to obtain the top three domains in descendant order of 
the frequency with which the domain appeared. We limited the 
number of domains to narrow the search area of words to those 
that share a domain with the words to be translated. After 
identifying word domains, we searched for translated words 
that belonged to each domain. We followed these steps when 
searching for words: 

1. Find words as pairs of nouns and verbs, which have 

dependency relationships when they appear in input 

sentences. 

2. Search Japanese topics (noun_j and verb_j topics) 

that have the same topic names as the nouns and 

verbs found in step 1. 

3. Obtain the noun_e topics associated with noun_j 

topics and verb_e topics associated with verb_j topics 

by translation association. 

4. Extract the noun_e and verb_e topics that belong to 

the domain discussed above. 

5. Judge whether the obtained noun_e and verb_e topics 

are connected by action association. If so, output the 

noun_e and verb_e topics as translated words. 

III. SYSTEM IMPLEMENTATION 

We implemented a topic map using the method discussed 

in Section A. To extract nouns and verbs from Japanese 

sentences, we used the CaboCha dependency parser [12]. To 

parse English sentences, we used Stanford Parser [13] and 

TreeTagger [14]. To add translation associations, we used the 

Eijiro [15] Japanese–English and English–Japanese dictionary 

database. We utilized TOME [16] as a topic map database. 

Fig. 4. schematically illustrates our implemented system. First, 

a user writes sentences for translation into a file that the 

system reads. Second, the system extracts nouns and verbs 

from the file and writes them to the file of words. Third, the 

system inquires with TOME and searches the domains of input 

sentences in the way discussed in section B. Fourth, the 

program searches translated words again, reads the file of 

words, gets results from the searched domains, and inquires 

with TOME to get the resultant words that belong to the 

domains. The program writes the results to the file for 

translated words. Finally, the user receives the translated 

words.

  
Fig. 4. System representation
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IV. EXPERIMENTS 

A. Purpose of experiments and target data 

We conducted an experiment to see whether the proposed 
method selects the correct word translations. The sentences, 
including the words to be translated, were input into the system 
using the proposed method. We confirmed that the translated 
words produced by the system were correct. 

The target topic map was constructed using the method in 

section A. Using all Wikipedia pages would produce too much 

data, so we limited the number of pages in the database 

category. The number of topics and the number of associations 

are shown in the following tables: 

 
TABLE I. NUMBER OF TOPICS 

Topic name number 

all topics 6,899 

noun_j topics 3,615 

verb_j topics 1,244 

noun_e topics 1,007 

verb_e topics 819 

domain topics 190 

 
TABLE II. NUMBER OF ASSOCIATIONS 

Association name number 

all associations 44,703 

action associations 662 

inclusion associations 38,203 

translation association 5,838 

B. Experimental method 

We entered sentences from 10 paragraphs in the 
Introduction sections of 9 papers focused primarily on 
databases. This is because our target topic map only contained 
topics in the database domain. The system searched the topic 
map and generated candidate pairs of translated nouns and 
verbs from the entered sentences.  

To evaluate the candidates, we used the Google search 
engine to examine whether the obtained pairs of nouns and 
verbs were used in sentences written by native English authors.  

C. Results 

From the sentences in the input papers, we obtained 382 
Japanese words. Among them, 155 words were not in the topic 
map. Among Japanese words in the topic map, 42 words did 
not have corresponding English words. Among words with 
translated words in the topic map, 165 translated candidates 
had no action associations. This shows that our method did not 
find translated words for 362 words out of 382 words. The 10 
obtained pairs of Japanese words and translated English nouns 
and verbs are shown in TABLE III. TABLE III suggests that we 

obtained proper translated words for the pairs of No. 1, 2, 4, 5, 
7, 8, 9, and 10. It is interesting that Japanese verbs No. 4 and 
10 both generally mean utilize, their corresponding English 
words differed based on the corresponding nouns.  

TABLE III: DETAILED LIST OF OBTAINED TRANSLATED WORDS 

No. 
Extracted words Translated words 

noun_j verb_j Noun Verb 

1 
問題 

(problem) 

解決する 

(solve) 
problem solve 

2 
問題 

(problem) 

解決する 

(solve) 
problem solve 

3 
ファイル 

(file) 

利用する 

(use) 
file 

take, 

use 

4 
知識 

(idea) 

利用する 

(use) 
idea use 

5 
情報 

(information) 

格納する 

(store) 
information store 

6 
概念 

(concept) 

表現する 

(express) 
concept put 

7 
コスト 

(cost) 

減らす 

(reduce) 
cost reduce 

8 
データ 

(datum) 

アクセスする 

(access) 
datum access 

9 
操作 

(operation) 

加える 

(add) 
operation add 

10 
技術 

(technique) 

用いる 

(employ) 
technique employ 

D. Discussion 

As shown in TABLE III, we obtained correct translated 

words for only 16 words (8 pairs). This is because our method 

focuses on the precision, not recall, of output. Our condition is 

severe, because the pairs to be translated need to be related to 

their translated words in dependency relationships in sentences 

that appear in Wikipedia. Therefore, words that appear in 

academic papers, but not necessarily in Wikipedia, may not 

obtain good results. However, the output pairs have nouns that 

actually modify the verbs in the sentences that appear in the 

English version Wikipedia. This guarantees that the results are 

highly precise. We focused on precision to prevent incorrect 

choices of translation candidates. Even if a method provides 

high recall, wrong choices leads users to wrong translation. To 

improve recall, it is preferable to add more action associations 

to the topic map based on the dependency relations contained 

in a much larger English corpus. In this study, we used the 

English version of Wikipedia as a corpus; in further studies, 

we should use a corpus that contains the lexicons used in input 

sentences. 

As a side effect, the system generated different verbs 

depending on their corresponding nouns, even if the verbs had 

similar meanings. This illustrates that the topic map uses 

information about dependency relationships as action 

associations.  

The reason why the system did not output the correct 

translated words for No. 3 is that our method does not consider 

idioms. For example, the verb take in No. 3 should form an 
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idiom take advantage of to express the meaning of use. 

Noticeably, the verb take alone does not have this meaning, 

which can lead users to incorrect translations. 

As for No. 6, although the sentence, “the concept was put 

by him,” makes sense, we categorized it as the wrong 

translation. The reason for this is that the original Japanese 

sentence intended to express “metadata to formalize a 

concept.” The essential reason for this gap comes from the 

different purpose of the action specified by the verb. If we 

express a concept to people’s mind, the verb put is adequate. 

But, in this case, we are not using put to express formalization 

of a concept in order to utilize it in a computer system. This 

can be due to a gap between multiple languages. This suggests 

that we need to store extra information to distinguish 

differences in the topic map. 

Because the experiment showed the existence of words that 

were not contained in these topic maps, we must increase the 

number of word topics and translation associations. Because 

the experiment also showed a deficiency in information about 

translation relationships in this topic map, we need to use 

additional dictionaries to cover technical terms in order to 

increase the number of translation associations. 

In addition, we did not consider synonyms in the topic map. 

If we considered them, we would get more translated words in 

this experiment. For example, we input the pair of words “技

術, 使用する”(technique, use) into the system, but we could 

not obtain translations using our proposed method, because the 

Japanese word “使用する ” is not directly related to its 

translation candidate words by a translation association. 

However, if we introduced a synonym association in the topic 

map, we could obtain translated words using this method: we 

find a translation candidate word of the synonym words of 

“使う,” and regard it as a translated word if it is directly 

associated to one of the translated words of the Japanese noun 

“技術” by an action association. Note that the translated words 

of synonymous words are not necessarily the translated words 

of the original word. This is why we used the action 

association to identify the translated words. In this study, we 

did not use an association to express the (potential) 

dependency relationship of words in a Japanese sentence. A 

dependency relationship was implicit, because we assumed 

that input pairs of nouns and verbs had dependency 

relationships. To make the extension method for employing 

synonyms work, we would need to introduce a Japanese 

version action association to guarantee that the chosen 

synonymous words carry the same meanings as the original 

words.  

As for the use of domains to narrow the number of 

translation candidate words, we could not confirm the effects 

on our data set in this experiment. To confirm that our topic 

map has the structure to enable search based on domain, we 

looked into it to find substructures that output different words 

depending on the domain. Fig. 5. illustrates one such 

substructure. The topic “保存する” is associated with the 

topics of the translation candidate words preserve and store. 

The preserve topic belongs to both the database domain and 

data modeling category, but the store topic belongs to not only 

the database domain but also the artificial intelligence domain, 

transaction domain, and so on. Because the latter topic does 

not belong to the data modeling domain, we can find preserve 

as the translated word of “保存する,” if the words of the input 

sentence are in the data modeling domain. Conversely, if the 

domain is artificial intelligence or transaction, we can find 

store as the translated word. 

Therefore, our method can adjust the translation of a verb 

depending on the noun word in a pair of search words and the 

domain to which the noun and verb belong.  

 
Fig. 5. Parts of “store” and “preserve” topics in the topic map 

V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORKS 

In this study, we proposed a method of correctly translating 

words based on multilingual semantic relationships between 

words that were defined in an ontology. We implemented the 

ontology as a topic map. 

We introduced two types of topics (i.e., word and domain) 

and three types of associations (i.e., inclusion, action, and 

translation). We utilized the Japanese and English versions of 

Wikipedia pages to find words and the domains to which they 

belonged, and we also assigned conclusion associations 

between them. We used the English version of Wikipedia to 

find the dependency relationships in sentences, to which we 

assigned action associations. We used English–Japanese and 

Japanese–English dictionaries to find translation relationships 

between Japanese and English words, to which we assigned 

translation associations. 

We assumed that a paragraph consists of sentences 

coherently sharing a subject. To find a domain, we used 

sentences in one paragraph as input sentences. Our method 

finds words in input sentences as pairs of nouns verbs in 

dependency relationships. The method searches topics 

corresponding to the nouns or the verbs. Based on translation 

and conclusion associations, it searches translated nouns and 

verbs that share action associations. We focused on 

translations of nouns and verbs from Japanese to English, 

which tend to be incorrect despite being basic parts of speech 

in sentences. 

To evaluate our method, we conducted an experiment. The 

inputs were sentences from 10 paragraphs in the Introduction 

sections of 9 papers focused primarily on databases. We 
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obtained 382 Japanese words, 155 of which were not in the 

topic map, and 42 of which had no corresponding English 

words. We obtained 10 pairs of translated nouns and verbs. 

The results also showed that some Japanese verbs that have 

similar meanings are translated into different English verbs 

depending on their corresponding nouns. 

In the future, we plan to improve the coverage of words in 

the translation process by adding English and Japanese words 

to the topic map and adding action associations. To improve 

the accuracy of translation search, we will improve the 

searching method to consider idioms. 

Though we used sentences in Wikipedia to find action 

associations, it is desirable to use sentences from documents 

that cover the words as those related to the input sentences. In 

our future study, we will combine Wikipedia data with data 

from other resources to increase the number of action 

associations in our topic map. 

To suppress unwanted translation outputs, we need to 

increase the number of association types to make topic 

selection more precise.  

Our method outputs only translated words. To make an 

effective automated translation system, we will apply our 

ontology-based method to an existing automated translation 

system based on grammatical techniques. We will also extend 

it to a system that can identify implied meaning.  
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ABSTRACT

Ground surface modeling has become an im-
portant research area during the past few years.
While computer vision approach suffers from
some inherent problems like lighting condition
dependency, we propose a Micro Aerial Vehi-
cle (MAV) equipped with Global Positioning
System (GPS), barometer, Inertial Measurement
Unit (IMU) and laser scanner as an alternative
solution for generating ground surface models.
We suggest a first method which make use of
all those sensors except the laser scanner and a
second method incorporating this laser scanner
with a scan matching algorithm. We evaluate
those two methods by generating point cloud in
each case. We also devise and apply a simple
yet useful algorithm called BacktransformLaser-
Scan that is useful to evaluate the feasibility of
any laser scan matching algorithm to certain ap-
plication, hence, show its usefulness.

1 INTRODUCTION

Despite Autonomous Ground vehicles (AGVs) which are
beneficial for many applications, MAVs have been found to
be more advantageous over AGVs in 3D mapping. This is
due to the fact that the degree of maneuverability and degree
of dexterity of MAVs are higher than that of AGVs. In other
words, an MAV is able of explore a wider space than an AGV
can do particularly in the presence of obstacles.

We address the problem of 3D ground model generation.
Some information which are known apriori like timestamp,
position, orientation of the MAV and range data obtained
from a laser scanner are used to build such a ground model
in the form of a 3D point cloud. Upon successfully gener-
ating the point cloud, we need to optimize the output by ap-
plying a laser scan matching algorithm to get a more accurate
generated point cloud. Hence, the problems we deal with are
(1) generating a point cloud using MAV localization data and
(2) improving the accuracy of the generated point cloud by
employing laser scan matching algorithm.

The basic idea behind this research is about generating a
3D point cloud employing an MAV that utilizes GPS, IMU,
∗shahmi.junoh@smail.inf.h-brs.de
†kuhnert@fb12.uni-siegen.de

barometer and 2D laser scanner. The data in the IMU have
been fused using kalman filter to get the attitude of MAV1.
The GPS gives the position value of the MAV. The frequency
of this pose value is done at 10 Hz. The laser scanner gives
raw data of distance which is updated at 30 Hz.

First of all, a point cloud is generated and then further
improved using scan matching algorithm, which is eventually
verified through several datasets in order to evaluate the ap-
proach on some different scenarios. This idea is illustrated in
Figure 1.

Figure 1: This illustrates overview of the work. A dataset (see
also the corresponding area where a flight has taken place by
following the arrow) is taken as an input to our algorithm
and our algorithm outputs a point cloud data from which the
visualization data below is generated.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In
Section 2, we introduce some of the related work in this do-
main. Section 3 presents our approach and later in Section 4,
we evaluate its performance. Section 5 concludes this work.

2 RELATED WORK

The following gives an overview of some existing efforts
in 2D mapping and 3D mapping.

2D Mapping A common sensor used in realizing 2D map-
ping is by using a single 2D laser scanner that results in
2D map as shown by Thrun in [1]. Thrun also analyzes in
that survey about several algorithms like some Kalman filter

1The sensor fusion is not included in the work package and is done by
other developers.

1
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approaches, expectation maximization (EM) and hybrid ap-
proach used in robotic mapping. Grzonka et al. [2] shows
how a 2D map is created utilizing a quadrotor and a laser
scanner.

3D Mapping There are a few ways of acquiring 3D maps.
One popular way is realized by using 2 units of 2D laser scan-
ners and the other is by utilizing a 3D laser scanner. The first
method is done by mounting one laser scanner vertically and
another horizontally. For instance, Früh et al. [3] have im-
plemented this way to achieve the goal of 3D mapping. The
latter uses a 3D laser scanner which means rotating or tilting
2D laser scanner is utilized to obtain 3D data. Surmann et
al. [4] has built a low-cost 3D laser scanner and further em-
ployed it to improve the performance of robot navigation and
recognition. The current trend is heading toward exploiting
RGB-D data that a Kinect can offer as applied in [5], how-
ever, the use of this hardware is limited for indoor setup only.

3 APPROACH

3.1 Tools and Configurations

The md4-1000 quadcopter platform from microdrones2

shown in Figure 3 is used. ROS3 [6] is selected as a frame-
work to ease and accelerate our development. Three cartesian
coordinate frames — world frame, MAV’s body frame and
sensor frame — are defined as shown in Figure 2. To ensure
reliable measurements, only laser scanner sensor readings of
a maximum distance of 30 meters and field of view of 90 de-
grees of opening angle are regarded.

Figure 2: A laser frame (/laser) is attached to a MAV’s body
frame (/base link) by a fixed link.

3.2 Scenarios

We briefly describe four scenarios we used to evaluate
both the performance of the proposed approach and the qual-
ity of the employed laser scan matching algorithm. Each sce-
nario varies with the way MAV is hovered (whether it is trans-
lational or rotational) and in the chosen type of ground sur-
face.

2www.microdrones.com
3http://www.ros.org/wiki/

Figure 3: This figure shows how the laser scanner is mounted
on the MAV (It is noted that the laser scanner is mounted such
that the beam will be scanning downwards).

Scenario I The MAV is implementing forward flight go-
ing forward over a relatively flat surface for about 10 meters,
returning to the place where it starts and this sequence is re-
peated for about 3 minutes.

Scenario II The ground surface is flat as well, same as in
scenario I. The only difference is that the quadcopter is ma-
neuvered in rotational movement about a relatively fixed po-
sition.

Scenario III The target ground surface is in the form of
corner-like ground surface. Instead of hovering, we replicate
the motion manually. Our purpose is to observe how the per-
formance changes with this special type of target surface. The
corresponding scenario is shown in Figure 4.

Figure 4: Manual steering over a corner-like ground surface.

Scenario IV We construct the test environment a structured
environment two identical boxes as depicted in Figure 5. The
quadcopter is then hovered over that small region by forward
flight.
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Figure 5: This setup is used for evaluation using the men-
tioned quantitative method.

3.3 Laser Scan Matching
Theoretically, given two independent scans or point

clouds that correspond to a single shape, the goal of laser
scan matching is to estimate the rotation R and translation t
that reduces the following cost function:

E(R, t) =
|A|∑
i=1

|B|∑
j=1

wi,j‖ai − (Rbj + t)‖2 (1)

where the weight wi,j equals to 1 if the feature points ai
and bj overlap or else, 0 is assigned.

It means that the correspondence must be first found be-
fore computing the transformation(R, t).

Several variants of laser scan matching algorithms which
have been implemented in the past. Some of them have been
wrapped in the context of ROS [6] and been packed as a
ROS package. There are two packages that are already avail-
able in the ROS repository: the polar scan matcher and the
laser scan matcher package. In terms of algorithm, the for-
mer is originally written by Diosi and Kleeman [7] while
the latter is developed by Censi [8]. Both of them are
wrapped by Dryanovski [9] in ROS framework. We opt for
the laser scan matcher in this work.

3.4 Back-Transformation
We propose a back-transformation algorithm named

BacktransformLaserScan as shown in Algorithm 3.1 to eval-
uate the output returned by laser scan matcher package.
The developed algorithm detailed in the subsequent BACK-
TRANSFORMLASERSCAN pseudocode. Each variable as-
sociated with pose2D in the pseudocode corresponds to the
data obtained from the laser scan matcher package. Vari-
ables are differentiated by the prefixes/suffixes of x (position
of x-component), y (position of y-component), theta (angle),
previous (value before the current one) and current (most re-
cent value)

Algorithm
3.1: BACKTRANSFORMLASERSCAN( int row number,
dataset scan, dataset pose2D)

Input : int row number, datasetscan, dataset pose2D
Output : backtransformed scan x backrotated, y backrotated
for each range data ∈ one scan line

do



x cartesian previous← scan(row number) ∗ sin(angle)
y cartesian previous← −scan(row number) ∗ cos(angle)

x cartesian current← scan(row number + 1) ∗ sin(angle)
y cartesian current← −scan(row number + 1) ∗ cos(angle)

x backtranslated← x cartesian current−
(x pose2D current− x dataPose2D previous)
y backtranslated← y cartesian current−
(y pose2D current− y dataPose2D previous)

x backrotated← x backtranslated ∗ cos(theta pose2D current−
theta pose2D previous)− y backtranslated∗
sin(theta pose2D current− theta pose2D previous)
y backrotated← x backtranslated ∗ sin(theta pose2D current−
theta pose2D previous) + y backtranslated∗
cos(theta pose2D current− theta pose2D previous)

return (x backrotated, y backrotated)

3.5 Evaluation on laser scan matcher Package
The obtained information from the laser scan matcher

package are a position in the x-axis, a position in the y-axis
and an angle of orientation. These values are cumulative. In
other words, the values are not absolute values, and that, in
order to know the corresponding absolute value, one has to
subtract the current measurement from the previous one.

In order to know whether the scan matching algorithm
from the laser scan matcher package is reliable or at least
the output of the package is accurate enough to be used in
our case, we have applied the previously mentioned back-
transformation algorithm.

Scenario I The performance of the laser scan matcher
package is depicted in Figure 6. In Figure 6, we draw an
ellipse in order to easily focus on particular regions and fur-
ther evaluate the performance of the package. We observe
that we have height error of about 0.1 m and orientation er-
ror of about less than 1 degree. In the ideal case, the blue
and red markers should overlap. In this case, we can say that
the laser scan matcher package gives a poor pose estimation,
particularly in position estimation. Based on those results, we
can conclude that this package is not sufficient enough for our
application.

Scenario II For scenario II, the performance of the
laser scan matcher is shown in Figure 7 using laser scan
reading of 60 and 61. It can be deduced that with this kind of
scenario, the laser scan matcher does not perform. The per-
formance degrades rapidly in its performance when the MAV
is tilted about roll angle (cf. Figure 7) because of the windy
state at that moment.

Scenario III For this scenario, the performance of the
laser scan matcher package is in Figure 8. We observe some
regions that differentiate their performance. It can be divided
into three groups. The first one which is bounded by the green
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Figure 6: The performance of the laser scan matcher package
on scenario I using laser scan reading of 80 and 81.

Figure 7: The performance of the laser scan matcher package
on scenario II using laser scan reading of 60 and 61.

ellipse is the one that performs best among those three. The
one bounded by the red ellipse shows bad performance while
the one with the purple ellipse is the worst among them.

Scenario IV Figure 9 shows the performance of the pack-
age on this scenario. It can be seen that the region which is
bounded by two red ellipses are the top side of the two boxes.
The performance shown in that graph is not very good.

3.6 ROS Nodes and Related Implementation
We design our software with ROS design standard in

mind. In this regard, all nodes communicate via publisher and
subscriber model. Effectively, there are nine nodes that com-
municate with each other. Out of these nine, there are mainly
five nodes that we configure ourselves. These five nodes and
their corresponding features are listed as follows:

• publisher node: This node translates some relevant
data from raw dataset by advertising on some topics.
It also constructs and publishes pose information based
on MAV localization data.

Figure 8: The performance of the laser scan matcher package
on scenario III using laser scan reading of 200 and 201.

Figure 9: The performance of the laser scan matcher package
on scenario IV using laser scan reading of 940 and 941.

• pose estimation node: This node performs state esti-
mation and publishes it.

• robot pose broadcaster node: This node configures
the transformation of the pose of base link of the MAV
with respect to the world and further publishes.

• assembler client node: This is a client node that uses a
point cloud building service offered by laser assembler
package.

• pointcloud builder node: This node builds a point
cloud4.

These communicating nodes are shown in Figure 10.

Data format translation Particularly because we opt for
ROS as our main software framework, we need to translate
our existing dataset into ROS-compatible format. Thus, we
translate all the data required to perform our point cloud gen-
eration. Those related are data obtained from laser, GPS,

4This node can be interchangeably used with assembler client node.
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Figure 10: ROS nodes communicate with each other in order to finally build a point cloud.

barometer and IMU (roll, pitch and yaw). The translation
is done by publishing them in order for other nodes to be
subscribed when necessary. The translation is done in pub-
lisher node.

Pose estimation The computation of pose estimation is
done in pose estimation node. As already mentioned in Sec-
tion 3.5 about the outputs by the laser scan matcher pack-
age, we utilize the position in x-axis, in particular. Thus, in
this pose estimation, we are interested in using this x value
to better guess the current height. We first take the barom-
eter reading as height initialization value. By referring to
the Figure 11, we take the difference between previous x-
value (x1) and current x-value (x2) which gives d. This d
is equivalent to the difference of height in two consecutive
time steps. Conceptually, by integrating this d value with
the current height over time, we should get a better height
estimation. The output of the pose estimation is useful for
robot pose broadcaster node, as when it is used to broadcast
the current transformation of the MAV’s body with respect to
the world frame.

Transformation Transformation in ROS is provided by tf
library5. This library is very useful in order for computing
any transformation. We utilize it in order to compute the
static and non-static transformation. In static transformation,
we use one of the nodes called static transform publisher to
generate the transformation of laser with respect to base link.
This is considered as a static transform due to the fact that
there exist a fixed link connecting the base of MAV and the
laser scanner. This relation is shown in Figure 12. The
robot pose broadcaster node broadcasts the transformation
of the base link with respect to the map. Since, we have these
two transformations done by the tf, we can infer or listen (in
ROS terminology) the transformation of the laser with respect

5http://ros.org/doc/electric/api/tf/html/c++/

Figure 11: The diagram shows the representation of the out-
put of the laser scan matcher. The coordinates (x1, y1, x2,
y2) correspond to the output of the package.

to map. In other words, based on Figure 12, if we know a and
b, then, we can get c.

Point cloud building There are two ways how we build the
point cloud. The first one is by using an existing ROS package
named laser assembler. In order to use this one, we need to
write a client node that defines the needed service parameters
like start time, end time and so on. We name our client node
as assembler client node.

The second method is done by building the cloud
ourselves. The corresponding node is called point-
cloud builder node. We first need to transform scan lines into
point cloud datatype which we accumulate them in a buffer.
The last accumulated point cloud in the buffer is the resulting
point cloud.

Regarding the second method, essentially, the point-
cloud builder node first needs to listen to a transformation of
laser with respect to the map, given that the transformation of
laser with respect to the base link is known. The transforma-
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Figure 12: We set-up transformation of a and b using tf, and
hence, we can get the transformation of c by using the tf.

tion of laser with respect to the base link is a static transform.
When building the cloud, we first convert from LaserScan
format to PointCloud. We then gather all the points in an ac-
cumulator.

Another difference between these two methods is that the
former method is working on sensor msgs::PointCloud6 for-
mat while the latter is working on sensor msgs::PointCloud27

format.

4 EVALUATION

4.1 Experimental design

Nüchter has mentioned in [10] that there exist no standard
evaluation method that can be adopted in order to evaluate a
generated map. Consequently, we propose a naı̈ve method to
measure the performance of our approach which is adequate
to our application. Thus, we distinguish our design of exper-
iments into qualitative and quantitative method.

In qualitative method, we evaluate the performance of the
developed approach by looking at the generated point cloud.
We differentiate the output by assigning three classifications:
GOOD, MEDIUM or BAD. This first approach is similar to
the intent of Nüchter in [10].

The quantitative method can only be applied for the forth
scenario since we found a way to measure such a perfor-
mance. We have measured and collected some ground truth
information regarding our environment. We place two boxes
whose dimensions are identical on a flat ground surface as
shown in Figure 5. Using this ground truth, we measure their
ratio between width and length. Hence, the error E of the
generated map can be calculated as follows:

E =
|ratiomeasured − ratioactual|

ratioactual
× 100% (2)

6http://www.ros.org/doc/api/sensor msgs/html/msg/PointCloud.html
7http://www.ros.org/doc/api/sensor msgs/html/msg/PointCloud2.html

E =
| widthmeasured

lengthmeasured
− widthactual

lengthactual
|

widthactual

lengthactual

× 100% (3)

where

ratiomeasured = ratio between width and length of
the box from generated point cloud

ratioactual = ground truth ratio between width and length
of the box

widthmeasured = width of the box output from generated
point cloud

lengthmeasured = length of the box output from gener-
ated point cloud

widthactual = width of the box output from the ground
truth

lengthactual = length of the box output from the ground
truth

and the performance P can be computed as,

P = 100%− E (4)

4.2 Results

4.2.1 Scenario I

Without laser scan matcher The output of point cloud8

that uses only data from localization of the MAV is shown
in Figure 13.

Figure 13: The generated point cloud without using
laser scan matcher information shown from the side view in
scenario I.

With laser scan matcher The output of point cloud that
utilizes laser scan matcher information from localization of
the MAV applied is shown in Figure 14.

Figure 14: The generated point cloud using
laser scan matcher information shown from the side
view in scenario I.

8All the generated point cloud outputs are in the form of RGB color-
coded image in order to group points according to their heights.
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4.2.2 Scenario II

Without laser scan matcher The output of point cloud that
uses only data from localization of the MAV applied is shown
in Figure 15.

Figure 15: The generated point cloud without using
laser scan matcher information shown from the side view in
scenario II.

With laser scan matcher The output of point cloud that
utilizes laser scan matcher information from localization of
the MAV applied is shown in Figure 16.

Figure 16: The generated point cloud using
laser scan matcher information shown from the side
view in scenario II.

4.2.3 Scenario III

Without laser scan matcher The output of point cloud that
uses only data from localization of the MAV applied is shown
in Figure 17.

Figure 17: The generated point cloud without using
laser scan matcher information shown from the top view in
scenario III.

With laser scan matcher The output of point cloud that
utilizes laser scan matcher information from localization of
the MAV applied is shown in Figure 18.

Figure 18: The built point cloud using laser scan matcher in-
formation generated for scenario III.

4.2.4 Scenario IV

Without laser scan matcher The output of point cloud that
uses only data from localization of the MAV applied is shown
in Figure 19 and 20.

Figure 19: The boxes in scenario IV without using
laser scan matcher information.

Figure 20: The boxes are marked with their corresponding
measurement shown from the top view in scenario IV without
using laser scan matcher information.

With laser scan matcher The output of point cloud that
uses only data from localization of the MAV applied is shown
in Figure 21 and 22.
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Figure 21: The boxes in scenario IV using laser scan matcher
information.

Figure 22: The boxes are marked with their correspond-
ing measurement shown from top view in scenario IV using
laser scan matcher information.

4.3 Analysis
From the output generated in Section 4.2, we can say that

the 3D point cloud has successfully been generated. After
analyzing the output, we summarize it in Table 1. While
the generated point cloud in scenario III achieved our expec-
tation, the problem remains challenging for other scenarios.
There are some insights and considerations that may lead to
any future betterment:

• As we had performed a qualitative evaluation - with
an exception we did mention some figures in some ex-
treme cases - on the feasibility of the laser scan match-
ing algorithm, it can be evaluated more accurately if a
quantitative evaluation that incorporates some statisti-
cal measures is taken into account.

• It can also be the case that laser scan matcher which
was used for mobile robot application whose the co-
ordinate frame of the sensor is exactly aligned with
the robot coordinate frame is not suitable for our set-
ting where the sensor frame has an offset with the
robot(MAV) frame by 90 degrees.

• The dynamics e.g. vibration that imposes on the MAV
much affecting the generated point cloud especially in
scenario II. That is why in scenario II, the generated

Scenario Without LSM With LSM
Scenario I MEDIUM*(-) MEDIUM(-)
Scenario II BAD(-) BAD(-)
Scenario III GOOD(-) GOOD*(-)
Scenario IV MEDIUM(71.54%) MEDIUM(91.56%)

Table 1: This table compares the performance resulting by
using laser scan matcher information (written as With LSM)
and without using it (written as Without LSM). The perfor-
mance by qualitative measure is given in capital letters while
the one following in bracket is the performance by quanti-
tative measure. The ones with asterisk(*) implies it is a bit
better than without it in performance.

point cloud is rather very good as it was hovered man-
ually with minimal dynamics.

The values of 71.54% and 91.56% in the table 1 are ob-
tained from the equation 4.

5 CONCLUSION

In this paper, we presented an approach for generating a
point cloud for ground modeling application. We demonstrate
how this can be pragmatically achieved. We also attempt to
improve the accuracy of the generated point cloud by incor-
porating laser scan matching algorithm.

Furthermore, we devise a basic yet useful algorithm
called BacktransformLaserScan that is beneficial in eval-
uating a laser scan matching algorithm for specific ap-
plication. The proposed algorithm is not restricted to
laser scan matcher, it is also applicable for any other vari-
ants of laser scan matching algorithm (or software packages)
as well.
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Abstract— Thrust level control of liquid propellant engines is 
investigated in this paper. The dynamic equations of liquid 
propellant engines are formulated and a PID and a fuzzy 
controllers are designed to control its thrust level. Fuzzy logic 
deals with problems that have intrinsic or informational 
imprecision in definition of objective function or constraints. So 
fuzzy controller can be a good choice to control nonlinear systems 
like liquid propellant engine. Both PID and fuzzy controllers can 
control the engine thrust level well. Their performances are 
compared and investigated. 

Keywords— fuzzy control; liquid propellant engine; thrust level 
control. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Liquid Propellant Rocket Engines (LPRE) are used in 
various operational Launch Vehicles all over the world.  
Based on the type of propellants used, they are classified as 
Earth-storable, Semi-cryogenic and Cryogenic rocket engines 
 [1].  LPRE’s are also classified as pump-fed engines and 
pressure–fed engines based on the propellant feed system.  
The Liquid Rocket Engine consists of Thrust chamber, 
propellant feed system, control components, ignition system, 
pre-conditioning system, control system etc. The control 
systems ensure proper functioning of the engine system with 
the desired performance. The basic Liquid-Propellant-Engine 
Control Systems are  [3]: 

• Engine start sequence control 
• Engine cut off sequence control 
• Engine duration control 
• Engine safety control 
• Propellant-tank pressurization control 
• Engine-system Checkout and test controls 
• Thrust vector control by gimballing the engine. 
• Engine thrust-level control 
• Propellant mixture ratio / Propellant utilization 

control 
The control systems interconnect the components and logics 

designed to yield a desired response or output based on a 
command or reference input.  Selection of the control method 

best suited for the propulsion system is influenced by the 
performance requirements, accuracy, and dynamic 
characteristics of the engine being controlled and particularly 
by engine reaction-time.  This paper investigates mathematical 
modeling of combustion chamber and gas generator and then 
designing controllers for thrust level control of the engine. 

Thrust vector control by Gimballing LPREs: 
Steering of a vehicle over the desired trajectory employs 

thrust vector control systems (TVC).  One of the methods of 
TVC is by gimballing either the main engine or by Gimballing 
vernier engines. Based on the vehicle trajectory the onboard 
computer generates the necessary error signal and gimbals the 
main engine using actuators. This topic is not in scope of this 
paper. 

Thrust and Mixture Ratio Control (MRC) Systems: 
As the Liquid Propellant engine and stage systems are 

configured and the propellant is loaded considering the 
optimum thrust and mixture ratio requirements, it is possible 
to achieve the safe engine operation, required vehicle 
performance and minimum propellant outage only if the 
engine is operated at the specified thrust and mixture ratio. 
Deviation from the requirements could be caused by factors 
such as engine tuning error, deviation in pressure and 
temperature of propellants at engine inlets etc.  Deviation in 
thrust and mixture ratio can lead to either under performance 
and additional propellant outage or engine malfunctioning and 
failure.   In order to ensure safe engine operation and optimum 
performance of the vehicle, it is essential to regulate the thrust 
and mixture ratio within the specified limits.  Engine thrust 
and mixture ratio may be controlled by controlling the 
propellant flow to the engine, either in open loop mode or 
closed loop mode. 

Thrust Control Schemes: 
In pressure fed engine, pre-calibrated flow control devices 

such as orifices or venturies are used in the propellant feed 
circuits, to maintain the thrust within the specified limits in 
open loop mode and variable area flow control valves in the 
feed circuits or propellant tank pressure variation is used for 
controlling the thrust in close loop mode  [2].  In pump-fed 
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Engines the thrust is regulated by controlling the power 
generated by the turbines by controlling the flow rate to the 
turbines.  In the open-loop thrust control mode, pre-calibrated 
flow control elements are used for controlling the throughput 
to the turbines.  In the case of GG cycle or staged combustion 
cycle engines, the propellant flow to the GG/ Pre Combusting 
Chamber (PCC) is controlled using fixed area orifices or 
venturies.  Similarly in the case of engines working on other 
cycles, the thrust control is achieved by using pre-calibrated 
control elements in the turbine feed lines.  In the closed loop 
control mode, flow to the turbine is controlled by variable area 
flow control valves.  The thrust of the GG/SCC engines may 
be regulated either by controlling the propellant flow to the 
GG/PCC or by adjusting the hot gas flow from GG/PCC outlet 
to the turbines. The engine thrust is controlled in closed loop 
mode, by using either engine parameters (chamber pressure or 
propellant injection pressure) or vehicle parameters (vehicle 
acceleration or incremental velocity) as feedback signals  [9].   

Earth storable engines generally employ pneumo/hydraulic 
systems for thrust and mixture ratio control. Thrust is 
controlled by controlling the chamber pressure.  The thrust 
control regulator uses a piston, balanced by the chamber 
pressure feedback on one side and the required chamber 
pressure fed as command pressure on the other side.  Any 
unbalance will move the piston thereby changing the 
propellant flow rate to gas generator resulting in an increase or 
decrease in chamber pressure as required.  Since the effect of 
propellant temperature on mixture ratio is negligible, the 
mixture ratio is controlled by controlling the thrust chamber 
inlet pressures.  The mixture ratio control regulator equalizes 
the oxidizer and fuel pressures at thrust chamber inlet by 
means of a balancing piston.  The required mixture ratio is 
ensured by suitably sizing the calibrated orifice mounted in the 
propellant line. 

There are limited references in the open literature on the 
design of a combustion chamber control system. A class of 
literature on dynamic analysis and control system design for 
liquid propellant engines is limited to linear models of the 
engine utilizing a linear systems theory  [5], [6]; therefore such 
designs would not be as robust as if the design were based on 
a nonlinear model of the engine. In the other class a nonlinear 
system design approach is employed utilizing nonlinear 
systems design techniques for use with reusable rocket 
engines and the design of the regulator loop is assumed to be 
based on a standard robust design that is used for linear 
systems  [7]. The work presented herein for the design of the 
regulator control loop is based on a simplified mathematical 
model of the engine thrust force. The contribution of our work 
includes to show efficiency of fuzzy controller to adjust thrust 
level of LPREs. 

II. MATHEMATICAL MODEL 

LPRE is composed with combustor, turbopump, turbine, 
control valve, gas generator, pipes and so on as Fig. 1. In 

development phase, thrust control is one of the important 
requirements of LPRE. Also, mixture ratio control of 
propellants fed into combustor and gas generator is needed for 
safe operation of LPRE. For control of LPRE, 3 control valves 
are installed at the LOX line of gas generator, the main LOX 
line and the main fuel line of combustor. 

 

 
Fig. 1. Schematic of open type LPRE  [4] 

 

 
These simplifying assumptions have been considered in 

mathematical modeling: 
The flow is incompressible, 
Effects of temperature variations are ignored, 
The output pressure of fuel and oxidizer tanks remain 
constant, 
Flow density and viscosity is considered constant, 
Gas flow in combustion chamber and gas generator is assumed 
to be adiabatic and non-viscous.  
 

2.1 Main combustor and gas generator 
In both main combustor and gas generator, combustion 

occurs and we take use of the outlet gas pressure, therefore 
their model are similar. We start with continuity equation for 
the gas inside combustion chamber or gas generator: 

( ) ( )
dt

dm
tmtm outin +=−  τ  (1) 

in which inm  is propellant flowrate into the chamber, outm  is 

outlet flowrate of propellant from the chamber, τ is 
combustion time constant and m is the mass of propellant 
inside the chamber. In this equation we have  

( ) ( ) ( )τττ −+−=− tmtmtm fuoxin   (2) 

So, 

( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
dt

dm
tmtmtmtm outoxfuin +=−+−=−  τττ  (3) 

With the assumption of ideal gas 

RT

PV
m =  (4) 

If we assume that RT is constant, derivation of equation (4) 
yields to 
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dt

dp

RT

V
)t(m)t(m

dt

dm
outin =τ−−τ−=   (5) 

In combustion chamber and gas generator, characteristic 
velocity is defined as 

out

t

m

AP
C



.* =  (6) 

and characteristic length is defined as 

tA

V
L =*  (7) 

Therefore characteristic velocity is written as 

Γ
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.
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Substituting these equations into (5) we will have 
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dp

C

AL
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dm t
.

22*

*
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=  (10) 

Substituting equations (6) and (10) into (3) yields to 
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*2*2

*

τττ −+−=−=+
Γ

tmtmtmP
C

A

dt

dp

C

AL
oxfuincc

tt   (11) 

This is the equation of combustion process. This equation is 
based on steady combustion and evaporation time is neglected. 

 
2.2 Turbopump 

In turbopump complex, the high pressure outlet gas from 
gas generator rotates turbine and this rotation is transferred to 
pumps of the main fuel and oxidizer lines. 

Dynamic equation of torque is 
ω×=−− eqoxpumpfupumpturbine JTQTQTQ ,,

 (12)  

In which 
turbineTQ  is turbine generated torque, fupumpTQ ,  and 

oxpumpTQ ,  are consumed torques of fuel and oxidizer pumps, 

eqJ  is equivalent moment of inertia of turbine and ω  is 

angular acceleration of its shaft. 
The pump model using Avsianikeve equation is 

g
Q

C
Q

BA
H

/))()(( 2

2 ωωω
−+=  (13) 

In which H is pump head, Q is flowrate, ω is angular velocity 
of pump and g is the gravity. 

 
2.3 Pipelines and valves 

Losses of flow is due to friction fPΔ  and resistances in 

flow path RPΔ . 

Rf PPP Δ+Δ=Δ  (14) 

2

V

d

L
fP

2

f
ρ

=Δ  (15) 

2

V
kP

2

R
ρ

=Δ  (16) 

In which ρ is density of fluid, V is its velocity, f is friction 
coefficient, L is length of pipe, d is its diameter and k is 
coefficient of minor losses. 

 
2.4 Thrust control valve 

The model of valve body can be simply written as 

vL
vv

v
v

v

v

eAK

U
sT

L

PKm

04.0

1

1

2

=

+
=

Δ= ρ

                                                           (17) 

 
2.5 The overall model of LPRE 

The overall model can be composed using above equations.  

III. DESIGN OF PID CONTROL SYSTEM 

The control system consists of pressure control of 
combustion chamber for thrust control of LPRE. The pressure 
of combustion chamber is controlled with thrust control valve 
operated by PI control or fuzzy control. Now having the 
simplified thrust model in Simulink we can design controllers. 
Fig. 2 shows the model and controller. Since there is 
restriction for flowrate of fuel and oxidizer we have used a 
saturation block after PID controller to restrict control signal 
in acceptable range. 

Proportional–integral–derivative (PID) control of the engine 
was attempted first, since it is a popular closed-loop control 
approach that can be applied to a wide range of engineering 
problems. 

Using automated PID tuning in Matlab SISO tool, this 
optimized PID controller was obtained: 

 

Fig. 2. PID control system of thrust level  
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Figs. 3,4,5 show root locus, bode diagram and step response 
of this controller. 

 
 

 
Fig. 3. Open loop root locus with optimized PID controller 

 
 

 
Fig. 4. Closed loop bode diagram with optimized PID controller 

 

 
Fig. 5. Step response with optimized PID controller 

 

IV. FLC DESIGN AND APPLICATION 

The employment of fuzzy techniques belongs to the “soft 
computing’’ family of algorithms. Here “soft computing’’ 
refers to computational mechanisms that can determine 
suitable relationships (in a system data set) to assess and 
determine a quantitative opinion(s) based on future conditions. 
Within MSFC, such computational mechanisms are viewed as 
a collection of algorithms that can achieve optimal or near-
optimal results in the presence of imprecise data, uncertainty 
 [8], unknown physics, and probabilistic outcomes. The central 
goal in soft computing is to obtain greater robustness to these 
and other uncertainties. 

Similar to the PID design, for main thrust level control, a 
FLC is designed and the response of the engine to a step input 
using the PID and fuzzy controllers is compared. The use of 
fuzzy logic is seen to be suitable since it accommodates the 
uncertainties associated with the engine. The technology of 
fuzzy logic enables a computer to make decisions based on 
vagueness or imprecision intrinsic in most physical systems. 
Fuzzy logic also provides a convenient way to introduce 
useful nonlinearities into the control law to achieve specific 
effects, such as reducing large overshoots. 

A fuzzy controller was designed with two inputs and one 
output. The input variables used in the design of the controller 
were thrust error (e) and thrust error rate (ei). The thrust error 
is defined as the desired thrust minus the actual thrust in 
pounds. The thrust error rate is the change in thrust error in 
one sampling interval. The defined membership functions 
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Fig. 6. Fuzzy control system of thrust level  
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have been shown in Figs. 7-9. We have used Gaussian 
membership functions for e and triangular membership 
functions for e  and control valve position. 

Our rule-base consists of ten fuzzy rules that have been 
constructed using heuristics and experience, as follows: 

 
• 1. If (e is pF) then (V is pH) (1)  
• 2. If (e is nF) then (V is nH) (1)  
• 3. If (e is pC) then (V is pM) (1)  
• 4. If (e is nC) then (V is nM) (1)  
• 5. If (e is Z) then (V is Z) (1)  
• 6. If (e is pN) then (V is pL) (1)  
• 7. If (e is nN) then (V is nL) (1)  
• 8. If (ei is nL) then (V is nM) (1)  
• 9. If (ei is Z) then (V is Z) (1)  
• 10. If (ei is pL) then (V is pM) (1)  

 
 

 
Fig. 7. membership functions for e 

 
 

 
Fig. 8. membership functions for e  

 
 

 
Fig. 9. membership functions for valve position 

 
 

We define a desired 
cP with two steps and apply our 

optimized PID controller and designed fuzzy controller to this 
input. The desired chamber pressure values are 40bar, 43bar 
and 45bar. Results are shown in Figs. 10-13. It can be seen 

that the controlled thrust of optimized fuzzy controller has less 
oscillations than fuzzy controller, but both of the controllers 
have an acceptable performance. 

 
 

 
Fig. 10. Controlled chamber pressure using PID controller 

 
 

 
Fig. 11. Controlled chamber pressure using PID controller (zoomed) 

 
 

 
Fig. 12. Controlled chamber pressure using fuzzy controller 
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Fig. 13. Controlled chamber pressure using fuzzy controller (zoomed) 

 

V. CONCLUDING REMARKS 

The mathematical model of LPRE was established with the 
1st order ordinary differential equations. For the control of 
thrust level of LPRE, we established two control systems, an 
optimized PID controller with saturators and a fuzzy controller 
using the parameters of the optimized PID controller to choose 
the values of fuzzy membership functions. We defined a 
desired chamber pressure with two constant levels and applied 
the controllers to adjust the pressure. Both of the controllers 
have an acceptable performance but the optimized PID 
controller had overall better results. This has two reasons; 
first, the parameters of PID controller was optimized but 
parameters of fuzzy controller was chosen using the optimized 
PID controller results but they were not directly optimized; 
second, we have used simplifying assumptions to model the 
motor with linear differential equations. Actual LPRE is a 

nonlinear system and probably the designed fuzzy controller 
will has better results if implemented on real motor, because 
fuzzy controller is robust against uncertainties and 
nonlinearities. 
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Abstract—This work presents a novel gait generation method 
for biped hopping with point feet. The investigated biped model 
consists of a kneed massless leg and a trunk with two Hill-type 
muscles at the hip and knee joints. The dynamic equations of the 
system are derived using Lagrange method. Since the most 
important phase to stabilize bipedal running and hopping motion 
is stance phase, this paper deals only with the stance phase and 
develops a control law for the actuators to generate an arbitrary 
trajectory for hip of the underactuated biped robot. Without loss 
of generality, a forth order curve with properly chosen 
parameters has been used as the desired robot trajectory in 
stance phase. This curve has similarities to the Spring Loaded 
Inverted Pendulum gait, and can generate the desired initial and 
final position and velocity of the stance phase. Hill-type muscles 
are used as the actuators of our model, because being simple it 
includes fundamental elements that are necessary for biped 
running efficiency. The proposed control law calculates the 
needed actuators inputs and gets the robot to undergo the desired 
trajectory. The designed control law is verified in simulation. 

Keywords—biped hopping; gait generation; Hill-type muscle 

I.  INTRODUCTION 

Similarity to humans and having high performance and 
maneuverability has fascinated researchers to investigate 
bipedal locomotion more deeply in recent years. Energy 
efficiency makes it necessary to switch from walking to 
running as the progression speed increases  [1]. To use 
compliant elements in legs reduces touch-down impact 
transferred to robot links, increases energy efficiency of 
bipedal running, and generates more natural looking gaits. 
However, compliant structure of the robot makes controller 
design more difficult. Biped running motion consists of stance 
phase, take-off, flight phase, and touch-down. In stance phase 
one leg is pivoted to the ground and another leg is swinging. 
For our biped model with point feet, the robot has one degree 
of underactuation in stance phase. In flight phase the robot has 
no contact point with the ground and undergoes a ballistic 
motion, so it has three degrees of underactuation. Most of the 
control effort to reject disturbances and stabilize biped running 
is done in the stance phase and so in this paper we concentrate 
to control this phase only. Touch-down is an instantaneous 
phase in which a leg contacts to the surface and the robot 
switches from flight phase to stance phase. Touch-down impact 
causes an instantaneous change in robot links velocities and 

can damage motors if no springy elements are used in legs of 
the robot.  

Spring Loaded Inverted Pendulum (SLIP) is a simple and 
useful compliant model that was proposed by Blickhan  [2] in 
1989 to describe biped walking and running dynamics. This 
theoretical model consists of a point mass at the hip and two 
massless springs as robot legs. This model generates human's 
center of mass (CoM) trajectory and ground reaction force 
(GRF) profiles for walking and running  [3]. The dynamic 
model of SLIP has no closed form solution but it has been 
solved approximately with small angles hypothesis  [4]. In the 
general case it should be solved numerically. Although SLIP 
running gaits cannot be implemented directly on multibody 
robots, we use it to plan the desired trajectory for the biped 
robot investigated in this paper. 

Animals and human running takes advantages of 
viscoelastic properties of their muscles. Hill  [5] in 1949 
proposed a mechanical model for muscle consisting of: (1) a 
main contraction part, (2) a passive elastic part series to 1, and 
(3) a passive elastic part parallel to 1 or parallel to 1 and 2. The 
part 3 prevents the actuator reaction to small initial loads. The 
passive elastic part series to the main active contraction part 
plays an important role in mechanical behavior of muscles. 
This part as an spring accumulates energy when a high tension 
is exerted to the muscle during its sudden change from rest to 
active state  [6]. Ahmadi et al.  [7] in 1997 presented a control 
method for a one legged hopper robot with compliant elements 
series to hip motor. They found unstable passive hopping gaits 
for their model and designed a controller to stabilize the 
hopping motion around its passive gait. Hyon et al.  [8] in 2004 
proposed an energy preserving controller for planar biped 
hopping with torso. Their controller aimed to preserve energy 
during touch-down. Sato et al.  [9] in 2004 modeled a robot 
with one springy leg and a motor at hip to study SLIP model. 
They generated running motion in simulation and experiment 
with the velocity of 0.8 m/s. Meghdari et al.  [10] in 2008 
proposed a feedback linearization controller to follow SLIP 
trajectory by a three link rigid hopper. Their controller could 
generate stable hopping motion in simulation starting from 
Poincare map fixed point initial condition. Iida et al.  [11] in 
2008 designed a biped robot with only one motor at the hip and 
passive springs as muscles at the knees and ankles. Their robot 
could generate walking and running like motions in 
experiments. Eilenberg et al.  [12] in 2009 proposed an adaptive 
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muscle-reflex controller using Hill-type muscle model for 
flexor-plantar muscles of ankle joint. Oyama et al.  [13] in 2009 
designed and fabricated KenkenII robot which had springs 
similar to tendons of organisms. This robot was designed to run 
with 0.7 to 0.9 m/s using a robust controller to ground 
disturbances. Andrews et al.  [14] in 2011 made successful 
experiments based on this controller for a one legged planar 
hopper. Their controller could stabilize hopping on unknown 
ground ups and downs less than %25 of the free leg length. 
Dadashzadeh et al.  [15] in 2014 generated biped running gaits 
with constant motor torques for a biped model having springs 
parallel to motors. Then they stabilized it using a state feedback 
controller on the Poincare map. 

In this paper we consider a one legged hopper with three 
links and two Hill-type muscles as actuators. The trunk angle is 
assumed to be constrained as vertical any time. The dynamic 
equations are derived using Lagrange equation. A symmetric 
trajectory is planned for the stance phase consistent with initial 
condition of the robot. Then the necessary angles, velocities 
and accelerations of the robot links are calculated using inverse 
kinematics and inverse dynamics to make the robot undergo 
the desired trajectory. Using the calculated parameters, the 
control inputs of the robot can be found at any time. The 
designed control law is verified in simulation. The main 
contribution of this paper is developing a control law for 
underactuated biped hopper to make the robot to undergo any 
arbitrary trajectory. The other contribution is generating 
efficient hopping gaits using Hill-type muscle model. 

II. TRAJECTORY PLANNING 

The first step in our controller design procedure for stance 
phase is to plan a desired trajectory. Inspired by SLIP trajectory 
in stance phase, without loss of generality, we choose a 4th 
order curve  

 
2 4 2 2

12 2

a x b x
y c= − + + , (1) 

which is symmetric around y axis and has two points of 
inflection during stance phase as shown in Fig. 1. The velocity 
and acceleration equations are derived using derivatives of (1) 
as 

 

 
Fig. 1. Schematic view of 4th order curve chosen as the desired trajectory for 

the stance phase 
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Parameters a, b, and c are calculated using stance phase 
initial condition of the robot CoM. Assuming massless feet and 
constrained torso angle, the GRF passes through the robot's hip 
and using Newton method the dynamic equations can be 
written as:  

 sinx rF mx F mxθ= → − =   , (4) 

 cosy rF my F mg myθ= → − =   . (5) 

Using trigonometric equations sin and cos can be written in 
terms of x and y: 

 
2 2

sin
x

x y
θ −=

+
, (6) 

 
2 2

cos
y

x y
θ =

+
. (7) 

Equations (1-7) are combined to obtain acceleration 
equation as 

 
2 2 3 2 2

2 4 2 2
2 2

4 2

a x x b xx xg
x

a x b x
b x d

− + +=
− + +

 
 . (8) 

By solving (8) numerically, the velocity and acceleration on 
the robot CoM for the chosen trajectory are found over time. 

III. DYNAMIC MODEL OF THE SYSTEM 

The one legged robot model in this paper consists of a 
kneed massless leg and a constrained vertical trunk with mass. 
According to Fig. 3 the robot has 2 degrees of freedom (DOF) 
in stance phase with variables  and .  

 
 

 
Fig. 2. The free diagram of the system 
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Fig. 3. Robot parameters and stance phase generalized coordinates 

 

Using hip velocity BV


 and acceleration Ba


 calculated from 
desired trajectory and relative velocity and acceleration 
equations, the angular velocity and acceleration of the links can 
be calculated as 
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The Lagrange equations corresponding to  and  are 
written as 

 
1

1 11

( )
d dT dT dV

Q
dt d dd θ θθ

− + =


, (11) 

 
2
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Q
dt d dd θ θθ
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, (12) 

in which kinetic energy consists of trunk translational energy  

 2 2 2 2
2 2 1 1 1 2 1 2 1 2

1
( 2 cos( ))

2
T m L L L Lθ θ θ θ θ θ= + + −    , (13) 

and the potential energy consists of gravitational energy 

 3
1 1 2 2( sin( ) sin( ) )

2

L
V mg L Lθ θ= + + . (14) 

Similar to organisms and to generate torque, the muscles of 
our robot are attached to the leg segments using two little arms 

 and  which are fixed to  and  respectively, as shown 
in Fig. 4. Therefore  and  are fixed angles. To find the 
generalized forces  and , we use virtual work of muscle 
forces  and  as: 
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Fig. 4. Muscles configurations on the leg 

 

The parameters values of the robot model are shown in 
table 1. By solving Lagrange equations for the velocities and 
accelerations of the desired trajectory, the needed muscle 
forces are found as a function of time.  

 

TABLE I.  THE ROBOT NOMENCLATURE 

Parameter Value (in SI units) 

m 58 (kg) 

 0.5 (m) 

 0.5 (m) 

 1 (m) 

 0.1 (m) 

 0.1 (m) 

 0.75π (rad) 

 0.75π (rad) 

 

 

IV. CONTROL INPUT OF THE MUSCLES 

In the previous section we calculated the needed overall muscle 
force. In this section, considering muscle elements, we aim to 
calculate the needed force for the main active part of the 
muscle. It is noticeable that to avoid unnecessary complications 
in simulation, we assume that the main active part of the 
muscle can generate both tensile and compressive forces. In 
muscles of organisms this part is contractive and just exerts 
tensile force, so each joint has biarticular muscles. With the 
mentioned assumption we can actuate each joint by a single 
muscle that is feasible in robotics. Components of the muscle 
are shown in Fig. 5. The dynamic equations of the muscle are 
written as: 
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Fig. 5. Hill-type muscle model used as actuation system of our robot 
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 1 2 1,0 1 1 2 2 1 3,0( ) ( )uh k x x c x k x x x= − + + − − , (17) 

which its parameters are shown in Fig. 5, and subscript 0 
indicates the free lengths of springs. The springs are assumed 
to be in their free length at touch-down. The used muscle 
parameters in simulations are shown in table 2. We have 
defined these parameters using trial and error to generate 
feasible motion for the robot. 

 

TABLE II.  THE MUSCLE MODEL PARAMETERS 

Parameter Value (in SI units) 

Muscle 1 

 20 

 30 

 0.001 

Muscle 2 

 30000 

 40000 

 0.001 

 

 

V. SIMULATION RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Starting from an appropriate initial condition and using 
control law (17), the robot follows the desired trajectory and 
generates a periodic running gait as shown in Fig. 6. In this 
figure, the hip trajectory is shown by solid line in stance phase 
and by dashed line in flight phase. This figure verifies the 
validity of our control law, because it shows that the dynamic 
response of the system with the designed controller is 
coincident with the desired trajectory. 

Fig. 8 depicts the overall force (solid line) and active part force 
(dashed line) of muscle 1 in stance phase which shows an 
almost zero force for this muscle. This is because the trunk 
angle is constrained to be vertical and shows that for hopping 
motion of this configuration the muscle 1 in hip joint can be 
removed. The overall force (solid line) and active part force 

(dashed line) of muscle 2 in stance phase are depicted in Fig. 8. 
According to this figure, the active part of the muscle needs to 
generate smaller forces than the coverall muscle. This is a 
desirable matter and shows usefulness of hill-type muscle 
actuation system. Also the muscle force starts from zero and 
ends with zero in stance phase which is again desirable in biped 
robots.  

 

 
Fig. 6. One step of running using the proposed control law 

 

Fig. 7. The overall force (solid line) and active part force (dashed line) of 
muscle 1 in stance phase 

 

Fig. 8. The overall force (solid line) and active part force (dashed line) of 
muscle 2 in stance phase 
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To calculate ground reaction force components we use 
acceleration components of the robot CoM: 

 xx GF m a= , (18) 

 yy GF m a= . (19) 

The horizontal (solid line) and vertical (dashed line) GRF 
profiles in stance phase are shown in Fig. 9. These profiles are 
qualitatively similar to SLIP running force profiles. 

Cost of Transport (COT) is defined as the consumed energy 
per weight of the robot per traveled distance: 

 0

.x
t

G

F dt

COT
m gL

=
 

 , (20) 

in which t is stance time and L is range of one complete step. 
COTs of hopping with and without Hill-type muscles are 
shown in table 3. According to this table COT using muscles is 
greater than COT without muscle. This is undesirable and we 
aim to reach better COTs using muscles. COT is proportional 
to the product of the applied force by its velocity. Although the 
active part of the muscle had smaller values of forces than the 
overall muscle (Fig. 8), it has greater values of velocity than 
the overall muscle (Fig. 10) and their product causes bigger 

 

 

Fig. 9. Ground Reaction Force Components in stance phase 

 

Fig. 10. The overall muscle length displacement (dashed line) and active part 
displacement (solid line) of muscle 2 in stance phase 

TABLE III.  HOPPING COT VALUES 

Parameter Value (in SI units) 

COT of the overall muscle 0.3057 

COT of the active part of the muscle 0.6064 

 

COT for the active part. This is because the muscles 
parameters shown in table 2 are not optimized for minimum 
energy consumption and they were chosen just to generate a 
feasible hopping motion. By optimizing these parameters we 
would be able to reach more efficient biped hopping and 
running using muscles. 

 

VI. CONCLUSIONS 

A novel control strategy was proposed in this work to 
generate an arbitrary trajectory for underactuated biped robots 
running and hopping in stance phase. The desired trajectory 
should be consistent with stance phase initial conditions. A 4th 
order trajectory was chosen due to its similarity to SLIP 
trajectory. This strategy was applied to a kneed three link 
hopper. At first the necessary velocities and accelerations were 
found and then using dynamic equations its necessary actuators 
forces were found to undergo the desired trajectory. Then Hill-
type muscles were considered as actuators of the robot and 
their necessary active parts forces were found. Simulation 
results showed that the proposed control law gets the robot to 
undergo the desired trajectory very well. The corresponding 
force of the active part of the muscle was smaller than the 
overall muscle force which shows a positive effect of using 
Hill-type muscle. But the COT of the active part was greater 
than the COT of the overall muscle which is not desirable. 

As future works we are going to apply this method to more 
general biped running with unlocked torso. Also optimizing 
muscles parameters to reach lower active part forces and lower 
COTs seems to be very promising. This would guarantee the 
optimal use of muscles in robotic actuating systems. 
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Abstract— Today, it is clearly known that the electronic 

devices generate electromagnetic radiations unintentionally, 
which may contain critical information called compromising 
emanations (CE). CE is also known as TEMPEST radiation, 
which is a code name firstly used by an U.S government 
program. Every developed country has a TEMPEST Test 
Laboratory (TTL) connected to their National Security Agency 
(NSA). The main objective of these laboratories is to investigate 
equipment, systems, and platforms processing cryptographic 
information in terms of CE. TEMPEST tests might take very 
long time depending on the item under test. In this paper, a 
complete Automatic TEMPEST Test and Analysis System 
(ATTAS) developed in TUBITAK, BILGEM TTL is introduced. 
The system has the following properties, which are automatic 
system calibration unit, automatic test matrix generator based on 
the SDIP-27/1 standard, implementation of tunable and 
nontunable tests, automatic CE investigations, rendering of the 
CE of video display units, playing of the CE of audio signals, 
measurement of detection system sensitivity, zoning of 
TEMPEST equipment based on SDIP-28 standard, and 
generation of graphical results. 

Keywords—Comprimising Emanations, TEMPEST Test System 

I.  INTRODUCTION 

 Mil itary history of exploitation of compromising 
emanations began as early as 1914s during World War I. The 
concept of information intercept prevention came into 
existence when the German army successfully eavesdropped 
on enemy voice communication from the earth loop current of 
allied battlefield phone lines. US Army engaged Herbert 
Yardley and his staff of the Black Chamber to develop 
methods to detect, intercept and exploit combat telephones and 
covert radio transmitters [1]. During researches, US Army 
discovered that equipment without modifications was 
vulnerable to enemy attacks and started a classified program to 
develop methods to prevent leakage of the classified 
information. The standards and works on emission security are 
kept secret all over the world. Only the US government 
declassifies some part of its emission security program but the 
revealed material can also be found in the open computing, 
security, and electromagnetic-compatibility literature. The 
only known is the name of US national compromising-
emanations test standards name and their publication year. 
“NAG1A” and “FS222” were the first defined compromising-
emanations test standards published in the 1950s and 1960s. In 
1970 a new version called “National Communications 

Security Information Memorandum 5100: Compromising 
Emanations Laboratory Test Standard, Electromagnetics” was 
released. “NACSIM 5100” was replaced with “NACSIM 
5100A” in 1981. The last known revision is “NSTISSAM 
TEMPEST/1-92” declassified in 1999 after a Freedom-of-
Information-Act request made by John Young [2]. All these 
standards and their NATO equivalent “SDIP-27/1” are still 
classified documents [3]. 

 Academic research on compromising electromagnetic 
emanations started in the mid 1980’s and there have been 
significant recent progresses. The first open publication about 
compromising emanation risks was an 18-page booklet 
released by a Swedish government committee in 1984 to 
inform business community [4]. The risk was brought to 
general attention by van Eck in 1985 [5]. In the paper, van Eck 
reconstructed the Cathode Ray Tubes (CRT) screen content at 
a distance by using low-cost home built equipment. 
Furthermore, attacks to recover information from RS232 cable 
[6], Liquid Crystal Display (LCD) [7], laser printer [8], 
keyboard  [9], [10], and [11] have been carried out.  

 In this paper, Automatic TEMPEST Test and Analysis 
System (ATTAS) has been developed to meet the overall 
TEMPEST test requirements and evaluation procedures 
defined in SDIP-27/1 [3]. ATTAS provides several advantages 
with respect to manual test system and conventional CE 
investigations. First, the system has an automatic validation 
unit providing a very fast and practical system-check 
capability. Second, the test matrix can be generated based on 
the rules and procedures defined in the standard SDIP-27/1 or 
can be imported to the system if it is already prepared by the 
test engineer. Third, the traditional tunable and nontunable 
tests can be performed with the generated or imported test 
matrix. Fourth, the CE investigations are carried out 
automatically, where the RED signal, which represents the 
classified information, is required for correlation between the 
RED and BLACK signal, which represents the unclassified or 
encrypted information. The suspected CE signals can be 
analyzed based on the signal type, which can be a video 
signal, audio signal, and a digital signal. A video signal, which 
is assumed that their screen resolution is known, is displayed 
within a user-friendly panel. Similarly, if the signal is a voice 
signal it can be easily played by the speakers. Moreover, the 
detection system sensitivity (DSS) measurements can be 
performed automatically in a few minutes. TEMPEST Device 
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Zoning (TDZ) described in the SDIP-28/1 [12] standard can 
be carried out successfully. Finally, the TEMPEST test report 
builder can be used to combine the graphical results. 

II. RELATED WORKS  

A. Types of Compromising Emanations 

 CE of the Video Display Units (VDU) has a high 
importance in the concept of TEMPEST. Van Eck showed that 
CRT screen content could be obtained by affordable 
equipment [5]. Nowadays, the CRT monitors is almost out of 
date, and instead, LCD and LED monitors are in fashion. 
Screens, represented in 2D, are composed of streaming frames 
represented in 1D. The vertical representation is called as a 
monitor screen (St) at time t and its frame representation (Ft) is 
given in (1). 
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 There are redundant blanks behind and in front of the rows 
and frames. These blanks provide the time for the scanning 
and are not visible in the monitor screen. To be able to 
reconstruct the information of monitor screen from an 
obtained frame, the Horizontal Synchronization (HS) is very 
crucial since it is used as conversion from 1D data to 2D 
screen. Both the horizontal and vertical (refresh rate) 
synchronization signals exist in the actual transmission 
between monitor and PC. In the case of CE of VDUs, an 
attacker can only obtain the frames;  however, Furkan et al 
showed that the synchronization signals could be obtained 
from the frames by using signal-processing techniques [13]. It 
is also known that the synchronization signals are constant and 
sufficient to solve them once; moreover, VESA standards 
provide synchronization signals if the screen resolution is 
known. For instance, the HS for 1280x1024 @60 Hz 
resolution is given as 63.981 kHz. Frame data including frame 
blanks and row blanks is converted to 2D screen as shown in 
Fig. 1.  

 
Fig. 1. A whole frame representation in 2D. 

The existing ATTAS video rendering module requires 
the row frequency (equal to HS), which is obtained by VESA 
standard. An extensive report is published by Kuhn on 
eavesdropping risk of computer displays for analog and digital 
video platforms [4]. Signal processing applications for 
information extraction from the VDUs emissions is presented 
by Koksaldi [14]. 

 Another type of the CE is composed of keyboard leakages. 
Keyboard is an important input device of computer processing 
confidential information. Although Han Fang did some 
analysis on CE of the keyboards [15], a breakthrough has been 
achieved by Vuagnoux et al, who proposed a method to 
recover keyboard emanations with 95% success and a distance 
around 20 meters. Wang and Yu analyzed a representative 
control circuit of keyboards by focusing on the PS/2 keyboard 
protocol in order to find the sensitive signals causing CE [11]. 
A recent study on CE of keyboard, which investigates the 
information leakage on the ground line of the PS/2 serial 
cable, is presented in 2013 [10]. It has been shown that the 
keystroke signals might leak to ground line network which 
then be recovered on the other power outlets sharing the same 
electric line.  

B. TEMPEST Test Procedures 

 For any equipment under test (EUT), it is necessary to 
prepare a document called as TEMPEST test plan that gives 
the detailed information about test procedures to be 
performed. A TEMPEST test plan document should contain 
the purpose of the test, technical information about the EUT, 
general representation of RED/BLACK signals, potential 
emanations, test environment, exercising equipment, operation 
modes, test media, test setups, and test matrix. TEMPEST 
tests start with the approval of TEMPEST test plan by NTA. A 
test process consists of three steps, which are verification of 
measurement system, measurement of emissions, and 
advanced signal analysis. After tests, a TEMPEST test report 
document, containing equipment of test and their dates of 
calibration, test setups, TEMPEST test procedures, and graphs 
of the test results, is prepared. Thus, one can say that 
TEMPEST tests consist of following three steps, preparing a 
TEMPEST test plan document, executing tests and finally 
preparing a TEMPEST test report document.  

 In TEMPEST evaluation procedures, examination and 
classification of detected emanations is the most difficult step 
because of the dependency on many parameters such as 
detection system capabilities, techniques used in signal 
analyses, personnel experiences, qualification of test 
environment etc. CE mostly appears in three signal types, 
which are in baseband, modulated by a carrier signal, and 
impulsive emanations; therefore, it is not easy to classify 
detected emanations unless implemented with a detailed 
examination. In addition, in some cases, the electromagnetic 
emissions can be data related but one cannot prove whether 
they are compromising emanations or not. Therefore, the 
difficulties in the search of compromising emanations require 
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a fast and reliable TEMPEST test and analysis system in 
addition to save cost and time.   

III.  TEMPEST AUTOMATIC TEST AND ANALYSIS SYSTEM  

 The ATTAS block diagram is given in Fig. 2. The system 
has three main equipment, which is pre-amplifier, test receiver 
(FSET), and oscilloscope, connected to a control personal 
computer (PC). A low noise pre-amplifier is very important to 
increase the SNR, and in ATTAS, a custom (switchable) pre-
amplifier, including two pre-amplifiers working in two 
different frequency bands, is used depending on the working 
frequency band. A pre-amplifier is used in 100 Hz - 1 GHz 
frequency band, which has 32 dB gain, and another amplifier 
is used in 1-20 GHz frequency band, which has a 26 dB gain. 
The second equipment, connected to control PC via 
GPIB/USB converter, is the TEMPEST Test Receiver (FSET) 
produced by the company of Rohde & Schwarz. This test 
receiver is devoted to the TEMPEST tests, working in the 
frequency range of 20 Hz - 22 GHz with at most 500 MHz 
bandwidth, which is the largest bandwidth in the marketplace. 
The last equipment is the oscilloscope, where the model of 
either Lecroy Wave Runner 640Zi or Lecroy WavePro 7300A, 
which has 4 GHz and 3 GHz bandwidths, respectively, can be 
used.       

 
Fig. 2. ATTAS block diagram. 

 In Fig. 3, a sample test setup in fully anechoic chamber and 
the control room including ATTAS is shown. The properties 
of the ATTAS are introduced in the following subsections. 

 
Fig. 3. Test setup and control room including ATTAS. 

A. Automatic System Calibration/Validation 

 According to the Laboratory standards like ISO 17025, 
before starting tests, the test infrastructure should be checked 
and validated if everything is all right. For this reason, a test 
engineer has to start a test day by validating that the devices 
used in the measurement system are working properly. Every 
component or transducer, like cables, connectors, antennas, 
probes, amplifiers, RF limiters in the measurement system has 
a correction factor. Therefore, this fact has to be considered 
when evaluating the measurement results. The conventional 
calibration procedure is applied in three steps. First, the 
correction factor of the transducer or set, which may include 
more than one transducer like cable, antenna, and amplifier, is 
selected in the Test Receiver (TR). Second, the Signal 
Generator (SG) is tuned to a starting frequency, which might 
be the lowest frequency of the test receiver system, with 
constant amplitude. Third, the generated signal is measured in 
the TR while tuning it to the frequency set by the SG with the 
proper span and bandwidth. This procedure is repeated with 
frequency increments up to the highest frequency of the 
measurement systems. In traditional system calibration, the 
test engineer checks about 20 points by finding the errors 
between the generated and measured signal amplitudes. This 
error is also considered as an overall system correction factor 
and has to be added to the measurement results. This boring 
procedure takes about more than an hour for every 
measurement day. The aim of the automatic calibration unit is 
to carry out this procedure automatically by controlling the 
SG, TR, and amplifiers in a remote mode. With this way, the 
overall system correction factor is computed in much more 
points and loaded to the system automatically in a few 
minutes. Automatic calibration user interface is shown in Fig. 

4. 

 
Fig. 4 Automatic calibration user interface. 

B. Automatic Test Matrix Generator and Importer 

 The TEMPEST Test plan preparation procedure defined by 
the SDIP-27/1 consists of straightforward rules. These rules 
are based on the signal properties like speed, bandwidth, type, 
and the test medium, which can be Electrical Radiations (ER), 
Magnetic Radiations (MR), and BLACK Line Conducted 
(BLC). The automatic test matrix generator provides the test 
matrix based on the rules defined by the standard. However, 
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the test engineers usually prefer to prepare the test matrix 
manually due to the traditional reflexes. For this purpose, a 
user interface is developed to import a prepared test matrix 
from an excel file. Thus, the test engineer can start the tests 
easily and quickly.  

C. Implementation of Tunable and Nontunable Tests  

 In the TEMPEST standard, tests are divided into two main 
parts, which are tunable and nontunable tests. Tunable tests 
are based on a test receiver, where FSET 22 produced by 
Rohde & Schwarz (RS) is used. Tunable tests are performed 
based on generated or imported test matrix, which contains the 
start frequency, stop frequency, resolution bandwidth, and 
transducer. In the second part, Nontunable tests are carried out 
based on an oscilloscope, where Lecroy Wave Runner 640zi 
or WavePro 7300A is used. 

D. Automatic Compromising Emanation Investigations  

 The heart of the analysis system is the investigations of the 
CE automatically. In the conventional method, the CE are 
searched in the frequency points where the emissions pass 
above the limit line, which is defined by SDIP-27/1 [3]. 
During the tests, it is assumed that the RED signal, is known 
and applied periodically. In frequency points looked for CE, 
the test receiver system is operated in the zero-span mode, 
which produces AM-demodulated signal at tuned center 
frequency. The video out of the test receiver system is 
connected to the oscilloscope with a high storage capability. 
The test engineer constantly looks for the similarities and 
correlations between the RED signal and demodulated signal. 
The searching of CE in such a way is very problematic, 
especially when the RED signal is a type of audio signal. The 
audio signals are narrowband and mostly checked by the test 
engineers' ear. If we assume that the test span is wideband 
spectrum, such as from DC to 1GHz, and the audio signal 
bandwidth is 5 kHz, the test engineer has to check 200.000 
points. This process obviously takes weeks or months 
depending on the emission levels above the limit lines. In 
addition, the tests are carried out with at least two people 
switching in every 30 minutes to save their ear and keep the 
tests reliable. The aim of the automatic CE investigations is to 
solve this problem by controlling test receiver, amplifiers, and 
oscilloscope remotely. Before starting the search of automatic 
compromising emanations, the RED signal, which we are 
looking for correlation, is saved with a sufficient number of 
samples and sampling rate. Then the spectrum is swept with a 
proper bandwidth, span, and transducer. The related limit line 
defined in the standard is added to the spectrum graph, and the 
frequency points above the limit line are determined. The 
correlation, given by (2), between the RED and demodulated 
signal is calculated for each frequency point. The results are 
listed in a table.  

corr max (t ) ( ) τ τ τ
+∞

−∞

= −∫ r b d      (2) 

In ATTAS, the digitized signals can be interpreted as follows.  

1. Displaying and Correlating CE with Zooming 

 In the analyses, the signal digitized by the oscilloscope, 
which either might be the BLACK or the RED signal, can be 
displayed in the control PC’s screen with zooming property. 
The correlation between two signals can be computed and they 
can be shifted on each other to see the similarities on the zoom 
panel.   

2. Playing CE of Audio Signals  

 In the analyses, the digitized signal by the oscilloscope, 
which might be either the BLACK or the RED signal, can be 
played on the speakers connected to control PC.  

3. Rastering CE of Video Signal 

 In the analyses, the signal digitized by the oscilloscope, 
which might be either the BLACK or the RED signal, can be 
rendered and visualized by the system. To be able to visualize 
the signal, the vertical synchronization frequency has to be 
known, which is found from the VESA standards [16] for the 
time being.  

E. The Detection System Sensitivity Measurements 

 The Detection System Sensitivity (DSS) measurements are 
carried out for tunable and nontunable detection systems and 
should apply to all signal classes as appropriate for the test to 
be performed. All DSS measurements should be made using 
correct calibration source. These methods are specified using 
sine wave substitution source and given as  [3]: 

Method 1 requires a calibrated unmodulated carrier as the 
substitution signal, and is applicable when measuring the DSS 
at the pre-detection (e.g. IF) output of tunable detection 
systems and at the output of nontunable detection systems. 

Method 2 requires a calibrated sine wave carrier modulated at 
30% by a sine wave at any suitable frequency less than or 
equal to the repetition rate as the substitution signal, and is 
applicable when measuring the DSS at the AC or DC coupled 
post-detection output. 

Method 3 is applicable when measuring the DSS at the DC 
coupled post-detection output possessing technical limitations 
preventing the use of a modulated sine wave carrier as the 
substitution signal. The required substitution signal for 
Method 3 is a calibrated unmodulated carrier. 

 In ATTAS, it is considered that the Method A is more 
convenient than other methods for DSS measurements. In this 
method, the signal amplitude level is set to the minimum 
amplitude level of the signal generator and increased gradually 
until the detection system has 10 dB SNR. The applied signal 
level (L) is read and DSS measurement is specified as L-10.  

F.    Equipment TEMPEST Zoning  

 Equipment TEMPEST zoning (ETZ) procedures is given 
by SDIP-28 [12] standard as well as facility TEMPEST zoning 
procedures. To assign a TEMPEST zone to an equipment or 
system, ER test procedures given in SDIP-27/1 is applied [12]. 
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One has to know that ETZ cannot be applied to crypto 
equipment and transmitters. This means that the Level A tests 
are out of scope of ETZ procedures. ETZ assignment can be 
evaluated using the following two methods.  

Method 1 compares CE levels of each RED Signal of 
equipment with the limits and is in practice identical to a 
SDIP-27/1 Level B/C (ER) test. If CE levels are below the 
Level B ER limits defined in SDIP-27/1, the equipment is 
assigned an equipment zone 1. However, if CE levels exceed 
Level B ER limits defined in SDIP-27/1, but are below the 
Level C ER limits, the equipment is assigned an equipment 
zone 2. 

Method 2 does not analyze the modulations to be 
compromising or not, and in worst-case assessment, all peak 
levels are assumed to be compromising and have to be below 
the limits. The bandwidth is selected based on the highest data 
rate of the respective category within the "Bounds on Tunable 
Overall Detection System Bandwidth" defined in SDIP-27/1. 
As a result, if peak signal levels are below the Level B ER 
limits, equipment is assigned equipment zone 1. If peak signal 
levels exceed Level B ER limits, but are below the Level C 
ER limits, the equipment is assigned an equipment zone 2. 
ATTAS implements Method 2 for convenience. 

G. Automatic Test Report Builder 

 Automatic Test Report Builder (ATRB) is developed to 
generate the report of graphical representation of TEMPEST 
tests results. The report generation process is carried out in 
two steps. In the first step, each test result graph is prepared as 
a report page whenever a related part of the test finished. The 
information about the test is entered through a user interface 
and a single page Word report is obtained. In the second step, 
these single page reports are combined to obtain the report of 
graphical representation of TEMPEST test results.  

IV.  EXPERIMENTAL STUDIES 

 In this section, first, automatic investigations of 
compromising emanations (CE), a powerful part of the 
system, is implemented. Second, CE of the LCD monitors are 
captured and displayed in a user interface.  

A. Investigation of CE 

In order to show the system performance, we performed 
two different experiments. First, 300 Hz-3.5 kHz chirp signal, 
which represents the human voice, is amplitude modulated 
(Double sideband) with a 10 MHz carrier frequency by a 
signal generator. The spectrum of the signal is given in Fig. 5. 

 
Fig. 5. AM-modulated chirp signal in 10 MHz. 

 
Fig. 6. Automatic CE search table of a chirp signal.  

 Then this signal is investigated with 200 kHz frequency 
steps and the result is given in Fig. 6. It is seen that the 
correlations are very high around 10 MHz and these points are 
highlighted and shown by red color in the search table. The 
demodulated signal is digitized with 50 kHz sampling rate for 
0.5 second and is shown in scope panel as given in Fig. 7.  

 Here, the critical point is that the data acquisition time of 
the demodulated signal should be at least two times the 
duration of the RED signal. In this case, it is about 2.5 times. 
In the zoom panel, two signals can be aligned and their 
correlation can be computed in real time. 

 
Fig. 7 Capturing the demodulated chirp signal by oscilloscope. 

 
Fig. 8. Zoom Panel and real-time correlation computation. 

B. Displaying CE of Video Display Units 

The similar CE search procedure is applied to an LCD 
monitor and correlation result is computed as 66%, which is 
shown in zoom panel in Fig. 9. In this test setup, log-periodic 
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antenna is used since the CE of the monitor occurs around 776 
MHz. The demodulation bandwidth of the receiver is set to 10 
MHz.  

 
Fig. 9. An LCD Monitor compromising emanation. 

 In Fig. 10, the one-dimensional data of a frame is 
transformed to two-dimensional data with the row frequency, 
which is known by VESA standards [16], and the result is 
shown in video rendering panel. For more information about 
compromising emanations of video display units, we refer to 
[4]. 

 
Fig. 10. Video Rendering Panel. 

V. CONCLUSION 

In this paper, a complete TEMPEST Automatic Test and 
Analysis System (ATTAS) is developed to improve the test 
reliability by reducing the testing time. ATTAS includes 
automatic system calibration unit, test matrix generator and 
importer, implementation of tunable and nontunable tests, 
automatic compromising emanations (CE) search, 
interpretation of the CE with displaying, zooming, rendering, 
and playing panels. In addition, the measurement of detection 
system sensitivity, device zoning based on SDIP-27/1, and a 
report builder of graphical results is achieved by automatically 
by the system. The system and the software is designed in a 
modular manner and suitable to update and upgrade devices 
used. ATTAS has been used successfully in TEMPEST Test 
Laboratory for almost a year.  
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Abstract— This paper aims to identify a hybrid solution for 

Data Acquisition, by using recent Smartphone's embedded 
sensors. The assumption is that Smartphone's sensors will reduce 
the complexity and the high cost of instrumentations. The 
objective is to achieve a sub-meter accuracy of the collected 
trajectories and to allow a large-scale deployment of the system's 
instrumentation, such as a helpful system in the domain of 
transport. Various parameters have been taken into account to 
identify and characterize the performance of the sensors under 
different Android Smartphones and tablets. Two experiments 
have been conducted and Android software has been 
implemented in cooperation of PC software, developed to retrieve 
the data via Wi-Fi, and to store the data via USB by a mbed 
microcontroller in a SD-Card. Some of devices respond better 
than others depending on the used mode or method. 

Keywords— Applications of Signal Processing, Signal Sensing-
Radar-Sonar and Sensor, Array Signal Processing, Signal 
Processing for Sceuirty, Signal Processing Theory and Methods. 

 

I.  INTRODUCTION  

The number of Smartphone applications increases rapidly due 
to the increasing use of Smartphone in various aspects of the 
life.  The use smartphones for controlling transportation 
behavior itself is not new, previous work has primarily 
focused on elaborate use of the phone's integrated GPS 
receiver. While GPS-based systems can be very efficient when 
GPS signals are available, they suffer from some important 
limitations. The ability to capture the behavior of transport 
accurately on smartphones would have a positive impact on 
many research fields. For example, human mobility tracking 
would benefit from an ability to automatically control the 
behavior of individuals in the domain of transport [9, 10].  It 
can be considered as a field of activity recognition and a 
widely studied field within the wearable, the mode detection 
of transport [16]. As a Location detection has been 

increasingly explored on smartphones. A number of newly 
systems used the embedded accelerometer for detecting 
different pedestrian and non-motorised modalities, such as 
walking and running [14, 8], ascending or descending stairs 
[12] or cycling [11]. Some studies are focused for detection by 
using sensor-fusion output of both accelerometer, gyroscope 
and also extracting information from GPS measurements 
[15][14]. Recent work has also focused on the external sensors 
that installed on vehicle to analysis and reconstruct the accident 
situation on the real-time location for the movement of the 
vehicle [16]. Most of these applications use the Smartphone's 
sensors to transfer data from and to the devices. With the 
development of their operating systems, such as Google's 
Android platform [1, 2, 3], it is imperative that these systems 
already have several sensors (e.g., GPS, accelerometer, 
compass and microphone), to acquire data from sensors, by 
using a Personal Area Network (PAN) technology [6,7], such 
as Wi-Fi and USB. 
We have developed a hybrid solution for Data acquisition by 
using Smartphone’s embedded accelerometer and gyroscope 
and combining GPS data that can provide a huge database of 
detection different cases of accident situation in the domain of 
transport. We have implemented our approach on android 
smartphones and integrated it as a part of a mobile application 
that aims at sending an alarm when detect an ordinary situation 
(like accidents, crash, etc.). 

 

II. RELATED WORK 

A. Overview 
The latest smartphone are equipped with many inputs of 

research and not limited: 
 Camera. 
 3-axis accelerometer. 
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 3-axis gyroscope. 
 GPS. 
 etc. 

Smartphone driving detection systems have become 
increasingly common since they only need to use sensor data 
acquired from GPS and sensor-fusion (accelerometer, 
gyroscope) that are available in a model smartphone. These 
devices are powerful, inexpensive and research platforms that 
make instrumenting vehicle for Data acquiring. Most of 
Smartphone’s platform has Android platform that is flexible for 
building real-world systems, and is especially useful for those 
who develop applications using Java programming language. It 
is also useful for creating applications exploiting the hardware 
sensors. Actually, the inability to access the hardware 
underlying the device has been frustrating to the mobile 
platform developers. While the Android Java environment is 
still the intermediary between the device and the human, and 
the Android developers bring much of the hardware's capability 
to the surface. This presents a great opportunity to write some 
code to accomplish our tasks using an open source platform. 

B.  Android Application 
Every Android application consists of one or more 

components which are defined in the application's manifest 
file. The Android platform allows the usage of all normal Java 
concurrency constructs.  
Android platform provides three types of classes: 
Service: The Service doesn't have a visual user interface, but 
rather it runs in the background for an indefinite period of time. 
It is possible to be connected with an ongoing service (and start 
the service if it is not already running).While running, it can 
communicate with another service through an interface of the 
service. 
The UI Thread is a concurrent unit of execution, which has its 
own call stack for methods being invoked. At least one main 
thread is running when it is started for each virtual machine 
(VM) instance. The application might decide to start additional 
threads for specific purposes.  
AsyncTask enables a proper and easy use of the UI Thread, it 
allows performing background operations and publishing 
results on the UI Thread without having to manipulate threads 
at a low-level. 
 

III. HYPOTHESIS AND METHODOLOGY 

In order to check the ability and the limit of these embedded 
sensors of smartphone, we suppose that the performance of 
sensors is approximately invariant at different acquisition 
rates, at various modes of operation classes and methods of 
communication, for different source of data. In order to prove 
this hypothesis, we have to acquire the sensor’s data, and then 
store them to be analyzed. Three types of sensor’s data will be 
exploited for our objective: GPS data (Longitude, Latitude, 
Altitude, and Speed), 3-axis accelerometer [8] (ax, ay, az), 3-
axis gyroscope (rx, ry, rz) for characterizing their performance 
with different rates: 100Hz and 200Hz, and verify if sensors 
remain responsive or not.   

Each mode and method is mentioned in above, will be tested 
over our sensor’s data. A single software implementation will 
be applied on different devices. 
In our implementation, we take into account three operating 
modes: 
AsyncTask and UI Thread Classes:  We apply each one 
separately and compare their responsive on each device. 
Communication: We study the frequency of Data Acquisition 
vs. modes of communication (local database, Wi-Fi and USB). 
Acquisition Rate: We estimate the approximated frequency of 
Data Acquisition. 

IV. EXPERIMENTATION 

In this section, for our experiments, in order to determine 
the accuracy of Data Acquisition, we used two experiments. 
The first one is acquiring data with a frequency 200Hz and 
storing it. The second one is Acquisition frame-rate of the 
embedded sensors (especially accelerometers and gyrometers). 
Each experiment consists of three parts (software, test, and 
result analysis). 

Software: We realize a software that allows us to acquire 
the data by two classes (AsyncTask and UI Thread),using  Wi-
Fi and USB communication , then to store data in a local 
database at a configurable frequency [2 Hz.. 200 Hz],  to give 
the frames of the Data sensors. 

Test: Here we select the frequency 200 Hz by the software, 
the Smartphone communicates with the PC and then the PC 
receives the collected data which will be stored in a file/local 
database. 

Result Analysis: To analyze the results of each experiment, 
we study the number of received frames according to the Data 
Acquiring method to estimate the performance of the 
acquisition mode and the method of communication. 

During this test, we have to take into account enough time, 
about fifteen seconds for every experiment, within which we 
are supposed to shake the phone in three dimensions (X-axe, 
Y-axe and Z-axe), and ensuring that no activity is running on 
the phone at the same time of data acquisition. In these 
experiments, there is no comparison between sensor values, but 
the comparison will be performed for the frequencies. These 
values are not reproducible, so the data does not represent the 
same phenomenon. 
 

A. Acquired Data with a frequency at 200Hz and Data 
Storage 

1. Acquired Data with a frequency at 200Hz 
 

The devices used for acquiring the sensors data are Galaxy 
Tablet 10, Galaxy Tablet2 7.0, Galaxy S2 and HTC (see Table 
I). For this purpose, we developed an application to collect the 
required data. It manages the communication with the sensors. 
This data is then previewed as variable signals to be 
distinguished by the naked eye. Figure 1 shows a screen shot of 
the application running on the devices. 
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TABLE I.  THE TYPES OF SMARTPHONES USED. 

Device Android 
Version 

Kernel Version Processor 

Galaxy Tab 10 3.2 2.6.36.3 P7510 dual core 

Galaxy Tab 2 7.0 4.0.3 3.08-379370 
GT-P3110 dual 

core 

Galaxy S2 2.3.6 3.0.15 
GT-I9100G 

 

HTC 4.0.3 3.28.401.1 
5GHz NVIDIA 

Tegra3quad 
core 

 

 
Fig. 1. The application of data acquisition running on the devices. 

As we referred, the main objective of our study will be on the 
sampled sensors. They will be acquired at a frequency of 200 
Hz. We will be able to check whether their values change to 
100 Hz. Firstly, we started the Data Acquisition by the 
communication channel (Wi-Fi).  This operation need about 
fifteen seconds for the Data Acquisition and we repeat it for all 
kinds of Smartphone (Galaxy tablet 10, Galaxy tablet 2 7.0, 
Galaxy S2 and HTC). The results of sensor's data values via 
Wi-Fi and via local database are presented in Figure 2.  

Note that the results of using the class UI Thread are more 
efficient for acquiring data sensors than the results of the class 
AsyncTask; because we receive many more packets for the 
first class than the second during a limited time, for both Wi-Fi 
and the local database in all of the Smartphone (see Table II), 
but we were not able to send the data via Wi-Fi  for  Galaxy 
Tab2 7.0 because this version cannot be a host to communicate 
with PC (see Figure 3), but via Bluetooth port will create a 
hotspot the same as a Wi-Fi; this problem is already well 
known[2]. 

By analyzing the results of Acquired Data with a frequency at 
200Hz via Wi-Fi (see Table III), and via local database (see 
Table IV), we find that the best estimated frequency via Wi-Fi 
is achieved by using Galaxy Tablet 10, then HTC and finally 
Galaxy S2.  This order is inversed via Local database, the best 
result for the fixed frequency is found for Galaxy Tablet2 7.0 
then HTC, Galaxy S2 and finally Galaxy Tablet 10. We 
conclude that the speed of acquiring data from the 
Smartphone's sensors is not associated with its software 
versions but instead depends on the hardware specifications. 
 
 

 

 

Fig. 2. Acquired data results for Galaxy S2. 

 

Fig. 3. Acquired data results for Galaxy Tablet2 7.0 via mode Local 
database. 

TABLE II.  THE ESTIMATED FREQUENCY OF ACQUIRING PACKETS FOR 
TABLET10, TABLET 7, GALAXY S2 AND HTC. 

Smartphone Tablet 10 
 Number of Packets Estimated Frequency 

UI Thread via Wi-Fi 2899 193.26 
AsyncTask via Wi-Fi 2880 192 
AsyncTask via Local 

database 
225 15 

Smartphone Tablet 7 
 Number of Packets Estimated Frequency 

UI Thread via Wi-Fi - - 
AsyncTask via Wi-Fi - - 
AsyncTask via Local 

database 
826 55.06 

Smartphone Galaxy S2 
 Number of Packets Estimated Frequency 

UI Thread via Wi-Fi 2655 183.99 
AsyncTask via Wi-Fi 2598 180.04 
AsyncTask via Local 

database 
603 41.78 
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Smartphone HTC 
 Number of Packets Estimated Frequency 

UI Thread via Wi-Fi 2848 189.48 
AsyncTask via Wi-Fi 2643 175.84 
AsyncTask via Local 

database 
804 53.49 

 

TABLE III.  THE PERCENTAGE OF THE ESTIMATED FREQUENCY VIA WI-FI. 

Smartphone Estimated Frequency Percentage 
Galaxy Tab 10 193.26 Hz 96.63% 

Galaxy Tab 2 7.0 - - 
Galaxy S2 183.99 Hz 91.99% 

HTC 189.48 Hz 94.74% 
 

TABLE IV.  THE PERCENTAGE OF THE ESTIMATED FREQUENCY VIA LOCAL 
DATABASE. 

Smartphone Estimated Frequency Percentage 
Galaxy Tab 10 15 Hz 7.5% 

Galaxy Tab 2 7.0 55.06 Hz 27.53% 
Galaxy S2 41.78 Hz 20.89% 

HTC 53.49 Hz 26.74% 

 

2.  Acquired Data with a frequency at 30HZ 
For this experiment, we designed a special mbed 
microcontroller for our test (see Figure 4). As Known, the 
mbed Microcontrollers are a series of ARM microcontroller 
development boards designed for rapid prototyping. We 
design [5] a model of the mbed NXP LPC1768 
Microcontroller in particular for prototyping all sorts of 
devices, especially those including Ethernet, USB, and the 
flexibility of lots of peripheral interfaces and FLASH memory. 
It is packaged as a small DIP form-factor for prototyping with 
stripboard and breadboard, and includes a built-in USB 
FLASH programmer. It is based on the NXP LPC1768, with a 
32-bit ARM Cortex-M3 core running at 96MHz. It includes 
lots of interfaces including built-in Ethernet, USB Host and 
Device, CAN, SPI, I2C, ADC, DAC, PWM and other I/O 
interfaces. The mbed NXP LPC1768 includes a built-in USB 
programming interface that is as simple as using a USB Flash 
Drive.  
 

 
Fig. 4. Design of mbed NXP LPC1768 microcontroller. 

By analyzing the results of Acquired Data with a frequency at 
200Hz via USB; we find after the calculation of the real 
frequency for all Smartphones is 2.62 ≈ 3Hz. Maybe the reason 
is the core of mbed which is running at 96MHz and by 
acquiring the data by a frequency 200 Hz, we have just 3Hz 
and it is equal to 0.000003MHz and it is not efficient to acquire 
the data at this limit of frequency.  
To ensure the purpose of the performance of Smartphone data 
reception, we decrease gradually the frequency until 30Hz. we 
evaluate the frequency of the sampled values during a limited 
of acquired Data at 30Hz. Table V presents the frequency 
results of each Smartphone. 

TABLE V.  THE  ESTIMATED FREQUENCY VIA USB. 

Smartphone Tablet 10 Tablet2 7.0 GalaxyS2 
Time Frequency 

(T+32)-T 18.35 18.35 18.35 
(T+64)-(T+32) 20.97 20.97 18.35 
(T+96)-(T+64) 18.35 18.35 20.97 
(T+128)-(T+96) 20.97 20.97 20.98 

 
By analyzing the frequency of Data acquired via USB at 
30Hz, we found it is more efficient than the Wi-Fi one at the 
same frequency (Table VI). 
With Wi-Fi communications, it can save cabling costs and 
installation time. But the USB mode is low-cost multifunction 
and it is well suited for purposes due to its small size, easy 
USB connection and an energy source for the Smartphone 
installed in a vehicle. 

TABLE VI.  THE ESTIMATED FREQUENCY VIA WI-FI AND VIA USB 

Smartphone Galaxy Tablet10 Galaxy S2 
Frequency via Wi-Fi 12.00 Hz 3.6 Hz 

Frequency via USB 19.66 Hz 19.66Hz 

 
 

3. Data storage 
We performed an additional experiment aiming to evaluate the 
speed of the data storage. We designed an application which 
examines the speed of writing this data to a file by using two 
methods UI thread and AsyncTask. This operation has been 
tested for fifteen seconds. For each second we received the 
information and then wrote it to the file (see Table VII). The 
objective was to know which way is more speed than other 
and is more efficient for saving the sensor's data to the file.  
 In general, the mode of local database for Smartphone takes 
more time to interact with the device's memory and to work on 
the Database engine. We couldn't write the received 
information, and we lost much information for the Acquired 
Data with a frequency at 200Hz because the high speed of 
acquisition data.  
The results of acquiring data using a timer are faster and more 
efficient to write data to the database via Wi-Fi than the results 
of acquiring data via local database. Probably the reason is the 
type of the Smartphone's hardware and the software layers. 
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TABLE VII.  EXPORTING DATA TO FILE PER 1000 SECOND VIA LOCAL 
DATABASE. 

Smartphone Local Database (per 1000 sec ) 

 Method UI Thread Method AsyncTask 

Galaxy Tab 10 17 packets 18 
Galaxy Tab 2 7.0 20 21 

Galaxy S2 15 17 
HTC 39 25 

 

B. The Acquisition framerate of the embedded sensors 
All Here, the Data Acquisition uses the sensor's frequency. 
The purpose is to check the performance of Smartphone data 
reception and compare different devices at this frequency in 
order to determine its impact.  The aim of this experiment is to 
determine the slope during a limited moment, which permits 
us to check the frequency of a sampled value of Data 
acquisition. We should ensure that the movement of each 
device (the shaking) is fast enough to observe the sampled 
data, and by the movement, it will have a frequency that is 
higher than the frequency of sampled value of the sensor; for 
that reason we will observe the crenels. 
For this operation, we had to shake each Smartphone in 
several directions, five times up and down, five times forward 
and backward and five times left and right. The objective was 
to analyze the signals of the Smartphone    obtained by the 
applied movement, then to check the performance of its 
frequency by acquiring data to test the quantity of received 
data. These experiments are performed using the method UI 
Thread via Wi-Fi, because we had good results for the first 
experiment. Figure 6 presents the sampled values for the 3-
axis accelerometer (ax, ay and az), over a 15 seconds period 
where the device was shaken in three dimensions (X-axe, Y-
axe and Z-axe).  
In order to bring out the significant changes in the sensor's 
data, corresponding to the shaking moments, we take only a 
sample of the signals to analyze the frequency of data 
acquisition during milliseconds (Figure 6). 
To estimate the frequency of these sampled values during a 
time of acquired Data. Mean (μ) and Sd (σ) are calculated on 
these sampled values to analyze statistically the significant 
changes. Table VIII, IX and X show the results of these 
statistics for all type of Smartphones. 

 

Fig. 5. Sensor data of 3-axis accelerometer. 

 

Fig. 6. Sampled values for Tablet 10. 

TABLE VIII.  CALCULATED Σ, Μ AND ESTIMATED FREQUENCY FOR 
RANDOM SAMPLED VALUES (AX). 

Ax(x) -0,14 -2,109 -4,278 -5,562 -6,017 -5,764 -4,193 -1,352 -0,499 
F(x)  2  19 18   17 1 11 14 18 19 

 

Sampled 
Values(ax) 

Mean μ Standard 
Deviation 

σ 

Frequency 
(F) 

Time 

336-456 -3,7819 1,671 12 0.08s 

TABLE IX.  CALCULATED Σ, Μ AND ESTIMATED FREQUENCY FOR 
RANDOM SAMPLED VALUES (AY). 

Ay(x) -5,899 -5,057 -2,49 -1,417 -0,766 -0,421 1,034 2,873  4,559 
F(x)  6  5  2   2 10 3 3 5 3 

 

Sampled 
Values(ax) 

Mean μ Standard 
Deviation 

σ 

Frequency 
(F) 

Time 

32-81 1,134 4,673 3,6 0.27s 

TABLE X.  CALCULATED Σ, Μ AND ESTIMATED FREQUENCY FOR 
RANDOM SAMPLED VALUES (AZ). 

Az(x) 9,485 9,935 9,61 8,336 6,612 5,728 5,358 4,875  4,768 
F(x)  2  5  4  - 2 6 1 6 4 2 

 

Sampled 
Values(ax) 

Mean μ Standard 
Deviation 

σ 

Frequency 
(F) 

Time 

199-289 6,3199 1,8548 3,826 0.26s 

 
We conclude, it is not relevant to acquire and store the data at 
more than 12Hz for Galaxy Tablet 10, and the estimated 
frequency for HTC and Galaxy S2 is about 4Hz. We consider 
that this difference in the frequency is not related to the 
current version of Android for each Smartphone but to its 
processor. The best results are achieved by Galaxy Tablet 10 
then HTC and lastly Galaxy S2 (see Table XI). 
We found that the used method is sufficient to observe the 
frequency (ex. The crenels) and the frequency depends on the 
puissance of the smartphone. 
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Smartphone Galaxy Tab 10 Galaxy S2 HTC 
Estimated  
Frequency 

12 Hz 3.6 Hz 3.8 Hz 

Time 0.08s 0.27s 0.26s 

 
 

V. CONCLUSION 

main objective of this study is to propose a method to identify 
the performance of various Smartphone’s embedded sensors, 
like Galaxy Tablet10, Galaxy Tablet7, Galaxy S2 and HTC for 
our experiments. The technical tools of Android platform have 
two classes UI Thread and AsyncTask, which are exploited to 
achieve our purpose. Two experiments have been conducted 
and we have ensured a sufficient time: The first one is to 
develop a method to store the acquired data with a frequency 
200Hz. The second one is to identify the acquisition frame-
rate of the embedded sensors (accelerometers and 
gyrometers).  We found that the closer for the frequency is the 
better for the performance.  
Three communication modes are elaborated for acquiring data 
via Wi-Fi, via USB and via local database. The local database 
mode is not considered in this study, for the frequency of 
acquired data because it consumes more time to deal with the 
memory of the device and  Database engine at the same time. 
By a high speed of data, the received data was not written.  
For the pre-defined frequency of 200 Hz via Wi-Fi, both 
classes AsyncTask and UI Thread are efficient to send and 
store all acquired data completely. For the second experiment 
Acquisition framerate of the embedded sensors, is performed 
to check the performance of Smartphone data reception and 
compare different devices at this frequency, in order to 
determine its impact during a period of time.  
To ensure that the performance of the sensor is determined by 
the processors, not by the Android system, we will take into 
account another Smartphone (Galaxy S5) to compare and 
confirm the additional results. In additional, by the knowledge 
of the Smartphone's context hardware, this allows us to 
estimate and identify a hybrid solution for data acquiring by 
their embedded sensors. For our future works, we will 
evaluate the performance of the Smartphone's sensors for 
failure detection (sensors  faults , false alarms, transport 
accident case, etc.) to be able to distinguish between the 
sensors that correctly measure the structural data, and sensors 
that may fail to correctly measure the structural ones in real-
time. 
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